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ABSTRACT
This research was undertaken approximately 20 months after the introduction of alcohol
brand advertising on New Zealand television, which resulted in a fourfold increase in
televised alcohol advertising and a 42% increase in overall alcohol advertising.

The primary aim of the research was to examine the nature of the relationships between
young people's responses to televised alcohol advertising and drinking-related behaviours.

The research was based on two surveys, one with l0 to 17 year olds and one with 18 to 29
year olds. The

l0 to 17 survey involved 500 randomly

selected face-to-face interviews in

New Zealand's three largest urban areas. The 18 to 29 survey involved 1012 interviews.
Respondents were randomly selected from throughout New Zealand and interviewed using
a computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATD system.

Both surveys asked about responses to specific alcohol advertisements, which were ones
these age groups had been more exposed

to. One of the two key response measures

identified how frequently they recalled having seen the advertisement; this was labelled
recalled exposure. Positive response to the advertising was measured by liking

of

the

advertisement.

Structural equation modelling (SEM) was used for the analyses, but this was preceded by

correlation and regression analyses. On the basis

of factor analyses that

preceded the

structural equation modelling, most of the modelling was based on the responses to the
three beer advertisements in each studv.

10 to 17 year old surYey

The findings from the structural equation modelling were consistent with the hypothesis that

positive responses to beer advertising (as measured by liking) were contributing to an
increase

in expected frequency of future drinking. The data were also consistent with the

beer advertising contributing to an increased frequency of current drinking, although the
relationship was just under the 0.05 level of significance.

There was some limited evidence that recalled exposure may be associated with the
drinking status of 10 to 13 year olds but, because of the small number of drinkers in this
age group, this result needs to be interpreted with caution. The regression analyses
indicated that recalled exposure was a predictor

of 10 to

17 year olds' perceptions

of how

often their age/gender group drank and how accepting their friends were of drinking and
occasional drunkenness.

Other survey responses were also indicative of an influence of alcohol advertising on young

people. Alcohol advertising was an important source of information about drinking,
particularly for the 10 to 13 year old males. Almost half of these younger males accepted
-the portrayals in alcohol advertising as realistic and almost

tlo

thirds of them felt that

alcohol advertising does encourage teenagers to drink.

18

to 29 year old survey

This study provided support for the hypothesis that more positive responses to televised
beer advertisements resulted in larger quantities of alcohol being consumed on typical
drinking occasions by 18 to 29 year old New Zealanders. It did not provide support for the
hypothesis that drinking larger quantities of alcohol led to more positive responses to beer
advertisements. The model showed that positive responses to beer advertisements had both
a direct influence on quantity and an indirect influence, via its influence on positive beliefs.

This study also provided support for the hypothesis that more positive responses to beer
advertising were associated with increased alcohol-related problems.

As with the 10 to 17 year olds, recalled exposure was related to perceptions of peer
influence and behaviour. It was a significant predictor for female perceptions of peer
quantities consumed and male and female perceptions relating to peer approval of
drunkenness.

The regression analyses also identified that recalled exposure was a predictor of males
saying they were drinking more than the year before, however a SEM that specified
reciprocal paths between these two variables found neither path to be significant.

ut

Discussion and implications

This research has identified the importance of examining positive responses to alcohol
advertisements. This acknowledges the active recipient

of

advertising who responds

positively to advertising that offers valued outcomes. It also emphasises the importance of
considering emotional/affective responses to advertising. However, the study also indicates
that the weight of advertising is important, as reflected in the cognitive measure of recalled

exposure. This appears to be having most influence on perceptions of what is normative
behaviour.

The results of the SEMs must be viewed as tentative, given the exploratory nature of the
analyses and the limiations

of cross-sectional surveys. However, as for all the previous

studies, relationships have been identified benreen measures relating to alcohol advertising

and those relating to alcohol consumption. While
statements about directions

of

it is not possible to make definitive

influence between these variables, these shrdies have all

provided data that are consistent with the theory-based hypothesis that aleohol advertising
does have an influence on alcohol consumption by young people.
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CHAPTER

1.

INTRODUCTION

Alcohol advertising in New Zealand, as in other countries, has long been a contentious
issue (Casswell, Stewart and Duignan,

1989). The liquor industry, their

advertising

agencies and the media, who gain revenue from alcohol advertising placement, have all

been strong advocates for a liberal policy stance on alcohol advertising. Their primary
argument is ttrat alcohol advertising is simply promoting brands in competition with one
another and that this does not contribute to increasing the size
reason that

if it is legal to sell, it

of the market. They also

should be legal to advertise the product.

For those with a public health perspective, alcohol advertising raises a number of questions:

- is alcohol advertising encouraging children to begin drinking and begin at a younger age?

- is alcohol advertising

encouraging children and young people to increase their frequency

of drinking and the quantities they consume on drinking occasions?

- is alcohol advertising encouraging drinking that is leading to intoxication and increased
alcohol-related problems?

- is alcohol advertising impeding efforts to introduce and promote policies and practices that

will contribute to a reduction in alcohol-related

problems?

This study addresses the first three issues directly and the other indirectly.
The research studies undertaken to date and reviewed in Chapter 4, have used a range of
research methods and provided mixed findings that have led to differing conclusions. There

is therefore a need for further research in this area, particularly that which builds on the
knowledge gained from previous studies and the literature on advertising effects.

1.1 The research context
This research followed a major change in policy on alcohol advertising in New Zealand;
from February 1992 alcohol brand advertising was allowed on television after 9pm. Prior
to this the only forms of alcohol-related advertising permitted on television were advertising

for alcohol companies (not their products) and advertising of their sponsorships. The
changes in l992led to a 42% increase in expendihrre on alcohol advertising and more than
a four-fold increase in expenditure on televised alcohol advertising (Casswell, Wyllie and
Jones, L994). Despite the curfew on the advertising before 9pm, there were still an average

of

LZVo

of 5 to 14 year old children watching after 9pm on a typical evening, with this level

being as high as 27% on a Saturday evening (Maskill, Wyllie and Casswell, 1994). The
average 10 to

l7

year old was exposed to over 300 alcohol advertisements in the 12 month

period beginning

I

October, 1992, compared with 27 advertisements that focused on

alcohol from a health promotion perspective (Casswell et al., 1994).

Influences on the drinking of young people is a particular concern in New Zealmd, as 18 to

24 year old males report the highest levels of annual consumption, the largest quantities on
individual drinking occasions, and the highest level of problems resulting from their own

drinking. While females account for

less than a third of the alcohol consumption, again

it

is

the 18 to ?A year olds who report the highest consumption and problems (Wyllie, Millard,
Zhang,1996; Wyllie and Casswell, 1989).

While there is interest in the determinants sf fllinking among 18 to 24 year olds, there is
also interest in what happens prior to them reaching this age group, at the time when they

are developing their attitudes, beliefs and behaviours in relation to the consumption of
alcohol.

1.2 Overview
Before the research aims and hypotheses are specified fully, in Chapter 5, there will be a
review of theoretical perspectives on advertising, the implications of these for the current
studies and a review of the previous alcohol advertising shrdies.

The review of the theoretical perspectives on advertising (Chapter 2) considers the range of

different theories as to how advertising is hypothesised to influence people and considers
the implications of these for alcohol advertising. The review includes literature from both
the social sciences and consumer behaviour and marketing.

Chapter 3 outlines the theoretieal perspectives adopted in the current research, based on the
material reviewed in the previous chapter.

4 is a critical review of the previous alcohol advertising research. As well as
cross-sectional survey research it includes reviews of: longitudinal cohort studies, content
Chapter

and imagery analyses, experimental studies, field experiments, econometric analyses (a

limited review), natural experiments, communication experts' perceptions

of

alcohol

advertising, public perceptions of alcohol advertising, and responses of problem drinkers to
alcohol advertising.

Chapter 5 specifies the aims of the research, outlines key measures being used in the study
and has sections on the choice

of research

method and analyses. This latter section has

been devoted to an explanation of structural equation modelling and some of the key issues

that arise in relation to the use of this statistical technique. This includes discussion on

of causality. [t was considered necessary to include this information as the use of
structural equation modelling is integral to the research and it is important to understand
what it can offer and what its limitations are. The final section of this chapter discusses the
stages involved in the development of the research and the author's involvement in Ont
issues

process.

Chapter 6 relates to the 10 to 17 year old study.
hypotheses that guided the development

research method component

[t

specifies the research aims and the

of the struchrral equation modelling process. The

of this chapter

includes survey design, which covers the

rationale for choice of face-to face interviewing, justification of the sample size, geographic
coverage, sample selection, response rate, the use

of a market research company, quality

control issues, and ethical considerations. Also included in the research method section was

information about the advertisements being asked about and descriptions

of the main

questions. There is also a section relating to methods of analysis and a specific section on

the regression analyses, which lists all the independent and dependent variables in the
analyses.

The results for the 10

to 17 year olds are

demographics and descriptions

of

reported

in

Chapter

7, including

sample

drinking behaviour, perceived peer and parental
behaviour. There are also sections on general responses to the advertising, regression
analyses and structural equation modelling.

Chapters 8 and 9 are similar in format to the previous two chapters, but relate to the 18 to

29 year olds study. Chapter 8 relates to the aims, hypotheses and research method and
Chapter 9 to the results.

The final chapter (10) is a discussion of the results and their implications, particularly from
a public health perspective. Limitations of the current studies and suggestions for future
research are also considered.

Appendix A is the schedule of work required, as specified in the request for proposals. A

brief description of the advertisements that respondents were asked about is included
'Appendix B. Copies of the questionnaires and related information are included

as
as

Appendices C and D.

1.3 Definitions
Advenisemenr.' The term advertisement is being used to describe

all forms of advertising,

including television advertisements which are often referred to as corunercials in other texts
and in marketing circles. Advertising is the paid placement of communications designed to
encourage acceptance of the advertisers message and/or purchase of the advertised product.

Although some advertising is not paid for, the norm would be for payment to be made.

Cognitive responses: These are responses that involve "neural-mental activity permining
information processing, categorising, alternative weighing, action planning, and the like.
(Peterson and Hoyer 1986,

Nffective responses:

p.l4l).

It is difficult to find

consensus on definitions

of this complex construct.

For the purposes of this study the definition includes the involvement of emotions

and

feelings (general hedonic affect) as well as evaluative impressions (decision value affect)
(Peterson and Hoyer, 1986, p.146).

Attimdes: There are also a wide range of definitions of attihrde. The definition that is being
used

in this snrdy is that of Eagly and Chaiken (1993). "Attitude is a psychotogicat

tendency that is upressed by evahnting a particular entiry with somc degree of favour or

disfavour... psychological tendmcy refers to a state that is internal to the person, and
evalunting refers to all classes of evaluative responding, whether overt or covert, cognitive,

affective, or behavioural" (p. 1).

Beliefs: The definition of beliefs that is being used is that of Petty and Cacioppo (1981), a

belief being "information that a person has about other people, objects, and issues. The

it

information may be factual or

may be only one person's opinion. Furthermore, the

information may have positive, negative, or no evaluative implications for the target of the
information" (p.7).

Norms:

"A

of behaviour that connotes what is

shared expectation

considered culturally

desirable and appropriate" (Marshall, 1994, p. 359).

Expectancy.' "The anticipation

of a

systematic relationship benreen events

some upcoming situation" (Goldman, Brown and Christiansen 1987,

Young persons: For the purposes

or objects in

p. 183).

ofthis research, young persons covers the age range 10 to

29 years. This is a wide age range and separate research has been underaken with 10 to 17
year olds and 18 to 29 year olds.

Advertising exposure: In this thesis, the term advertising exposure refers to the opportunity

to see the advertising. Expozure, as defined, is usually meazured by identifying whieh
programmes have been watched and how much advertising was included

in

that

programming.

Advertising recall: This term is being used to cover both unprompted and prompted
recall/awareness of advertising.

Recalled exposure: This is a term developed for this study to describe a measure that asks
respondents

how often they have seen an advertisement.

It

therefore incorporates

awareness, but also provides a measure of how often they have seen the advertisement.

Myth: A myth, as used in this study, is "an uncontested and unconscious assumption that is
so widely shared within a culture that
social convention" (Strate, 1991,

p.

it is considered natural,

instead

of recognised

115).

The following definitions are being used in relation to the consumption of alcohol:

Frequency: The number of drinking occasions per year.

Qunntity: The amount of alcohol consumed on a typical drinking occasion

as a

Annual volume: The amount of alcohol consumed per year: the product of the frequency
and quantiry.

CHAPTER 2
ALCOHOL ADVERTISING: THEORETICAL
PERSPECTTVES

Given the difficulty that research studies have had in establishing the causal links betrveen

alcohol advertising and drinking behaviour and associated problems,

it is important

to

consider theoretical perspectives on how advertising works.

There are a range of different theoretical perspectives that are relevant to this issue. Most

of

of support from experimental and other empirical studies and it
would seem that there are probably a range of mechanisms whereby alcohol advertising
these have some level

might influence people.

The various theories are reviewed in this chapter and examined to see what implications
they may have for alcohol advertising. In the next chapter the implications of the different
theories have been integrated to identify the key theoretical perspectives that were adopted

in the current study.
Most of the theories consider how individuals interact with advertising, and many of these
focus on the cognitive processes that are believed to be involved. These are addressed in
section 2.1 and include social learning theory, otherwise known as social cognitive theory,

and information processing theories, which include hierarchy of effects models. Section

2.2 addresses other theoretical perspectives: classical conditioning/ conditioning, uses and
gratifications theory, psychodynamic theories, replacement versus accumulation models,
mere exposure, and knowledge acquisition. Section 2.3 examines the influence of alcohol

advertising on social norms/ climate

of opinion, which is

associated

with

issues

of

normalisation and agenda setting. This includes components on cultivation theory and
social interaction theory. Section 2.4 addresses alcohol advertising's effects on interpersonal

influences, particularly peers and family. Many

of the theories focus on the

cognitive

responses and tend to neglect tl're role of emotions in advertising; section 2.5 examines this

issue, which includes attitude towards the advertisement and the role

of liking. The final

sections consider: image advertising/symbology (2.6), developmental issues (2.7), short and

long term effects (2.8), advertising strategy Q,.9), and influences that might counter the
influence of alcohol advertising (2.10).

2.1 Theories focusing on cognitive processes
2.1.1 Social learning theory
Social learning theory, otherwise known as social cognitive theory, is particularly relevant
to understanding how alcohol advertising might influence children and young people. The

theory says that most behaviour is learned, most learning takes place observationally
through modelling and people are more likely to adopt modelled behaviours if they result in
outcomes that they value (Bandura, 1977). Bandura cited research to show that observing a

person in an advertisement (model) receiving valued outcomes, which is referred to

as

vicarious reinforcement, resulted in greater learning than modelling alone. (Much of the
alcohol advertising that screened in New Zealand prior to this study was of the type where
models were shown to be experiencing positive outcomes.)

Bandura (1977) specified four stages

in

observational learning through modelling or

imitation: attention, retention, motor reproduction processes and motivation. He noted that
the first stage, gaining attention, is often not difficult with televised communications.

"Models presented in televised form are so effective in capturing attention that viewers
learn much of what they see without requiring any special incentives to do so" (Bandura,
1977, p.25).

The second of Bandura's stages, retention, acknowledges that gaining attention is
insufficient if nothing is retained from the communication process. The third stage, motor
reproduction processes, refers to the ability to perform the modelled behaviour. The fourth
stage, motivation, relates

to the importance of outcomes being valued or reinforcing,

as

opposed to being unrewarding or having punishing effects.

An important aspect of social learning theory is the role of learning prior to the adoption of
a behaviour; humans are motivated by prospective consequences. Even

if young people are

not in a position to be able to get access to alcohol they can still learn about drinking and

the values attached to

it.

Bandura (1977) argued that what we observe is retained in our

in symbolic form, which is usually

memory

represented verbally,

but rnay also

be

represented as imagery. Rehearsal enhances learning and this rehearsal can take place in

the mind
rehearse

if

there is not the opportunity or desire to act

it out. Therefore children can

in their minds the drinking behaviours portrayed in an advertisement and imagine

this drinking resulting in similar outcomes to those modelled in the advertisement. Bandura

(1977, cited research ttrat showed that observational learning was strongest

if

the overt

expression of the modelled behaviour was preceded by symbolic rehearsal of it.

Two other social learning processes outlined by Bandura (1977) and identified by Atkin
'(1990) as being relevant to the influence of alcohol advertising on drinking were:
strengthening

or

weakening

or

weakening

of inhibitions, and response facilitation. In relation to

the

of inhibitions, we know that children tend to develop more
positive attitudes towards alcohol as they move ttrrough the years of adolescence
(Montonen, 1996). Alcohol advertising can obviously contribute to this process;
advertising that shows rewards rather than punishments for drinking can contribute to a
strengthening

reduction in inhibitions.

The process of weakening inhibitions might also apply to adults who have established
beliefs and behaviours relating to drinking. Frequent exposure to alcohol advertisements
that model valued outcomes may lead to them revising these beliefs and behaviours. (This

theory on the weakening of inhibitions is consistent with an experimental study by Slater
and Domenech (1995) discussed in section 4.4.6)

Response facilitation is another way

already been learned. This

in which modelling can influence behaviour that

is the process

where the modelling

of

has

behaviour in

advertisements provides a reminder cue relating to some already learned behaviour. For

example, seeing someone on an advertisement having a drink may prompt a viewer to do

likewise. Models that the viewer admires are more likely to elicit the modelled behaviour
(Bandura, 1977).
Social learning theory appears to be particularly relevant to understanding how alcohol
advertising might influence children and adolescents as they develop attitudes, beliefs and
behaviours relating to drinking

of alcohol. A key

question therefore is whether alcohol

advertisements are modelling behaviours that these age groups would

value. In considering

this, it is important to acknowledge that this is a phase of life when young people are in the
transition between childhood and adulthood, in a society that provides no clear paths for
this process. They are therefore seeking answers to questions about what it means to be an

adult: how can I become more adult, how do I prove I'm a man, how do adults have fun,
how do I get accepted by my peers? The qualitative research undertaken in association with

the quantitative research being reported on

in this thesis identified that alcohol

advertisements are providing answers to many of these questions (Wyllie, Holibar, Casswell

et

al., 1997). For the 12to 13 year olds and

15

to 16 year olds there was a strong message

that drinking alcohol provides fun and excitement. In fact this appeal was sometimes so
strong that some respondents, especially 12 to 13 year olds, said they wished they were able

to drink the advertised alcohol. The qualitative

research also showed the appeal

of

advertising that linked drinking with acceptance by your mates. The advertisements also
contained

a

range

of

irnagery relating to masculinity, most

of this having a

macho

'component. There therefore seems to be a strong case that alcohol advertising, as
screening in New Zealand at the time of this research, was modelling behaviour with
outcomes that would be valued bv children and adolescents.

2.1.2 lnformation processing theories
The information processing theories or models examine various stages that are believed to
occur from the time a communication is sent and the end produet of that communication,
such as attitude or behaviour change.

2,L.2.1 McGuire

I

s information-processing model

McGuire's information-processing model (McGuire, 1968) has probably been the most
significant example of this in the social science literature. This hierarchical or systematic
processing model, was based on the premise that there are a number

of

stages, each

of

which must be completed in a specified order, if a communication is going to be successful.

McGuire has presented models with a variety of stages. His 1968 model had six stages,
which began with presentation/exposure; viewers have to be exposed to the communication.

Secondly they had to pay attention

to it, then comprehend the message(s). Yielding

(sometimes he referred to this as agreement or accepance) was the next stage which meant

that

if

any attitude change was to take place they had to agree with the message. The

message then had to be retained over time, through storage in the

memory. The final stage,

behaviour, was the implemenktion of behaviour that reflected the change in attitude. In
1985 he published a model that had 12 stages, which integrated many

of the developments

in cognitive psychology (Eagly and Chaiken, 1993). Firstly, the person
exposed to the material and they must then attend to

it.

needed

to

be

The third phase acknowledged the

importance of liking, or showing interest. This was followed by the cognitive processes

of

taking in the message and the interaction of this with existing cognitions, such as counter or

l0

supportive arguments. The next step related to acquiring relevant skills, although this may

not be a step if skill acquisition is not an objective of the communication. The seventh step

related

to attitude change; having a cognitive

response that was consistent

with

the

communication position. The next stages were relevant when long term impact was an
objective and these related to storing the change in memory and then retrieving the relevant
information when needed. Step ten was making decisions on the basis of this retrieved
information and this was followed by taking actions consistent with
behaviour was likely to be consolidated

this. Finally,

if others made appropriate responses

rhe new

and

if the

person themselves undertook further cognitive processing that integrated the behaviour
more strongly within their mode of operating (McGuire, 1985).

Although McGuire did not see all twelve stages as essential and he did acknowledge that the

long list was an 'overintellectualization', the large number of steps that need to

be

successfully dealt with emphasised a difficutty in trying to change aftitudes and behaviours
through persuasive communications.

2.1.2.2 Hierarchical models in consumer behaviour research
Hierarchy

of

effects models have featured strongly

in consumer

behaviour research

(Thorson, 1992). Reflecting on current 0rinking on hierarchical models in consumer
behaviour research, Thorson concluded: "Although few believe that people must go
through every hierarchical step before we can say that advertising has effects, thinking
about advertising influence in terms of which stages of processing are affected has proved

critical for sophisticated advertising planning." (Thorson, 1992, p.4). However, Lannon
and Cooper (1983) noted that these types of models, which they labelled linear sequential,

were developed by the advertisers and there is not the theoretical grounding to support
them. Despite this they continued to dominate advertising market researeh, particularly in
the United States. Lannon and Cooper suggested that this trend was based partly on an
appealing simplicity that allowed easy researching of each step. They also felt the language

used

in

such models was consistent with the very rational, militaristic approach and
language used in marketing (eg 'moving into markets', 'identiffing target groups').

If

the text by Rossiter and Percy (1937) is any indication, hierarchical concepts are
becoming more refined and flexible in advertising and marketing. Rossiter and Percy do
specify a four stage hierarchy - exposure, processing, conrmunication effects and action however within the key processing stage there is acknowledgement of dynamic processes
rather than any rigid hierarchy. The processing stage refers to the immediate response to
the advertising, in contrast to the communication effects stage, which refers to the lasting

ll

product. Within processing they do begin with the need to first
gain attention. There are then nruo possible types of processing, relating to high and low
involvement. In high involvement situations what is required is acceptance of what is being
responses to the brand or

communicated, as elaborated in cognitive response theory (see below). Alcohol advertising

is generally considered to entail low involvement processing; such "soft sell" (Rossiter and
Percy's term) approaches do not require acceptance of the communication. To increase
brand awareness or improve brand attitude in a low involvement situation, they believe rote

learning is necessary; this includes passive learning that can occur without awareness.
The Rossiter and Percy (1987) model includes a key fourth component in their processing

of their hierarchy; emotions. Emotions elicited by the advertisements "feed" learning
and acceptance. They are essential for the development of a positive brand attitude. (The
stage

role of emotions is discussed further in section 2.5.)

Barry and Howard (1990) in reviewing the use of hierarchy of effects in advertising noted
that researchers generally agree about the importance of the three stages, cognitive

(thinking), affective (feeling) and connative (doing), but not on the order of them,
concluding that there is little evidence to support the concept of a hierarchy. This
conclusion is supported by the research reviewed by Eagly and chaiken (1993).

2.1.2.3 Role of message reception

A key issue in relation to information
aware

of

whether

it

is whether people have to be
reception) for it to have any influence, or

processing theories

receiving the message (message

can have an influence without them being aware

of the message. The term
reception is in this case being used as a composite of attention and comprehension as it has

proved to be very difficult to separate them for measurement purposes.

A

review of the

research on this issue (Eagly and Chaiken, 1993) leads to the conclusion that people do nor

have

to be aware of receiving and

comprehending message content

advertising to be successful, however in reality

it

for the alcohol

may often be an important mediating

variable. (See also section 2.2.5 onmere exposure).

2.1.2.4 Cognitive response model

The cognitive response model is another sub-set of information processing theories.
Whereas McGuire's initial information-processing model (McGuire, 1968) emphasised the
mediating influence of reception processes, the cognitive response model developed initially

by Greenwald (1968)

emphasised the mediating

l2

role of cognitive responses (Eagly and

Chaiken, 1993). These are the thoughts that are generated when viewers receive and
respond to the advertisements. This theory acknowledges the importance of existing
attitudes and beliefs

in

determining whether persuasive messages

Messages that produce positive thoughts are more

will be accepted.

likely to be accepted. The extent to

which they are accepted is also influenced by the amount of cognitive responding.

2.1.2.5 Elaboration likelihood model
Most of the information processing models discussed above assume a rational response to
communications

in which the content is subjected to scrutiny. However other

theorists,

such as Petty and Cacioppo (1986) have suggested processes also exist whereby this does
not occur.

Thorson (1992) described the elaboration likelihood model which was developed by Petty
and Cacioppo (1986), as "Probably the most influential model of consumer processing of

commercials."

G.5).

The model postulates that ttrere are two routes to persuasion;

a

central and peripheral route. With the peripheral route there is no scrutiny of the content.

If this route

is used there

will be less permanent attitude change than if there is central route

processing of issue-relevant arguments. In this model, peripheral route persuasion includes
classical conditioning and responses that are influenced by social roles, such as maintaining

a desired self-image. Eagly and Chaiken concluded that: "Petty and Cacioppo and others
who have used their framework have shown that an impressively large number of
situational and individual difference variables can be understood from the perspective of the
elaboration likelihood model. " ( 1993, p.3a5).

If this model is applied to alcohol

advertising

it

seems that most processing is

likely to

be

via the low involvement peripheral route, given that the communications are generally not
of the rype that would encourage people to consciously think about and consider the issues
raised. However, this may not be the case with adolescents who may well use central route
processing for alcohol advertising because of their interest in finding out more about
drinking and the norms and benefits associated wittr it.

2.1.2.6 Heuristic-systematic model
Another model that postulates both central and peripheral routes to persuasion is the
heuristic-systematic model developed by Chaiken (Eagly and Chaiken, 1993). Systematic
processing refers to the central route where information is sought and actively processed.

Heuristic processing is the path where there is minimal cognitive processing. A feature of
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this processing is the use of sirnple rules (cognitive heuristics), such as "people generally
agree with people they like" on which the level of acceptance of the message is based.
However this model appears to have a narrower focus than the elaboration-likelihood model
as it does not have a place for classical conditioning (Eagly and Chaiken, 1993). The
heuristic-systematic model acknowledges that people

will generally only use the minimum
of effort to process information; what they referred to as the least effort or sufficiency
principles and has also been referred to as the 'cognitive miser' principle (Eagly and
Chaiken, 1993).
The initial heuristic-systematic model, along with the elaboration-likelihood model, failed to
'take into account social influences on the development of attitudes. These models assumed

very rational processes where the motivation was to develop attitudes that were consistent
with the perceived facts. Chaiken and associates therefore expanded the initial model to
include the concepts of defence motivation and impression motivation (Eagly and Chaiken,

1993).

Defence motivation acknowledged that people may be motivated to seek
information that was supportive of their existing stance. The basic tenant of impression
motivation was that people try and develop attitudes that are socially acceptable. Obviously
this motivation is particularly important among children and adolescents, as evidenced by
their need for peer group acceptance and their following of fashion trends.

2.1.2.7 Attribution theorv
Attribution theory relates to the cognitive processes whereby people seek causes and
explanations for what has happened (Heider, 1958). Atkin (1990) noted rhar one
implication of attribution theory is that positive experiences where alcohol is consumed may
be overly attributed to the alcohol, because this is the link that is encouraged by alcohol
advertising.

2.1.2.8 Expectancy-value theory
The most widely used form of expectancy-value theory is that of Fishbein and Ajzen
(1975). Thorson (1992) categorised expectancy value theory as a multi-attribute model,
stating that

for twenty years it was the most influential model in the processing of

commercials. This model specifies that ttre attitude towards an object, in this case a brand
or product, is a product of the consumer's evaluative response towards each product
attribute and their perception of the extent to which the product actually possesses the
attribute. Advertising can change either component. Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) also
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emphasised the role of norms, what other people are likely to think about the behaviour, in

determining how an individual behaves.

Eagly and Chaiken (1993) concluded that expectancy-value theory offers

a Iimited

contribution to understanding advertising processes. While examining the ways in which
components of the cognitive processes combine,

it

does not move beyond this

in terms of

explaining advertising processes. They noted that combinatorial models such as this had in

recent years "lost much

of the limited popularity [they] had gained among attitude

researchers during the 1970s." (p.254).

2.1.3 Link between cognitive processing and behaviour

The cognitive models outlined above, including social learning theory, emphasise the
importance of considering the cognitive responses to advertising. Such responses are
usually measured in the form of awareness, knowledge, attitudes or beliefs. An important
in attitudes and beliefs translate into changes in behaviour? The
assumption that behaviour change follows attitude change has not necessarily been
issue is how do changes

supported by the research findings (McGuire, 1985); there

in a

considerable body

of

to show that attitudes often change to become consistent with a change in
behaviour (Eagly and Chaiken, 1993). However, this does not mean that change in
aftintdes and beliefs cannot lead to change in behaviour. Eagly and Chaiken noted that
evidence

there has been much development of theory relating to the attitude behaviour link since the

late 1960s when the link was strongly challenged. Correlations between attitudes and
behaviour are strengthened

if

behaviours are aggregated to produce a measure that has a

similar level of generality to the aftinlde measure. Eagly and Chaiken also noted that a lot
of the research has been undertaken in experimental siruations that are far removed from
the situations in which most attitudinal development takes place. They also acknowledged
that there are a number of other influences on behaviour apart from attihrdes and these need

to be

accounted

for when examining the attitude behaviour relationship. These

other

influences on behaviour, such as habits, self-identity, and norms, make it unlikely that there

will be strong correlations between attitudes

and behaviour.

The development of positive attitudes and beliefs about the benefits of drinking would seem
to be a likely intermediary step preceding the development of drinking behaviours in young

people. Research by Grube and Wallack (1994), cited in section 4.1.5, shows a link
between positive beliefs about the benefits of drinking held by 10 to 13 year olds and
expected drinking when older.
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2.2 Other theoretical

perspectives

2.2.I Classical conditioning/

conditioning

The theory of classical conditioning was developed from the famous experiments by pavlov
and his dog, although there has been some debate as to the detail of those experiments
(Krugman 1994r. There is also debate as to whether the mechanisms are unconscious and
automatic, or whether there is some form of cognitive processing involved (Allen and
Madden, 1985; Bandva, 1977; Eagly and chaiken 1993; Mcsweeney and Bierley, l9g4).
However, there would seem to be reasonably widespread acceptance that a form of
conditioning does take place in humans, whereby linking alcohol in advertisements with
other stimuli that elicit certain responses can lead to similar responses being elicited by the
alcohol (Atkin 1990; Rossiter and Percy 1987; Thorson 1992).

If

alcohol is frequently

shown in situations which the viewer finds appealing, the viewer will come to associate
these appeals with the alcohol, in the absence of the advertising. For example,

if alcohol is
advertised in conjunction with imagery that communicates fun to the viewer, then the
viewer can, with suffrcient exposure to the advertising, come to associate the alcohol with
fun. In marketing, there is a strong emphasis on building distinct brand personalities (e.g.,

fun, sexy, macho), especially in markets such as the alcohol, where there is no discernible
physical difference between brands (Rossiter and Percy, 1987)

Atkin (1990) noted that the linkages are typically

esrablished and reinforced through

frequent exposures with a low level of viewer involvement. Such low level involvement is
considered the norm with alcohol advertisements (Rossiter and percy, 1987).

Vicarious classical conditioning integrates classical conditioning with observational learning

(Petty and Cacioppo, 1981). In this case
response from

it is the pairing of the product with a strong

a person in the advertisement (model), such that the product eventually

comes to elicit the same response from the viewer as it did from the model.

2.2.2 Uses and gratifications theory
This theory posnrlates an active consumer who uses media to satisfy his/her felt needs
(Rubin, 1986). The formal use of this approach dates back to KaE (1959, cited in
O'Donohoe, 1993), who suggested that we should ask what people do with the media rather
than what the media does to them. Uses and gratifications theory acknowledges that needs
may be cognitive, affective or both.
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O'Donohoe (1993) stated that there had been "little application of this [uses and
gratifications] approach to the study of advertising, either in theoretical or empirical terms. "

(p.52). This

seems somewhat surprising as much

of the advertising and marketing research

in New Zealand is based on identiffing consumer needs and developing
communications to satisfy thern. (This perception is zupported by the author's own
undertaken

experience in market research.)

2.2.3 Psychodynamic theories
The theories that are being grouped under the label psychodynamic have in common a focus
on sub-conscious and un-conscious motivations into which advertising taps. This theoretical

orientation began with work which was based on clinical psychological concepts embedded
in psychoanalysis (Dichter, 1964). The approach has regained some popularity in recenr
years in Britain (Lannon and Cooper, 1983) and Europe generally (Sampson, 1985) and has

in market research in New Zealand with increasing frequency, originating with
Heylen in the early 1980s (Heylen, 1984). Many of the key elements of this approach are
been used

well described in the following extract from Lannon and Cooper (1983).

"Our starting point is that consumers endow the products and brands they buy and use with
meanings, over and above their sheer functional value. It is the creative task to
communicate these meanings in ways which motivate and reinforce. Research is to unlock

force. We are then making a distinction
between the ostensive or face-value aspects of the brands, and their Intent or symbolic
values... We do things for their practical benefits and justiff ourselves as rational and
worthy, but underlying this are deeper meanings, gestures, ways of ordering and
structuring our world of which we may or may not be conscious. " (Lannon and Cooper,
them and make them available to the creative

1983, p.202).

Lannon and Cooper (asked the question, what turns a product into a brand? They believed

it was symbols, images and feelings. They also acknowledged the importance of linking
advertising in with prevailing cultural myths. They saw consumers' choices of brands
being a personal statement about how they want to be perceived as a person.

This approach developed out of market research companies and advertising agencies, rather
than universities. The move in this direction was consistent with the greater focus in the

social sciences

on phenomenological,

humanistic and gestalt approaches, which

acknowledged that humans often do not act
consistent with understandings

in consistent and uniform ways. It is

also

of left-brain right-brain functioning (Lannon and Cooper).

t'1

Advocates of the psychodynamic approaches believe that much advertising operates most

effectively with right brain functioning, which involves processes that people are not
normally able to communicate and often are not even aware of. While such approaches

will not appeal to

most quantitative researchers operating from

a logical positivist

epistemology, it is the author's experience that they do appeal to advertising agencies who

find the approaches very useful for

developing advertising that meets consumer

needs/wants.

Lannon and Cooper (1983) used the concept

of the active

consumer

to argue

that

advertising is not the hidden persuader, as it had sometimes been portrayed, yet the
-techniques
they are using to develop advertising that satisfies sub+onrcious and
unconscious needs suggests that advertising is in fact working at deep levels that people are

not fully conscious

"It

of.

They write of this type of advertising:

fascinates, compels. We know we are being sold

to (conscious self);

it

'should' be

suppressed, but we need to project, get involved, be surprised, be attracted, confront our

irrational selves...It reaches into the depths of personal motivations and collective feelings,
using symbols to portray, tricks to release... Its rituals and repetitions corlmunicate with the
deeper self." (1983, p.208).

2.2.4 Replacement yersus accumulation models
Stewart (1989) noted that most advertising models assume that the response that they are
promoting will, with adequate exposure, replace the competing 'undesirable' responses.
However he cited research (Mazur and Hastie, 1978) who concluded that an accumulation
model is a better explanation for much of the experimental data. This model would imply

that

if

alcohol advertising is strengthening attitudes and beliefs about the benefits of
drinking, it will not necessarily be weakening concerns about the disadvantages of drinking.

2.2.5 Mere exposure
There is some empirical support to suggest that we tend to be more positive about things
that we see more often. This effect exists independently of any response to messages being

communicated. [t would seem that this effect can take place even if the person does not
recognise the stimulus (Zajonc, 1980; Eagly and Chaiken, 1993). These findings indicate
that alcohol advertising might have an impact simply through repeat exposures, before any

consideration

is given to the impact of the messages,

communicated.
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emotions and other imagery

2.2.6 Knowledge acquisition

A very simple way in which alcohol advertising

can have an impact is

in

providing

knowledge to young people. By learning about the ways in which alcohol is conzumed they

can reduce their apprehensions about how to behave in drinking situations. They may
therefore feel more comfortable putting themselves in certain drinking environments at
younger ages than might otherwise have been the case.

2.3 Influence of alcohol advertising on social norms/ climate of opinion
There are various ways in which alcohol advertising might have an impact upon social
norms. Obviously it has the abitity to contribute to perceptions of what is normative

behaviour. It might also influence perceptions about levels of societal support for drinking
and levels of concern about problems associated with drinking. Simply having alcohol
advertising on television is a statement about the society's level of concern with alcohol
related problems (Postman, Nystrom, Strate et al., 1988). Alcohol advertising, with its
focus on the benefits of drinking, might contribute to a nonnalisation process where the
risks of alcohol are increasingly forgotten and alcohol is increasingly perceived as an
everyday food and drink product. At the individual level the impact of such processes is
likely to be reflected iu the saliency attached to various positive and negative beliefs about

drinking. Atkin (1990) referred to this process

as saliency reordering.

Wallack (1983) has argued that a major influence of alcohol advertising is in crearing a
hostile climate of opinion; a climate that is hindering health promotion activities.

The impact

of

alcohol advertising upon the social climate may also influence the
development of alcohol policy. If alcohol advertising leads to a climate of opinion where
there is decreased concern with problems associated with alcohol, this may reduce the
likelihood of policies being implemented or supported that aim to reduce the problems
associated

with drinking (Farrell, 1985; Partanen and Montonen, 1988; Postrnan et al.,

1988; van Iwaarden, 1983).

2.3.1 Cultivation theorv
Cultivation theory (Gerbner, Gross, Morgan et al., 1986) has focused on the impact of all
television content, but it provides some insights into the process by which alcohol
advertising might contribute to perceptions of social norms. This theoretical perspective
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postulates that long term exposure to television content cultivates perceptions or beliefs; that
these are likely to become more mainstream, as depicted in the media. The theory is based

on the broad perspective that mass media creates a mass culture of shared symbols, myths,
and beliefs (Potter, 1993) and the greater the level of exposure to television, the greater the
acceptance. Cultivation theory has been criticised for failing to explain how viewers are
influenced (Potter, 1993). Among other criticisms has been the lack of acknowledgement

of tlre active recipient of the communications (eg Austin and Meili, Igg4). However,
cultivation theory suggests that while there are individual differences in response to
different advertisements, the long term cumulative effects on social norms are so pervasive
that they impact on everyone and begin from the youngest ages.

2.3.2 Social interaction theorv
Skog (1980) has provided a theory to explain the process by which "exogenous" stimuli
might influence social norms and eventually lead to behaviour change in a whole society.
Alcohol advertising could be considered an exogenous stimuli. His social interaction theory
would suggest that some people are influenced to change their alcohol consumption by these
exogenous stimuli. They then influence their friends to do likewise, these friends then
influence their friends and so the change moves gradually through the society. He argued

that those who deviate most from the social norms will receive the greatest pressure to
change and this whole process leads eventually to convergence in alcohol consumption.

This theory is consistent with data showing that as alcohol consumption increases in a
country, the heavy, medium and light consumers all show increases. This effect has been
shown in a number of countries (Edwards et al., 1994) and is what Skog refers to as the
collectivity of drinking cultures (Skog, 1985).

2.4 Effects of alcohol advertising on interpersonal

influences

Alcohol research has frequently shown strong associations between (perceived) peer and
parental behaviours and the drinking behaviour of young people (eg Biddle, Bank and

Marlin, 1980) Therefore

it is important to consider what influence alcohol

advertising
might have on the dynamics that operate between young people and their parents and peers.
Perceptions of norms and normative behaviours are central to this discussion.

Alcohol advertising may influence young persons' perceptions of what is normative
behaviour, such that it contributes to perceptions that people of their agelgender drink more
often or larger quantities than is actually the case. Alcohol advertising rules generally
prohibit the use of models that are under a certain age (in New Zealand it is 25) and
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therefore

it might be argued that it is not portraying normative

behaviour for underage

drinkers. However, many advertisements still tend to use quite young people, so there are
likely to be messages about what is normative behaviour for young adults. As adolescents

are seeking messages about adulthood,
advertisements feanrring young adults

it is likely that norms portrayed in alcohol

will be closely attended to.

The potential for televised alcohol advertising to have an impact on adolescents' perceptions

of parental norrns and normative behaviours would be determined by how well the norms
were known to the adolescents. If parents make their standards fairly well known to the
adolescents, and adolescents are aware

of their parents drinking behaviour, then there

'would seem to be little opportunity for alcohol advertising to influence

adolescent

perceptions of their parents' nornts.

Another way in which alcohol advertising might impact upon the adolescents' interpersonal
relations is through the advertising having an influence on the consumption and beliefs of

others. If some of these are peer opinion leaders, an increased interest in
drinking by them might be translated into increased encouragement and pressure to drink
these influential

within the peer group (Atkin, 1990). Likewise parents may come to be more accepting of
teenage drinking as a result of normative standards that they perceive from the television
advertising.

2.5 The role and nature of emotions in advertising
As can be seen from the preceding seetions of this chapter, the theoretical focus has been
predominantly on attempting to explain the cognitive processes that take place when people
respond to advertising. Cognitive approaches have been particularly popular in attinrde and

persuasion research from the late 60s, continuing into the current decade (Eagly and
Chaiken, 1993). A similar trend has been apparent in the research into the processing of

advertising (Poiesz and Robben, 1994; Thorson, lggz). However, in each of these
disciplines there has been a growing interest in the role of emotions and affect. This is
partly an acknowledgement that many of the components of advertisements are likely to
impact at an emotional rather than cognitive
examples

level. Allen and Madden (1935) listed

the

of

"pleasant music, humour, touching social interactions, attractive colour,
stunning visual imagery, celebrity spokespersons, sex', (p.303).

Another reason for the increasing focus on emotional responses to advertising is because of
an acceptance that much advertising has a low level of consumer involvement (Rossiter and
Percy, 1987) and consumers are therefore unlikely to be responding to such advertising
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with the high levels of cognitive processing
perspectives discussed

suggested

by

some

of the theoretical

above. Most advertising, particularly television, is competing for

attention and other responses with many other advertisements, with viewers who generally
have low motivation to attend to such advertising and minimal time to process it (Van Raaij,

1989). Also with television (and radio) advertising, there is no choice as to when

the

advertisement is presented; you cannot seek out information at a time when you want it.

The importance of advertising generating emotional

responses

is

underlined

by the

following quote.
"Perhaps the most vital contribution

of

creative input

in advertising is in

selecting

'advertising stimuli (pictures, words, music, special effects) that elicit appropriate emotional
responses in the target audience. Brands competing in the same product category panition

offer essentially the same benefits (for example Coke and Pepsi in the cola beverage
category...). What differentiates the effectiveness of their advertising is the ability of the
brand's agency

to state or

show these benefits

in an emotionally

more compelling

(informational) or engaging (transformational) way than other agencies can."
@ossiter and
Percy, 1987, p. 208).

Much alcohol advertising appears to be of the type where the product is essentially the
same, certainly within beverages, and therefore the marketers are attempting to gain a
competitive edge through the emotional responses that their advertising generates and are
ffansferred to the brand.

A

of theories and explanations have been offered to explain the role of emotions in
advertising and how response to emotions might impact upon the purchase decisions.
Firstly, people may pay greater attention (Ray and Batra, 1983). With the amount of
range

advertising that people are being exposed to, advertisers are very aware of the need to have

"cut through"; to have their advertisement stand out and be noticed and to discourage
people from leaving the room or switching to other channels during advertisement breaks.
Making an emotional impact is one of the main strategies used, especially with television,
which is so suited to generating emotions; this is one of the reasons advertisers pay so much
to use this medium.

The key role of emotion in advertising is the linking of the emotional responses generated
by the advertising to fte brand/product. The most widely accepted explanation is the
concept of conditioning (often referred to as classical conditioning), as described earlier in
this chapter. With conditioning, the emotions that the advertisement generates in the viewer
become associated with the advertised brand/product. When an advertisement repeatedly
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shows a model's emotional response being linked with an advertised product/brand, a
process of vicarious conditioning would lead to the product/brand eliciting similar
emotional responses from the viewer.

Advertising that links new psychological characteristics to a brand/product that are not
typically associated with it, is referred to as transformational advertising. Puto and Wells
(1984) drew attention to the important role played by generalised emotion in the process

of

transformational advertising. When we experience an emotion it generates other memories

of similar emotions, although

these memories are not linked

with the specific past events

that generated them. Another important distinction is that this process tends to happen
.rather effortlessly.
Shimp (1981) introduced the concept of affect-referral, which was related to the concept

of

choice heuristics that consumers use to determine their purchase decisions. While the
information processing models posfilate that consumers base their behaviour on beliefs
about afiributes (that may have had information from advertising integrated into them),
affect-referral suggests consumer choice may also be based on recall of an overall
evaluation or affect.

Another role of emotion in advertising is the enhancement of information processing. Ray
and Batra (1983) cited research indicating that, up to a point, increases in arousal will lead

to higher levels of information processing. Rossiter and Percy (1987) claimed that the
principal purpose for seeking emotional responses to advertisements was to "energise"
relevant motivations. Ray and Batra (1983) also noted that there was a lot of evidence to
show that emotion-based communications tend to be better remembered.

An important

issue with affective transformational advertising

is that it

reduces the

likelihood of counter-arguing (Ray and Batra, 1983). As this type of advertising tends to
not produce direct challenges to people's beliefs, it is not likely that they will feel the need
to enter into counter-arguing to ensure the integrity of their beliefs. This is also consistent
with the focus in cognitive theories on the tendency for minimal processing; the cognitive
miser concept (Eagly and Chaiken, 1993). This suggests that much alcohol advertising

will

be responded to uncritically, unless there is a high levet of attending and the advertising is

centrally processed.
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2.5.1 Positive attitude towards advertisement
Consistent with the importance

of

emotional responses

to advertising, the consumer

behaviour literature emphasises the importance of developing a positive attitude towards the
advertisemenf, which should then become associated with a positive attilude towards the
brand (Rossiter and Percy, 1987; Shimp, 1981).

It is

interesting to note that almost all the marketing and consumer behaviour literature
refers to the impact on the brand. There is almost no acknowledgement that positive
attitude towards the advertisement is also likely to contribute to a positive attitude towards

'the product. Although alcohol marketers claim they are only advertising to increase their
brand share, it would seem to be easier for advertising to impact on attitude to the product
than attitude to the brand. With the product, viewers simply have to make a connection that

this advertisement is for alcohol. Making the connection with the correct brand is likely to

require greater cognitive processing in a market that is characterised by low levels of
consumer involvement. (This issue is addressed further in section 2.10.)

2.5.2 Liking of the advertisement
The focus on attitude towards the advertisement, together with other research, has drawn
attention to the importance of liking of the advertisemenr. Liking is often used as a measure

of

attitude towards the advertisement (Thorson,

lggz). Rossiter and percy (Igg7)

suggested that low involvement advertisements must be liked to be successful, although this
was not the case with high involvement advertisements.

Walker and Dubircky (L99$ outlined two main hypotheses as ro how liking might influence
advertising effectiveness. Firsfly if viewers like the advertisement, they are more likely to

it often and pay attention to it and as a result of this be more likely to respond to its
message. The second hypothesis is that the feelings generated by the advertisement are
watch

translated to the brand/product. Research evidence provides support for both hypotheses,
which are not mutually exclusive (Walker and Dubitsky, Lgg4). The second hypothesis is

particularly likely to be the case with low involvement advertisements, where the lack of
cognitive processing leads the consumer to take "heuristic shortcuts such as liking the brand
if its ad is liked" (Thorson, 1992, p.7).
Thorson (L992) concluded that *there seems to be little question that Aad
[attitude towards
the adl influences consumer responses to brands, but the path(s) by which this occur remain

controversial" (p.7). She also noted that there seemed to be at least informal evidence that
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beer advertisements were amongst some of the most liked and concluded that, based on
attitude towards the ad theories, their highly popular messages "would have far more
impact than their media weight [level of exposure in the media] would suggest" (p.z).
L,eathar, McKechnie and Amirkhanian, (1994) reviewed the literature on this issue

paper entitled

:

"The importance of likeability as

a

measure

in their

of television advenking

effectiveness." They noted in particular the study by the Advertising Research Foundation
(Haley, 1990; Haley and Baldinger, 1991), which identified liking of the advertisemenr as
the single biggest indicator of advertising effectiveness for fast moving consumer goods,

of

which alcohol is one. However, a reanalysis of this data concluded that the imporance of
liking had been overstated (Rossiter and Eagleson, 1994). Despite this general conclusion,
Rossiter and Eagleson (199a) did acknowledge that

for low involvement transformational

it would be essential to include positive affect measures such as liking. Blair
and Rosenberg (1994), using much larger numbers of studies, found that liking of the
advertising

advertisement was not a good indicator

of

sales success and neither was advertising recall

(awareness). The weight (spend) of the advertising had a slightly better predictive record.

The key indicator of sales success was persuasion, as measured by brand preference
(Adams and Blair, 1992). However it is not surprising that brand preference was a better
indicator as it is somewhat further along the hierarchy of effects than the other measures
which seek to gain more immediate responses to the advertising.

Walker and Dubitsky (1994) reviewed a number of research studies and concluded that,
"Taken together, this research sfiongly suggests that liking is at least an important factor in
advertising effectiveness."

(p.11). Support for the importance of liking

also comes from a

large South African study involving 10,000 television commercials (du Plessis, 1994). He

found that over an eight year period there had been a halving in the extent to which people
were able to recall commercials 2 to 3 weeks after their launch. The variable that was mosr

likely to influence advertisement recall was liking. They thought this might be

because

people are prepared to watch repeat screenings of advertisements they tike.

A key issue is how well transformational advertising, with its emphasis on emotions, works,
especially as it often involves low levels of viewer involvement. Ray and Batra (1983)
noted that research findings suggested that attinrde change via "peripheral routes to
persuasion" tended not to

last.

Puto and Wells (1984) noted the importance

of

repeated

to the

advertisement, but concluded that such repeated exposures "should
produce substantial, favourable change in brand attitudes" (1984, p.6a0). Rossiter and
exposures

Percy (1987) suggested that high frequency advertising is necessary to compete successfully
in a low involvement market with transformational advertising; when there is no advertising
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the brand image cannot be rnaintained. They cited the experience of Budweiser beer in the
US and Bacardi Rum in Australia to show how market share was lost when advertising was
stopped for periods.

From a public health perspective, it is not so much an issue of continuity of advertising for
individual brands, but continuity of advertising of consistent themes for the product alcohol.
Even in the New Zealand market there may well be enough advertising to have sufficient
continuity for images associated with drinking to be maintained. (This conclusion is based
on the data on numbers of advertisements that young people were being exposed to and the
qualitative and content analysis research that indicated the prevalence of themes, as reported

'in

the chapter 4-)

An

issue that appears not

to have been considered by others when drawing conclusions

about the impact of this low involvement transformational advertising is its impact on social

norms. The

screening

of

appealing emotion-based alcohol advertisements that result in

minimal counter-arguing is going to contribute to a more positive climate of opinion about
drinking and therefore impact upon social norms.

2.6 Image advertising/ qymbologr
The role of image or lifestyle advertising and the related concept of symbology needs to be
addressed as a separate issue, although they been alluded to in other parts of this chapter.

Alcohol advertising is seldom about communicating rational product claims; like much
advertising, it is about selling images, fantasies and vicarious experiences of desirable

lifestyles. This is reflected in the following corlments, the first from a

consultant

psychologist to the advertising industry and the second a consultant psychologist to the
alcohol industry.

"The more entertaining commercials invite us to immerse ourselves in their mini dramas
and experience events from the vantage point of a participant or a bystander in the
commercial" (Sutherland, 1993, p.7Z).

"More and more it seems the liquor industry has awakened to the truth. It isn,t selling
bottles or glasses or even liquor, it's selling fantasies. Lifestyle approaches have come into
favour as the most effective way for the industry to promote its wares. Psychologically, for
consumers to be attracted to these advertisements, they need to be attracted to the people in
them, to identiff with the fantasies they create" (Nathanson-Moog, 19g4, p.1g).
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Sutherland (1993) noted that the more the advertisement succeeds
the realiry that

it

is portraying, the more powerful it

Advertisements may develop brand images

will

in immersing people in

be.

or user images; defining the personaliry

imagery associated with the brand, or the users of the brand or the situations in which

and

it

is

used.

Image advertising is often powerful because it links the product in with symbols that have
established culnrral meanings (Lannon and Cooper, 1983; Strate,
advertisement may only last 30 seconds,

1991). Although

an

by linking in with the cultural mythology and

.symbology, it taps an instant pool of emotions and perceptions.

"The critical task is to design our package so that

it

resonates

with information already

stored within an individual and thereby induces the desired learning or behavioural effect"

(Schwartz, 1974, p.24; cited in Strate, 1991,

p.ll5).

Montonen (1996) noted that the "selective process

of appropriation and transformation

amplifies and reinforces some cultural tendencies, and plays down others"

(p.71). Thorson

(1995) and Suate (1991) both emphasised the importance of understanding the cultural
interpretation of alcohol advertisements. They provided the example of the often made
associations with cowboys in alcohol advertisements, where drinking "becomes a symbolic

re-enactrnent

of the strength and

to the cowboy's taming of
noted, "the act of consuming a brand can

courage that we attribute

nature' (Thorson, 1995, p.167). Sutherland

become a symbolic way for us to express our identification with the entities associated with

it" (1993, p.66).
2.7 Developmental
Some theories

iszues

of cognitive

development have specified stages that children go through,

which are associated with the types of information they can process and the means they
have available to process it. The most well known theory is ttrat of Piaget and his final
stage, formal operations, begins at about age

11. With the advent of this

stage children can

think abstractly and use all the available information in their reasoning (Roedder, 19Sl).
Covell, Dion and Dion, (1994) examined theories on adolescent development and
concluded that they:

"...

converge

in

describing early adolescence as

a

transitional period marked

by

a

narcissistic heightened self-consciousness.... Embryonic identity concerns ... and the need
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for individuation ...suggest that young adolescents witl find of great interest advertisements
that provide information on self-presentation and define adult status. " (lgg4, p.a06).

2.8 Short and long term

effects of alcohol advertising

Much of the theory and research in the advertising field has focused on comparatively short
term effects and it is unclear what level of consenzus there is as to the relative importance
of any long term effects compared with short term effects.

As noted by &lwards et al (1994), long term effects are consistent with social learning
'theory (Bandura,
1977), which emphasises the ability of children to learn about behaviours
that they are not as yet able to enact.

Another theory that addresses this issue is cultivation theory (Gerbner et al., 1986). On the
basis of this theory, the extent to which there are long term effects from alcohol advertising

will

depend upon how consistently the advertisements communicate similar messages and

the extent to which these are interpreted in a similar manner by viewers. There is some
evidence that cultivation effects do vary by type of viewer (potter, 1993).

It is difficult to undertake research that can

adequately differentiate long term media effects

from other influences on drinking behaviour. To date the research to support cultivation
theory has only shown comparatively weak correlations and has been unable to establish
directions of causality (Potter, 1993).

Others who have supported the concept of long term effects include Hansen (1995) and
Cohen (1995). Forty years ago, Lazarsfeld noted, "The real problem is the cumulative

effect of television, what it does to children six years, not six minutes, Iater" (Lasarsfeld
1955, p.246).

While research has illustrated that the effects from an individual advertising campaign show
decay effects over time (Broadbent, 1979), it would seem unlikely that all the effects from

all the alcohol advertising decay to zero. It would seem that decay effeets are more likely
to be greater where there is low involvement processing, but where social learning is taking
place, some effects are likely to be retained. While the long term effects from an individual
campaign are likely to be minuscule, the cumulative effects from many alcohol advertising
campaigns are likely to be more significant, especially at ages when attitudes and beliefs
about drinking are still being formed and modified.
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2.9 Advertising stratery
Thorson (1995) ernphasised the need for alcohol researchers to understand advertising
strategy and in particular to be aware that each advertisement is developed for a specihc
target group. Therefore some advertisements are more likely than others to appeal to
children and adolescents.

2.10 Possible counter influences on advertising effects
Obviously a key determinant of the effect of alcohol advertising witl be the extent to which
'the young people respond to the advertising, either cognitively or affectively. Given the
large amount of advertising on television, there is a strong temptation to not pay attention to

it, or to leave the room, skip to another channel, or mute the sound.

Even

it

the

advertisements are attended to, they may well encounter counter-arguing, scepticism and

other defensive responses. Children's scepticism about advertising has been shown to
increase with age (Blosser and Roberts, 1985). However, Covell et al., (1994) cited a
number of studies showing that young people can still be sceptical of advertising and yet
accept product claims.

Atkin (1990) has listed a number of influences that are likely to reduce the influence of
alcohol advertising in addition to viewer defences, such as those just described. These
included the need for ttre information taken from the advertisement to be consistent with the

viewers existing value system, an imporant aspect of cognitive response theory
(Greenwald, 1968). Given that adolescence is a time when personal value systems are
changing with regard to alcohol issues, adolescents are likely to be more accepting of the
communications in the advertisements than are adults.

Atkin (1990) also noted that

if

advertisements exaggerate their claims, and these are not

supported by actual experience, "the resulting disappoinnnent could reduce consumption"

(p.16). He also

suggested that the depiction of drinking in a social cont€xt, which is often a

special occasion, "may convey the implication that alcohol is reserved for non-routine
socially oriented settings, reducing the amount of ordinary solitary drinking" (p.16).
However, this reasoning would not seem to hold in New Zealand where there is sufhcient
other advertising suggesting that alcohol is widely used in many different seftings, many of
which are not just special, non-routine occasions.
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The final possible counter influence noted by Atkin (1990) was that the advertising may
focus on premium brands and move purchasing to these more expensive brands, thereby
reducing the amount of alcohol that can be purchased for a fixed sum.
Sutherland (1993), after acknowledging that advertising's influence seemed to be based on

"powerful psychological mechanisms", considered reasons why its effectiveness is
diminished. However his assessment of effectiveness was based on brand, rather than
product, performance. From a brand perspective conpetitor activity clutters the market
and diminishes the impact of the brand's advertising. However, from a product perspective

it seems likely that the activities of competing alcohol brands will be enhancing rather than
'diminishing the advertising of alcohol.
The second reason given by Suttrerland was budget
limitations, but again this is a brand constraint and the combined alcohol advertising budget
is often large and sustained throughout the year. The final reason given by Sutherland was

the inability of advertising to create needs, but the research reported in Chapter 4 shows
that alcohol advertisements do tend to be based on appeals that are well designed to meet
important needs among young people.

Therefore, many of the reasons that brand advertisers have to question the extent of
advertising effectiveness are not appropriate to the product category, alcohol. Rather,
Sutherland (1993) felt that brand advertising was likely to have a "substantial" effect on the
product category.

"My own suspicion is that research will eventually show the spin-off effect to be substantial
and that its mechanism is based primarily on agenda-setting by creating an image of
popularity and social acceptance for the product category - but only if enough advertising
for enough brands is aired for long enough" (Sutherland , lgg3, p.g7).
Others who have questioned the impact of advertising (eg Ehrenberg, Barnard and Scriven,
1997) have also focused on brand advertising and their conunents are less applicable to the

overall promotion

of alcohol.

However, there are occasional references in trade
publications to the expected effect of alcohol advertising on increasing the size of the
overall market for alcoholic beverages.

"It is interesting that, while the main

of industry demand are income and
price, the influence of advertising is not inconsequential for certain product groups like
canning, drugs, distilled liquor, and wine. [n fact, for the last two categories, a one
determinants

percentage point rise in advertising expenditures leads to a greater increase

in sales than

one percentage point growth

in price. This

in income or a one
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percentage point decline

a

eallsiuto: questtlotr the widely hgjd @lief that adv€trishg ncryer has any influence at fte
iodustr,y level, its nefu, firnolion bciqg merety ro aff@t the selbction of-brando w,iih-ib a
r,market' (eomfOrand W.il$on; 1914)i;.

Other reoear-ch

&u

also questiond the claim that the alcohoj advenis.bg is sim,pfy
competing fior brand share and has no impact on overal-l conuunpdon of alcohol. This
rcs{tarch suggesfis'frat advertisingrs main frneiion is fo'maiatain brand

duinfl,ftk lftclyto

in-creaue

ftE voluirnpurchased by loyal buyors (T6[isr
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CHAPTER

3

THEORETICAL PBRSPECTIVES ADOPTED

Most of the theoretical perspectives discussed in the previous chapter appear to have
something to offer in terms of undersanding the processes involved when viewers interact
wittr televised alcohol advertisements. There appear to be a range of mechanisms whereby
learning and behaviour change take place. This chapter outlines seven issues which have
emerged from the analysis of the theories that are key iszues for consideration in a snrdy

such as

this.

These are: cumulative effects, active recipients, level

of

involvemenr,

cognitive and emotional responding, valued outcomes, attention/reception, and effecc on
interpersonal influences.

3.1 Cumul,ative effects
As reviewed in the previous chapter a number of scholars in this area believe that there are
likely to be cumulative effects from alcohol advertising and this is consistent wittr social
learning theory and cultivation theory. The choice of a survey research method for this
study was influenced in part by the opporhrnity it offered to assess the cumulative effects of
advertisements. While experimental studies do offer the ability to control other possibly
confounding variables, ttreir inability to take into account the long term effects of
advertising greatly limit their usefulness. While these long term effects are likely to be
present in both the experimental and control groups, the experiments look just for the short
term effects of the advertisements being shown in the experimental condition.

3.2 Active recipient
This study is operating from the perspective that people are not passive recipients of
advertising; that they interact differently with each advertisement according to how well it
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meets their needs. For these reasons the study has a strong focus on responses to specific
advertisements, and less on asking people to generalise to all alcohol advertising.

3.3 Level of involvement
Associated

with the concept of the active recipient are issues relating to level of

involvement with the advertisements. Clearly television viewers are being bombarded with

a multitude of stimuli and it is important to acknowledge the likely level of involvement
when alcohol advertisements are being viewed. As Rossiter and Percy (1987) have noted,
alcohol advertisements

will generally come into the low involvement category, but it would

'seem less likely that this is the case when the advertisements are particularly well liked and
when the viewers are children and adolescents. There are a number of reasons why young
people

will be likely to have a high level of involvement in alcohol advertisements.

The
drinking of alcohol may be a new behaviour and they are likely to be strongly motivated o
attend to the alcohol advertisements because they come to learn from various sources,

including the advertising, that drinking alcohol is an important issue. As discussed
previously, adolescence is a time of transition and there is a strong need to identiff the
social norms,

to find out what behaviours lead to peer group acceptance, and what

behaviours are associated with adulthood and masculinity (for mares).

Alcohol advertisements may also have had a certain novelty value in New Zealand at the
time of this survey, in that alcohol advertising on television was something comparatively

new. This may have resulted in greater attention by both young people and adults. It

also

appears that the alcohol companies do have big budgets for producing their advertisemenm;

this helps to increase their profile among the mass of other advertisements and programme
content.

The level of involvement is likely to relate closely to the type of learning/conditioning that
takes place. Under low involvement situations, (classical) conditioning is an important
mechanism, whereas

for higher involvement, social/cognitive learning is likely to be

an

important mechanism. The high/low involvement concept is consistent with models such as
the elaboration-likelihood model which argue for central and peripheral routes for cognitive
processing.

Social/cognitive learning is likely to have its greatest influence among adolescents who are
motivated to attend to the advertising. Advertisements that use appealing models and model
behaviour with valued outcomes are likely to have some influence on this age group. These
mechanisms can also influence behaviour at all ages, through reduction of inhibitions or
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response facilitation, but

it would seem that the advertisements would have to be successful

at gaining high involvement.

Some form of conditioning in low involvement situations

will be more likely the norm for
adults and probably young children who have not yet developed an interest in alcohol.
From a public health perspective a concern about this mechanism is that the viewers are not
usually aware of the process and they therefore are unlikely to engage in any counterarguing. What reduces the concern somewhat is the knowledge that, because of the
minimal cognitive processing, a lot of exposures are needed for the conditioning to take
place. However, it must be remembered that advertisements for any alcohol brand can
'contribute to this conditioning process and each brand is seeking to achieve this process
with their target group. Obviously limiting alcohol brand advertising to after 9pm will have

in terms of reducing the number of exposures children have to alcohol ads;
what is less clear is whether the levels they do get exposed to are sufficient for any
some effect

conditioning to take place.

3.4 Cognitive and emotional responding
The alcohol advertising survey research to date, as reviewed in the next chapter, has tended
to emphasise cognitive responding. This snrdy accepted that it is important to consider both

cognitive and affective/emotional responding.

3.5 Positive responses to advertisements
Given the multitude of advertisements and other media content that both young people and
adults are exposed to, there has to be a good reason why they choose to attend to some of

them; valued outcomes would seem to be the main reason. This is consistent with
sociaVcognitive learning theory, uses and gratifications theory, and psychodynamic
theories. It is also consistent with the approaches used in marketing where the emphasis is
on identiffing the needs/wants that advertising can appeal to (Kotler, 1994; Rossiter and
Percy, 1987).
The concept of valued outcomes appears to be integral to both high involvement cognitive
processing, and more low involvement affective processing. Although low
involvement
conditioning can occur, and some would argue always occurs, without the viewer being

of the process, it is stiil necessary to consider how the conditioned response might
then influence behaviour. It would seem that the conditioning has to result in the person
aware

feeling good about the product, or its benefits, before it will lead to them increasing their
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of the producUbrand. For example, if through conditioning, alcohol was
Iinked with fear, this would not be likely to lead to an increase in consumption. This

consumption

reasoning is consistent with Rossiter and Percy's claim that low involvement advertisements
have to be liked to be successful.

Because

of the

importance

of advertising offering valued outcomes, the current research

placed particular emphasis on a measure of positive response to advertisements. On the
basis of the literanrre reviewed, liking was used as this measure. The focus on liking was

also consistent with the acknowledged importance

of

considering affective/emotional

responses.

3.6 Attention/reception
Attention and reception have been grouped because

of the difficulty of

distinguishing

between the attention and comprehension when measuring reception (Eagly and Chaiken,
1993).

For high involvement processing, such as in social learning/cognitive theory, attention is a
key component. In low involvement situations, ability to recall advertisements seen would
not necessarily relate strongly to the impact of advertising.

Most of the previous alcohol advertising surveys, reported in the next chapter have focused
on some measure of recall of or exposure to advertising as their key measure of response to
the advertising. The current study included, along with liking, a measure which has been
labelled recalled exposure. This took into account not only whether the person could recall
having seen the advertisement, but how often they recalled having been exposed to it (how
often they remembered having seen it). This was similar to an approach originally used as
part of the exposure measure in the Michigan studies (Atkin, Hocking and Block, 1984).

3.7 Effects on interpersonal

influences

The shrdy acknowledges the importance of peer influences on the behaviour of this age
group, and that alcohol advertising is likely to have an effect on perceptions of what is
normative drinking and how acceptable drinking is to their peers.
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CHAPTER 4
PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON ALCOHOL
ADVERTISING
Research to examine how people respond to alcohol advertising and what effeet

it might

be

having on drinking and related problems has utilised a range of different research methods.
As the current study utilises a survey research method, this review wilt give grearcr
-attention to the previous research that has utilised this same method (section 4.1). The
other previous research will be examined within the following categories: longitudinal
cohort studies (4.2), content and imagery analyses (4.3), experimental studies (4.4), field
experiments (4.5), econometric analyses (4.6), natural experiments (4.7), communication
experts' perceptions of the influence of alcohol advertising (4.8), public perceptions of the

influence

of

alcohol advertising (4.9), and responses

of problem drinkers to alcohol

advertising (4.10). The chapter concludes with a summary and discussion of the previous
research (4.11).

4.1 Survey research
This section will consider the survey research studies in chronological order, to assist in
examining how theoretical concepts and issues relating to research design have evolved
over time.

4.1.1 The Michigan studies of Atkin and

associates

Although pioneering studies in this field, the group of studies undertaken by Atkin and
associates, sometimes referred to as the Michigan studies, are still seen as key
studies in
this field of research. This research used a range of research methods, but only the survey
research

will

be considered in this section.

The review will begin by considering the measure of response to alcohol advertising as this
is obviously an important issue and one on which there have been differences of opinion
between researchers in this field (Atkin and Block, 1984a; Strickland
studies used a complex series

l9g4). The Michigan

of measures to create what they termed an overall index of
advertising exposure (Atkin et al., 1984). Although they called it an exposure measure,
it
included aspects of what is being referred to in the current study (see definitions in chapter
1) as exposure' awareness, and some level of further cognitive processing, in this case
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attention. Separate indices were calculated for liquor (spiris) and beer/wine, as liquor
advertising was restricted to print media, whereas the other two beverages were advertised

on the broadcast media. The liquor exposure index identified readership of major
magazines adjusted for the level of alcohol advertising in each. Also included was a
measure

of the number of liquor

advertisements that they typically noticed when reading

magazines and an indication of the proportion that they auended to for at least five seconds.

They were also asked, for six different types of liquor, how many advertisements they
could recall. This was followed by questions about nine specific advertisements, which
included a brief verbal description and photographs. They were asked how many times
they had seen the advertisements, the level of attention they paid (from "little" to "close")
' and the frequency with which they had seen other advertisements
for each of the brands.
The beer/wine exposure index included questions to ascertain viewing levels at times when
alcohol advertisements were more likely to be shown (prime time and sports programmes).

It also included similar measures

as the

liquor index, extended to cover both magazines and

television.

The construction of the exposure indices was a major focus of criticism of the Michigan
studies by Strickland (1984). ln particular he objected to the use of a range of different
measures being combined into a single

index. In response to this criticism, Atkin and Btock

(1984a) argued that the measure of advertising exposure, the product of many years of
experience in measuring advertising, was the "strongest single feature of the field survey"

(p-97). They had deliberately developed measures that examined both opportunity for
exposure and attention in a variety of ways. They undertook analyses using the various
components of the final indices, but found similar patterns of relationships and therefore
used the "more efficient and parsimonious overall index" (p.98).

Strickland (1984) was also critical of measures relying on recall, however exposure, as used
in his study (Strickland, 1982, 1983), only measured opportunity to be exposed and did not
take into account either attention to ttre advertisement or retention of any content. To be
able to recall an advertisement, a person has to have seen it and have taken enough notice
to be able to recall having seen it.

One of the limitations of the Michigan studies was the lack of random selection of the
samples, which does reduce the ability to generalise from the results. They used
"judgmental sampling", which appears to equate with quota sampling, to try and get a
diverse spread on key demographics. The sample was selected from schools but where
there were insufficient people in certain groups recruitment included shopping mall
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intercepts, mail contacts with randomly selected hornes, newspaper advertising and social

clubs. Their final

sample was described as being fairly typical on a wide range

of key
demographics (Atkin, Neuendorf and McDermott, 1983). The lack of randomness and the
implications of this were acknowledged by Atkin and Block (1981), and was focused on by
Strickland (1984). He identified, among other concerns, that the "adult" sample included a
disproportionate number of college students and very few abstainers, compared with levels
in adult population surveys.

ln their response to Strickland's criticisms, Atkin and Block (1984a) noted that they did not
use a national random probability sample because of the prohibitive cost and "the added
'gains in representativeness would not have been justified." (p.96).
They made the valid
point that the focus of their research was on examining the relationships between variables
and this type of sampling was adequate for those purposes. As they noted, random samples

are more essential when the purpose is to gain precise estimates of the occurrence of
behaviours.

One of the major issues in advertising research, and particularly with single cross-sectional
suryeys, is the problem of establishing causality. This was clearly acknowledged by Atkin
and his associates (Atkin and Block, 1981; Atkin et

advertising may be influencing drinking, but

al.,

1984) who pointed out that alcohol

it is also possible that those

heavier drinkers

are more likely to be seek out alcohol advertising. However, they also argued that there
were a number of reasons that "suggest the advertising is the more active force" (Atkin et

al.,

1984,

p.L67). Firstly, when one considers the timing of expozure to

versus the onset of drinking, there is a lot of exposure preceding the

advertisements

drinking. Also, their

daa showed greater intentions to drink in the future among the more heavily exposed nondrinkers; the higher exposure could not be a product of existing drinking. They also noted
that exposure to advertisements is something that tends to happen, rather than people
consciously seeking them out. While this would be the case with true exposure, their
exposure measure included ability to recall advertisements and level of attending. Scoring

higher on these would be more consistent with arguments that heavier drinkers are more
motivated to take notice of advertisements and are therefore able to recall them better.

However, as Atkin et al., (1984) have pointed out, even if heavier drinkers seek out
advertising, this is still indicative of an influence of the advertising, as itwill be reinforcing
their existing behaviour, which will contribute to a maintenance or increase of drinking.

Apart from the technical report on the studies, which was published in l98l (Atkin and
Block, 1981), the first published paper appeared in 1983 and examined the associations
between exposure to alcohol advertising and excessive and hazardous drinking (Atkin et al.,
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1983). This srudy drew on the full sample of 1,227 from their study, most (872o) of whom
were aged 12 to 22 years. In this study the exposure indices for the different beverages
were combined, as they showed "no major differences" (p.318). In a regression analysis,
exposure to alcohol advertising was a significant predictor of an index of heavy drinking
(bea of 0.22, this reduced to a "'modest" 0.10 when the analysis controlled for general
amount of drinking; the paper does not say whether these coefficients are standardised, but
this might be assumed to be the case as they were standardised in the other papers published

from the study). Cross-tabulations compared the more exposed with the less exposed
(divided at the median), and showed 337o of the more exposed were having at least fle or
six drinks a day, compared with L6% of the less exposed. The study also showed
-significant, although small,
differences between the two groups in terms of concern about
drinking and getting into trouble at their school or job because of drinking. The advertising
exposure was

a significant predictor of an index of drinking and driving (beta of 0.18,

reducing to 0.09 when amount of drinking was also controlled

for). The authors concluded
that the reduction when amount of drinking was controlled for indicated that much of the
influence of alcohol advertising was on alcohol consumption, which then led to increased
heavy or problem drinking and drinkdriving. However, they also noted that there
appeared

to be some "small" direct influence of the advertising on these

measures

of

hazardous drinking even after controlling for consumption. They suggested that this may

be due to the advertising creating greater acceptance of heavy drinking or drinking that
might be considered hazardous.
One of the studies examined relationships between reenage drinking and advertising (Atkin

et al., 1984). This involved a sample of 665 persons aged12 to 17 years. They found the
strongest relationship was between liquor consumption and their index of exposure to liquor

advertising. This produced a standardised beta coefficient of 0.34 after controlling for
other variables in a regression analysis. A cross-tabulation showed that 2I% of the higher
exposed group consumed at least three drinks of liquor per week compared with 9Vo for the

lower exposed group. Exposure to beer/wine advertising also showed a significant
relationship with beer consumption in regression analyses (beta of 0.20). Of the more
highly exposed group, 16% drark five or more beers per week compared with l0% for the
less exposed group. It would seem likely that the extent of the relationship would have
been more apparent if there had been sufficient sample to divide it into three levels of
exposure groupings. The regression analyses

did not show any significant relationship

between the beer/wine exposure index and wine consumption.

As well as measuring consumption, the same study (Atkin et al., 1984) also asked those
who were not current drinkers of each beverage if they planned to drink it when older.
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Although regression analyses were not reported, cross-tabulations showed significantly
higher intentions to drink wine and liquor among the more highly exposed groups, but the
difference for beer was not significant.
The other age grouping that was reported on from this study was the adults (N:562), who
were predominantly aged 18 to2}years (Atkin and Block, 1984b; Arkin, 1995). Atkin and

Block (1981) in their initial technical report on this srudy noted that adults would be
expected to show stronger effects of alcohol advertising as they have much more ready
access to alcohol than adolescents. This study showed the strongest relationship between

beer consumption and the beer/wine exposure index, with a standardised regression
'coefficient of 0.28. The same exposure index showed a weaker
relationship with wine
consumption (0.14). The liquor advertising index had a standardised regression coefhcient
of 0.21 when predicting liquor consumption. The relationship for beer was reflected in the
higher exposure group reporting drinking twice the quantity of beer over the previous
month and 32% of them reporting drinking at least five beers per week, compared with
L9% of the lower exposure group.

4.1.2 Strickland
Another study undertaken at about the same time as the Michigan studies was that of
Strickland who, as already discussed, engaged in criticism of the studies of Atkin and his
associates.

Strickland's study (Strickland, 1982, 1983) measured

only advertising exposure

(opportunity to view) and did not attempt to gain any measure of recall or anything else that
might indicate the extent to which advertisements had been attended to, either consciously

or unconsciously. His measure was

based on reported frequency

of watching

"some 70

randomly selected progranrmes" (1983, p.207), multiplied by the duration of alcohol
advertisements that screened during those prograrnmes, with some adjusfrnents for things
such as how often the programme was on air.

His multi-stage probability sample was selected from schools in the St tnuis metropolitan
area and the interviews were administered in class. He also sent questionnaires to family
members' The response rate was 65%, which was partly affected by the need to get written
parental approval. His sample consisted of 1,650 persons from 7th, 9th and llth grades.
Strickland did not identify the age range, but Adlaf and Kohn (1939) equated it with 12 to
16 years. strickland's analyses were based on77z who were drinkers.
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Two papers have been published by Strickland, one based on regression

analyses

(Strickland, 1982) and one that utilised structural equation modelling (Strickland, 1983).
The regression analyses showed that only those with high "social utility" or "vicarious

utility" orienktions to advertising showed significant relationships between exposure to
alcohol advertising and consumption. The measure of "social utility" orienktion was
designed to identify people who used advertising to identiff social norms. The high social
utility group were only significant at the 0.10 level and less than I To of paftial variance was
explained by this variable. 'Vicarious

utility" related to the desire to be like the people in
the advertisements. Those with a high vicarious utility had a significant relationship
(p<0'05) between advertising exposure and consumption, although there was still only a
little over l% of partial variance explained by this variable. Those who used advertising to
seek information to assist in deciding what to buy ("information utility") and those who
watched advertisements

to have topics to

discuss with their friends ("communication

utility") did not show significant relationships between advertising exposure

and

consumption. Although information utility was not identified as a significant mediator
between exposure and consumption, Strickland did note that "inexplicably", there was a
larger beta coefficient for fte low information group, compared with the high information
group. While he found it inexplicable, it does provide tentative support for the theoretical
position that much alcohol advertising attracts low consumer involvement, but conditioning
does take place if there is sufficient and ongoing repetition of the messages.

It should also be noted ttrat the snrdy did not report any measures that considered the effect
of alcohol advertising on those who had not yet started drinking. It is among this group that
one might particularly expect the vicarious utility orientation to be apparent, given the
importance of learning by imitation, as emphasised in social learning theory (Bandura,
1977).

The other published paper based on this study (Strickland, 1983) was the first alcohol
advertising study to use structural equation modelling, although the methods available for
analysis were more limited than those now available.

One of the problems with this study appears to be the grouping of age, sex, race and TV

viewing into one "control" variable, whereas each of the componeng of this variable might
interact differently with the other variables such as exposure to alcohol advertising and
alcohol consumption.

In a model that included peer influences as well as the grouping of control variables,

a

significant relationship was identified between advertising exposure and consumption (beta

4l

of 0.18)' There was

also

a significant

relationship between exposure and "negative

behavioural consequences" (0.12), most of which was mediated by alcohol consumption.
Strickland emphasised that, compared with the advertising exposure paths, the paths
between peer influences and consumption (0.34) and peer influences and problems (0.33)
were much stronger. This led him to conclude that: "In general, advertising was shown to
have meagre effects on the level

of consumption, and these effects rarely translated into
effects on alcohol problems." (p.221). Such a conclusion is obviously open to debate;
given that the study did not include any measures of reqponse to advertising that extended
beyond exposure, the degree of the relationships identified should not be so readily
dismissed.

Strickland also commented on some negative relationships betrreen advertising exposure
and problem measures, even though they were not statistically significant. In particular he
noted that those who were more exposed to advertisements got drunk less often and he saw
this as support for the argument that alcohol advertising may contribute to a reduction in
problem drinking by establishing cultural standards for drinking which "imply sanctions for
the mizuse of alcohol" (p.215). However, there would seem to be no evidence to suppon

this contention from any content analyses or research on viewer perceptions of
advertisements.

4.1.3 Adlaf and Kohn
Adlaf and Kohn (1989) reanalysed Strickland's data, again using structural equation
modelling. However, whereas Strickland (1983) had used a single "just identified" model,
they used "covariance-structure" models which enabled testing for goodness of fit to the
data, utilising the EQS software (Bentler, 1985). They acknowledged that the modelling
might not necessarily identify the only explanation of the data, but noted that a model with a

high level of goodness of

fit

"clearly deserves more serious consideration for application
and further research than a model which does not" (Adlaf and Kohn, 19g9, p.251).

They also acknowledged that the statistical techniques utilised in the modelling assume
variables are normally distributed, however they appear not to have done any logarithmic

or similar transformations on their data to improve the skewed disnibution that always
occur with alcohol consumption.

Their initial model incorporated each of the "control" variables separately. It also
incorporated all the "alcohol abuse" measures into one latent variable, although some of
these were removed in the final

model. Their analyses supported Strickland's finding of
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a

relationship between advertising exposure and alcohol consumption (sandardised coefficient

of 0.18), with alcohol consumption then impacting upon the "alcohol abuse" measure
(0.38), so the net effect of advertising exposure on abuse was 0.07. Peer associations
(measured by the proportion of close friends who drink) showed the strongest relationships

with alcohol consumption (0.34), and the direct path to abuse had a standardised coefficient
of 0.19.
As might be expected, given the nature of the exposure measure, the path between exposure
to television and advertising exposure was very strong (0.77), The direct path from
television exposure to alcohol consumption was negative (-0.11), which was balanced by
'the positive indirect path via advertising exposure (0.14). On the basis of these findings
Adlaf and Kohn concluded that: "...televiewing under prevailing advertising practices could
have appreciable negative impact only on the presumably small minority who selectively

view programming with a high concentration of alcohol commercials, e.g. sportscasts,
almost exclusively" 0.756). There seem to be two problems with this conclusion. Firstly
alcohol advertising was on at prime time (as reflected by the exposure guestions), therefore

it is difficult to see how only a "small minority" were going to be exposed to it. Secondly,
as discussed previously, the advertising exposure index, based solely on exposure to
programmes with higher concentrations of alcohol advertisements did not adequately
identiff those who were actually responding to the advertising, either consciously or
unconsciously.

4.f .4 Aitken, Leathar, McNeill and Scott

A distinguishing feature of the Scottish snrdy by Aitken, Lrathar, McNeill and Scott (1988)
was the focus on the "reward value" of alcohol advertisements, as well as attention to the
advertising. This was in acknowledgement of the need to look beyond simple exposure
measures. Another feature of this research was that it was preceded by a qualitative study
(Aitken, kathar and Scott, 1988), which was used to generate stat€ments for inclusion in
the survey to examine reasons alcohol advertisements appealed to the

children. (The results
from the qualitative and quantitative phases were combined in another paper; Aitken,
1989.) The study also included a measure of "recognition" of alcohol advertising, based on
recall of nine advertisements, using photographs (any reference to branding was omitted).
other photographs, that did include branding, were used to identiff liking of
advertisements, based on a five-point scale.

The 433 children aged 10 to 17 years were selected from the Greater Glasgow area using
quota sampling procedures, which is likely to have made it less representative than a
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random sample (Moser and Kalton, 1971). Interviews were conducted in home. with
parental consent. No response rate was specified.
The study compared non-drinkers, triers (had at least a sip) and drinkers (had at least one
whole drink). It was unfortunate, given the spread of ages, that there wasn't greater
differentiation of drinking levels. The drinker group would have included people who had

only ever had one drink and those who might be getting drunk on a regular basis. The
analysis did not allow any opportunity to assess what impact the advertising might be
having on frequency of drinking or perhaps even typical quantities consumed.

'The research highlighted the appeal of alcohol advertising among this young age group.
Across all the age groups a majority could recall an alcohol advertisement that they liked
and large proportions in each age group said they liked the advertisements asked about in

the survey. The findings were seen to support the qualitative research findings (Aitken et
al., 1988) that many of the alcohol advertisements, that presumably are targeting older age
groups, were appealing to this younger age group.

Many

of the reported

results were based on simple cross-tabulations and, given the
differences that existed across gender and age groups, any comparisons of drinker groups
that failed to control for these other variables was of limited usefulness. Some multiple
discriminant and regression analyses were report€d, but unfortunately the liking of
advertisements data was not included as it was only answered for the advertisements that
had been seen. From the regression and multiple discriminant analyses that were reported
it can be ascertained that, compared with nondrinkers, drinkers recognised more of the
advertisements and were more appreciative
reasons

of the advertisements (as measured by

the

for advertisement appeal). They also identified that drinkers were more likely to

agree that drinkers are more attractive and tough.

The appreciation of advertisements evident among drinkers led the authors to conclude that
televised alcohol advertisements were reinforcing underage drinking. They noted that: "[n
retrospect this is perhaps not surprising.

attractive qualities with many brands
(p.la18).

It is difficult to see how ads can associate

of drinks without reinforcing drinking per

se.,'

4.1.5 Grube and Wallack
The snrdy by Grube and Wallack (1994) was the first to use non-recursive structural
equation modelling, which allowed for the examination of reciprocal influences. Their
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research was based around an information processing model, which ernphasised that
advertisements need to be attended to and remembered if they are going to have any

influence. They therefore argued that

it

was necessary to look beyond exposure to

advertising and focus on measures of awareness of advertising.

Their sample of 468 10 to 13 year olds (fifth and sixth graders) was randomly selected from
all the school rosters in a school district in northern California. Interviews were undertaken

in the homes via a

self-administered questionnaire and face-to-face

interviewing. The

response rate was 78Vo. The sample was described as largely working and middle class,

with a wide range of ethnic groups represented; only a third were caucasian.

Given the age group, they focused on intention to drink rather than existing drinking
behaviour. In the self-administered questionnaire the children were asked to rate on a fourpoint scale how often they thought they would drink beer, wine cooler, wine and liquor
"when they were grown up." Awareness of beer advertising was based on questions about

five specific advertisements. Children were shown a photograph, with any reference to
brand omitted, and asked

if

they had seen the advertisement and,

brand. They received a score of

if

so, could they name the

I if they recalled the advertisement

and,

Z

if they also

recalled the brand.

Grube and Wallack used EQS software for the modelling and used "robust estimates" of the
standard errors because of the non-normal nature of the data. An initial hypothesised model
specified unidirectional paths from awareness of advertising to beliefs about the positive and
negative aspects of drinking and knowledge of beer brands and slogans. The path then
went from beliefs to future drinking intentions. A number of exogenous variables that were
possible predictors of awareness, knowledge, beliefs and intentions were included but no

paths were pre-specified. The modelling process identified relationships between these
exogenous and the endogenous variables, but they were only included in the model if they
were consistent with previous research and theory. After the initial model was solved,
reciprocal paths were added and the model was reestimated. The reciprocal effects were
retained even when not significant, so that the model was controlling for any influence from
the reciprocal effects.

The final model showed awareness of beer advertisements being related to drinking
intentions via positive beliefs (standardised coefficient of 0.19). It was perhaps surprising
that there was no direct path beween awareness and intentions. Although ttre initial model

did not specify a direct path, the analyses would have identified a path if it had been
significant (Grube, personal communication). The reciprocal paths from intentions to
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positive beliefs and positive beliefs

to

advertising awareness were not significant.
Advertising awareness was not impacting upon negative beliefs. The study also showed
reciprocal paths in effect benveen advertising awareness and knowledge of beer brands and
slogans' This indicated that knowing beer brands and slogans was associated with a grearer
Iikelihood that the person would recall the advertisements and also that recall of the
advertisements was related

to recall of the brands and slogans. Grube and Wallack

concluded that: "the findings provide support for the hypothesis that awareness

of alcohol
advertising influences children's drinking beliefs, knowledge and intentions" (p.257). On
the basis of these findings they argued in support of controls on alcohol advertising, to
assist in preventing or delaying the onset of drinking among young people.
This study is an important contribution to the literature; is main limitation is its focus solelv
on cognitive responses to the advertising.

4.1.6 Unger, Johnson and Rohrbach
Unger, Johnson and Rohrbach (1995) argued that

if

favourable responses to advertising

preceded experimentation, this would support the hypothesis that the advertising encourages

use. They divided their sample of 13 to

16 year olds from Southern California into three

groups: non-drinkers (never had even a part of a drink and said they definitely would not
use alcohol in the next two months), susceptible nondrinkers (never had any drink, but
were not definite about not drinking in the next two months) and users (ever had at least

part of a drink). Their hypothesis was that susceptible nondrinkers would like alcohol
advertisements as much as drinkers. This was not supported by the data; liking increased
benveen each

of the three groups, being highest among the drinkers. In contrast,

the

hypothesis was supported when a similar exercise was done with smokingi the susceptible
group liked the advertisements at least as much as the users. Therefore they saw tobacco
advertising as possibly affecting the recruitment of new smokers, but there was no evidence
to make any similar conclusions with alcohol.

The lack of support for their hypothesis with the alcohol data may have been a product of
the definitions of susceptible non-drinkers and drinkers. Susceptible nondrinkers may need

to be defined as showing more likelihood of starting to drink than they allowed for. It is
also questionable whether people who have only had the odd sip or two should be treated as
drinkers in a study such as this.
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4.2 Longitudinal cohort
The value

studies

of longitudinal studies is that they allow a greater opportuniry to

identi$r
temporal relationships; whether drinking behaviour follows or precedes attending to alcohol
advertising.

4.2.L Yan Reek, Knibbe & van lwaarden
This Dutch study (Van Reek, Knibbe and van lwaarden, 1993) examined a range of policy
elements at age 13 to see if they were predictors of drinking and smoking behaviour ar age

15.

Questionnaires were administered

in classrooms of 36 randomly

selected secondary

schools stratified by educational level and region (Van Reek, Knibbe

&

van Iwaarden

1991). No response rat€ for the first phase was provided, but 82% (llg2) of the original
sample completed the second phase. An item measuring "pressure by alcohol advertising"
in 1989 was not correlated with weekly drinking in 1991. "Pressure by tobacco
advertising' in 1989 was significantly correlated with weekly smoking in 1991, although
the correlation was only 0.10 and was not significant when other variables were connolled
for.

The lack of statistical significance for the "pressure by alcohol advertising" measure is not
surprising. Assuming that it was measured by this simple statement (no detail is given), it
seems to be a very limited measure

of possible advertising effects. The "pressure' from

alcohol advertising may often be sufficiently subtle for people not to be aware of

it.

Even

if

they are aware of it, there must be real questions as to how much they will admit to being
"pressured" by it.
The fact that tobacco advertising was a stronger predictor of future behaviour may relate to
society being less accepting of tobacco, resulting in a greater willingness to acknowledge
pressures from tobacco advertising.

4.2.2 Connolly,

Casswell, Zhang and Silva

A New Zealand longitudinal study undertaken by the Alcohol and Public Health Research
Unit (Connolly et al., 1994), was based on a Dunedin cohort which began as a sample of
1037 three year

olds. The Connolly et al., study was

based on data collected at ages 13, 15

and 18 and the sample size that participated in all three surveys was 667.
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The alcohol advertising measures were only a small component of this longitudinal shrdy
and therefore the number of questions was limited. Respondents at age 15 were asked,
unprompted, to recall anything they had seen or heard about alcohol (no time frame was
specified) in each of: television, radio, magazines, newspapers and films. Variables used in
regression analyses based on this data were: number of commercial advertisements recalled,

number of moderation advertisements recalled and number of other porhayals of alcohol
recalled. This measure of unprompted recall of alcohol advertisements was tapping a level

of processing beyond that of prompted recall/recognition measures, such as used by Grube
and Wallack (1994). To recall an advertisement unprompted in a sinration where there is

minimal motivation to try and recall any advertisements (towards the end of a day
'completing questionnaires and other research
activities), suggests that the advertisements
recalled

will

have made some impression on the young people. The measure may therefore

incorporate compotrents of awareness, attention and some sort of emotional response, such
as

liking of the advertisement.

The results showed that the number of commercial advertisements recalled by males at age
15 was related to the maximum quantity of beer consumed by males at age 18 and more
weakly related to the average quantity of beer consumed at age 18 (the maximum quantity

of beer was the largest quantity

consumed at any

of the locations

asked

about). That

a

relationship was found for beer and not wine/spirits (combined) was consistent with the
content of most of the advertising at ttrat time being for beer. The lack of any similar
relationship for females was consistent with the very male orientation of the advertising
(Wyllie et al., 1989) and less female interest in beer, as reflected in consumption pafterns
(Connolly et al., 1994).

By international standards, the level of advertising at age 13 was low and although there
was some television advertising at age 15, it was still quite limited (Casswell et al., 1989).
That the relationships emerged despite this limited advertising activity adds to the policy
significance of the findings.

One of the questions raised by these results is whether those males who were drinking
larger quantities of beer at 18 were also heavier drinkers than others at age 15; it is possible

they may have sought out the advertising at age 15 because of their interest in alcohol.
While the Connolly et al., (1994) paper did not control for drinking ar age 15, subsequent
analyses (Casswell, personal comrnunication) have shown that the relationships still exists
when this variable is added to the regression analyses.
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Connolly et al., (1994) also drew attention to the implications of the small proportion of
variance explained by their regression equations; in the analysis that identified the male
beer drinking association with previous advertisement recall, only lO% of variance was
explained. This is a low level and the authors acknowledged that measures other than those
included in the shrdy were likely to be influencing consumption. The implication of this is
that if those variables had been included and controlled for, it may have influenced the
nature and strength of the relationships discussed above.
Although no relationship was present between female recall of commercial advertising and
consumption measures, females who watched more television at age 13 and 15 (averaged)

'drank larger quantities of wine/spirits (combined)
and beer at age 18. There were two
unexpected negative relationships identified in the female data. The number of commercial
advertisements recalled at age 13 was weakly inversely related to frequency of beer
drinking at age 18 and the number of portrayals of alcohol in the entertainment media
recalled at age 13 was weakly inversely related to the maximum quantity at age

two relationships had p

18. These
values of 0.03 and 0.05 respectively; given the number of

significance tests undertaken, some of the results with p values around 0.05 may be chance
occurrences, particularly as there appears to be no ttreoretical explanation for the two
unexpected results.

4.3 Content and imagery

analyses

An understanding of the

content and imagery being communicated

by

alcohol

advertisements is important in relation to the current study, as it assists in understanding the

ways in which alcohol advertisements might be appealing to young people, satisffing their
needs and leading to positive responses to the advertisements.
One approach to identifying content and imagery is to have one or a few persons do the
exercise, usually using predetermined categories and relying on inter-coder checks to give
some confidence to the reliability of the coding (eg Breed and DeFoe, 1979; Atkin and

Block, 1981; Finn and Strickland, 1982). Alternatively a person skilled in semiotics or
some other form of discourse analysis might deconstruct the advertisements to examine the
dominant discourses. Such approaches often examine how the advertisements link in with
and build upon existing cultural imagery and cultural myths (Strate, 1991). This more indepth form of analysis offers a much greater understanding of how the advertising might be

influencing the viewers. However, it will be likely to be criticised by persons operating
from a logical-positivist paradigm, who will argue that the process is too subjective.
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An alternative or complementary strategy is to ask the viewers about their perceptions of
the advertisements (eg. Wyllie et al., 1989; Wyllie, Casswell and Stewart, l99l). While
this approach has the advantage of providing some insight into the effects of the advertising

which are lacking

in traditional

content analyses (Atkin, lg87),

it

does have some

limitations. In particular, it is dependent upon the willingness and abitiry of the viewers to
communicate the content and imagery. Some of the appeals and cultural meanings
identifted by in-depth analyses such as those of Strate (1991), do not operate at a level that
viewers are likely to be consciously aware of.

This section will examine the content/imagery studies within topic areas that will assist in
'understanding how alcohol advertising
might be impacting upon young people, these being:
content that is likely to appeal to young people, the depiction

or implication of

drinking/intoxication, associations with hazardous activities and portrayal

of

heavy

harmful

It will focus on studies that have included television advertising; Paranen
and Montonen (1988) noted that there was a clear difference between the content of
consequences.

televised and printed advertisements.

4.3.1- Content that is Iikely to appeal to young people
The current snrdy was undertaken in association with qualitative studies that examined in
depth the responses of young people to specific television advertisements (Wyllie et al.,

1997). Six qualitative studies were undertaken, three with Lzto t3 and 15 to 16 year olds
and three with 18 to 29 year old heavier drinkers Within each age group, separate studies
were undertaken with Pakeha (people

of

European descent), Maori and Samoan ethnic

groups. Both the younger and older persons from each ethnic group found most of the
advertisements appealing, especially those associating drinking with fun, excitement and
partying, which was a common theme. Another common theme in the advertisements was
a link between drinking and being accepted by the peer group. This is likety to appeal to
young people because adolescence is a time of insecurity and being aecepted by your mates
is particularly important (Wyllie and Casswell, 1991). Macho qualities such as toughness,

physical strength, involvement in contact sports, and being cool and in control, were
associated with characters in some of the advertisements, and this imagery was sometimes
also attributed to the advertised

product. It might be expected that male adolescents would

take notice of this sort of advertising because they are in a time of transition and are seeking

to identify culturally appropriate ways to move from childhood to adulthood. The alcohol
advertisements are telling them about qualities associated with manhood in New Zealand
society.
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The main difference between the two age groups was that the adolescents, particularly the
12 to 13 year olds, appeared to be more accepting of the messages and appeals of
the

advertisements, which was particularly reflected

in their desire to consume the advertised

product.

These qualitative studies with viewers were complemented by a content analysis undertaken
by ten persons with some training in media studies (Trofinan, Wyllie and Casswell, 1994).

Each of 44 brand and sponsorship advertisements were rated on the perceived presence of
17 themes, using a five point scale. Those they rated two or above were accompanied by
detailed comments on why they felt the theme was present. They were also asked to record
' their perceptions

of the likely target group.

This study supported the findings of the qualitative research in terms of there being
advertisements that emphasised a link between drinking and acceptance by same sex peers,
cool controlled macho behaviour and some aggressive macho behaviour. Other themes that

the coders considered likely to appeal to young viewers, particularly young

males,

included: women being ponrayed as sex objects; pride in the role of alcohol in the history
of New Zealand; a natural, wholesome, healthy product; association with fihress and sport;
and links with heroes of the young (the

A

AII Blacks).

separate content analysis undertaken

in New Zealand in the same time period identified
similar themes, particularly the emphasis on masculinity, group identify and nationalism
(Bassett, 1994).

Studies undertaken in New Zealand following the beginning of sponsorship and corporate
televised alcohol advertising in 1987 examined the imagery being perceived by 302 9 to L4

year old boys (Wyllie et al., 1989) and 301 15 to 30 year old young men (Wyllie
er al.,
1991). The two advertisements that were asked about were both perceived to be
communicating imagery that was likely to reinforce the link between alcohol and the tough
macho image that is a dominant part of the traditional New Zealand male identity (phillips,

1987). Key

for liking the advertisements were action and excitement,
feelings of patriotism (support the All Blacks, New Zealand's sporting heroes).
reasons given

and

A qualitative New Zealand study, undertaken in 1991 (Thomson, Casswell and Stewart
1994), assessed perceptions relating to alcohol advertising among 15
communication/education experts, 15 advertising creative directors, and five
market
research company directors. Most

of

these people

5l

felt that the dominant imagery in

the

advertising at that time was the "macho concept
pride" (p.LaT. As one of them noted:

of masculinity and appeals to

national

"The message is, here is a way of life where drinking is an integral part of being a man.
The advertisements celebrate male sporting culture in New Zealand. The suggestion is that

if you want to be a winner, successful, one of the guys, it's the real men who play rugby
and if you want to be a real man, part of that is drinking our beer" (Thomson et al., p.147).
Content/imagery analyses undertaken

in other

countries have also identified similar

themes/appeals in their advertising to those that have been identified in these New Zealand

'studies. Lieberman and Orlandi (1987), in a qualitative snrdy of 2766 sixth graders (mostly
l

l

and 12 yeat olds), found that having fun or "partying" was one of the activities identified

in advertisements. In content analyses, Atkin and Block (1981) coded a series of "zubjective
benefits" and the most mentioned were social camaraderie (n 54% of the TV ads) and

(45Vo). Finn and Strickland (1932) identified camaraderie in70% of
the TV advertisements they coded, the other main theme being relaxatton (4L%). They did
enhanced masculinity

not have a cat€gory that was comparable with enhanced masculinity, although they did note

that the "predominance of men enhances the 'macho' overtones of many of the televised

beer ads" (p.971). They recorded that approximately 54%

of the televised

beer

advertisements featured male models "cast in the mould of one of these macho protogpes"

@.97L-2), which included working men, ranch hands, and adventurous sportsmen.

The way in which beer advertising in the United States has built upon cultural myths of
masculinity is well documented by Posrnan et al. (1988) and Strate (1991). In particular,
they have highlighted the significance of the theme of challenge, which they saw as central

to the myth of masculinity; 'men demonstrate their masculinity by taking risks, facing
danger, and overcoming challenges" (State, L99!, pllT). This was evident in many beer
advertisements, such as the challenge the cowboy or frontiersman has of overcoming the
untamed wilderness, the physical challenge faced by labourers or sportsmen, the challenge
to know how to behave appropriately in a drinking setting and order the right beer. As
Strate (1991) noted, this linking of beer drinking with challenge is problematic as the
challenge is extended to being "able to hold your liquor, to be able to drink without
showing any ill effects, at least relative to your peers. Drinking can serve as a symbolic reenactnent of overcoming a challenge because in itself it is a challenge. (p.l lg).
Enhanced masculinity was also a theme identified

in a semiotic analysis of nvo Finnish
televised beer advertisements (Rantila, 1993, cited in Montonen, 1996) and in the
qualitative study of Aitken et al., (19S8) in Scotland. The Scottish study also identified
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qualitative study of Aitken et al., (1988) in scotland. The Scottish srudy also identified
sociability as an important theme being perceived by the young viewers, particularly the 14
to 16 year olds.

The attractiveness of characters in the advertisements is also likely to contribute to their
appeal and the desire to model the depicted behaviour. The Atkin and Block (1981) conrenr

analysis rated most

of the characters in the television advertisements as moderately

attractive.

4.3.2 Depiction or implication of heavy drinking/intoxication
Another issue

of

interest from

advertisements portray

or

a public health

perspective

is the extent to

which

or intoxication. The qualitative studies
undertaken in conjunction with the current study (Wyllie et al., 1997) identified that heavy
drinking was often associated with the advertisements, despite the industry-administered
suggest heavy drinking

codes of advertising standards precluding

this. Although none of the advertisements overtly

portrayed heavy drinking, cues in the advertisements often led people to believe that heavy

drinking would be a likety outcome.
The associated content analysis (Trotnan et al., 1994) did not identify any advertisements
that were overtly portraying heavy drinking, but some advertisements were seen to be
suggesting heavy drinking

by the amount of alcohol shown and the

scenes depicted,

particularly the final shots.

The Atkin and Block (1981) study identified only a small proportion of the characters as
appearing to be highly intoxicated (n j% of the TV ads), but 42% of the TV
advertisements were considered

to be implying that the alcohol should be

consumed

excessively.

The Finnish semiotie study (Rantila, 1993) found that intoxication was an importanr
component of the two advertisements, even though excessive drinking was not portrayed.

4.3.3 Associations with hazardous activities
Association with hazardous activities is not allowed under the in-house rules governing
televised alcohol advertisements in New Zealand and seems to have been complied with in
most cases. Bassett (1994) identified one alcohol advertisement with a car as a prize,
although the advertisement did include a warning against drinking and driving.
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Atkin and Block (1981) found that
hazardous

of TV advertisements associared alcohol with
activities, such as driving cars or water sports. Finn and Strickland (19g2)

identified hazardous activities

5Vo

n l6Vo of the televised

advertisements they analysed. About

half were work-related and half recreational pursuits.

4.3.4 Portrayal of harmfrrl

consequences

None of the advertisements in the Trotrnan et al., (1994) analysis contained any reference to
any harmful consequences associated with the use of alcohol. The Atkin and Block (l9gl)

'study showed that almost no advertisements portrayed or disclosed information
about tle
negative consequences of drinking.

4.3-5 Associations

between perceptions of alcohol advertising content and drinking

behaviour

An Australian study by Young, Oei and Crook (1991) examined the relationship between
ratings of advertising content and drinking behaviour in the preceding month. The ttrirtyfive subjects each rated eight advertisements, randomly selected from a pool of 24 alcoholic
and non-alcoholic beverage advertisements. They rated the advertisements on the themes

of: happiness, sexual appeal, friendship, relaxation, sophistication, success, beverage taste,
and national identity/patriotism. They did find some differences in the ratings of the
alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverage advertisements; the alcoholic ones were more likely to
emphasise patriotism, relaxation and, to a lesser extent, friendship. The non-alcoholic
advertisements were more likely to emphasise beverage taste. They found no relationship
between content ratings and consumption, which was not surprising, given the very small
sample size.

4.4 Experimental

studies

Experimental studies examine responses to alcohol advertising in environments where other
possible influences can be controlled. However, this then results in a situation that is often

quite different from normal viewing of advertisements. Experimental studies, with their
focus on immediate responses do not allow for the possibility ttrat effects of individual
advertisements are minimal and it is the cumulative effect that might be most impornnt.

Non-random samples are another limitation of experimental studies. Given these
limitations, which have been acknowledged in other reviews of the literature (Atkin, 1995;
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Montonen, 1996), it is questionable how much these experimental studies have contributed
to an understanding of the influence of alcohol advertising on consumption.

Taken at face value the experimental studies provide mixed results. After carefully
considering issues relating to research conceptualisation and methods Atkin (1995)
concluded that: "Conclusions of null effects drawn by some reviewers and researchers
are
clearly unjustified" (p.49). Atkin reached this conclusion after reviewing the main studies

in the field at the time the paper was prepared,, 1992. Of the studies reviewed by Atkin
(1995)' some were so far removed from naturalistic senings that it is difficult to extrapolate
the findings to the real world (Brown, 1978; McCarty and Ewing, 1983; Sobell, Sobell and
Reily, 1986). Others that did deal adequately with this issue had methodological problems,
such as lengthy delays before alcohol could be obtained and then

it had to be purchased
(Kohn, Smart and Ogborne, 1984). The best designed studies, particularly in terms of
naturalistic settings, were the two by Kohn and smart (19g4, l9g7).
4.4.1 Kohn and Smart (1984)
In this study, college students watched a video of a soccer match, which included varying
numbers of beer advertisements spread over three half hour periods. Those exposed to nine
beer advertisements were the only ones to see beer advertisements in the first half hour
(three) and were mueh more likely to order drinks than the others. In the second half
hour,
the nine advertisement group were exposed to another three advertisements and the four
advertisement group to

one. More of the four

advertisement group ordered beer than the

nine advertisement grouP, which decreased to a level similar to the control. In the next half
hour both the nine and four advertisement groups were exposed to three advertisements and

all three groups had similarly few drinkers. The picture was further confused by the results
for the other half of the sample who had a half hour delay before alcohol was available.
There was no difference in initial ordering of alcohol for the three different levels of
exposure to the alcohol advertisements. The nine advertisement group then decreased the
proportion drinking to below the four advertisement and control groups in the two
subsequent half hour periods. The mixed results are likely to partly reflect the small sample

sizes. The six different options examined involved a total of L25 subjects who took part in
19 sessions, an average of three groups for each of the six options. The small number of
groups made the experimental outcomes very vulnerable to the behaviour of dominant
group members;

if a heavy drinking member

was assertive in expressing his opinions, he

could set a norm for the group's drinking. Atkin (1995) drew attention to the role of group
norms, especially in possibly constraining ordering of further drinks if others were not.
He
also considered reasons why a decline in drinking in the nine advertisement group might
be
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expected, including the possibility that too much repetition of the advertising might lead to
negative cognitive responses. Atkin (1995) also felt that the "repeated offering of drinks,'

would have negated any function that the advertisements would have played in prompting
drinking. There appears to be no reference in the published paper to the drinks being
offered by the attendants; rather they were there to take orders. Presumably Atkin (1995)

privy to additional information about the experiment. The 1987 paper by the same
authors (Kohn and Smart, 1987), which was a female replication of the 1984 study does
was

describe the attendants offering drinks at the mid-point of each half hour period.

4.4.2 Kohn and Smart (19S7)
The replication of the Kohn and Smart (1984) study with female college studenrs and wine
advertisements (Kohn and Smart, 1987) generally suffered from similar problems, although
the delayed availability

of alcohol was not included and the low advertisement group

saw

one advertisement in each half hour session. Also the level of drinking by the women was

quite low, which made the drinking

of

individuals quite influenrial (Atkin, 1995),

particularly as the data only presented mean numbers of drinks and did not also include the
percentages who were drinking. The results were also not presented in a way that allowed
comparison over the different time periods, probably because

of the low levels of
consumption. The study results showed the women who were exposed to the most
advertisements (nine) consumed more wine than the low exposure (three) group, but not
significantly more than the nil exposure group. Atkin (1992) combined the low and nil
exposure groups and showed that the mean consumption was less than half that of the nine
advertisement group. He concluded that "this experiment provides tentative evidence that
advertising can cause increased drinking... however the real
compelling" (p.46).

life implications are far from

4.4.3 Snyder and Blood
The study by Snyder and Blood (1992) is one of four recenr studies not included in the
Atkin (1995) review. They examined the responses of some US college students to alcohol
advertising, as part of a study examining alcohol warnings. The 159 subjects were assigned
to four experimental conditions, each of which involved the viewing of six slides for 15
seconds each. They were told that they would be shown slides of products to evaluate. In

the first condition each slide contained a different bottle of alcohol against a neutral
background. In the second condition, the bottles were displayed with warnings on the
bottom of the slides. The third showed the bottles depicted in magazine advertisements and
the fourth was a repeat of the third with the warning labels added. Subjects then filled out
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an additional questionnaire on alcohol consumption and an evaluation of the risks and
benefits of each product. Regression analyses showed that exposure to the advertisements
was associated with increased ratings of the benefits of the products and decreased ratings

of their risks. They also identified that the effect of the advertisements on the perceived
product benefits was greater for the non-drinkers than the drinkers, although both were
significant. However, other analyses identified that exposure to the advertisements resulted
in the non-drinkers, all women, strengthening their intentions not to drink in the future.
This result seems inconsistent with the influence of the advertisements on ratings of risks
and benefits. However, it may be that by this age the nondrinkers were people who had
made a conscious decision not to start drinking and were therefore strongly motivated to be

'seen to be resisting encouragement to drink.
Quite a different situation might exist with
younger age groups where nondrinking is more likely to be due to lack of availability and
parental constraints.

4.4.4 Lipsitz, Brake, Vincent and Winters
The study by Lipsiu et al., (1993) was the first to focus on a younger age group, with little
or no drinking experience. They undertook similar studies with fifth grade (average age
10.3 years) and eighth grade (average

13.5 years). The research took place in school
^Ee
and subjects were told they were taking part in a shrdy of memory. They were shown a
videotape of 40 advertisements, which for some included five beer advertisements, others
saw five soft{rink advertisements and the remainder saw five beer advertisements plus two

"anti-drinking" advertisements. Responses to an alcohol expectancy questionnabe showed
no significant differences between any of the experimental conditions in either age group.
The expectancy measure had been shown in previous research to be a valid predictor of
adolescent drinking and while the authors felt it may have been designed for an older group
than fifth graders, they felt it was definitely appropriate for eighth graders. As for some of
the earlier studies, this experiment suffers from being a very unnatural setting and context
for exposure to alcohol advertising. Being told that it was a memory test and seeing the

alcohol advertisements in the context of watching 40 advertisements was not a life-like
situation. Also, as for all the experimental studies, it could not replicate any cumulative
effects of advertising.

4.4.5 Wilks, Vardanega and Cattan
Wilks et al., (1992) attempted to take into account the identified need for making the
experiments as true to life as possible (Smart, 1988). Bighteen to twenty year old college
students watched three television programmes that contained varying numbers
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of alcohol

advertisements and were

told the research was to examine attitudes towards various

television prograrnmes. The setting was the room of one of the students in the residential
college they attended. Beer, wine and soft drinks were provided, along with snacks. The
research took place on evenings late in the week, when watching television or videos might

be normal practice. As well as number of alcohol advertisements, groups were divided by
gender and level of drinking. There were 8 to 10 members in each group and a total of 120

participated, although nine were excluded from the analyses because it was suspected they
may have known the true purpose of the sfudy. Those who saw six alcohol advertisements

(rwo every 30 minutes) drank more than those seeing none or nvelve. The snrdy also
showed that intention to drive after the drinking was related to exposure to the
'advertisements for males, but in the opposite direction
to what might have been expected;
those males who saw six or twelve alcohol advertisements were less tikely to say they

intended driving immediately after the study, after controlling for number of drinks
consumed. The authors pointed out that college students are not typical of drinking drivers,
tending to be more opposed to it compared with the more at risk sectors of young people.
Also few of them had any need to drive as they lived in at the location of the experiment.

4.4.6 Slater and Domenech

A

recent study by Slater and Domenech (1995) examined what they considered to be
probable antecedents of belief change. Their study was designed to examine the impact of

alcohol warnings

in

televised beer advertisements, but as part of this they examined
responses to beer advertisements without q,'x6ings (the control). They thought it unlikely
that short-term exposure to warnings would lead to changes in attitudes, beliefs, intentions
or behaviours. They noted that although beliefs that are central to a person's value sysrem
are difficult to change, change can occur over

time. Although the process by which

this
occurs is not well understood, Slater and Domenesch cited some research which suggested

that it may begin with an initial eroding of confidence in the belief and this is what they
focused on in their research. Subjects were college students and the research was
undertaken

in small groups.

They were told that

it

was

a

"study

of

responses to

advertisements" and no att€mpt was made to make

it at all real to life. They were simply
shown each advertisement, then answered questions about the risks and benefits of beer use
and how confident they felt about the response they had just given, scored on a five-point
scale. When exposed to alcohol advertisements without warning labels, the confidence in
beliefs about the benefits of drinking increased with each increase in advertisements they
were exposed to (four in total). This finding was strengthened by the results for the
advertisements with warning labels, which showed a decreased confidence in beliefs about
the benefits of drinking with increasing exposure to the advertisements.
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4.5 Field experiments
Field experiments is a term used to describe studies where some regions are exposed
to
advertising and control regions are not, or there are variations in levels of advertising

by
region (Atkin 1995; Lastovicka, 1995). Atkin (1995) provided the example of research
undertaken by a major brewer, but pointed out that it was of little relevance to questions
about the influence of alcohol advertising as it only focused on brand share.
Lastovicka (1995), presenting at the same NIAAA meeting as Atkin, picked up on this issue
'of field shrdies and argued that ttrey overcome many of the external
validity problems of
experimental studies and internal validity problems of surveys. He cited an example
from
health promotion, where a media campaign targeting 18 to 24 year old males
was aftributed
with a decrease in self-reported drinking and driving and road accidents, while rates

in a control site (Murray, Stam and Lostovicka, 1993). Time series analyses
ttrat the effect of the advertising was gradual and lagged (in ttris case a 2 month

increased
showed

delay after the campaign began) and did not last once the campaign ended. While this
shrdy
aPpears to provide impressive results, especially wittr such a small advertising
spend of only

$90,000,

it is diffreult to extrapolate it to the alcohol

advertising situation. In alcohol

advertising there is more clutter from other alcohol campaigns and so a new campaign
might not be expected to make such an impact. But, more importantly, when trying to

of alcohol advertising, it is the cumulative effects of all the campaigns that
is of interest, not the performance of an individual campaign. Individual campaigns are
probably unlikely to produce the sorts of changes that the drinkdrive campaign
appears to
have generated, but the cumulative long term effects might be a different story.
While
assess the impact

more field experiments, as advocated by Lastovika might help to provide some increase
in
understanding how advertising works, it will not provide answers relating to
the crucial
issue of long term cumulative effects. There is also the major question
of how field
experiments might be undertaken in a manner whereby the information is aceessible
to the
public; such experiments would normally be undertaken by the marketers
of alcohol and
would be considered confidential information.

4.6 Econometric

analyses

Aggregate level data, usually officially produced figures on alcohol available for
consumption at a population level, have been examined to see whether there
is any
relationship with levels of advertising expenditure. There have been a number
of snrdies
and they have produced conflicting results (reviewed in Smart, 1988;
Edwards et
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al.,

1994;

Saffer, 1995)' The most recent review, by Montonen (1996), concluded that the impact of
alcohol advertising on alcohol sales, as shown by econometric studies in "mature" markets
such as the UK, US, Finland and Australia, was "modest',.

A number of weaknesses
population based but

have been identified with using aggregate data, particularly as

is being used to try and

examine

a

it

is

phenomenon that interacts

differently with different individuals (Atkin, 1987; Montonen, 1996). Aggregate dara is not
able to look just at certain sectors of society, such as young people.

If

the effects of alcohol advertising are cumulative over long periods, particularly for the
- key age groups of children
and adolescents, then it wilt be difficult for this to be reflected in
econometric analyses. Short term ups and downs in advertising expenditure

will have little

bearing on the cumulative process among children and adolescents; there will stilt be
sufficient exposure to advertisements for these long term processes to take place.

Saffer (1991, 1995) also made the important point that most of the advertising that is
examined is looking at small changes in markets where the level of alcohol industry
advertising is such that

it is subject to diminishing returns.

Once advertising expenditure

gets to a certain point, the return on investrnent diminishes, so changes in expendinrre ttrat

remain within the region

of diminishing

returns

will

have insufflrcient impact on

consumption to produce statistically significant changes. This is not necessarily the case at
the level of an individual brand, and is presumably why the marketers don't decrease their
advertising expenditures. But when all the brand advertising is considered as a total for all
alcohol, the advertising may well be in the region of diminishing reurns.

Saffer has therefore sought out data that shows major variation in levels of advertising
expenditure. One such study examined countries with alcohol advertising bans (Saffer,
1991) and is reported in the next section. Another study Iooked at regional data in the US,
where there was a lot of fluctuation in levels of alcohol advertising (this included television,

radio and billboards). Alcohol advertising was associated with an increase in highway
fatalities (Saffer, 1995).
Montonen (1996) noted that econometric studies have tended to overlook the role of alcohol

advertising in recruiting new consumers to replace the old and ensuring that educational
activities do not diminish the market.
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As the cunent thesis does not involve
an examination of alcohol advertising
at the aggregate
level' and as the reviews noted above
indicate mixed results, no critique or
commentary on
individual economeric studies is included
in this review.

4.7 Nafural experiments
As noted above' one might expect to
see the effects of alcohol advertising
more clearly in
situations where there is a ban on
alcohol advertising either introduced
or removed.

4.7.1 Smart and Cutler
smart and cutler (1976) investigated the
impact of a 14 month ban on all alcohol
advertising originating in the state
of British columbia in rgTl and, 1g72, by using
sales
data and comparing it with a control
state. They concluded that there was no
demonstrable
effect from the ban' However, there
are a number of reasons why this finding
needs to be
interpreted with caution' Firstly there
was no ability to control

advertising, especially
televised advertisements, from other
states, so it was only in effect a partial
ban. secondly
the short time period may not have
been sufficient for true effects to show,
especially any
Iong term effects on children. Another
issue is that alcohor advertising appeared
to have a
high profile over this period as tlte
media and other vested inrerests robbied

for pubric

and
policy maker support' This may have
led to greater attention being paid to alcohol
advertisements from other provinces
that did screen. In comparison with
the time series
methods now available, the methods
of analysis were unsophisticated; it is possible
that
a

significant change went undetected.
There was a decrease in beer consumption
at the time
of the ban' but this was not attributed
to the ban because it was only of a similar
magnitude
to some earlier changes in consumption.
However, no attempt was made in the paper
to
examine whether there might have
been any explanation for these earlier
changes. For
example' there appears to have been
no conholling for the real price of alcohol
in the

analyses.

4.7.2 Ogborne and Smart
The effects of a ban on beer advertising
in electronic and print media introduced in the
canadian state of Manitoba in 1974
was investigated by ogborne and smart (1gg0)
using
time series analysis' The analysis
examined only beer consumption,
which showed an
increase following the ban, which
was of a similar magnitude to an
increase in a contror
state' There is minimal reporting of the
data, which is unfortunate as there appears
from
the graphed beer consumption in
Manitoba to have been a downward trend
after the initial

6l

increase following ttre

ban' There also appeared to have been an upward trend prior
to the
ban' so the increase following the ban was in keeping
with this trend. It would seem

feasible that the apparent decline beginning year
a
after the ban may have been due to a
Iagged effect from the ban. unfortunately ttrere
was no similar plot of the data from the
control state to see whether it showed a downward
trend

over a similar time period. It
would also have been useful to know what trends
other beverages and total alcohol showed
in both states, both before and after the ban.

4.7.3 Makowsky and Whitehead

'

A study by Makowsky

and whitehead (1991) is of particular relevance
to the New Zealand

situation as it was assessing the impact of a removal
of a ban; in 1gg3 a 5g year ban on
advertising of all alcoholic beverages was lifted
in saskatchewan, canada. They examined
monthly sales of each beverage from 1981 until
1987, using Box-Jenkins

time series

analyses, in both saskatchewan and a control
state, New Brunswick. They found that beer
consumption, the main focus of the advertising,
increased after the ban was lifted, while it
remained unchanged in the control state. However,
spirits consumption showed a decrease
when the advertising began (spirits advertising
was not permitted on the broadcast media)

and total alcohol consumption showed no significant
increase. The picture is slightly
confused by a decrease in spirits consumption
in the contror state, although total alcohol
consumption remained unchauged, because of
an increase in wine consumption. wine was
showing an upward trend in consumption in Saskatchewan,
but it was not significant.

Makowsky and whitehead therefore concluded that:
contributory force that influences the overall level

"... alcohol advertising is not a
of alcohol consumption', (p.555).

However, their argument that the advertising was
simply resulting in substitution of beer for
spirits could be questioned given that spirits consumption
also decreased in the control state.
If wine had not increased in the conuol skte, then the control
state would have shown a
decrease in consumption. This all suggests
that the alcohol advertising in
saskatchewan

may have been contributing to maintenance of sales
when they would otherwise have
declined (consumption was showing a general
decline in both states). A key issue that is
not discussed in the paper is reasons why wine
consumption in the control
state may have

increased; perhaps there was something that
happened in ttrat state that was not present in
saskatchewan' Another issue is that the study
was looking to see whether there was a
"gradual permanent" effect over a four year
period after the ban was lifted, but perhaps this
was not a sufficiently long period if it is assumed
that the greatest impact is likely to be on
children and young people over the years of
their childhood and adolescence. Incidentally,
the increase shown for beer in this study was
an immediate "abrupt,, effect rather than a
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gradual effect;

it may be that

the study identified immediate effects but was of insufficient

duration to identify longer term effects.

Another issue that is not addressed in the Makowsky and Whitehead (1991) paper is the
extent to which Saskarchewan residents were exposed to national and international alcohol
advertising prior to the state ban being

lifted. It is likely

that what was being assessed was

effectively an increase in advertising levels rather than a change from no advertising. The
implication of this is that the more existing advertising residents were exposed to prior to
the ban being lifted, the less likelihood of any effect being shown in this study.

'4.7.4 Saffer
Saffer (1991) compared 17 OECD countries, four of which had full ad bans in place in
1983, seven had bans on spirits and the remaining six had no bans. He found differences
between the threc groups for alcohol consumption and motor vehicle fatality rates, but not

liver cirrhosis mortality rates. Regression analyses indicated that a ban on spirits

was
associated with a 16% lower level of alcohol consumption compared with counhies with no

ban. Those that had

full ban consumed about 1l % less than those with the spirits ban. A
similar pattern emerged for the motor vehicle fatalities; the spirits ban countries were l0%
lower than the no ban ones and the full ban countries were 23% lower than the spirits ban
a

ones.

Saffer's analyses and interpretation

of the data were criticised by Young (1993) on a

number of grounds. These included the likelihood of reverse causation; that countries that
already have low consumption are the most likely to adopt bans. Young also did his own

analysis

of similar data to that used by Saffer, but examined individual

beverages and
concluded that the data were more consistent wittr bans leading to increased consumption.

Saffer responded to Young's criticisms by claiming that Young's analyses were
inappropriate; that it was necessary to examine the effects on total consumption, in part
because a ban on one beverage can affect consumption of others. Saffer also noted that he

did use two different methods to try and take cultural variations in *sentiment towards
alcohol' (p.230) into account. Despite these efforts it would seem to be very difficult to

effects. It is likely that countries that introduce or have in
place alcohol advertising bans, also have other alcohol policies that are supportive of
adequately control

for

these

decreased consumption, a point noted by Casswell (1995).
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4.8 Communication experts' perceptions of influence of alcohol advertising
As noted previously, a 1991 New Zealand study (Thomson et al., 1994) examined the
perceptions of 35 communication experts. When asked about advertising in general (not
specifically alcohol advertising), two-thirds thought it would have a 'substantial influence
on children's and teenagers'opinions and attitudes" (p.148), although the advertising
respondents were more likely to say

it would

depend on who the advertising was targeting.
They also tended to mention the need for the advertising to stimulate an emotional response.

of

The majority
the communication experts, including about half the advertising
'respondents, thought that alcohol advertising
was likely to influence the age at which young
people started drinking with their peers. One reason given was the importance of marketers
getting commitrnent to their product at the earliest opporhrnity, in an effort to establish long
term cornmitrnent. Others mentioned the glamorisation of alcohol by the advertising, such
that there were not seen to be any problems associated with its use. Depiction of group
acceptance was also acknowledged as being influential.

4.9 Public perceptions of iufluence of alcohol advertising
While the public may not be knowledgeable about how alcohol advertising might or might
not influence people, it is useful to consider what impact they feel it has had on their
drinking (subjective impact), or might have on the drinking of others, especially young
people.

4.9.1 Subjective impact
Few researchers have asked respondents to identify what they perceive to be the effects of
alcohol advertising on their own behaviour. An exception was Atkin and Block (l9gl),
who as part of the Michigan series of studies asked their predominantly 18 to 22 year old
sample, "When you see an ad for beer while watching television, how often do you decide

to go to the refrigerator to get a beer?" Twenty-eight percent said this occurred at least
once a month. Slightly different questions were asked for wine and spirits; the average
over the three beverages was ISVo at least once a month. A related question asked how
often an advertisement "reminds you to go out and buy" the beverage and 13% said this
happened at least monthly (averaged over the three beverages).
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4.9.2 Perceptions of impact on young people
Part of a public opinion survey undertaken in conjunction with the current studies asked 992
persons aged 16 years and over: "Thinking now about young people - those aged under

years

l8

-

what positive or negative influences do you think there are for them from alcohol
advertising on TV and radio?" Eight percent mentioned positive effects and 7l % negative
effects. (Maskill et al., 1994).

In the earlier New

Zealand research (Wyllie et

al.,

1989) examining

9 to 14 year olds'

tesponses, 62% felt that the corporate beer eompany advertisement was encouraging people

to drink beer and 25% fel| the sports sponsorship advertisement was. Among 15 to 30 year
olds the corresponding proportions were 46% and28% (Wyllie et al., l99l). The lower
association of the sponsorship advertisement with encouragement to drink beer was partially

a product of its lower association with the advertising of beer. There is also reason ro
believe that children do not understand the concept of sponsorship (Aitken, I-eathar and
Squair,1986).

4.10 Response of problem drinkers to alcohol advertising

Along with young people, another sector of society where an influence of alcohol
advertising could have imporant repercussions is people who have had, or are having,
problems from their drinking. While a large proportion of the New Zealand population
experience some problems from their drinking (Wyllie et al., 1996), it is those who have
acknowledged that they have a problem and are seeking or have sought assistance whose
response to alcohol advertising is being considered in this section.

A

study undertaken at the same time as the current studies examined the responses of 2l
persons who were in treatrnent or described themselves as in recovery (Thomson et al.,

1997)- They described a number of ways in which televised alcohol advertising was
problematic for them. They felt that it made it more diffrcult for them to remain abstinent,
some attributing relapses

to the advertising. They felt that the presence of

alcohot
advertising on television was an intrusion of alcohol into their homes that they had not
sought. Seeing the actual product was particularly difficult for some, especially scenes that
showed opening and pouring.
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4.11 Summary and discussion of previous research
A.LL.L Survey research

All of the studies

that have utilised survey research methods have shown some association

between measures of exposure or response to alcohol advertising and drinking behaviour or

future drinking expectations (Atkin et al 1983; Atkin er al 1984; Atkin and Block l9g4b;
Strickland 1983; Adlaf and Kohn 1989; Aitken, Eadie et al, lggg; Grube and wallack

1994). Where measures of negative conseguences from drinking were included these have
also been shown to be significantly related to the advertising measures (Atkin et al 1983;
'Strickland 1983; Adlaf and Kohn 1989). The extent of the relationships and
the
interpretation of how important the relationships are has varied.

A major limitation with

zurvey research has been the inability to establish the direction

of

causality underlying the identified relationships between variables. The recent study by
Grube and Wallack (1994) offered some improvement on that situation by using nonrecursive structural equation modelling. Their model provided support for the hypothesis
that exposure to alcohol advertising among 10 to 13 year olds influences their future

drinking expectations, via an influence on beliefs about ttre benefits of drinking. Their
model did not provide support for a path of influence in the reverse direction.
The study by Aitken, Eadie et al., (1988) was the first to emphasise the importance of the
'reward value' of alcohol ads; they found that the young people who were drinkers were
more appreciative of the advertisements.

The study by Unger et al (1995)was quite different from the orhers and sought to test the
hypothesis that advertising encourages use. Their hypothesis that the "susceptible nondrinkers" would like alcohol advertisements as much as the drinkers was not supported by
their data.

4.11.2 Longitudinal cohort studies

A New Zealand longitudinal cohort study (Connolly et al

1994\ found that recall of alcohol

advertisements at age 15 was related !o males' beer consumption at age

18. In the only

other longitudinal study, van Reek et al., 1993 found that perceived "pressure by alcohol
advertising" at age 13 was not correlated with weekly drinking at age 15, although there

would appear to be issues as to how well this measure would identiff the influences of
alcohol advertising.
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4.11.3 Content and imagery analyses
Content and imagery analyses in both New Zealand and other countries have identified
a
number of themes or cultural myths in alcohol advertisements that are likely to resonate

with young viewers. This was reflected in how appealing young people found much of the
advertising (Aitken, kathar and Scott, 1988; Wyllie et al., lggT), parricularly the suong
emphasis on having fun, excitement and partying (Lieberman and

orlandi, 19g7; wyllie et

al., 1997).

A strong focus in many of the studies was on masculine roles (Atkin and Block, 19gl; Finn
' and Strickland, 1982; Rantila, 1993), with particular
a
emphasis on macho behaviour and

(wyllie et al., 1989; wyllie et al., l99l; wyllie et al., l99z; Trornan et al.,
1994; Bassett, 1994; Thomson et ar., 1994; posrnan et al., lggg; stare, 1991). Another
common appeal in the advertising related to peer group aceeptance or social camaraderie
challenge

(Atkin and Block, 1981; Bassett, L994; Trotman et al., 1994; rvyllie er al., lggT). The
studies have also shown that some alcohol advertising is perceived to be portraying or
suggesting heavy drinking, even

if it is not overtly depicted (Atkin and Block, l9g1;

Rantila, 1993; Trounan et al, 1994; Wyllie et al., 1997). While association with hazardous
activities was not present in New 7*aland advertising, it was identified in some of the
earlier US studies (Atkin and Block, 1981; Finn and Strickland, 1982). The studies that
have looked for content relating to harmful consequences associated with drinking have
found little or no evidence of this in the alcohol advertisements (Atkin and Block, l9g1;
Trofrnan et

al.,

1994).

4.1L.4 Experimental studies
The experimental studies have produced mixed results in terms of possible influences of
alcohol advertising on immediate consumption, or beliefs about drinking. While they offer
the ability to control for possibly confounding variables, the experimental procedures
have
a number of limitations in terms of generalising the results to real life situations.
Three of the more recent studies indicate possible effects from alcohol advertising.

A study
by Wilks et al., (1992) was one of the best designed in terms of making the viewing
experience as real to life as possible. They found that subjects who saw six alcohol
advertisements drank more than those who saw none, but those who saw
twelve
advertisements drank less than those who saw six.
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Snyder and Blood (1992) reported that exposure

of alcohol products in
advertisements, compared with slides just showing the product, was associated with
increased ratings of the benefits of the products and decreased ratings of their risks. They
to

slides

also identified that the effect

of the advertisements on the perceived product benefits was
greater for the non-drinkers than the drinkers, although both were significant. However,
other analyses identified that exposure to the advertisements resulted in the non-drinkers, all
women, strengthening their intentions not to drink in the future.
Slater and Domenech (1995) considered

it unlikely that experimental exposures to alcohol
advertising would influence consumption or beliefs, so they examined changes in
'confidence in beliefs. They found that exposure to
alcohol advertisements led to increased
confidence about the benefits of drinking. This frnding was strengthened by the results for
advertisements ftat included warning labels, which showed a decreased confidence in
beliefs about the benefits of drinking with increasing exposure to the advertisements.

4.11.5 Econometric analvses
The reviews of these studies show that they have produced conflicting rezults (Smart, 1988;

Rlwards et
analyses

al.,

1994; Saffer, 1995; Montonen, 1996).

is their inability to

children are growing

adequately deal

A

limitation with econometric

with any long term cumulative effects

as

up.

Also, as noted by Saffer (1991, 1995) the econometric studies
have usually been undertaken in markets where there is such a high level of advertising
expendiilre that the size of the changes the studies are examining are unlikely to be
sufficiently large to influence consumption.

4.1L.6 Natural experiments
Three studies that have examined the effects of changes in levels of advertising in separate
states in the US and Canada (Smart and Cutler, 1976; ogborne and Smart, l9g0;

Makowsky and Whitehead, 1991) have all concluded that the change had no effect on
alcohol sales. However, there are issues relating to all three studies that would indicate
caution in interpreting the findings.

Saffer (1991) reported that countries that had bans on spirits advertising consumed less and
had fewer motor vehicle fatalities than those with no ban. Those with full bans drank less
alcohol and had fewer motor vehicle fatalities than those with just spirit bans. However,
the presence of a ban in a counEy is likely to be indicative of other policies also being in
place to control alcohol consumption.
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4.LL,7 Communication experts' perceptions of influence of alcohol advertising

In a New Zealand study (Thomson et al., 1994) most of the communication

experts

interviewed thought that alcohol advertising was likely to influence the age at which young
people started drinking with their peers.

4.11.8 Public perceptions of influence of alcohol advertising
Atkin and Block (1981) asked a series of questions to ascertain the respondents' subjective
assessment of the impact of alcohol advertising on their behaviour. They found, for
example, that}8% reported that, at least once a monfh, they decided to go and get a b€er to

drink from the refrigerator when seeing a beer advertisement while watching television.
Public perceptions of the impact of alcohol advertising on young people were ascertained in
a recent New Zealand study (Maskill et al., 1994). Most felt that alcohol advertising would

people. In an earlier New Zealand, snrdy (Wyllie et al.,
of 9 to 14 year olds felt that a corporate beer company advertisemenr was

have negative effects on young

1989) 62Vo

encouraging young people to drink beer.

4.11.9 Response of problem drinkers to alcohol advertising

A New 7*aland study (Thomson et al.,

1997) identified a number of ways in which people

in treatrnent and recovery found televised alcohol advertising hindered their efforts to
remain abstinent.

4.1f.10 Discussion
The different research methods used in the range of studies reviewed allows for the issue

of

influences from alcohol advertising to be considered from a number of different
perspectives. Such triangulation is both appropriate and necessary, given that each method
has its own limitations and

it is a complex issue that is being investigated.

The following from the two rnost recent review studies provide appropriate concluding
statements:

"Although many theories suggest that the advertising of alcoholic beverages is likely to
affect public's perceptions, attitudes and alcohol-related behaviour, the effects found in
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empirical studies have been weak. One reason for the meagre findings is that the impact
of
advertising, like the impact of any form of public comrRunication, cannot be easily

ffom other cultural, social and economic influences... In addition alcohol
advertising has been weakened by methodological problems, of which some have been
separated

resolved in recent studie$" (Montonen, 1996, p.57-5g).
Edwards et al (1994) noted that research on alcohol advertising had "been strengthened
in
reoent years by careful conceptual and methodotogical critiques"
G,.l/Z) and concluded

that: "Evidence that advertising has a small but contributory irnpact on drinking behaviour
is ... slightly stronger than before., $).172,
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CHAPTER 5

RESEARCII AIMS, AND ISSUES RELATING TO
MEASURES, METHODS, ANALYSES AND
PROCESS OF RESEARCII DEVELOPMENT

This chapter specifies the research aims and, to assist in the understanding of the aims,
outlines the key measures used in the two studies. It includes discussion of the rationale for

the choice of the research methods and an overview of the types of analyses undertaken.
As stmctural equation modelling is a key component of the analyses, a section is devoted to

a description of

it.

In particular, there is a focus on iszues of causality and what is the
appropriate use and interpretation of struchrral equation models. The final section specifies
the process that led to the development of the research project, including the author's
involvement in the process.
5.1 Research aim5

The

primary aim of the research was:

- to examine the nature of the relationships between young people's responses to televised
alcohol advertising and drinking-related behaviours.

Secondary aims were:

- to provide information on the extent to which young people in New Z*aland reported
being exposed to televised alcohol advertising and their responses to it

- to examine the relationship between their responses to televised alcohol advertising and
perceptions of what is normative behaviour among their peers.

7l

5.2 Key measures
Details on the research method and questionnaire design for the

l0 to 17 year

olds shdy are

provided in section 6.2 and the 18 to29 year olds in section 8.2. This section is intended
to
provide an overview of the types of measures included in the surveys, so that the
aims can
be adequately understood.

5.2.1 Drinking related behaviours

For l0 to 17 year olds, the drinking related behaviours were frequency of drinking,
, including nondrinking, and future drinking expecancies (expected frequency of drinking at
age 2Q). For 18 to 29 year olds, the drinking related behaviours were quantities consumed

on drinking occasions and problems rezultrng from their drinking. There was also a
measure of whether they had increased or decreased their drinking in the previous 12
months.

5.2.2 Responses to advertising
One of the features of the two studies was the measures
have been labelled 'recalled exposure, and

Abiliry to recall having

of

response to advertising, which

'liking'.

seen an advertisement is generally aszumed to indicate some level

of

attention and reception. However, simple awareness measures do not take account of how
often the person has attended to the advertisement. As one would expect a greater impact

from attending to an advertisement more often, the recalled exposure measure asked people
to estimate approximately how many times they had seen the advertisement (a range of
options was provided; see sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.5 for further details). The term "recalled
exposure" was developed by the author as there was no term currently in use to describe
this type of measure.

The biggest departure from previous studies was the inclusion of the measure to ascertain
positive responses to the advertisements. For the reasons outlined in section 2.5, the author
believed ttrat

it

was essential to include some type of measure to ascertain the extent to
which people were responding positively to specific advertisements. This had to be a
simple measure as it had to be asked of each advertisement; a battery of items was not a
possibility in terms of interview length. "Liking" was therefore selected as the
measure

of

positive response and this was measured on a five point scale (see sections 6.2.3
and 6.2.5
for further details).
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Strickland, (1982) used a measure of exposure to alcohol advertising which assessed the
opportunity to view the advertisements. This was based on the advertisements shown

during the programmes they watched. However, no such measure was included in the
current study, as it was considered more useful to identiff how people were actually
responding to the advertisements; there can be a range of possible responses if you are in a

room when an advertisement is screening.
Exposure to the advertising, as referred to in the first of the secondary aims, was measured
.

by ascertaining the number of hours of viewing after 9pm. There were also questions on
the hours spent viewing sports programmes, as it was considered likely that they would
contain a high proportion of the alcohol sponsorship advertisements.

5.2.3 Perceptions of what is normative behaviour among pcers
As noted previously (sections 2.3 and 2.4), the research indicates that the drinking of young
people is strongly influenced by their peers, or what they perceive to be normative peer
behaviour. Peer behaviour is being used broadly here to include not only drinking, but also
acceptance of drinking and drunkenness by either their own friends or people of similar age

and gender. Perceptions of normative peer behaviour were included in surveys so they
could be incorporated into the development of models to predict drinking related behaviour.

However, the research also examined whether the responses to the alcohol advertising
might be associated with what the young people believed was the norm for pe€r group
drinking and acceptance of drinking and drunkenness.
5.2.4 Parental influences

The 10 to 17 year olds were still at an age when parents were likely to 6,9 hsying some
influence on the drinking related behaviour of their adolescent children. Therefore the
study with

l0 to 17 year

olds included measures to ascertain the young people's perceptions

ofparents' drinking and parents' acceptance ofdrinking by young people.
5.2.5 Beliefs about drinking

The other key set of variables in the s$dy were positive and negative beliefs about
drinking. The positive beliefs were determined on the basis of the appeals of alcohol
advertising identified in the qualitative research that was undertaken in association with this

quantitative study (Wyllie et

al., 1997). Rather
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than directly measure what are the

perceived appeals in the advertising, this study has focused on whether advertising, via
these appeals, may influence beliefs held about the benefits

of drinking. The

negative

beliefs measured concern with problems associated with drinking.

5.3 Choice of research method
The research involved two cross-sectional surveys, one a face-to-face survey with 500 ten

to seventeen year olds and the other a telephone survey with l0l2 eighteen to twenty-nine
year olds.

5.3.1 Rationale for choice of research methods

As outlined in chapter 4, a range of different research methods have been used

to

investigate the effects of alcohol advertising. After considering all the options, the author
believed that cross sectional surveys could make a useful contribution to understanding how

young people were responding to an increase in televised alcohol advertising over the
period since the rule change. The author was clear that each research method had various
limitations and that it was preferable to examine the topic from a range of perspectives by
using a range of research methods.

5.3.2 Advantages of cross-sectional suryey methods

A

major advantage

of

undertaking cross-sectional surveys

is that they provide

an

oppornnity to assess cumulative effects of advertising (Atkin, 1995). Cornpared with an
experimental study, surveys offer the opportunity to examine people

in their real life

context, so their behaviours are likely to be reflecting any cumulative effects of advertising.
The real life context does bring with it difficulties, which are discussed in the next section.

The use of surveys with large samples, selected with appropriate random sampling
techniques, provides some confidence in attempting to generalise the results beyond those
interviewed. Also, cross-sectional surveys, with their large samples, provide quantiative
data that allows

for the use of

sophisticated multivariate analyses

to

examine the

relationships between variables.

5.3.3 Disadvantages of cross-sectional suryey methods
One of the main disadvantages of surveys is the inability to explore iszues in the depth that
is afforded by some qualitative methods. As noted above, cross-sectional surveys examine
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responses

in a real life context and it is therefore difficult to control for all

possible

confounding variables.

Another problem with studies on advertising is the inability to have suiable control sites.
While il may be possible to find regions in the world without alcohol advertising, there

would be likely to be major differences on other key variables such as their drinking
behaviours and other culnrral differences, which would make them unsuitable as control
sites.

A major

disadvantage with cross-sectional surveys is that they only present a perspective
taken at one point in time. The case for causal relationships is strengthened if responses
.

from the same people can be compared over a period of time. A longitudinal study with
repeat interviews with the same cohort would be a stronger design, however this method
also has some disadvankges.

A major concern is the ability to retain people in the sample.
A previous attempt by the Unit to establish a longitudinal cohorr study identified that
attrition was a major problem, particularly with people in the age groups included in the
current studies. For example, among 16 to 24 year old males, atfrition was 38% and
among females of the same age it was 52% (Wyllie and Casswell, 1990). The other major
issue

with longinrdinal studies is that is takes long term planning and commifrnent

and

considerable resources to become part of any zuch study.

5.4 Analyses

Four main forms of analysis have been undertaken. Firstly, the young people's exposure
and response to the advertising has been analysed to provide descriptive information.
Comparisons have been made between agelgender groups and different geographic regions,
using chi-square analyses to compare proportions. The value of 0.05 has been used as the
normal level for significance tests.

The relationships between the responses to the alcohol advertising and alcohol-related
behaviour have initially been examined using Spearman correlation analyses. These are
based on ranks and therefore do not require normally distributed data. These were
followed by regression analyses, which allowed for the examination of the relationship
between an outcome variable and a number of explanatorylpredictor variables. However
regression analyses cannot allow for an examination of the simultaneous influence of all the

key variables on one another; thus the use of structural equation modelling.
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5.4.1 Structural equation modelling
Struczural equation modelling (SEM) examines the relationships between variables,
including theoretical strucnrres (latent variables) that have been hypothesised to have causal

links, to see whether the data is consistent with the hypotheses. The models are based on a
series of linear measurement and structural equations, which are solved simultaneously.
Because of the interconnections between variables in the hypothesised models, a variable
that is being explained by one equation (the dependent variable) can be an independent
variable in another equation. Therefore, a variable (including a latent) is independent if it
never appeared in the left side of the equation in the SEM; otherwise
'variable.

it is a dependent

5.4.1.1 Error terms
Both regression and analysis of variance (ANOVA) are based on the assumption that the
explanatory variables are measured without error. A major advantage of SEM is that it

for both measurement and structural error. This is in acknowledgement that
many variables cannot be recorded exactly; there will always be variation from one
does account

measurement to the next that is not a product of the person changing their behaviour.

5.4.1.2 Recursive aud non-recursive models
Another major advantage of SEM is that

influence can operate

in both directions

it allows for reciprocal
between two

causation; that paths of
variables. So-called ,'recursive

SEMs" are used when all the causal links in the model are hypothesised to be
unidirectional. It also assumes that error terms of latent variables are not correlated with
each

other. "Non-recursive"

models are used when

it is hypothesised that reciprocal

causal

influences are present somewhere in the model.

As noted by Berry (1985), non-recursive methods are generally the most suited to social
science research.

"... the assumptions made in recursive models are often at odds with our understanding of
the nature of the social science process being studied. In many cases it is unrealistic to
assume that no two variables

in a model are reciprocally related... In such cases we must
abandon recursive models, and employ nonrecursive multiequation (or simultaneous
equation) models" (1985, p.S-g).
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Berry (1985) also argued that it was often difficult to justiff the assumption necessary for
recursive modelling that each error term is not correlated with any of the other error terms.

A non-recursive approach was certainly justified in the current
hypothesised that response

studies given that

it

was

to advertising would influence consumption ancl that existing

consumption patterns would influence response to advertising.

5.4.1.3 Use of SEM in other studies
As well as the alcohol advertising studies reviewed in Chapter 4, SEM has been widely
'used in other alcohol-related snrdies that have examined influences on drinking. These
include both cross-sectional studies (eg Biddle et

al., 1980, Burns et al., 1993, Bank et al.,

1985) and longitudinal cohort studies (eg Aseltine, 1995).

5.4.2 Modelling packages
some modelling was initially undertaken using sAS cALIs (sAs, 1990), then Ees
(Bentler, 1993), before deciding on LISREL (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1993b). There was
some initial modelling undertaken with LISREL 7, but all the modelling reported was based

on LISREL 8.

The LISRELS package was chosen for two main reasons. One was the range of tests it
provided for goodness of fit, including tests which were designed to address previously
expressed concerns, such as capitalisation

on chance (MacCallum, Rosnowski

and

NecowiE, 1992). The other reason was ttrat it was the package that was best able to deal
with both ordinal and continuously distributed data in the same analyses. The LISREL 8
programme uses an estimated asymptotic covariance matrix that is produced using PRELIS
2 (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1993a) which overcomes any problems from using ordinal or non-

normally distributed data (Browne, 1984). To allow for the different forms of data input,
PRELIS 2 computes an appropriate correlation matrix including: product moment

correlations where both variables are continuous, polychoric correlations where both
variables are ordinal and polyserial correlations where one variable is ordinal and one
continuous. PRELIS

2

also computes a weight matrix for use in the asymptotically
distribution-free Weighted kast Squares (WIS) fit function that is used in LISREL 8 to
create the structural equation model.

The changing of packages has resulted in a lot of modelling, primarily with the

year

olds. As this is not a statistical thesis on structural
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l0 to

equation modelling,

it

17

was

considered inappropriate to report

all the modelling and make comparisons between

each

approach. Therefore the results section reports the modelling that was undertaken using
LISRELS.

5.4.3 The modelling process
This section will provide an overview of the modelling process that was used, but more
detail in given in the results sections 7.5 and 9.5. The development of an initial model for
the LISRELS analyses was based primarily on the hypothesised paths of influence, but
omitting paths that had been identified as not significant in the regression analyses or
.previous SEMs using the other software packages.
5.4.3.1 Formation of latent variables

To specify the initial model, the first stage involved establishing the formation of latent
variables. These are variables that are not directly observable or measurable and are
formed from indicator variables. Where there were several possible indicator variables for a

latent variable, exploratory factor analysis was undertaken to identify whether all the
variables were measuring the same thing; that they loaded on the same factor. For
example, exploratory factor analysis was undertaken with liking for each of the six alcohol
advertisements, to see if they should all be indicator variables for the latent liking variable.

If

the factor analysis identified some of the variables loading on a principal factor, then
confirmatory factor analysis was undertaken using just these variables.

5.4.3.2 Meazurement and structural equation models
The SEM rePresents the relationships benveen all variables (including observed and latent
variables) by a system of simultaneous linear equations. These equations can be classified

into measurement model equations, which describe the relationships between observed
indicator variables and corresponding latent variables; and the structural equation model
equations, which describe the relationships benreen the latent constructs. In particular the
measurement models provide the reliability of the indicator variables, as a measure of the
corresponding latent variable (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1993b). The strucnrral equation
models provide the statement about the direct effect of one latent on another, including the
relative size of the effect, the sign and direction. They also provide the squared multiple
correlation (R-square) for each relationship in the model. It is a measure of the strength of
the linear relationships.
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For the latent variables with two or more indicator variables, the indicator with the highest
loading on the factor analysis (so called reference variable) was given the reliability of 1.0
and the LISRELS prograrnme calculated the others. For the latent variables with single
indicators, such as frequency of drinking, the reliability was assumed. This was able to be
modified, if appropriate to provide a berrer fit to the data.

5.4.3.3 Model identification and convergence

It is possible to speciff a number of different initial models, but some models cannot be
solved. This is called an identification of an SEM. Identification is a condition of
'parameters within models;

if

there are too many parirmeters in relation to the amount of
known information (the variances and covariances between variables) then the model will

be under-identified and cannot be

solved. If there are a similar number of parameters to the
known information, &e model is just-identified. If there is more known information than
parameters, the model is over-identified and can be subjected to tests of goodness of fit.

SEM uses "various techniques for covariance structure analysis" (Joreskog and Sorbom,
1993b, p.114). Essentially it is attempting to come up with the best solution to a set of
simultaneous equations that specify the relationship between the different variables.
Sometimes, even after a very large number of iterations, a model will not come to

convergence. For this kind of unidentified model, there could be something wrong with
the model specification. One way to solve this problem is to fix one or more parameters as

zero. When the model

comes to convergence, but the goodness

of fit and other indicators
show that the model is not a good fit to the dara, the model then needs to be modified.
5,4.3.4 Model modification
Model modification was primarily based on information supplied by LISRELS. However,
it was important that any modifications were consistent with theoretical understandings of
relationships where changes were being made. Parsimony was another important guiding

principle; models should be kept as simple as possible. LISRELS provides a Modification
Index which identifies other paths which should be added to the model; where the
parameter should be freed.

The modelling process also involved attempting to get the covariances using the model to
be as close as possible to the original covariances. The difference between the nvo is called
the fitted residual. The model modification process involved examination of a plot of the
standardised residuals, which should approximate a straight line. The programme also
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identified which was the largest residual, which allowed the researcher to reconsider
whether the relationship as specified was the most appropriate,

Each modification to the model was designed to improve the chi-square value. The
programme provided standard errors for each parameter and the t-values identified whether
the relationship was significant. Non-significant relationships (paths) were usually deleted,

but in some cases they were retained so that reciprocal effects were controlled for.
Checking on the appropriateness of a model also involved examination of the standardised
RMR (Root Mean Square Residual) which is effectively an average of the fitted residuals.
.The better the fit of a model, the smaller the
RMR.

Another possible change to improve the model was adding correlations between error
terms, if the error terms were significantly different from zero and meaningful. (This
means there was a relationship between these two variables, but outside of the model.)

LISREL 8 provides a number of goodness of fit indices to assist in identiffing whether a
model is statistically a good fit to the data. While each of these has some limitations, if
they are all within acceptable ranges the model can be considered a good fit (see 7.5.7 for
details).

5.4.4

Issues of causality and vatidity

The structural equation modelling process must begin with a priori hypotheses about the
causal links between the variables. Although not all the links need to be pre-specified, one
can have greater confidence in the model

if

the data fits it with no or minimum changes.

Given that SEM is a reasonably sophisticated approach to the analysis of quantitative data,
it is important that there is an adequate appreciation of what it is purporting to achieve in

terms of examining causal links. Although structural equation modelling is examining
hypothesised causal pathways, it cannot establish causality, since they are essentially
founded only on the statistical correlation between variables. In fact, no single research
snrdy can by itself conclusively establish causality. All any one study can do is identify
whether the data are consistent or inconsistent with a particular hypothesis. The fact that
the current studies are cross-sectional also limits the confidence one can have in the ability

of the data to establish

causal associations as

relationship between variables.
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it is not possible to establish the temporal

If a SEM is identified

that provides goodness of

fit to the data

and complies with the other

of a good model, this means that the data as collected and analysed is consistent with
the model. It is possible that other analyses could provide support for a different model
that
tests

provided a similarly good fit to the data (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1993b). It is also possible
that, had other variables been measured and included in the model, some other model mav
have been supported by the data.

While SEM analyses cannot identiff the "best" model, they can differentiate between
models that "fit the data very badly and those that fit the data reasonably well.,, (Joreskog
and Sorbom, 1993b, p.ll4). Therefore support for the hypothesised model can be
strengthened

if alternative

models are tested and not supported by the data.

Overstating the ability of SEMs to establish causal relationships has led to criticism of this
method of data analysis. Brannick (1995) and Kelloway (1995) have both noted that rhe
early use of the term "causal modelling" in association with this method has contributed to
the problem. Both also believed that too much emphasis had been placed on SEM analyses
compared with the development of adequate theory-based hypotheses and concentrating on
good measurement of the important variables. Brannick (1995) in particular argued that
the

models were being used inappropriately to generate theory rather than test theory.
However, it should be noted that both Brannick (1995) and Kelloway (1995) were
concerned with modelling in areas of organisational behaviour, where it appears theory is
perhaps not well developed. They were in part concerned with the procedures

for creating
the measurement models, where comparatively large numbers of variables were being used
to form latents, with the theoretical basis for forming those latents not being well specified.
In comparison, the models used in the current study used latents that were based on few
variables and the theoretical link between those variables and the latents was very apparent.
Brannick argued for a move back to simpler analytic methods and in particular multiple
regression analyses. He also noted that regression has an advantage that measurement
bias

in a variable is limited to affecting only the regressions in which it is included, rather than
affecting an entire SEM. Kelloway (1995) was less dismissive of SEMs, noting that
separate regressions are not able to consider all the various relationships between
variables,

particularly variables that might be influencing both the dependent and independent
variables in a regression. Another important advantage of SEM over regressions is the
ability to build measurement error into the model.
As noted above, structural equation modelling cannot be used to generate models, without
a
priori hypotheses. Adequate specification of hypotheses as the basis for model generation
is

8l

particularly irnporrant with non-recursive modelling. Because of the presence of reciprocal
relationships in the models, the main way that the relative strength of each of the
hypothesised causal influences can be identified is through the relationships that independent
variables have on some dependent variables, but not others.
The extent to which a final SEM provides valid support for particular causal associations is
dependent upon the extent to which the final model is consistent with the originally
hypothesised

model.

Joreskog and Soborn (1993b), the developers

specified three approaches

of LISREL

g,

to fitting models to data. The first they tabelled. strictly

confirmatory where a model has been formulated and data is collected to test out this model.

'In this case the model is either accepted or rejected; no alternative

models are considered.

Joreskog and Soborn (1993) noted that this is a very rare situation. The second approach

involved beginning with more than one altemative model and selecting one. All other
approaches would fall within the model generating category. This involves beginning with
an initial "tentative" model based on a priori knowledge and hypotheses, which is modified
and relested until it provides an adequate fit to the data and "every parameter of the model
can be given a substantively meaningful interpretation" (Joreskog and Soborn 1993, p.115).

With these definitions, the approach used in the current two studies would have to

be

classified as model generation rather than model confirmation. This is because a range

of

different models were tested. However, all of these models were consistent with the key
hypothesised paths of influence. There seems to be a large difference between this type of
"model generation" and those where there are few hypothesised paths and these are then
modified extensively to provide an adequate fit to the data.

The extent to which the final models are to be considered exploratory or confirmarcry
depends in part upon the extent to which the initial models are modified to fit the data.
McCallum et al (1992) argued that modifications to models, so that they provided a better
fit to ttre data reduced the validity of the models; an increasing number of modifications
increased the possibility ttrat the model was just fitting chance occurrences that were presenr

in that particular sample. Joreskog and Soborn (1993b) have attempted to deal with

the

concerns about capitalisation on chance in the changes they have introduced into their later

versions of their software, LISREL 8, as used in this study, being the most recent version
available at the time.

Another procedure used in the current study that moved the process towards the exploratory

rather than confirmatory end

of the spectrum,

was undertaking prior correlation and

regression analyses and utilising that information in deciding which paths to speciff in the
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models. Presumably MacCallum et al (1992) would see such procedures as increasing the
likelihood that the model is capitalising on chance occurrences in the data. The decision
to
examine the basic relationships between variables before finalising the models for
testing
was based in part on personal communications the author had with a leading Finnish
statistician in the alcohol field, who believed this was an important initial phase in
the
development of structural equation models. others who have supported this approach
were

al', (1993), who undertook factor analyses and multiple regression analyses
prior to the specification of their initial SEM. They argued strongly for exploratory
Dielman et

analyses, in association with existing knowledge, prior to formulating a model.

' "Without such prior evidence or exploratory
analyses, the investigator is likely to expend a
large amount of human and computer time estimating models that are far from a close fit
to
the data..." (Dielman, Butchart and Shope, 1993, p.2g3).

Many papers that present analyses using SEM simply present the final model and in these
papers there is never any mention of any modifications made to the a priori hypothesised
model before arriving at the final model presented. It is therefore unclear whether the

of these papers in fact did not have to make any modifications to their models,
which seems unlikely given the comnents of Joreskog and Soborn (1993b) thar most
analyses fall into the model generating category, or whether they simply considered it
authors

unnecessary to specify the process.

5.5 Process of research development
This section outlines the process that led to the two studies being undertaken. As these
studies were undertaken as part of the activities of ttre Alcohol and Public Health Research

Unit, this section specifies the author's actual involvement in the development of the
research.

The author had long had an interest in issues relating to advertising and alcohol advertising
in particular. He had undertaken research when corporate and sports sponsorship
advertising first appeared on New Zealand television in 1987 (Wyllie et al., l9g9; Wylie
et al., 1991). He has also had an ongoing involvement in formative evaluation of health

promotion mass media advertising campaigns and assessing target group response to these
campaigns (eg Thompson, Tunks and wyllie, 1995; wyllie, 1996; wyllie, in press).
All of
this research has been undertaken in the ten years that the author has been employed at
the
Alcohol and Public Health Research Unit at the University of Auckland. The author's
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interest in advertising initially began during the nine years he worked in market research

prior to joining the Alcohol and public Health Research Unit.
The change to the rules relating to televised alcohol advertising, as outlined in section

l.l,

provided an oppofiunity to assess responses to what was likely to be a large increase in
televised alcohol advertising and possibly an increase in overall expenditure on alcohol
advertising. The opportunity to undertake the research came available when the Alcohol
Advisory Council (ALAC) put out a request for proposals to undertake research to "monitor
alcohol advertising on television and radio". This request for proposals specified:
' "The principal objective of the research

will be to develop

a suitable monitoring programme
to address various aspects of the impact of alcohol advertising on Television and Radio and
which will address but not necessarily be restricted to the matters outlined below as 'Work

Required'. "

The Alcohol and Public Health Research Unit prepared a series of proposals that formed a
programme of research. This included proposals for the two studies that form this doctoral
thesis and these were prepared by the author. These proposals were written from the

perspective that they should speciff what the author considered the most appropriate
research designs to assess what he considered the most appropriate issues. While some

notice was taken of ALAC's suggestions specified under the heading of "Work Required"

in the Request for Proposals, this was not the main influence in determining the research
designs. This can be verified by viewing the schedule specifred by ALAC, which is
included as Appendix A.
The proposals that the author designed and prepared also included two qualitative studies
with similar age groups, although they do not form part of the doctoral research. Other
researchers from other research institutions also prepared applications and they were all
subject to a peer review process administered by the Health Research Council of New
Zealand. All of the author's projects were accepted for funding.
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CHAPTER 6

TEN TO SE\'ENTEEN YEAR OLDS:

AIMS, ITYPOTIIESES AND RESEARCII
METHOD

This chapter outlines the aims, hypotheses used as the basis of the SEM, and the research
method for the 10 to 17 year olds' study. The results are reported in chapter z.
6.1 RESEARCH AIMS AND

IIYFO EESES

The research aims for the ten to seventeen year olds' study were as specified in section 5.1
for the overall project. However, when developing and testing structural equation models it

is necessary to begin with a hypothesised model of causal relationships. Therefore the
hypotheses on which the modelling was based are specified below.

6.1.1 Hypotheses for shuctural equation models
From a public health perspective, the key question for this age group was whether alcohol
advertising was encouraging the development of drinking; initiation and increased
frequency once they have begun

drinking. Therefore the model was developed to predict

frequency of drinking. The hypotheses used to develop the initial model were:

- More recalled exposure to televised alcohol advertisements will result in the l0 to 17 year
olds drinking alcohol more frequentty.
- More positive respolrs€s to (as measured by liking of) televised alcohol advertisements will
result in the 10 to L7 year olds drinking alcohol more frequently.
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- There will also be a reciprocal path of influence; being a rnore frequent drinker will result
in higher recalled exposure and liking of the advertising.
- The paths of influence will be both direct and via positive and negative beliefs.
As many of the 10 to 17 year olds would either not have begun drinking or be infrequent
drinkers, it was possible that their interest in alcohol advertising was a product of a general

liking of and interest in alcohol, that would not be reflected in their current drinking
behaviour. To test this, expected frequency of drinking at age 20 was taken as a surrogare
measure of current liking or interest in alcohol. Therefore an altemative model was tested
-

that added the following hypothesis:

- There will be a reciprocal path of influence from expected drinking at age 20 to recalled
exposure and liking.
6.2 RESEARCH METHOD
This chapter provides a description of the survey design, questionnaire design and analyses,
including details on each of the regression analyses. There is no description of the
structural equation analyses, as the method has been described in the previous chapter and
the development of the models in each study are described in the results sections.
6.2.1 Survey desigu

A

quantitative survey

of 500

l0 to L7 years was
underkken between September 9 and October 5, i993. Face-to-face interviews were
conducted in respondents' homes by trained interviewers from Consumer Link market
research company. Interviews lasted an average of approximately 20 minutes.
children and young persons aged

6.2.L.1 Rationale for choice of face-to-face interviewing
Face-to face interviewing was chosen in preference to interviews in schools or a telephone

survey. Schools were a problem as a sample base because those who had left school may
differ from those still at school, on important variables. A school sample would have to be
complemented

with a non-school sample and this would have involved methodological

differences that may have confounded interpretation of the results. Given that those out of
school were likely to be more involved in drinking, it was important that methodotogical
biases did not interfere with the data collection. Another possible problem with schools was
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a potentially low response rate, because of the need to get signed parental consent before
under l6 year olds could participate. Schools also provide a geographical clustering effect
in the sample.

Telephone interviews, while offering advantages over face-to-face interviews in terms of
response rate and quality control (if done from a central location), were not considered a

suitable vehicle for interviewing children. Not only were younger children likely to be
reluctant to speak with a stranger over the telephone, but parents were also likely to be
reluctant to agree to their children participating.

.6.2.1.2 Selection of
The age range

of

10

age and gender groups

to 17 years was chosen because it extends over a period when

children are likely to be developing their attitudes and behaviours relating to alcohol. It
extends from an age when a Iarge proportion of young people have tried alcohol (Casswell,

Gilmore, Silva and Brasch, 1983), but does not extend beyond what is the defacto legal
minimum drinking age of 18 years. The l0 to 17 age range also matched the Scottish
studies (Aitken, 1989; Aitken et

al., 1988), which would aid comparisons between the two

studies.

Both males and females were included in the sample because both could potentially be
influenced by the advertising. The previous New Zealand research (Wyllie et al., 1989;

Wyllie et al, 1991) had only examined male response and it was considered useful to extend
beyond that focus.

6.2.I.3

Sample size

At the time the funding proposal was prepared, the author was in receipt of a draft of the
paper that was eventually published as Grube and Wallack (1994). The proposal was
influenced by this paper, which had used non-recursive structural equation modelling for
the first time in the field of alcohol advertising research. The author had no prior
experience

of

SEM, but this study with a sample of 468 suggested that a sample of 500
would be adequate for such analyses.
The author was also wanting to limit the cost of the project, as this was just one part of a
larger programme of research on alcohol advertising for which funding was being sought.

The study necessitated face-to-face interviewing, which is more costly than telephone
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interviewing, so there was a need to keep the sample size to a minimum. Other alcohol
advertising surveys had also used similar sized samples; Aitken et al (1988) had a sample of
433 ten to seventeen year olds and Atkin and Block (1981) had 665 twelve to sevenreen
year olds.

Another consideration in determining the sample size was the emphasis on ensuring that
quality data was collected. This sample size meant that the field force could be selected

from the best the market research company had available, they could all be personally
briefed by the author and they would not have so numy interviews to do that they would
begin to loose motivation.

6.2.1.4 Geographic coyerage
Because of the emphasis on quality control, the interviews were limited to the three largest

urban centres; Auckland (250), Wellington (125), and Christchurch

(l2S). This allowed the
author to personally brief all the interviewers, which was important for motivating the
interviewers and ensuring the information was collected in the nunner required. The
objectives of the shrdy were zuch that it was not important that the data be representative of
all parts of New Tnaland; the focus was on measuring the relationship between different
behaviours, rather than on obaining national prevalence measures. The three @ntres
which were chosen are the largest urban centres in the country; at the time they accounted

for

42Vo

of the 10 to 17 year olds in New Tealand. The three cities also gave a

geographical spread.

Statistics New Zealand, the New Zealand government agency that conducts the Census and
provides ofhcial population statistics, divides the Auckland urban area into four regions
and

Wellington into five regions. Interviews were divided between these regions in proportion
to the number of households with persons aged 10 to 17 years.
6.2,1.5 Sample selection
Interviews were conducted in clusters of five households. Interviewers began at a starting
point randomly selected by the market research company. The interviewers followed

a

specified walk route, eontacting each household they came to. Wi0dn households, they
established if there were any 10 to 17 year olds normally resident there, and if there was
more than one, they established who had the last birthday as a random selection procedure
(the contacting procedure is detailed in Appendix C). Any place that was not
a residential
house and had more than ten residents (such as hostels) was excluded.
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The cluster sampling process is widely used in surveys involving face-to-face interviewing
to reduce the costs associated with such surveys to manageable levels. If an interviewer is
having to travel some distance between randomly selected households when contacting for
eligible respondents and calling back for interviews, this is very time consuming and costly.
Market research companies in New Zealand usually speciff cluster sizes of at least ten, but
the author specified five to increase the number of randomly selected starting points,
thereby increasing the likelihood of a representative sample. The effects of the clustering
procedure were taken into account at the analysis stage.

'Interviewers recorded the outcome of each call on sheets developed by the author,
so that
they could readily identiff the households that required call backs. They were also required
to keep a separate list of atl the calls made in the order in which they were made, so that
supervisors could check that interviewers were following correct call procedures.

Although the interview was only undertaken in English, the author organised a hand-out
sheet that explained the survey in a number of languages and asked if there was a person in
the household who spoke English. The languages were: Maori, Samoan, Tongan, Niuean,
and Cook Island Maori (copy atrached in Appendix C).

Only one interview was undertaken per household, because the content was such that it was
imperative that responses were not influenced by those of other household members. If
more than one interview had been undertaken in a household, measures such as those
relating to recall and appeal of advertising could be influenced by overhearing an interview
with another household member, or by discussion within the household following the

interview. Only one interview per household meant that persons living in households with
more than one person aged 10 to 17 years had less chance of being selected. This was
taken into account in the analysis procedures (detailed later).

6.2.1.6 Response rate
ln an effort to obtain

a good response rate, up to four calls were made to

try and establish a

household contact. Once a household was successfully contacted up to two additional calls
were made to try and obtain an interview with the qualiffing respondent. This meant that

up to six calls could have been made to a household. After the first household contacr,
every effort was made to arrange a suitable time to call back for the interview, including
contacting the person by phone to arrange an interview time to
next visit to the area.
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fit in with the interviewer,s

The resulting response rate of 54Vo, whrle not as high as hoped for, was better than that
usually achieved by market research companies (usually between about 30% and 50%) and
is high considering that signed parental consent had to be obtained. The response rate was
higher for 16 to 17 year olds, for whom signed parental consent was not required. The
response rate was partially a product of undertaking only five interviews per

cluster. This

meant that a number of houses did not receive all their call-backs before the five interviews
were obtained in that cluster. The author had anticipated that this would be a problem and

interviewers were given instructions as to the number of households they could have that
required call backs, before they could contact further new households in the cluster (for
'details of this procedure see interviewer briefing notes in Appendix C). However,
these

strategies were not able to totally redress the problem.

6.2.L.7

Use of market research company

The author considered the options of using market research company interviewers for data
collection or recruiting and training interviewers specifically for the survey. It was

to use interviewers who had existing experience for a number of
reasons. As they were familiar with interviewing procedures, they would be able to

considered preferable

concentrate on the specific issues of importance in this survey. They would also be more
likely to have the confidence when making contacts with households that would contribute

to a good resPonse rate. Also, existing market

research company interviewers have

regional managers who can give them on-the-ground zupport on an on-going basis.

The company selected, Consumer Link, specialise in fieldwork. They were only selected
after the author had had discussions with the company's managing director and was
convinced that they could provide a quality service.

6.2.1.8 Quality control
Face-to-face interviewing was preferred over telephone as parents and children were likely

to feel more comfortable if they could see who the interviewer was. Apart from response
rate, a major problem with face+o-face interviewing is maintaining quality control, as the

interviewing process cannot be directly supervised. Therefore the market research
company interviewers received a personal briefing from the author. This involved him
travelling to each region and conducting a five hour briefing/training session with the
interviewers and the regional supervisors. This effort was designed to impart upon the
interviewers the importance of the survey, the importance of quality interviewing and the
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importance

of a good

response

rate. The feedback from the interviewers was that they

appreciated the effort made to come and speak with them personally. The author felt that
there was a satisfactory degree of professionalism among the market research staff, who
seemed keen to perform to the best

of their ability on this survey.

The questionnaire was piloted with children and young persons during the development
phase. Two interviewers in Christchurch began interviewing three days earlier than other
interviewers to check that there were no problems with the final questionnaire. The only
changes made at this stage were refinements to the contact sheet.
As part of the quality control procedures, twenty percent of respondents were re-contacted
by telephone to verify that the interview took place to their satisfaction. Inlerviewers also
brought in their first day's work and call sheets to their regional supervisor to ensure thar
everything was being done correctly. All subsequent work was also checked by supervisors
before it was returned to the national ofFrce.

All the questionnaires were

ehecked by Alcohol and Public Health Research Unit (ApHRU)

staff, who also coded any open-ended questions, under the supervision of the author. A
small number of queries identified at this editing srage were referred back to the
interviewers, who then re-contacted respondents to obain the correct information.

A

potential problem with face+o-face interviewing in respondents' homes is of parents
wanting to listen in on the interview. In households where it appeared this may be a
problem, parents had the need for privacy explained and were offered a copy of the
questionnaire to look at, so they knew the softs of questions being asked.

If they insisted
on being present, the interview still took place. It was intended to record the number of
interviews where this occurred, but some interviewers interpreted the request more broadly
and recorded anyone in the same room, whether or not they were taking an active interest
in the interview, therefore accurate data was not available. Interviewers were instructed to

discard the survey

if

they felt the parent had had an undue influence on the responses,

however no interviewers considered this necessary.

6.2.1.9 Ethical considerations

In accord with the

Committee, signed parental

l5

of the University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics
approval was obtained for interviews with children aged l0 to

requirements

years and parents also had to give their approval before any call-back interview could be

conducted without the parents present in the house at the time. The 16 to 17 year olds were
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able to personally give their own informed consent, but the ethics committee required that

interviewers check with the 16 and L7 year olds as to whether they thought their parents
should be informed (verbally) about the survey. If the parents were to be informed and if
they objected, no interview was undertaken.
6.2.2 The advertisements

Recalled exposure to alcohol advertising and liking was measured by asking respondents
about seven specific alcohol advertisements. (Appendix B gives a brief description of these

advertisements.). The selection of these advertisements was determined by examination of
'market research company reach
and frequency data for l0 to 17 year olds for the period
January to July 1993 to identify to which advertisements they had been most exposed.
(Reach is the proportion of people who have seen an advertisement in the time period
and

frequency is the number of times those people have seen the advertisement in that time
period.) July was the latest month of data that was available at the time of designing the
questionnaire. As the effect of the advertising was likely to diminish over time, the reachfrequency product (reach x frequency) was reduced by L\Vo each month, with June being
9O%, May

etc. This was only a crude allowance for decay effects, but was considered
adequate for the purposes of identi$ring the advertisements which l0 to 17 year olds had
SOVo

been most exposed

to.

On this basis the 'DB Bitter - guru on the mountain', 'Lion Red Blood Brothers', 'Southern Comfort - Louisiana', and 'Smirnoff Vodka - cruise ship', were
selected. Even though Lion Red was a brand that was advertised only in the upper North
Island, it still feanrred highly in the national reach and frequency figures. (Many of this
brewery's brands are regional, which becomes problematic for surveys that cover different
regions.) Some beer companies/brands had been running campaigns with a number of
similar advertisements that had a unified theme, but for the purposes of the research it was
important to be able to describe a specific advertisement.

Two further advertisements were assessed because, although they were not among the
highest in the first half of 1993, they were still running and had been major campaigns in
1992. These were 'steinlager Blue - Blues Brothers' and 'Jim Beam Bourbon - guy walks
into a bar'. It was considered important to have a sports sponsorship advertisement
included, however most of these advertisements tend to have a short life. One exception
that had some air time in the first half of 1993 was the 'Lion Red sponsorship advertisement

- league players training', and this was included.
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Because

it

was not a national advertisement and people in Christchurch had had little
opportunity to see the 'Lion Red - Blood Brothers' advertisement, it was excluded from the
correlation, regression and structural equation analyses.
6.2.3 Questionnaire design

6.2.3.I

Response to advertisements

The children and young people were asked about the advertisements in a rotated starting
order. For each advertisement the respondents were read a brief description of the
'advertisement and shown a photograph
from the advertisement, that contained no reference
to the brand being advertised. An example of the question wording is as follows: "Have

your seen a TV ad where this guy walks into a western-style bar and orders a drink and is
not given the right drink?" Interviewers coded from the response options: 'Yes, definitely
seen", "Yes, think so", or *Not seen". As for all the questions there were also "Refused"
and "Don't know" options. They were then asked: "Do you know what brand was being
advertised?" The correct brand, in this case Jim Beam, was listed for the interviewer to
code if mentioned. If other brands were mentioned these were written in by the
interviewer. The next question asked: *Approximately how many times have you seen this
ad? Would it be: less than 5 times, 5 0o l0 times, more than 10 times?' The question and
these three answer options were also shown on a show card which was placed

in front of
the respondent at this point in time for the first advertisement and left on view until all the
questions on each advertisement were completed. This show card also had the question and

for the final question on liking, which read: "How much do you like or
dislike this ad?". The answer options were: "like it a lot", "like it a little", 'neither like
answer options

nor dislike

it", "dislike it a little", .,dislike it a lot".

Questions were also included to

identiff: the appeal of alcohol advertisements in relation to

other advertisements; attention paid to alcohol advertisements; the use of the advertisemenrs

of information; and acceptance of the portrayals in the advertisements. Exposure
to alcohol advertising was measured by questions to ascertain television viewing at hours
as sources

when alcohol advertising is likely to be showing (after 9pm and sports programmes).

6.2.3.2 Drinking behaviour
The measures relating to drinking behaviour began with frequency of drinking: "How often
do you drink alcohol, if at all?". Sixteen options were shown on a show card; they ranged
from "at least once a day" to "less than once a year" and "never". The author used show
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cards wherever feasible to encourage honest responses, particularly as the respondents may
have not wanted others within hearing distance to know their answers.

This was followed by a question asking: "I would now like you to think of one drinking
occasion that would be most typical of your overall drinking. What would you be drinking
on this typical occasion?" No show card was used in this question and interviewers
recorded the beverage, container type and quantity on a grid in the questionnaire. This
quantity consumed on a typical occasion when multiplied by frequency gave an estimate of
the annual volume consumed. This simple measure of annual volume has been shown to
produce results that are comparable with more complex and time consuming measures
' (Wyllie, Zhang and Casswell,
1994). There was also a question asking: "Thinking now
about all types of alcohol, how often do you drink enough to feel drunk?". Frequency
options were shown on a card.

Because many were not drinkers, they were all asked:

"I would now like you to think about
when you're 20 years old. How often do you imagine you will probably drink alcohol
then?' The options on a show card were: 'probably at least once every few days,,
"probably at least once a week", 'probably less than once a week", "probably not at all',
'definitely not at all". The age of 20 was selected in part because it is the legal minimum

drinking age. It was also an age that was not too distant in the future, while also not being
too close to current ages.

6.2.3.3 Positive and negative beliefs
Positive beliefs

There were four items designed to measure positive beliefs about drinking. These beliefs
were determined on the basis of appeals of alcohol advertising identified in the qualitative
research that accompanied this quantitative study (Wyllie et

measure what are ttre perceived appeals

al, 1997). Rather than directly
in the advertising, this study has focused on

whether advertising, via these appeals, may influence beliefs held about the benefits of
drinking. The four items were as follows.

- Young people who drink have more fun and excitement than those who don't drink
- Young people who drink have more friends than those who don't drink
- Young women who drink are seen as more athactive than those who don't drink
- Young men who drink are seen as stronger and tougher than those who don't drink
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These were scored on five point agree-disagree scales: agree a

lot, agree a little, neither

agree nor disagree, disagree a little, or disagree a lot.

Negative beliefs

There were also four items measuring negative beliefs; concern with problems associated
with alcohol. They were also scored on the same agreedisagree scale.

- Drinking and driving is a major problem in New Zealand,
- Alcohol is a dangerous drug

'- Alcohol

creates very serious problems in this country

- Drinking alcohol may cause health problems

6.2.3.4 Other measures
Other questions were included to measure peer and parental influences on their drinking
and peer and parental responses to alcohol advertising. This included perceived peer and
parental liking of alcohol advertising and peer discussion of the advertisements. There

were questions on perceived peer acceptance of drinking and drunkenness, perceived
parental accePtance of drinking, perceived frequency of drinking by people of their age and
gender, and perceived frequency of parental

drinking. The young people were also asked
whether they felt alcohol advertising encouraged teenagers to drink and what level of
control they preferred on televised alcohol advertising.

More detail on question wording can be found in the following section, when the way in
which different variables were combined for the regression analyses is described. Also, a
copy of the questionnaire is included as Appendix C.

6.2.4 Analyses
The data was entered onto computer by a commercial company. To avoid any data entry
errors, the data was entered twice and any inconsistencies checked and corrected. prior to
analysis, the data were checked to see

if

there were any particularly extreme levels of

alcohol consumption reported that may have been a result of mis-reporting or miscoding,
but there were none that were of possible concern.

After examining a selection of data relating to alcohol consumption and response to alcohol
advertising for each age from 10 to 17, it was apparent that the most consistent differences
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in response, both for males and females, were between the ages of l0 to 13 and 14 to 17.
Therefore the data was cross-tabulated by these fwo age groups for males and females. It
was also cross-tabulated by region.

These analyses were based on data that was weighted by the number of persons aged

l0

to

in the household, to compensate for single interviews per household. This meant
that the data from someone with three persons aged 10 to 17 in the household was counted
17 years

three times, compared with once for someone who was the only

l0 to 17 year old in their

household.

'Design effects were computed for the cluster sampling procedure;
the effect was negligible
and therefore did not need to be taken into account in the analvses.
Relationships between variables were initially examined from the correlation matrix. The
next level of analysis was multiple linear regressions, including logistic regressions.

6.2.5 Regression analyses

It was important to include in the regression analyses the variables hypothesised to have an
influence on alcohol consumption. On the other hand these analyses are most efficient
when the number of variables is kept to a minimum, so there needed to be good justification

to include variables. On the basis of the alcohol literature, it was apparent that peer and
parental influences were likely to be important determinants of alcohol consumption for this
age group, especially the peer influences. It was also necessary to control for key
demographics.

6.2.5.1 Independent variables/ predictors
Table 6.1 provides a list of all the dependent and independent variables involved in the
different regression analyses. With the exception of area and number in household aged l0

to 17 years, all the independent variables were input into the general linear regressions and
logistic regressions as continuous variables. Area and number in household were input into
the logistic model through the use of dummy variables.
Recalled exposure to alcohol advertisemcnts on television; This was ascertained from how
often they reported having seen each of the advertisements, with the 'Lion Red - Btood

Brothers' advertisement being omitted. Each advertisement was scored either 0 (not seen
advertisement), I (seen it less than 5 times), 2 (seen 5-10 times), 3 (seen more than l0
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times). The scores for

each

of the six advertisements were summed, giving a range of

possible scores from 0 to 18.

Table 6.1: Variables used in 10-17 year old's regression analyses

Independent/Predicto rs

Dependent

Recalled exposure to alcohol advertising

Drinking status +

Liking of alcohol advertising

Quantity on typical occasion

Perceived peer acceptance of drinking and

Frequency ofdrinking

+

*

drunkenness

Frequency of feeling drunk

+

Perceived parental acceptance of drinking

Perceived frequency
agelgender group

of drinking by same

Expected drinking frequency at age 20

+

Positive beliefs *

Perceived frequency of parental drinking

Negative beliefs *

Age

Perceived peer acceptance

Gender

Perceived peer acceptance of drunkenness**

Perceived quantity

Area

age/gender group

**

of

ofdrinking **

drinking

by

same

Number aged 10-17 in household
Perceived frequency
agelgender group **

+

Used in analyses of predictors of alcohol consumption

*

Used in analyses of predictors of beliefs

of drinking by same

Used in analyses of predictors of perceptions (note: transferred from independent
variables list)

Liking of alcohol advertisernents: This was the mean liking score for each respondent,
based on the alcohol advertisements they had seen excluding the 'Lion Red - Blood
Brothers' advertisement. The scores, as input into the analyses, ranged from I (dislike it a
lot) to 5 Qike it a lot). There were only five respondents who had not seen any of the six
advertisements. These people were given a score of 3 (neither like nor dislike); their liking
had to be neutral as they had not seen the advertisements.
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Perceived peer acceptance of drinking: The question asked: "How many

of your

friends

would think it's oK for young men/women (same sex as respondent) of your age to drink
alcohol at least once a week? The options, shown on a card, ranged from "None" (scored

l) to "All of them" (scored

5).

Perceived peer acceptance of drur*enness: This item had a similar format to the previous
question and asked: "How many of your friends would think it's OK for young men/women
(same sex

as respondent) of your age to get drunk at least once every few weeks?

Perceived parental acceptance of drinking: This was based on questions asked in relation

-to both the mother and father: "Which of these

categories best describes how happy or

unhappy you think your mother/father would be with young men/women (same sex as
respondent) of your age drinking alcohol at least once a week? The options on a card
ranged from "very unhappy" (scored l) to "very happy" (scored 5). The score that was

input into the regressions was the mean of the parents' scores (these npo items had
correlation of 0.69); if there was only one parent it was based on just their score.

a

Perceived frequency of drinking by people of their age and gender: Respondents were
asked: "How often do you think most young men/women (same sex as respondent) of your

age would drink alcohol,
coded on a range

if

at

all?"

Frequency options were listed on a card and were

of I to 10.

Perceived quantity of drinking by people of their age and gender:
asked to ascertain how many cans

of beer for males and

A similar question was
how many glasses of wine for

females (they were asked to assume this was the alcohol they were drinking) these same

people would be drinking on a typical occasion. This quantity variable was highly
correlated with the frequency (1:0.67); so in the interests of minimising the variables in the
analyses, only the frequency measure was retained, so that there was then

measure

for both peers and parents. For purposes of

convenience

a frequency

this variable will

sometimes be referred to as perceived peer frequency.

For all of the above items relating to peers and parents, there was an alternative question
wording used for l0 to 14 year olds. The phrase "young men/women" used with the 15 to
l7 year olds was replaced with the phrase ,'boys/girls,'.
Perceived frequency

of parental drinking:

Respondents were asked how often their
mother/father drinks and were provided with frequency options on a card, which were the
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same as

for the perceived peer frequency of drinking. The score that was input into

the

regressions was the mean of the two parents (these two items had a correlation of 0.63).

Age and gender: Age and gender were included, with gender being a binary variable and
age being input into the regressions as a continuous variable based on years.

Area: This was included

because the sample was not proportional to the population

in each
region, and to allow for the possibility of different exposure to advertising and different
responses to advertising in the three regions, Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch.

Number in household aged

I0 to 17 years: This

was included as the sampling was only one

interview per household, which meant that young people in households with more than one
10 to 17 year old had less chance of being selected. It was therefore important to identify
whether this variable was conaibuting to any differences in response to alcohol advertising

or consumption. It was divided into two categories for the analyses; households with one,
and more than one, l0 to 17 year old.

6.2.5.2 Dependent variables
The following measures were considered to be the dependent variables in the different
regression analyses undertaken. A series ofregression analyses were undertaken to predict
different variables relating to drinking behaviour. These included a variable which was
labelled drinking status and was a categorical variable based on whether
were drinkers and

if

the

young people

so, how much they consumed. Details on the groupings are provided

with the reporting of the results of the regressions.
The other dependent variables relating to alcohol consumption were: quantity of alcohol
consumed on a typical occasion, frequency of alcohol consumption, frequency of drinking
enough to feel drunk and expected frequency

ofdrinking atageZO.

Other regression analyses had positive and negative beliefs as the dependent variables.
Regression analyses were also undertaken to examine the relationship between responses to

alcohol advertising and perceptions of peer aftiildes and behaviours. For these, some of
the variables that were independent variables in other regression analyses were treated as
dependent variables. The three variables were: perceived peer acceptance

drunkenness, perceived frequency

of drinking

and

of drinking by people of their age and gender,

and

perceived quantity consumed on a typical occasion by their age group and gender.
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6.2.5.3 Interaction effects
Analyses were undertaken as part

of the regressions to ensure that different demographic

groupings were not showing different patterns, in particular those that were not represented

in their true proportion in the population. For example, it may be that the younger people
were displaying a different relationship between recalled exposure to alcohol advertising
and consumption, than were the older people in the sample. Therefore each regression
analysis began by including all the independent variables plus the interactions between the

alcohol advertising variables (recalled exposure and liking) and the following
demographics: age, gender, area, number in household aged l0 to 17. These variables
'were all treated as categorical variables and this necessitated the use of dummy variables in
the logistic regression analyses. There were no significant interaction effects for any of the
models.

6.2.5.4 Appropriateness of the models
Some of the dependent variables were input into the regressions as continuous variables and

analysed using the General Linear model procedure (SAS, 1987). With these models, the

amount of variance explained indicates how well the variables that have been included
explain the dependent variable (such as alcohol consumption).
Most of the dependent variables were input into the regressions as three ordinal categories
and analysed using logistie regressions. It was therefore necessary to check that the three
categories were displaying similar patterns. This was done using the chi-square score
statistic to identi$r the proportional odds assumption (SAS Technical Report p-200, 1990).

With this test a p-value exceeding 0.05 is usually considered to indicate that the
proportional odds model is appropriate for the data. When logistic regressions were
performed, a calculation was made to estimate the proportion of variance explained by the
model.
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CHAPTER 7
TEN TO SEVENTEEN YEAR OLDS:
REST]LTS

This chapter reports the results from the

l0 to

olds' survey. [t begins with a
description of the sample that was included in the survey; their demographic characteristics,
17 year

their drinking behaviour, their perceptions of peer behaviour and parental behaviour
(section 7.1)- The second section reports on responses to the alcohol advertisements asked
about and to alcohol advertising in general

(7.2). The third

section begins to examine the

relationships between variables, via examination of the correlation coefficients

(7.3).

The

relationships are examined more thoroughly in the next section, which reports the results

the regression analyses

of

Q.$.

The fifth section presents the details relating to the
development of the stmctural equation models and a description of the models (7.5). There
is a concluding section that provides a summary of the l0 to 17 analyses (2.6). Discussion
of the results is integrated with those from the 18 to 29 year olds and is addressed in
chapter 10.

7.1 SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHICSN DRINKING BEIIAVIOUR, PERCETVED PEER
AND PARENTAL BEIIAVIOTJR
7.1.1 Demographic characteristics
Table 7.1 presents the age within gender and ethnic composition of the sample, as well as
the proportions in each of the three urban areas. The first column of data is based on the
1991 Census for the three urban areas. The second column is the sample composition as
collected and the third is the sample composition after weighting for the number of persons
aged 10 to 17 years in the household (as explained in section 6.2-4).

l0l

In terms of gender, the

of the combined l0 to 17 year old
population in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch. However, both male and female
16
to 17 year olds were over-represented in the sample, relative to the other age groups.
sample was representative

It is difficult to know how the sarnple

compares in terms of ethnic grouping, as a number of
people in the sample described themselves as "New Zealanders" (this was not an option
that

was read out to them). There were 8Vo (after weighting by number aged l0
household) who described themselves as Maori, and a further 4% part-Maori.
Census there were 9Vo

of l0 to

to 17 in the
At the l99l

17 year olds in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch who

were Maori and a further 4.5Vo who were part-Maori. This suggests that Maori may be
represented in approximately correct proportions in the sample.

Table 7.1: Sample Description

Age within Gender

Weighted
1991 Census

Raw Data

by No. in
Household

to-r7
%

Males 10-12
Males 13-15
Males 16-17
Females 10-12
Females 13-15
Females 16-17

Area

t6)

18)

19 )sl

L7 )51

L4)

17

)51

14)

18)

20)

r7)

16)

14)
t7 )49
18)

ls

l8 )49
14)

)49

18)

Weighted
1991 Census

Raw Data

by No. in
Household

t0-t7
Vo

Auckland

48

Wellington

29

Christchurch

22
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Ethnic Group

Raw

Data i

i
i
'':""-'------.'------.-.-..."--.t- i

Weighted
by No. in
Household

lo-17

iol^i%
itv

i6i8

Maori
Part Maori

4i4

Pacific Islander

7i7

44i4r

NZ European/Pakeha
New Zealander

27i27
9i9

Other

3:3

Not specified

The sample size for the raw and weighted data was 500 (two people had missing agelgender
data)

There were 7% of people in the sample who described themselves as Pacific Islanders, and
the Census figure was IITo. There was therefore under-representation of Pacific Islands
respondents.

The sample sizes in the three regions were selected to give adequate sized sub-samples in
each centre, to enable comparisons between centres. As a consequence of this Auckland is
under-represented in the sample.

7.

1.2 Drinking behaviour

7.t.2-l Drinking

status

There were 5O% of the 10 to 13 year olds who never drank alcohol, a further LSVo who
drank less than once a year, and another 23% who drank less than 45ml of absolute alcohol
(equivalent to 3 cans of beer) per year. There were a further 3% who did not provide a
drinking frequency. Among the older group of 14 to L7 year olds, there were 13% who
never drank, a further 6Vo who drank less than once a year, and lIVo who drank less than

45ml per year (Table

7.2). All

those drinking less than 45ml a year were classified as

non/minimal drinkers in the analyses leaving IO% of 10 to 13 year olds and 7O% of 14 to
17 year olds classified as drinkers, on whom most of the following analyses are based. Of
the 14 to 17 year olds,33Vo consumed more than one litre (equivalent of 67 cans of beer) in
the previous 12 months. There was not a great difference between the annual volumes for
males and females in this 14 to

l7

age group.
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Table 7.2 Drinking status

Drinking starus

j

l0-13
males

---.i....-..-.-.

i7o
Never drink alcohol i +S
l,ess than once a year i
tZ
i
:

i

[,ess than 45 ml per

26

year
45 - 299 ml per year

I

300 - 999 ml per year

2

- 2.9lines per year

I

3 - 5.9 litres per year

0

L

r0-r3it+-niu-fi ieil
jfematesi

femalesi males

--.....-...-..-i---.......-.-..-...i...'........-........i.......................4...............,......i...................

i-i
%i%i%oiVoiVoiVo
ii:ii
JJiLzirJi)UiIjiZT
aE

I

18

i s i q i rs i a i

ra

:

.^

,

i

-^

-^

iiii:

rei 10i12i23
riii!
iiii

q

i tt i

rs

z i rq i

rg

4ir0i2titirqiA
!!!i

I

ieu iell
i t+-fi lsample

tO-tg

2 iiiii
i le i rs i
L'

i

oireinioirsirr

i

Ll

0!8t7i0isis
;iiir
i-:

n!ai1:tit:<
vioit:rtl:J
i:;::

iiii:
1

Sample size (all
sample)

ls9:154 i18s istz:+gs

90

!i:;

Mean annual
consumption by
drinkers (litres
absolute alcohol)

3.4

Standard deviation

8.8

7.4

0.8

0.6

(litres)
Median (litres)

Drinker sample size

3.1

2.9

8.1

7.8

0. 8

0.7

2l 9

242

D4.

110

110

23

NB The data for 10-13 year olds in this and the following tables should be interpreted wittr
caution because of the small number of 10-13 year old drinkers. It is for this reason that no
means, standard deviations and medians are given for this age
defined as anyone who consumed 45 ml or more per year

group. A drinker was

7.L.2.2 Frequency of drinking
Almost half of the 14 to 17 year olds (49%) had consumed alcohol at least once a month
and L9% at least once a week (Table 7.3). Figures 7.1 and 7.3 show plots of the
distributions of this variable for 10 to 17 year olds and 14 to 17 year olds. These are based
on unweighted data and therefore the sample sizes vary a little from those in the tables. As

is apparent in the figures, the distributions were very skewed, so for the regression and
structural equation analyses the data were subjected to logarithmie (to base e)
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transformations

(ln(x*l)) in an effort to approximate

a more normal distribution. As can
be seen in Figure 7.2, the 10 to 17 data stilt remained with a distribution that was nor
a
good approximation to normality. The distribution for the 14 to 17 logged data
was better,
but still nor ideal (Figure 7.4).

Figure 7.1 Distribution of Drinking Frequency
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Figure 7.3 Distribution of Drinking Frequency
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This frequency of drinking variable was used in both the regression and structural equation
analyses. While the regression analyses were based on the 14 to l7 year olds only, the
structural equation model was based on 10 to 17 year olds, as the assumption of a normal

distribution is required for regression analyses but is not necessary for SEMs when using
asymptotic variance and covariance matrices.

Table 7.3 Drinking frequency

Drinking

frequency

i
i:

ii

10-13ir4-L7i1,4-n

fO-fg

All

AII

t4-t7

sample

%

%

%

83

92

30

5r

5

5

2l

15

2

30

2l

I

L9

tz

0

0

0

90

313

498

females

rrlqlvD
males

tA^
ilu

Non drinker

than
month
Less

once a i

i

males i females

AII
10-13

i
!

i 9
At least once a week i
2
Don't know/ refused i
I
Sample size (all
i gS
[-ess than once a week

:.?rn-p.Le)-

Drinker

..

...i
i:

mean

(occasions per annum)

i
i

...

.....

i

j..

33

i
i

Standard deviation

46

45

Median

t7

.\7

2r9

242

Ie size (drinkers)

16

7.I.2.3 Quantity of alcohol conzumed

on a typical occasion

Among the 14 to 17 year old drinkers, 53% consumed 3 drinks or less on a typical drinking
occasion, a drink being the equivalent of 15ml of absolute alcohol (approximately one can

of beer, one l40ml

glass

of wine, or one double hotel nip of spirits).

A

consumed four to six drinks and lgVo typically exceeded this quantiry (Table

further 29Vo

7.4).

Once

again the distribution was skewed and so the data underwent a logarthmic transformation

prior to its use in the regression analyses.

r07

Table 7.4 Typical quantity

Typical

quanrity i ro-rg i

i u-n i A-n i nu

ro-rg

i males :i Iemates
females ;i
lemales
::

males i! rcmales
ftmales
femates

i

:!

;i:a
:i::

Up to one drink (up

20ml)iiiiiii

intvoiyoini
:nivoir"iw
iiii

to i 57 i Sg i Zt i

2drinks(20-34m1)

i . i ,, i ,, i z, i ,, i ,n i

3drinks(354emr) i
4drinks(50-64m1)
5-6drinks(65-94rnl)
7-8drinks(9s-12aml)

rO

aa:::

o i o ! ro i rs ; o i rs i

i A i 0 i rs i rr i ro i tz i

i o i o i ra i ro i o i n i

i 0 i 0 i s i g i Oi o i
9-11 drinks (125-l69rnl) :
0
r7 i 8 i 4 i s i 0 i
l2ormoredrinks
(17omr+) i 0 ! 0 i a i s i o i t i

ii:itii! i

_o_s.tll.tr:yl..r.g*9..-....

Mean(mlabsotute
alcohol)ii;:iii
Standarddeviation

i

i

i
i
iiiil!;
i
i
::i

size(drinkers)

21

:ii::r:

i

17

i

i

i

,,
A
tz
rs
s
o
o

i

i r i o i. zs i o i

z

i 64 i

ut

i tt i az i
i!ii: ot i uo i

iqs i +s
;:45i4sii45i45

I

i 67 i u

i

i'-"-'---'-'i"-----"-!'-----"--i-------i"---*""""i""'-""""'

i 16 i

t i n0 ittO i zS iztg iZqz

7.L.2.4 Frequency of drinking enough to feel drunk
There wete 24% of the L4 to I7 year old drinkers who never gor drunk and 7 % who did so

year. At the other extreme were 19% who got drunk more than six times a
year- The mean of 13 is clearly affected by the small numbers who are reporting the
behaviour frequently. Once again, there was little difference between males and females
less than once a

for this 14 to 17 year age group (Table 7.5). As with all the alcohol consumption dara, the
distribution was skewed and so underwent logarithmic transformation prior to the
regression analyses.
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Table 7.5 Frequency of drinking enough to feel drunk

i

l4-t7 i t4-r7
males i females

lo-13 ro-rs
males i females

Frequency ofdrinking
enough to feel drunk
(drinkers)

i

All

All

All

10-13

14-17

sample

Vo

To

:

"""'--....-.i.-..-.."...........
7o

%

%

Vo

Never

50

83

23

24

60

24

27

l,ess than once a year

29

0

l1

5

20

7

8

Once a year

0

t7

6

J

5

5

5

Twice a yeat

7

0

16

23

5

19

18

3-6timesayear

4

0

23

27

3

25

23

More than 6 times a

7

0

t9

l8

5

19

l8

year

Don't know/

n:

refused'--i'---

drinkers

Mean for
(number of times per
year)

i

J

,.............:......
:

!
:

Standard deviation

12

I;

22

22

3

3

110

242

Median
size (drinkers)

t6

7.1.2.5 Expected drinking hequency atage2l
This question was asked of all the 10 to 17 year olds. A third of l0 to 13 year olds did not
expect to be drinking alcohol at age 20, but there were 36Vo who expected to be drinking at
least once a week, and27% less often than that (Table 7.6). Males in this age group were
more likely than females to expect to be drinking at all (73% males, 53Vo females), and to
be drinking at least once a week (46% males, 26% females).
Twenty-rwo percent of 14 to 17 year olds did not expect to be drinking at age 2O. There
were 44Vo of this older age group who imagined they would probably be drinking at least
once a week, with 33 7o drinking less frequently than

this. Although males and females in
this older age group were similar in the proportions who expected to drink, more of the
males expected to drink at least once a week (53% males, 35% females).
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Table 7.6 Expected drinking at age Z0
Frequency of drinking
enough to feel drunk

(9r-*E:r0

:

l0-r3

i

l0-r3

males i females
;

--*---.--...;...

Probably

at

least once

lei

i!!
:!i

27i

a week

iA[

AI

i

r4-17

sample

i

t--------...:

iVo

To

ll

t2

lsiqzizzizz

33

29

27i

33

31

L7

l9

5

7

I

2

313

498

I

Probably less than once

i

i:i
ii:

i

n1
L':

i

_r4-r7
_ -.
rlrr
etr
; 14-17 ;
males i females :i tO-tg
- -i

voiwinivo
ti:
8itoirziru
iii

:

Probably at least once a
week

i

.....-.-'..----.i..--...'..............i......................i..................

%i
every few days

i

i:

:

!

:
i

41i27

:

Probably not at all

1'1

LI

6i

Defrnitely not at all

,ti

Don't know/ refused

"--"'*'--*i-----

slze

i
i

29i16i19i23

i

i

15r0i4il0

i

3i0ir

:

--'----i-----------i.--.-...-.......j..-.........;.........
!;i

90i159!1s4i185

r95

7.1.3 Perceived peer behaviour

7-L.3.l Perceived peer acceptance of drinking and drunkenness
only 5% of l0 to 13 year olds thought that *all" or "most' of their friends would think
it
OK for people of their age and gender to drink at least once a week (Iabl e 7.7).

Among
the 14 to 17 year olds the level was 48%, withlittle difference between males
and females.

Table 7.7 Peer acceptance of drinking
How many of friends
think it is OK for people
of their age/gender to
drink at least once a
week

10-13:10-l3i'4-n

L4-t7

males !femalesimales

Au

All

AII

females

r0-13

14-17

sample

:

..r..rr.....!..4...-................

-/o

did

i

%

7o

%

%

All

2

0

L6

I

Most

5

3

30

4

JL

rTit+

Some

A few
None

Don't know/ refused
Sample size

8

2l

8

32

25

22

28

ll

63

8

J

0

95

;;

154

n0

-/o

L6:tt
e./t

:i

.4
t/-

:

8

44

iI

53

t<ia1
LJ

oit<
'iLJ

:
;

I
i

LI

In response to a similar question about peer acceptance of getting drunk at least once every
few weeks, 2% of l0 to 13 year olds and 3l Vo of L4 to I7 year olds felt "all' or '.most. of
their friends would consider it oK (Table 7.8). Again there was little difference between
the older males and females.
Table 7.8 Peer acceptance of drunkenness

14-17 i 14-17
males i females

AniAil
i L4-r7

10-13

:

All
sample

I

:

r.,..r.........,.r!..4....

i

%

%

%

Au

I

0

l0

8

1

9

6

Most

I

2

22

21

I

22

t4

Some

4

2

20

2l

J

20

t4

A few

8

8

27

26

8

27

20

83

85

22

23

83

22

45

4

4

I

I

4

I

._2

90

I 59

t54

185

313

498

None

Don't know/ refused
Sample size

7.L-3.2 Perceived frequency of drinking by their age group and gender
Respondents of both age groups tended to believe that people of their age and gender drank

more frequently than they did themselves. As shown in Table 7.9, over half (51 %) of the
older age group expected people of their age and gender to be drinking at least once a
week, compared with only L9% who were drinking at this frequency themselves.

7.L.3-3 Perceived quantity of alcohol consumed on a typical occasion by their

age

group and gender
As shown in Table 7.10, the perceived nonns for quantity of alcohol consumed on a typical
occasion by people of the same age and gender were higher than the quantities the
respondents consumed themselves. For example, 46% thought that five

or more drinks on
a typical occasion would be the norm for their age group and gender whereas 36Vo of the
respondents consumed at this level. It should be noted ttrat the data shown in the table for
the perceived drinking by the same age/gender group was based on those who gave an
answer (24 did not).
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Table 7-9 Respondent drinking frequency compared with perceived drinking
frequency by their age/gender group
year olds
Frequency of drinking

Perceived

i drinking by
same

agelgender
Vo

Vo

Vo

At least once a week

2

15

L9

kss

5l

6

t2

30

34

5

31

2l

10

88

37

30

3

than once a week

Less than once a month

Non-drinkers
Refused/Don't Know

5

1

Sample Size

313

313

NB Respondent nondrinkers were classified as anyone drinking less than 45ml of absolute
alcohol per year (the equivalent of approximately 3 cans of beer a year).
Table 7.10 Respondent occasion quantity compared with perceived quantity consumed
by their agelgender group
14

to

L7 year olds

Quantity of alcohol consumed on a typical
drinking occasion

Up to and including
2 drinks (20-34m1)

I drink

(up to 20ml)

3 drinks (3549m1)
4 drinks

(50-fl ml)

5-6 drinks (65-9a ml)
7-8 drinks(95-124m1)

9-l I drinks (125-169m1)
12 or more (170m1+)
Sample Size

19

7

19

15

t5

19

L2

13

t7

27

6

4

6

4

7

I

219

The quantity data are based on those who specified a quantity

lt2

289

7.1.4 Perceived parental behaviour
7.1.4.L Perceived parental drinking
The responden8' perceptions as to how often their parents consumed
alcohol are specified
below.

Table 7.11 Perceived frequency of parental drinking

-p-qlrjy.s.9..f t:sp_g.ts:.g.{rg.'_Lgl..,g_'.s$g'g

$Sgf.lL.9tg$ifg...... i..Motrrer's drinkin

%i%
14it

At least daily
3-6 times a week

13iq

Twice a week

17

Once a week

loito

rr

r4izo

Less than once a week

kss

i

rzizo

than once a month

rzizt

Never

4ir
4iz
lo8 i
r23 i

No mother/father

Don't knoW refused
Mean (number of times per year)
Standard deviation

Median

5l

J-tLJ

113

i

as

gs

l<

7.1.4.2 Perceived parental acceptance of drinking by young people
Most people felt their parents would be unhappy with children/young people
respondent's age and gender drinking alcohol at least once a

of

the

week. Of the 10 to 13 year

olds, 91Vo felt their mothers would be unhappy and only LVo felt they would be happy
(Table 7.12). In the older age group, there were 64% who felt their mother would be
unhappy andTVo who felt they would be happy. Most respondents also thought their fathers

would be unhappy;82Vo among the younger group and,56Vo among the older group. Older
males perceived their parents as being more accepting of drinking than did older females.

' Table

7.12 Perceived parental acceptance of drinking by young people

How happy think parents
would be with young people
drinking alcohol at least once a
week

l0-13
Mother

10-13

Father

t4-17
Father

t4-17
Mother

Vo

Vo

%

%

Very happy

I

1

1

I

Happy

I

I

7

7

Neither happy nor unhappy

I

7

31

25

Unhappy

24

2T

27

33

Very unhappy

58

70

29

3l

No mother/ father

6

0

3

2

Don't know/ refused

2

I

I

r85

185

313

Sample size

313

7.2 RESPONSES TO ADYERTISING
7.2.L Television viewing patterns
Eighty-three percent of the 10 to 13 year olds reported watching television after 9pm at
some stage during a typical week (9pm being the time at which alcohol brand advertising is

allowed). Just over halt (52%) were watching 2 hours or more a week and, L2% 6 hours or
more. The typical (as expressed by the median) 10 to 13 year old male was watching 2.0
hours per week and the typical female 1.3 hours.

il4

Among 14 to 17 year olds there were 97To watshing after 9pm at some stage in the week.
There were over half who were watching at least 6 hours (52%) and,29% watching at least
8

hours.

The typical 14 to 17 year old male was watching 6.0 hours and the typical female

4.8 hours.
Table 7.13 Hours watching TV after 9pm

The majority of the males (78%) and half (51%) the females watched some sports
progralnmes on before 9pm. The medians for the younger and older males were 1.0 and
2.0 hours per week, with the younger and older females being 0.1 and 0.5 per week (Table

7.r4).
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Table 7.14 Hours walshing sports programmes on TV before 9pm

Number of hours

watch

i

l4-t7

,

All

All

Au

10-13

l4-17

sample

To

%

%

7o

t9

43

36

31

33

26

22

3L

31

26

28

29

13

35

l9

2T

27

25

I-ess than 6 hours

8

3

15

3

6

9

8

kss

1

0

6

2

0

4

a

8 hours or more

4

0

I

0

2

I

Don't know/ refused

4

4

2

1

4

I
I

Mean

1.8

o.7

2.3

1.0

1.3

li*-

1.5

Standard deviation

2.t

1.0

2.4

r.6

1.8

2.r

2.0

Median

1.0

0.1

2.0

0.5

1.0

2.O

1.0

Sample size

95

10-13
males

females

%

%

Vo

None

19

54

kss than 2 hours
kss than 4 hours

36

sports prograrnmes

10-13

r4-t7

males i females

before

than 8 hours

7.2.2

--ro

159i154:185

313

J

2

i
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Response to specific alcohol advertisements

of the seven advertisements asked about are detailed in Table 7.15 for
the two age groups. The majority of people in both age groups recalled having seen most
Responses to each

of the advertisements which were described to them and portrayed in photographs. Eightythree percent of the L4 to l7 year olds recalled at least four out of the six alcohol
advertisements (excluding 'Lion Red

- Blood Brothers' which was not shown in all

three

regions). There were 48% of the 10 to 13 year olds who recalled at least four of the six.
The level of correct brand recall varied, but in many cases over half those who had seen the
advertisement were able to correctly recall the brand.

Within the two age groups, the males tended to have higher recall of the advertisements,
both in terms of having seen them and having seen them 10 or more times. Males also had
higher correct brand recall for most of the advertisements, especially for the 'Lion Red
sponsorship - league players

training'. On the 'Lion Red - Blood Brothers'

advertisement,

however, t4 to l7 year old women had a similar level of correct recall to the 14 to L7 ye
old men.
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Most of the advertisements were liked by over half the people who had seen them. The
advertisement for 'Lion Red - Blood Brothers' had the highest proportions of l0 to 13 year
olds who liked

it a lot (427o). Among

L4

to t7 year olds, the advertisements for 'smirnoff

Vodka - cruise ship' and 'Lion Red - Blood Brothers', were the most popular (liked a lot by

4l7o

and 38% respectively).

7.2.3 Other responses to alcohol advertising
7.2.3.1 Appeal of alcohol advertisements in relation to other advertisements
Forty-three percent

of

14

to 17 year old men agreed (either "a little" or "a lot") that

some

of their favourite advertisements on television were alcohol advertisements. This was also
the case for 36% of older females. A quarter of the younger males and females agreed
(Table 7.16).

7.2.3.2 Attention paid to alcohol advertisements
One

in five

agreed that they usually paid close attention to alcohol advertisements on

television. For older males the proportion was23%, for older females l9%, for younger
males 2O%

,

and,

for younger females

L7 To

(Table

7

.16').

7.2.3.3 Alcohol advertisements as sources of information on drinking
Over half (54%) of the younger males agreed that they get to know more about drinking
from watching alcohol advertisements. Among younger females there was 39To asreement
and among older males and females the levels were2TVo and2}Vo.

Another item asked people how much they agreed or disagreed that alcohol advertisements
show you what the popular drinks are for young people, but on this item ir was the older
people who were more likely to agree. Forty-one percent of older males and 33Vo

of

older

females agreed, while among the younger males and females the agreement levels were
27 Vo and

28% (Table 7 .16\.
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7.2.3.4 Acceptance of portrayals in alcohol advertising

The majority of the respondents did not appear to accept the portrayals

in

alcohol

advertisements as realistic, however the younger respondents were more accepting than the

older and a minority in each age group did

so.

Younger males were particularly likely to

agree that the sinrations shown in alcohol advertisements are pretty much like

it

happens in

real life (46Vol. Agreement by younger females was3096, and among the older males and
females it was LTVo and20%.

There was high agreement ttrat alcohol advertisements often show drinking as being more
fun and exciting than it really is, although the level of agreement was lower for the younger

respondents. Among young women only 39Vo agreed, compared with

women. Among younger men

59Vo agreed, compared

7l% for older

with 71% for the older men (Table

7.16).

Table 7.16 Responses to alcohol advertising

kvel of agreement

that

10-13
males

r4-I7it4-17;All

10-13

females

males ifemales! 10-13

tAll

i

AII

I4-L7

sample

::

..........:......................!...

:iid:

i-/oi

li
Some of favourite ads i
25

-/o
dld

Vo
i

i

-/o

Vo

Vo

Vo

24

43

36

?4

40

34

are alcohol ads

Usually pay close
attention to alcohol ads
on TV

20

t7

23

19

19

2l

20

Get to know more about
drinking from watching
alcohol ads

54

39

27

z0

46

23

32

Alcohol ads show what
popular drinks are for
young people

27

28

4l

33

27

37

34

Situations shown in
alcohol ads usually
pretty much like real life

46

30

17

20

38

r9

26

Alcohol ads often show
drinking being more fun
and exciting than it
really is

59

39

7T

7l

49

7T

63

95 : qO;tsg

irS+

grg

498

il9

18s i

7.2.4 Responses to imagery in specific advertisements

7.2.4.1 Appeal of macho characters in advertisements
Respondents were asked about dre appeal of the characters in two of the advertisements that

the qualitative research had indicated were portraying macho imagery (Holibar, Wyllie,
Moewaka Barnes et

al.,

1994; Trotman et

al, 1994). People who had

seen the 'Jim Beam -

man walks into bar' advertisement were asked about the central character

in

this

advertisement. The older females were the most likely to feel that he was "the sort of man

that your friends would admire' (Table 7.17). Those who had seen the 'Lion Red
- sponsorship - league players training' advertisement were also asked about ttre characters in
the advertisement. They had more appeal to the males, with over half agreeing ttrat they
were the sort of men that their friends would admire (Table

7

.I7).

Table 7.17 Admiration of macho characters

7.2.4.2 Associations with heavy drinking in advertisements
Two advertisements were selected for questioning about associations with heavy drinking.
The preceding qualitative research (Holibar et al., 1994) provided indications that for some
people the 'Lion Red - Blood Brothers' and 'steinlager Blue- Blues Brothers'
advertisements were evoking associations with heavy drinking.

Of those who had seen the 'steinlager Blue - Blues Brothers' advertisement, more people
agreed that "many of the people in this advertisement would be drinking heavily or getting
drunk during the evening" than agreed that "many of the people in this advertisement
t20

would be having only two or three drinks during the evening". Some opted for the option

of

"neither of these" (Table 7.18). Among older females,64Vo opted for the drinking
heavily or gening drunk oprion.
Most people thought the central character in the 'Lion Red - Blood Brothers' advertisement

drinks. Thirty-seven percent of the older females thought he had
a lot of drinks or was drunk. Most of those how had seen the advertisement felt

had had at least a few

either had

that during the whole time he would be at this place he would either have a lot of drinks or

get drunk. This perception was held by 77Vo of the older females and 67Vo of the older
males, 45Vo of the younger females and79% of the younger males.

Table 7.18 Association with heavy drinking in advertisements

Many of people in
Steinlager ad drinking
heavily or getting drunk

All

l0-13

t4-t7

L4-t7

All

males

females

males

females

10-13

%

To

Vo

Vo

Vo

Vo

%

47

37

55

64

42

60

54

153

t4L

144

%

%

%

7o

Vo

%

2I

30

5t

24

33

3l

77

:64itti

88

:i82i193
^^ : .^^

Sample size (those who
had seen ad)

Character in Lion Red
ad had had a lot of

All :

10-r3

l4-I7 i

sample

drinks or was drunk
Character in Lion Red
ad would drink a lot or
be drunk during whole
time there
Sample size (those who
had seen

37i 104 i

t2l

69

:

274

7.2.5 Other

measures relating to alcohol advertising

7.2.5.1 Perceived peer liking of alcohol advertising
Approximately half of the older respondents imagined that their friends would like most of
the alcohol advertisements on television; 57% for older males and 49Vo for older females.

Among younger males there was 3870 agreement and among younger females
agreement (Table

7

27Vo

.19).

7.2,5.2 Peer discussion of alcohol advertising
Thirty-nine percent

of older males reported that their

friends talk about alcohol
advertisements they've seen on television. The figure for older women was 3lVo, for

younger men 21Vo, &ttd younger women 22% (Table7.l9).

7.2.5.3 Perceived parental liking of alcohol advertising
More of the fathers than mothers were perceived to like the alcohol advertisements on
television. For the perceived liking by mothers, there was l6Vo agreement, being similar
across the agelgender groupings. For perceived liking of alcohol advertisements by fathers,
there was 29Vo agreement (Table 7.Lgr.

Table 7.19 Other measures relating to alcohol advertising
Level of agreement that

14-17 i 14-17
males i fernales

All
l0-13

All
t4-t7

sample

-/o

To

Vo

Vo

57

49

33

53

45

22

39

3l

2l

35

30

I7

I7

t4

T7

17

t6

16

Father would like most
of alcohol ads on TV

20

26

31

35

23

33

29

Alcohol ads on TV

65

49

58

48

52

t54

185

313

498

r0-13

10-13
males

females

Vo

%

Friends would like most
of alcohol ads on TV

38

27

Friends talk about
alcohol ads they've seen
on TV

2I

Mother would like most
of alcohol ads on TV

-/o
did

i

AII

encourage teenagers to

drink alcohol
Sample size

t22

7.2.5.4

Perception that alcohol advertisements on television encourage teenage

drinking
Approximately half agreed with the statement that alcohol advertisements on television
encourage teenagers to drink alcohol. The younger males were most in agreement (65Vo),
the other figures being 52% for younger females, 46% for older males, and 49% for older
females (Table 7.I9).

7.2.5.5 Preferred level of controls on television alcohol advertising
When offered the options of alcohol advertisements being allowed on television at any time,

only after 9pm, or not at all, a little over half opted for the after 9pm option. Preference

for this option was 53Vo among older males, 59% among older females, 56Vo among
younger males and 64% among younger females. It was also a little higher in Auckland
(63Vo) than in the other centres. Among all four groups, support for allowing the
advertising at any time was greater than that for a total ban. Some of the young people also
opted for an option that was not one of the three on the list.

Table 7.20 Preferred level of control on television alcohol advertising

Preferred level

of

10-13

10-13

i

r4-r7

t4-t7

All

All

Ail

females

10-13

t4-17

sample

%

To

%

t7

26

23

60

56

57

ume

Allowed on TV only
after 9pm

56

64

53

7

T4

8

9

10

9

9

t7

3

11

5

10

8

9

Never watch TV

I

I

0

I

1

0i1

Don't know/refused

I

2

2

0

I

ti1
L'.

Not allowed on TV at all
None of these

size

95

185

t23

3r3 i

I

498

7.2.6 Positive aud negative beliefs about drinking

7.2.6.L Positive beliefs
Only a minority agreed with the each of the statements relating to positive beliefs about
drinking. There was greatest agreement with the statement that "young men who drink are
seen as stronger and tougher than those who don't

drink". While

this perception increased

a little with age, particularly among the females, the most marked age difference was in the
association

of drinking with fun and excitement; which was higher for thel4 to 17 year

olds.

Table 7.21 Positive beliefs

Proportion agreeing

that

:
i

Young people who drink
have more fun and
excitement than those

t4-t7
L4-17 iAll:All
males i femalesi 10-13 i L4-17

All

10-13

l0-13

males

females

%

Vo

%

Voi%

%

%

18

T4

3l

26i16

28

24

i

who don't drink
Young people who drink
have more friends than
those who don't drink

i

15

11

L7

9i13

13

T3

Young women who
drink are seen as more
attractive than those who
don't drink

i

6

lt

15

9i9

12

11

Young men who drink
are seen as stronger and
tougher than those who
don't drink

i

27

18

33

29

27

le size

95

159

26i23

rs4 i ras i. ztg i

+qs

Negative beliefs

As there was high level of agreement on the negative beliefs, the age/gender comparisons
are made for the proportions who agreed "a

were age differences for the second

lot" with each statement (Table 7.72). There
and third statements, with the younger people having

stronger negative beliefs.

t24

Table 7.22 Negative beliefs

i

Proportion agreeing "a
lot" that ...

I

Drinking and driving is a
major problem in New

Alr i

ro-rg

i ro-rg
lll ji

males

All
r4-r7
11-17

%

%

%

%iv"in

90

8l

88

84i84i84

AII

i*npk

Zealand

Alcohol is a dangerous

50

42

46

drug

Alcohol creates very
serious problems in this
country

59

63

4l

44

50

Sample size

95

90

r59

313

498

7.3 Initial

examinalisn of relationships between reslpnses to alcohol advertisements

and drinking behaviour and other relevant variables
The main analyses of the relationship between responses to alcohol advertising and drinking

behaviour and other relevant variables are the regression analyses and structural equation

modelling. However, it is useful to undertake some initial examination of the correlations
between these variables and what differences are apparent in cross-tabulations, which is the
purpose of this section. In reporting the correlations, all have Spearman Rho coefficients
that are significantly different from zero (at the 0.05 level), except those shown in brackets.

Atkin (1995:51) noted that in research such as this a coeffrcient of around 0.20

is

considered *modest", 0.30 "moderate" and anything higher than 0.40 'strongly positive".

In the tables that follow, no sample sizes are given for the correlation analyses; the sample
size depends upon the number of people with valid responses on the two variables being

correlated and

it therefore

varies slightly for each correlation.

It

was considered that

including the sample sizes would add a lot of clutter to the tables. All the analyses in this
section are based on unweighted data.

7.3.L Relationships

between responses

to

alcohol advertisements and drinking

behaviour

As there were so few 10 to 13 year old drinkers (19), most of the analyses relating to
drinking behaviour are based on the L4 to 17 age group.

t25

Ten to thineen year olds

Table 7.23 shows the correlation analyses for annual volume of alcohol consumed and

of drinking when aged 20. The correlations for annual volume are
for recalled exposure than liking. Table 7.24 presents a cross-tabulation

expected frequency

generally stronger

with annual volume grouped into non/minimal drinkers (drinking less than 45ml absolute
alcohol per annum) and drinkers for this l0 to t3 age group. Respondents were divided

into two groups on the basis of their mean recalled exposure score for the six
advertisements; the low recall group had scores from 0-6 (n:85) and the high recall were
.7-18

(n:87).

The results should be interpreted with caution because of the small number

of drinkers. It must be remembered that these analyses are not controlling for any other
possible confounding variables and can provide no indication of directions of causality.

Table 7.23 Correlations between responses to alcohol advertisements and drinking
behaviour for 10 to 13 vear olds
Expected

Correlations

Annual volume

drinking freq at
20

Recalled exposure

of,.

DB Bitter - guru

o.26

0.18

Jim Beam - guy in bar

0.19

(0.11)

Steinlager Blue - Blues Brothers

0.r7

o.l7

(0.06)

0.14

Lion Red - League sponsorship

0.14

0.18

Smirnoff Vodka - cruise ship

o.L7

(0.06)

0.18

0.18

Jim Beam - guy in bar

(-0.06)

(0.06)

Steinlager Blue - Blues Brothers

(-0.0r)

0.13

(0.06)

(0.1l)

Lion Red - lrague sponsorship

0.14

0.22

Smirnoff Vodka - cruise shi

0.14

(0.0e)

Southern Comfort - Louisiana

Liking of.
DB Bitter - guru

Southern Comfort - Louisiana

t26

Table 7.24: Relationship Between Recalled Exposure to Advertisements and Drinking
Status of 10-13 year old Respondents

Recalled Exposure

Drinkers
Drinkers
%

%

Low recall

54

76

High recall

46
..........,-...,;........

l<?

Sample size

84

:
:

19

:

'JJ

Fourteen to seventeenyear olds

The correlations for the 14 ta 17 year olds are shown in Table

7.25.

While the suength of

the correlation coefficients varied between advertisements, overall they were stronger for

Iiking than recalled elcposure. The cross-tabulation between liking and drinking sanrs is
shown in Table 7 .26. \\e less liked group (n:135) had mean liking sores of 3.5 or less on
the S-point scale and the remainder were in the more liked group (n:149). Table7.27
shows the relationship between liking and expected drinking frequency at age 20.
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Table 7.25 Correlations between responses to alcohol advertisements and drinking
behaviour for L4 to 17 vear olds
14 to L7 year olds

-'r'---"-..-'----i-----*---'i"*--'-""
Correlations

! Annual
i volume

i Quantity i Freq of i Freq of
j on typical i drinking i feeling
ioccasion
idrunk

:::
Recalled exposure

i

Expected

drinking

freq

age 20

of,,

DB Bitter - guru

i 0.14

o.t7

o.r2

0.13

(0.11)

Jim Beam - guy in bar

0.11

0.15

(0.08)

0.r2

(-0.01)

Steinlager Blue - Blues

0.19

Q.23

0.16

0.19

0.15

Southern Comfort - Louisiana

(0.06)

(0.10)

(0.04)

(0.02)

(-0.02)

Lion Red - League

(0.08)

(0.10)

(0.07)

(0.05)

(0.03)

(-0.01)

(0.07) i (-0.07)

(-0.02)

(0.02)

DB Bitter - guru

(0.0e)

(0.07)

(0.10)

(0.06)

(0.11)

Jim Beam - guy in bar

0.28

0.24

0.27

0.22

0.26

Steinlager Blue - Blues

o.2r

0.18

0.20

0.19

0.18

Southern Comfort - Louisiana

0.20

0.24

0.r7

0.18

0.15

Lion Red - League

(0.10)

(0.04)

o.t2

(0.06)

(0.07)

i(-0.02)

(0.07)

(0.04)

Brothers

sponsorship

Smirnoff Vodka - cruise ship

Liking of.

Brothers

sponsorship

Smirnoff Vodka - cruise

(0.06) i0.17
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Table 7.26: Relationship Between Liking for Advertisements and Drinking Status of
l4-L7 year old Respondents
Drinking Staus

Liking

i\id;iilfiirffii

- --'i.ght----

Drinkers

Drinkers

Heavier
Drinkers

Vo

Vo

%

Less Liked

55

5l

36

More Liked

45

49

64

Sample size

85

r08

9l

Table 7.?llzRelationship Between Liking for Advertisements and Expected Future

Drinking Frequency of L4-17 year old Respondents

Liking
once a week

once a week

%

To

Vo

Irss Liked

66

48

39

More Liked

34

52

6r

Sample size

58

o?i

The regression analyses which follow in section

7

:

r33

.4 are based on the same age groupings

as

presented above. For reasons discussed elsewhere (see section 7.5), the structuml equation

modelling (as presented in section 7.5) was based on the full 10 to 17 year age range and

for this reason correlation coefficients have also been presented in Table 7.28 based on this
age grouping.
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Table

7.28

Correlations between responses to alcohol advertisements and drinking
behaviour for 10 to 17 vear olds

l0 to 17 year olds
-'-"---""--'T
i Drinking i Quantify
Freq of
Freq of i Expected
status
on typical drinking
feeling i drinking
occasion
drunk i freq at
!"---'--'-'-'---'.!'

Correlations

i

age20

Recalled exposure of.

DB Bitter - guru

0.26

o.26

0.24

0.19

0.16

Jim Beam - guy in bar

0.39

0.38

0.33

0.33

0.09

Steinlager Blue - Blues

0.36

0.38

0.32

0.31

0.19

Southern Comfort - lnuisiana

0.17

0.20

0.15

0.13

(0.0s)

Lion Red - I-eague

0.27

0.23

0.2r

0.

0.14

0.23

0.15

0.15

(0.04)

DB Bitter - guru

0.10

(0.08)

0.

(0.05)

0.13

Jim Beam - guy in bar

o.27

0.26

0.25

0.25

0.20

Steinlager Blue - Blues

0.14

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.18

Southern Comfort - Louisiana

0.22

0.23

0.20

o.2l

0.15

Lion Red - League

0.09

(0.06)

0.11

(0.06)

o.L2

0.17

0.22

0.13

0.16

(0.08)

Brothers

r7

0.r2

sponsorship

SmirnoffVodka - cruise ship
Liking of,

r0

Brothers

sponsorship

Smirnoff Vodka - cruise

7.3.2 Relationships between responses

to alcohol advertisements and positive

and

negative beliefs

The relationships shown in Table 7.29 &low were generally non-significant. The main
exeeption was the relationship between liking and the first trro of the positive beliefs; young

drinkers have more fun and excitement and more friends.
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Table

7.29

Correlations between responses to alcohol advertisements and positive and negative

beliefs for 10 to 17 vear olds

Fun i Friends i women i Men i Drink
i
:
imore istronger/ idriving
lattractiveitougher iprobler
ii'-'-'-""""'i'--**-'--'i--"-'*-...-..i-"...''----.---i'---'----!
i

Dangerous drug

Creates i Causes

serious i health
problems i problems

Recalled exposure ;!ii;

i;ii:

of,

DB Biner - guru
Jim Beam - guy in

ii!:i
inno

i/ nn\
;nnn
;/nn<\
0.0e i/nn2\
: (-0.03) i(0.00) i (-0.06) i 0.0e
0.12 i(0.0s) i-0.0e i(-0.06) i(0.0s)

(0.03)

(-0.0s)

(-0.01)

(-0.01)

-0.09

(0.04)

i(0.02)

(-0.03)

(-0.07)

(-0.01)

: C0.01)

(0.04)

(-0.07)

(-0.01)

ro i (0.08) i (0.02)

i (0.01)

(-0.08)

-0.13

-0.12

i4.0e i-0.11

i(0.03)

(0.03)

c0.04)

(0.01)

bar
Steinlager Blue -

0.10 i(0.02) i(-0.00) i(0.03)

Blues Brothers
Southern Comfort

(0.05) ! (0.05) i

(-0.01) i (0.03)

- Louisiana
Lion Red - I-eague

(0.08) i o.

sponsorship

Smirnoff Vodka -

(0.02)

ic0.00)

cruise ship

Liking of:
DB Bitter - guru

0.11

0.09

(0.08)

(0.05)

(0.03)

(-0.08)

(-0.07)

(-0.08)

Jim Beam - man in

0.11

o.L2

(0.03)

(0.08)

(0.02)

-0.09

(-0.07)

(0.00)

0.14

0.09

0.14

o.L2

(-0.01)

(-0.04)

-0.09

(-0.0s)

0.11

o.L2

(0.0e)

(0.0s)

c0.01)

(-0.01)

(-0.04)

(-0.03)

0.r2

(0.07)

0.13

(0.05)

(0.00)

c0.02)

(-0.02) i (-0.06)

(0.07)

(0.05)

(-0.02)

(0.02)

(0.02)

(-0.01)

(4.06)

bar
Steinlager Blue Blues Brothers
Southern Comfort

- Louisiana
Lion Red - League
sponsorship

Smirnoff Vodka -

i (0.02)

cruNe

7.3.3 Relationships between responses

to alcohol advertisements and perceptions of

attitudes and behaviour
Most of the correlation coefficients were significant and they were generally stronger for recalled
exposure than liking (Table 7.30).
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Table 7.30 Correlations between responses to alcohol advertisements and perceptions
of poer attitudes and behaviour for l0 to 17 year olds

Correlations

Recalled exposure

of,,

DB Bitter - guru

0.2r

0.18

0.19

0.15

Jim Beam - guy in bar

0.39

0.37

0.40

0.35

Steinlager Blue - Blues

0.3s

0.33

0.36

0.27

Southern Comfort - Louisiana

0.16

0.14

0.20

0.11

Lion Red - I-eague

0.16

0.19

o.2L

0.15

0.19

o.t4

(0.0s)

(0.08)

(0.06)

(0.07)

Jim Beam - guy in bar

0.31

o.24

o.25

o.2l

Steinlager Blue - Blues

0.08

0.11

0.r2

(0.06)

0.15

0.19

0.16

0.09

(0.06)

0.10

0.05

(-0.01)

0.19

0.16

o.t7

0.14

Brothers

sponsorship

Smirnoff Vodka - cruise ship

Liking

0.15

of;,

DB Bitter - guru

Brothers
Southern Comfort - Louisiana

Lion Red - hague
sponsorship

Smirnoff Vodka - cruise ship

7.4 REGRESSION ANALYSES

7.4.1 Overview
Of the initial sample of 500, 44 had missing data (don't know/ refused) on at least one of
the independent or dependent variables in the regression analyses, so had to be excluded
which gave a final sample of 456. Of these 172 werc aged 10 to 13 years and 284 aged 14

to 17 years.
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The significant predictors for the different alcohol consumption variables, expected drinking
frequency when aged 20, positive and negative beliefs and perceptions of peer attitudes and

behaviour are surnmarised in Table 7.31 below. Relationships that approached p values of

0.05 are shown in brackets; those less than this have been left blank. Where there is a
dash, this denotes that the variable was not included in the analysis.
regression was negative, this is denoted by

C). The key results

If the direction of the

are detailed in the following

sections.

The logistic regression analyses with more than two categories in the dependent variable
-required a chisquare score test of the proportional odds assumption. These were all
undertaken and all indicated that a proportional odds model was appropriate

for the data.

The chi-square tests of the fined models all had p values of less than 0.0001, except the
model predicting negative beliefs, where p:0.003.

7.4.2 Predictors of alcohol consumption and

expected drinking frequency when aged

twenty

The quantity on a typical occasion and frequency of drinking were subjected to logarithmic
transformations prior to their input into the regression analyses.

A number of

variables

were grouped into categories, as follows:

- Among 10 to 13 year olds, the drinking status variable differentiated benveen drinkers
(n:19) and non/minimal drinkers (n:153) and among the 14 to 17 age group it was
divided into non/minimal drinkers (n:85); those drinking up to and including one litre a
year (the equivalent of a little over one can of beer a week) (n:108); and those drinking
over one lihe a year (n:91).

- Among 14 to l7 year olds drinking
categories:
once every

to feel drunk was grouped into three
never (n-49), up to but less than once every two weeks (n:109), and at least
two weeks (n:41).
enough

- Expected frequency of drinking when aged 20 was collapsed into three categories:
probably/definitely not at all, probably less than once a week, probably more often than
once a

week. The numbers in each category for the l0 to

13 year olds were 57,

For the 14 to L7 year olds the numbers were 58, 191 and 35.
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I0 to 13 year olds
Only two analyses were undertaken with 10 to 13 year olds, as there were so few drinkers
in this group. Among the 10 to 13 year olds, recalled exposure to alcohol advertising was a
predictor of drinking status (p:Q.04); the more they recalled seeing the television alcohol
advertisements, the more likely they were to be drinkers. Liking for alcohol advertisements

for l0 to 13 year olds
were perceived peer acceptance of drinking and drunkenness (p=0.003) and perceived
frequency of parental drinking (p:0.01).
was not a significant predictor of drinking status. Other predictors

The l0 to 13 year old age group showed no significant relationship benveen either recalled
exposure or liking for alcohol advertisements and expected drinking frequency when aged

20, after controlling for current drinking frequency. Current frequency of drinking was not

a significant predictor of expected frequency of drinking at age 20 for this age group,
reflecting the fact that most were currently non-drinkers. Perceived frequency of parental

drinking was a predictor for this age group (p:0.0001). Perceived peer acceptance of

drinking and drunkenness showed only a weak relationship with future drinking
expecations (p=0.08), as did the perceived frequency of peer drinking (p:0.07). Boys
expected to be drinking more frequently when aged 20 than did girls

14 to

lTyear

(p:0.01).

olds

Liking of alcohol advertisements was a predictor of drinking safis (p:0.03); the more the
14

to

17 year olds liked the advertisements, the more

likely they were to be drinkers

and

the more likely they were to be in the group with higher annual consumption. Liking was
also a predictor of expected frequency of drinking at age 20 (p:9.9902), (after controlling

for current drinking frequency), and was just under the 0.05 p-value for frequency of
drinking. It was not a predictor of quantity and frequency of feeling drunk (the frequency
of feeling drunk model had a low R-square value). Recalled exposure was not a significant
predictor of any of the variables relating to drinking behaviour. Perceived peer acceptance
was a strong predictor for all of them, but perceived peer frequency of drinking was not.
The perceived parental acceptance and frequency of drinking were predictors

of

some

of

the drinking behaviours, but not those that related to the quantiry being consumed: typical
quantity or getting drunk.
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7.4.3 Predictors of positive and negative beliefs about drinking
The regression models for both positive and negative beliefs had low R-square values and
the results should therefore be interpreted with some caution.

7.4.3.1 Predictors of positive beliefs
These analyses were undertaken for

all 10 to

17 year olds combined. Two

of the positive

beliefs showed a different pattern from the other two in relation to recalled exposure, and
so the analyses were undertaken separately with the nvo groupings of items. The variables

input into the models were the mean scores of the two items, which were measured on a
five-point agree/disagree scale. This variable was divided into two categories for the
regression analyses; those with a score of up to and including 2.0, and those over 2.0, this

being the higher agreement. This split at 2.0 reflected the fact that people tended to
disagree with the statements. For the pairing of the fust two items, there were 267 people

in the lower category and 189 in the higher category; for the other two items, the numbers
were272 and 184.
Young drinkers have more Iun and friends

The fust grouping relating to young drinkers having more fun and excitement and more

friends, was significantly related to liking for the televised alcohol advertisements
(p:0.003h the more l0 to l7 year olds liked the advertisements, the more they agreed that
drinking offered these benefits. Other predictors of these positive beliefs about drinking
were perceived peer group acceptance of drinking and drunkenness (p:9.0001), and
gender (p:0.03); males being more likely to agree with the statements. Perceived
frequency of parental drinking was negatively related (p:0.007); the more frequently
parents drank, the less positive were the drinking beliefs of the 10 to 17 year olds.

Women drinkers more attractive/ men drinkers stronger and tougher

The other grouping of positive beliefs, relating to women drinkers being seen as more
attractive and men drinkers being seen as stronger and tougher, also showed a positive
relationship with liking of the televised alcohol advertisements (p:Q.ggg91. However,
there was also a negative relationship with recalled exposure (p:0.0007). This means that
the more

l0 to 17 year olds liked the advertisements, the more they agreed that drinking

offered these benefits, but the more often that they had seen alcohol advertising, the less

likely they were to agree. Other predictors of this pair of positive beliefs about drinking

r36

were perceived peer acceptance of drinking and drunkenness (p:0.01), and gender
(p:0.01); males being more likely to agree with the statements than females.
7.4.3.2 Predictors of negative beliefs
This variable was based on the mean scores for the four negative beliefs. It was divided
into two categories; those up to and including 4.25 (n:250) and those over

(n:206). This

reflected the fact that there was high agreement on the items. Neither recalled exposure nor

liking of alcohol advertisements predicted negative beliefs. The only variables to show a
significant relationship were parental acceptance of drinking (p:0.01) and parental

(p:0.04). Young people whose parents drank relatively linle and were less
supportive of teenage drinking were more likely to agree with the statements about

drinking

problems associated with alcohol.

7.4.4 Predtctors of perceptions of peer attitudes and behaviour

7.4.4.I Predictors of

perceived peer acceptance of drinking

For these analyses this variable was divided into npo categories; those who said 'none" of
their friends would think it was OK for young men/women of their age to drink alcohol at
least once a week

(n:105),

"a few" or more (n:325). Recalled
was a predictor (p:0.02); the more the 10 to 17

versus those who said

exposure to the alcohol advertisements

year olds recalled the advertising, the more they tended to think their friends were
accepting

of drinking by their age group and gender. Perceived parental acceptance

(p:0.0001) was also significant and older people were more likely to think their peers were
accepting of drinking and drunkenness (p:Q.0001;.

7.4.4.2 Predictors of perceived peer acceptance of drunkenness

For these analyses this variable was again divided into two categories; those who felt
"none" of their friends would think it was OK for young men/women of their age to get
drunk at least once every few weeks (n:188) versus those who thought "a few'or more
would (n:244). The more the 10 to 17 year olds recalled and liked the advertising, the
more they tended to think their friends were accepting of drunkenness by their age group
and gender (both

(p:0.0005),

p:9.05).

as was age

Perceived parental acceptance was also a significant predictor

(p:0.0001).
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7.4.4.3 Predictors of perceived quantity of alcohol consumed on a typical occasion by
their age/gender group
Perceived quantity of alcohol consumed was input into the analyses as a continuous variable

that had been subjected to a logarithmic transformation. The respondent's own quantity
consumed on

a qrpical drinking occasion was included as a control variable.

Separate

analyses were undertaken for drinkers and non/minimal drinkers (consuming less than 45ml

per year).

Drinkers
Those who liked the alcohol advertisements more were more likely to think their peers
drank larger quantities (p:0.007), and this effect was independent of any effect from the

(p:0.0001). Males were
more likely to think their peers would drink larger amounts (p:0.0001) as were older
people (p:0.0001).
quantities they personally consumed, which was itself a predictor

Non/minimal drinkers

A separate analysis of non/minimal drinkers identified age as the only significant variable
(p:0.0001). This means that among current non/minimal drinking 10 - 17 year olds,
neither recalled exposure nor Iiking for the alcohol advertising were related to the quantities
they perceived their peers would drink.

7.4.4.4 Predictors of perceived frequency of drinking by their age/gender group
As for the previous variable, a logarithmic transformation was performed and this was then
input into the regression analyses as a continuous variable. Frequency of the respondent's
own drinking was included as a control variable. This analysis was carried out among the
10

to

17 year old group as a whole. Recalled exposure was a predictor

advertisements they recalled, the more likely they were

(p:0.05);

the more

to ascribe a high frequency of

drinking to people of the same age and gender. This effect was present after controlling for

the respondents' current frequency of drinking, which was, as expected, a predictor

(p:0.001).

There was no relationship with liking, independent of the relationship with

recalled exposure. Perceived parental acceptance (p:0.0001) was a predictor, as was being

older (P:9.0001).
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7.s STRUCTTJRAL EQUATTON MODELLTNG
The structural equation modelling was applied to all persons (10 to 17 year olds) who had

at least one alcohol advertisement and had valid data on all the other measures
(n:447). Unlike the regression analyses, SEMs do not assume normally distributed data; it
seen

was therefore possible to include the 10 to 13 year olds with the large number of non-

drinkers. The 10 to 17 sample ensured the maximum possible sample size was available for
the SEMs. The sample size was considered important to maximise the amount of data from
which the model was to be computed, particularly as the modelling involved reciprocal
paths of influence.

7.5.1 Composition of latent variables
Likin g of adv e n i s eme nt s

In developing the latent variables for liking of the alcohol advertisements, an exploratory
factor analysis was undertaken (based on the total sample n:447), using the principal
components method

of analysis. Two

factors were identified that had eigenvalues of

greater than 1.0 and these two factors together explained 46% of the variance. Specified in

Table 7.32 are the factor loadings after Varimax rotation. The three beer advertisements
loaded on the first factor and the three spirits on the second. A confirmatory factor analysis
was undertaken with the three beer advertisements and based on the sample that was used

for the analyses. This confirmed the variables loading on only one factor with an
eigenvalue greater than 1.0. This factor accounted for 47Vo of the variance. The loadings
of the three variables on the factor were: Adl (liking of BD Bitter ad) 0.68; Ad2 (liking of
Steinlager Blue ad) 0.73; Ad3 (liking of Lion Red sponsorship ad) 0.63. On the basis of
this analysis, the three beer advertisements were used as indicator variables for the latent

liking variable in the SEM. They were input with scores ranging from I (dislike a lot) to 5
(like a lot). If a person had not seen the advertisement, or had a missing value, they were
defaulted to the mid-point (neither like nor

dislike). To check on rhe effect of using this

default value, some analyses were undertaken based only on people who had seen all three
advertisements and the results were similar.
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Table 7.32 Rotated factor pattern for liking of alcohol advertisements
:

Factor I

Factor 2

i
i

0.68

0.01

i

0.14

0.59

Steinlager Blue beer

0.70

0.2r

Southern Comfort

0.03

0.67

Lion Red beer (sponsorship)

0.66

-0.03

-0.03

0.72

.

.-4_{_u:rtils*s11 .......
DB Bitter beer
Jim Beam

....

bourbon

i..

................

i

Smirnoff Vodka

Peer behaviour

A latent variable

was formed with indicators which were perceptions of friends' acceptance

of drinking and drinking behaviour. Scores on friends' acceptance of drinking alcohol at
least once a week ranged from I (none accept it) to 5 (all accept it). Their perceptions of
the proportion of their friends that actually do drink alcohol at least once a week was scored

using a similar scale. The exploratory factor analysis identified only one factor, with both
variables loading highly on this factor (both 0.95) and explaining 90% of the variance.
Parental approval

The indicator variables for the parental approval latent variable were perceptions of the
mother and father's approval
least once a

week.

of

people of the respondent's agel gender drinking alcohol at

scores ranged from

factor was identified and

it

I

(very unhappy) ro 5 (very happy). only one

explained 88% of the variance. Both variables had factor

loadings of 0.94.

7.5.2 Other variables used in model
The current frequency of drinking and expected drinking when aged 20 were input as latent
variables with single indicators; error terms were assumed. Expected drinking was based

on five categories and the current frequency of drinking was subjected to a logarithmic
transformation prior to the analyses. Age and gender were specified as fixed variables
without measurement errors. Age was input as a continuous variable.
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7.5.3 Initial model
The initial model that was used to develop the final model is specified below (Figure 7.5),
although, as noted previously, other modelling was undertaken using different software.

In accord with standard procedures, latent variables which are based on indicator variables
are depicted as ovals and latent variables which are based on observed variables (with no

error) are depicted as rectangles. The arrows indicate the hypothesised
directions of influence between variables. The variables labelled YL, Y2 etc., are the
measurement

indicator variables that are contributing to each of the latent variables (section 5.4.3 has
more detail on the formation of latent variables).

The initial model specified a reciprocal path between liking of advertisements and current
frequency of drinking and unidirectional paths from both of these variables to expected

drinking when aged

20.

There were also paths from both parental approval and peer

behaviour to frequency of drinking and expected drinking at age

specified between parental approval and peer effects, as

20.

Reciprocal paths were

it was hypothesised that parents

would have an influence on who their children had as peers and peer behaviour would also
influence parental approval of drinking. Paths were also specified from gender to parental

approval and expected drinking at age 20 and from age to drinking frequency and both
parental approval and peer behaviour. The specification of these paths for gender and age

were based on correlation analyses and were consistent with existing research based
knowledge.

7.5.4 Omitted variables
This initial model did not include recalled exposure or either positive or negative beliefs.
The previous modelling confirmed the indications from the regression findings that recalled
exposure was not associated with drinking behaviour

for 10 to

17 year

olds. The previous

modelling had also identified that there was no significant relationship between positive

beliefs and either current drinking behaviour

or

expected drinking at age 20.

It

had

identified a weak negative relationship between liking and negative beliefs, which in turn

had a weak relationship with drinking behaviour. However
negative beliefs were excluded to keep the model parsimonious.

t4l

in the current modelling

7.5.5 Correlation matrix to be analvsed
PRELIS 2 was used to calculate the correlations between the variables to be used in the
modelling process (for details on this process, see section 5.4.3). The correlation matrix is
shown in Table 7.33.

7.5.6 Final model
As part of the SEM process, LISREL8 generates a measurement model which identifies the
relationships between the indicafor variables and the latent variables. This final model is
shown in Table 7.34.

The first column of data in Table 7.34 shows the standardised factor loadings, otherwise
known as coefficients. These show how much of the variance is explained by the latent

variable. So for example, for the measured liking of the first advertisement (Steinlager
Blue), the latent liking variable explained 51,% of the variance.

The standardised coefficients shown in the first column of Table 7.34 are directly
comparable with the other coeffrcients presented later in the final model. The second
column of Table 7.34 presents the unstandardised factor loadings. The first of the three
beer advertisements has been assigned the value of 1.0 as it had the highest loading on the
factor analysis. LISRELS has calculated the other two values.

The third column in Table 7.34 shows the standard error for the un-standardised factor
loadings and the fourth column is the t-value to identiff whether the variable is significantly
predicted by the latent (the value must be over 1.96 to be significant ar the 0.05 level).

The final structural equation model is presented in Figure

7.6.

Tabte 7.35 presents the

estimated standardised and unstandardised coeffrcients, the standard errors and the t-values

for the structural equation model,

as

well as the squared multiple correlations (R-square) for

of the structural equations. Table 7.36 shows the standardised total effects between
latent variables in the model. This takes into account both direct influences (such as the
path beween liking of beer ads and expected drinking at age 20) and indirect influences

each

(such as the path between these two variables via frequency of drinking).

Four paths in the initial model were omitted so that the final model (Figure 7.6) was a
better fit to the data. The direct path from parental approval to expected drinking at age 2O
was omitted, with the path of influence being via peer behaviour and current frequency
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of

drinking. In the final model age does not have a direct influence on current frequency of
drinking; it has an indirect influence via peer behaviour and parental approval. The
reciprocal path from peer behaviour to parental approval was not significant.

The final model included the following significantly correlated error terms: from gender to

liking of one of the beer advertisements, from age to friends' drinking (one of the peer
behaviour indicator variables), and from gender to father's acceptance of drinking (one of
the parental approval indicator variables). (These correlations have not been shown in the
model diagram.)

'

In the final model the path from liking of the beer advertisements to frequency of drinking
is included although it had a t-value

of 1.93, which was marginally under

the level required

for 0.05 significance. All other paths shown in the model were significant at the 0.05 level.
The model has a path from liking to expected drinking at age 2O. It also has an indirect
path from liking to expected drinking at age 20, via frequency of current drinking; the
standardised total effect of liking on expected drinking at age 20 was 0.41.

The reciprocal path from frequency of drinking to liking was not significant. The lack of
signifieance, coupled wi0r a negative coefficient, meant the data provided no support for the
hypothesis that current frequency

of drinking influenced liking of alcohol

advertisements

among this age group.

One of the npo strongest relationships in the model was from peer behaviour to current
frequency of drinking (standardised coefficient of 0.50). An equally strong relationship was
evident between parental approval and peer behaviour. The relationship of peer behaviour

with expected drinking at age 20 (standardised total effect of peer behaviour on expected
drinking at age 20, from both direct and indirect paths, was 0.42) was very similar in
strength to the effect

of a positive

response

to advertising (0.41). The initial

model

included reeiprocal paths between parental influences and peer behaviour, but the peer to
parental path was not significant.

The model shows that liking of the beer advertisements did not vary by either age or
gender. Although the final model had no direct path from age to frequency of drinking,
there were indirect paths via parental approval and peer behaviour. The one path that was
added to the final model was between age and expected drinking at age

20. This was a

negative relationship which was balanced by other indirect paths which were positive, the
standardised total effect of age on expected drinking at age 20 being positive 0.05.
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7.5.7

Assessment of the final model

Liking of the beer advertisements, plus the peer and parental variables, explained
the variance for the frequency of

drinking. These

35Vo

of

same variables, plus age, explained36Vo

of the variance for expected drinking when aged 20.

The goodness of

fit

all indicated that this final model was a good model. The chi-

df:34, p=0.98), which is a measure of the overall fit of the model

to

the data, was small compared with the degrees of freedom (Chi-square/df:0.45); a ratio

of

square value (19.4,
.

measures

less ttran

2 is the standard

(Carmines and

Mclver, 1981). Chi-square is influenced by

sample size; a good chi-square value can be obtained simply through a small sample. Other
measures used in LISRELS take sample size into account. This includes the goodness

index (GFI) and adjusted goodness of

fit index (AGFI). Both

of fit

approximated the ideal

of

fit @entler, 1985). Another
square error of approximation (RMSEA)

1.0, meaning there was no possible remaining increment in

indicator of goodness of fit was the root mean

which approximated the ideal of 0.0, with the upp€r confidence level also being
p-value for test of close

fit

(Browne and Cudeck, 1993) was

0.0.

The

1.0. The expected cross-

validation index (ECVI), which measures the "discrepancy between the fitted covariance
matrix in the analysed sample and the expected covariance matrix that would be obtained in
another sample of the same size" (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1993b, p.120) was 0.19 and the

90% upper confidence level was 0.22. Both the ECVI and the upper confidence interval
were less than the ECVI for the saturated model (0.30) (Browne and Cudeck, 1989). (The
saturated model is where no parameters are

fixed). The standardised root mean

square

residual RMR of 0.03 was appropriately small (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1993b).

7.5.8 Alternative model

An alternative initial model was the same but included reciprocal paths from

expected

drinking at age 20 to liking of advertisements and current drinking frequency. This was to
test the hypothesis that liking of alcohol advertisements is a product of a general liking for

alcohol. Expected drinking at age 20 was taken

as a surrogate measure

of current liking for

alcohol. If the hypothesis was correct, one would expect to find significant paths from this
variable to liking of alcohol advertisements and it would also follow that

it was likely

influence current frequency of drinking. However, this model did not provide a good
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to

fit to

the data and tltere was no indication of any significant path from expected drinking at age
20 to liking of the advertisements.
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Table 7.33: Correlation matrix created by PRELIS2

Peer behaviour 2

Mothers approval
Fathers approval
Sex

Age
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Table 7.34: Measurement Models for Latent Variables for 10-17 year olds
Indicator Variables

Standardized Factor

Un-standardized

loading

Factor loading

sEi'
.......,........:......-............

Liking of ads:
Steinlager Blue

1.0

0.74
0.59

i
0.18 :
0.25

2.97
3.31

Peer Behaviour

How many of your friends
think it's okay for boy/girls
to drink ale at least once a
week

0.64

1.0

How many of your friends
actually do drink alcohol at
least once a week

0.63

0.98

0.63

1.0

0.6r

0.97

0.03

34.42

Parental Approval:

Mother
Father

Table

7.35

0.05

i

21.37

Structural Equation Model for 10-17 year olds

lndicator Variables (R-square)

Standardized

Coefficients

i

i

Un-standardized

Coefficients

Freouency of drinking (0.35)

Liking of advertisements

r.93

0.13
0.50
0.12

0.23
0.69
0.17

0.12
0.05
0.06

13.88
3.01

o.46
0.18
0.29

0.23

2.O3

Peer behaviour

o.37
0.26
4.29

Age

4.17

-0.11

0.0s
0.07
0.02

4.r9
4.55

0.05
0.33

o.2r

0. 04
0. 02

0.06

0.01

5.56

o.2r

o.o2

11.16

Peer behaviour

P:r$l..rprp:rl
Expected drinking at age 20 (0.36):

Liking of ads
Frequency of drinking

3.85

Peer behaviour (0.46)

Parental approval
Age

0.51

r1.82
10.43

Parental Approval (0. 12)
Sex

0.10
0.33
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Table 7.36 Standardised Total Effects

Liking

Freq of

Expected

drinking

drinking

Peer i
behaviour

i

Parental

Sex

Age

approval

ar 20

Liking
Frequency of
drinking

.13

Expected

.41

.26

.50

.37

.04

.28

.42

.24

.02

.05

.50

.05

.49

.10

.JJ

drinking at 20
Peer

behaviour
Parental

approval
Sex

Age

7.6 STJMMARY OF 10 TO 17 ANALYSES
The two different response measures used in this snrdy, recalled exposure and liking of the
advertisements, indicated different ways in which alcohol advertising is likely to be
infl uencing children and adolescents.

The findings from the structural equation model applied to 10 to l7 year olds were
consistent with the hypothesis that positive reqponses to beer advertising were contributing
to an increase in expected frequency of future drinking. The data were also consistent wittr
the beer advertising contributing to an increased frequency of current drinking, although the

relationship was just under the 0.05 level of significance.

There was some evidence that recalled exposure may have been associated with the
drinking stafts of 10 to 13 year olds but, because of the small number of drinkers in this
age group, this result needs to be interpreted with caution. The regression analyses
indicated that being exposed to alcohol advertisements could have influenced the young
people's perceptions of how often their age/gender group drank and how accepting their
friends were of drinking and drunkenness. However, the regression analyses cannot
identify directions of influence and it may be that mixing with people who drink more often
and are more accepting of drinking may lead to the young people recalling more alcohol
advertisements. Unfortunately, the sample size was too small to allow these influences to
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be included in the structural equation model; this would have resulted in a much more
complex model with many reciprocal pattrs.

The research provided no evidencelo support the hypottresis that either liking of alcohol
advertisements or recall of them was a result of current drinking behaviour or a generalised

Iiking for alcohol. However, it may be that the small sample size and the number of
parameters in the rnodel limited the ability of the model to adequately identiff reciprocal
effects.

Other survey responses were also indicative of an influence of alcohol advertising on young

people. Alcohol advertising was reported to be an important source of information about
drinking, particularly for the l0 to 13 year old males. Almost half of these younger males
accepted the portrayals

in alcohol advertising

as realistic and almost two thirds

that alcohol advertising does encourage teenagers to drink.
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of them felt

CHAPTER

8

EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY-NIhIE YEAR OLDS:

AIMS, HYPOTIIESES AND RESEARCH
METHOD

This chapter outlines the aims, hypotheses used as the basis of the SEM, and the research
method for the 18 to 29 year olds' study. The results are reporred in chapter 9.

8.1 RESEARCH AIMS AND ITYPOTHESES
The research aims were as specified in section 5.1 for the overall project. Listed below are
the hypotheses on which the structural equation modelling was based.

From a public health perspective, the most important possible effect of alcohol advertising

for

18 to 29 year olds is any contribution to increased quantities being consumed on

drinking occasions, and this leading to increased problems resulting from the drinking.
Therefore the model was developed to predict quantities and the consequent effects of this
on the experience of alcohol-related problems. The hypotheses for the development of the
initial model were:

- More recalled exposure to televised alcohol advertisements will result in larger quantities
of alcohol being consumed, leading to more alcohol-related problems being reported by the
18 to 29 year old drinkers.

- More positive responses to (as measured by liking of) televised alcohol advertisements
will result in larger quantities of alcohol being consumed, leading to more alcohol-related
problems being reported by the 18 to 29 year old drinkers.
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- There will also be a reciprocal path of influence; being a drinker of larger quantities will
result in higher recalled exposure and liking of the advertising.
- The paths of influence will be both direct and via positive and negative beliefs.

With the 18 to 29 year olds the issue of an influence from a generalised liking or interest in
alcohol was not considered relevant, as at this age it would be expected that such liking or
interest would be reflected in consumption levels, which were already being taken into
consideration.

A measure that was included in the

18 to 29 study ascertained whether people felt they were

now drinking more, less or the same compared with a year ago. (This was not included in
the 10 to 17 study as it was assumed most of these people were at an age when they would
be increasing their consumption.) Similar hypotheses were proposed as outlined above; that

more recalled exposure and liking would lead

to

greater reporting

consumption, and that the reverse relationship would also be

of

increased

in effect. It was

also

hypothesised that the paths of influence would be both direct and via positive and negative

beliefs.

8.2 RESEARCH METIIOD
8.2.1 Survey design

A

telephone survey was undertaken

with 1012

respondents aged 18

to 29,

randomly

selected from throughout New Zealand. The survey was undertaken between August

l8

and September 25, 1993.

lnterviews were undertaken using the Alcohol

&

Public Health Research Unit's in-house

CATI (computer-assisted telephone interviewing) system. CATI is a telephone interviewing
system where the questions are programmed into a computer and appear on the screen to be

read to respondents by the interviewer, who then enters the answers directly into

a

computer database. Ten interviewers could operate at one time, with a supervisor always
present.

The author designed the questionnaire and recruited and supervised the person who
programmed it onto the computer and managed the CATI computer operation. CASES
softwaren developed at the University of Berkeley, was used for the programming; it had
been used by the Unit for previous CATI surveys.
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8.2.1.f

Sample selection

Telephone numbers were selected by the computer using a random digit dialling system.
The stems (first four digits) of in-use telephone numbers were obtained from each telephone

directory in New T,rcaland. These were input into the computer, which then randomly
generated a stem and a three-digit ending. [n this way every telephone number in the
country had an equal chance of being selected, including unlisted numbers, which were
estimated to account for approximately l|Vo of telephones in 1988 (Wyllie et

al, 1994).

'Once a house was contacted, a random selection procedure was used to select one person in
the household aged 18 to 29 years to be interviewed. Only one interview per household
meant that persons living in households with more than one person aged 18 to 29 years had

less chance of being selected. This was taken into account in the analysis procedures
(detailed later).

8.2.1.2 Rationale for choice of data collection methodology
The Alcohol & Public Health Research Unit (APHRU) CATI system was developed after
an extensive review of the literature on quantitative research methodologies. It was found

that the use of telephone-based surveys had increased with increased penetration of
telephones. A number of methodological surveys had been undertaken comparing different
survey modes before major surveys were switched to telephone methodologies and

it

has

for some time been a recorlmended technique for cross-sectional surveys of the general
population (Marcus and Crane, 1986). A number of studies show ttrat results from
telephone interviews are not markedly different from those generated

by other

methods

(Coombs and Freedman, 1964; Hochstim, 1967; Klecka and Tuchfarber, 1978).

ln the USA the National Centre for Health

Statistics moved into

CATI methods after much

research (Cannell, 1985; Weeks, Kulka, Lessler et

al., 1983). Research in Ausftalia also
suggests that telephone and face-to-face methods give similar results (Quine, 1985;
O'Toole, Battistutta et al., 1986; Battistutta, Blyth, Norton et al., 1983). Research in the
United Kingdom has shown CATI methods to be particularly suitable for sensitive topic
areas (McQueen et al., 1988). Although there is not unanimous support for telephone
surveys (Aquilino, 1992), it is the author's experience that CATI surveys in New Zealard
provide better response rates than face-to-face interviews. Compared with face-to-face
interviews, it is easier to make call-backs because it does not require a visit to the area.
Compared with telephone interviewing done from private homes, it enables call-backs to be
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made any time any interviewers are on duty, which is more likely to

lt

also avoids problems with individual interviewers having set

fit with callers needs.
numbers of interviews and

completing their set number with call-backs still remaining.

A key benefit of a CATI
interviewing.

system is the control that is possible over the quality

of

the

all interviewing akes place at one location and because supervisors
can listen to any call at any stage (with the respondent's prior knowledge), it is possible to
Because

of interviewer quality and to maximise consistency from survey to
survey. This is a major advantage over any face-to-face interviewing procedure or
obtain high levels

telephone interviewing which is not undertaken from one location.

Like other telephone interviewing, CATI can generate a random sample whereas most faceto-face interviewing needs to involve cluster sampling to be cost-efficient. New Zealand
has a high level

of telephone ownership by international standards. In

1993194 the level

was 94%, (Statistics New Zealand, 1996).

of telephone interviewing is lower penetration of
sectors of the population, most notably Maori and Pacific

The main concern with any form
telephones among certain

Islanders. The conclusion from previous analyses reported by the author (Wyllie et al.,
1994) is that in terms of total population data, the loss of those without phones does not
significantly bias the results because they are such a small proportion of the total sample.

The telephone methodology did offer the oppornrnity for people to be interviewed by a
Maori interviewer if they wished. All respondents were told at the beginning of the
interview that if they were Maori they could be interviewed by a Maori interviewer.

8.2.1.3 Selection of age and gender groups
The 18 to 29 age range was chosen because it is the heaviest drinking group (Wyllie and
Casswell, 1989; Wyllie et al., 1996), both for men and women. It is therefore the likely

krget of much of the alcohol advertising. From a public health perspecrive this group is
important because they report the highest levels of problems from their own drinking
(Wyllie and Casswell, 1989; Wyllie et al., 1996). Although men are likely to be the greater
focus

of the advertising, it was also

considered appropriate

women were having to the advertising.
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to examine what

response

8.2.1.4 Sample size
The initial proposal to the funding agency was for a sample of 500 18 to 29 year olds,
collected as part of a larger sample of persons aged l8 years and over. The eventual
outcome

of the funding

process was that the sample size was extended

information was collected from persons aged over
selected

29.

to

1000 and no

The initial sample of 500 was

for reasons similar to the choice of 500 for the l0 to 17 year olds described in

section 6.2.1.

8.2.1.5 Response rate
In an effort to maximise the response rate, at least eight calls were made if necessary to try
and obtain a contact with each number being dialled. After a number had been tried six
times

it

was returned to the supervisor who checked the log for times and days that calls

had been made and re-scheduled the number for any times that had not been

tried. Most

interviews were conducted between 5pm and 9pm Mondays to Thursdays and between
lOam and 2pm on Saturdays and betrreen llam and 7pm on Sundays, however some daytime shifts were undertaken from time to time with limited numbers of interviewers.

it was not known before dialling whether the numbers were businesses, or whether
they were connected to operating phones (it was not always obvious from the dial tone), a
Because

lot of calls had to be made. Numbers where no contact was made after eight calls were sent
to Telecom, who informed the Unit as to which were numbers connected to private homes.
This was taken into account when calculating the response rate.

The response rate was 78% (of persons aged 18 to 29 years), which is high for survey
research in New Zealand. This response rate included refusals either by the qualiffing

or the initial household contact, not being able to obtain contact after ten calls,
and people unable to participate because of ill-health or language difficulties. Because the
age group was restricted to l8 to29, only a proportion of these non-interviews would have
been with qualiffing respondents and this was taken into account when calculating the
respondent

response

rate. The response rate was particularly

pleasing given that the interviews uzually

lasted 15 to 20 minutes. The high response rate was a reflection on the experience and skill

of the interviewers. It was also likely to reflect the fact that respondents generally found it
an interesting survey which they enjoyed participating in.
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8.2.1.6 Quality control
As mentioned previously, the control over interviewer quality was maximised through the
central-location interviewing and ttre level of supervision. Having the CATI questionnaire
programmed into the computer also provided a high level of control over questionnaire
administration (e.g. ensuring that skips were correctly followed).
Another important factor in determining ttre quality of the data obained is the interviewer
interest in the research and their commifinent and enthusiasm for the job. The Unit has
established a very committed, highly motivated team of interviewers who undertake work
' of very high qualify. Developing and maintaining appropriate professional
standards has

priority, so that the interviewers feel a personal responsibility for the
success of the projecs. An imporant component has been acknowledging them as fellow
professionals. Being physically located in ttre APHRU premises along with the other
been accorded high

professional staff is a critical element in terms of making the interviewers feel that they are
part of a professional team. Many of the interviewers who worked on this project had

worked on a number of similar surveys with the Unit; only three of the interviewers were
new to the APHRU CATI for this survey and these three all had previous inteniewing
experience elsewhere. The author has managed this team

of interviewers and

assisted in

training them for many years.
As part of the quality control procedures, the survey was extensively piloted both manually
and on the CATI system to ensure ttrat the questions were working as intended and that they
had been correctly programmed into the computer.

All interviewers

a five hour briefing and training session before they began the
survey. This included a personal briefing with a hard copy of the questionnaire which was
undertaken by the author, followed by practice with the new questionnaire on the
computers. No-one began colleeting survey data until they felt comfortable with the
attended

questionnaire and procedufes involved.

8.2.1.7 Ethical considerations
This survey was anonymous, in that telephone numbers were randomly generated, and
respondents were never asked to give their full names. The requirements of the University
of Auckland Human subjects Ethics committee were complied with.
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8.2.2 The advertisemenrs

As for the 10 to 17 year olds, the selection of

advertisements was determined by

examination of the market research company reach and
frequency data for the appropriate
age group' This process, plus the inclusion of the
major campaigns from the previous years
and a sports sponsorship advertisement, resulted in the
same advertisements being
selected

as used in the

l0 ro lZ

srudy (see descriptions in Appendix B).

8.2.3 Questionnaire design

'

8.2.3.1 Response to advertisements
Awareness

of alcohol advertising and liking was again

measured

by asking

respondents

about specific advertisements. The advertisements were asked
about with a rotated starting
order and for each advertisement the respondents were read
a brief description

of

the

advertisement that contained no reference to the brand
being advertised. They were asked
if they had seen the advertisement, and if so, how many times, what
brand they thought was
being advertised, and how much they liked the advertisement.
The wording was the same
as

in the l0 to 17 survey' except there were no photographs and there
were no show cards

to look at when the answer options were being read out.
Questions were also included to identiff the appeal of alcohol advertisements
in relation to
other advertisements; attention paid to alcohol advertisements;
the use of the advertisemenm
as sources of information; and acceptance of portrayals
in the advertisements. There was

also a question that sought to get some indication of
the extent to which the respondents
were consciously aware of having an immediate response
to the advertising. This question
asked: "How often when you watch atcohol ads on TV do you
feel you,d like to get up
and

have some alcohol to drink?"

Exposure to alcohol advertising was measured by questions
to ascertain television viewing

at hours when alcohol advertising is likely to be showing (after 9pm
and

sports

programmes).

8.2.3.2 Drinking behaviour
Frequency of alcohol conswnption: Respondents were
asked how often they drank alcohol,
if at all. No answer options were read to respondents.
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Quantity on
respondents

a typical occasion: Using the same question as in the 10 to 17 study,
were asked to report what they would be drinking on a typical drinking

occasion. The quantity was ascertained by recording the types of alcohot and the number
of each type of container that the alcohol was consumed from.
Annual volume of alcohol consumed: The frequency of drinking was multiplied by the
quantity consumed on a typical occasion to provide an estimate of annual consumption.
Frequenq of drinking enough

feel drunk: Drinkers were asked: "Thinking now about all
types of alcohol, how often do you drink enough to feel drunk?" [t was up to them as to
to

'how they defined drunk.
Changes in consumprroz: This question asked: 'Compared with a year ago, would you say

you are now drinking more, the same, or less alcohol?"

8.2.3.3 Positive and negative beliefs
Positive beliefs

There were three items designed to measure positive beliefs about

drinking. As for the l0
beliefs were determined on the basis of appeals of alcohol

to L7 year olds' study, these
advertising identified in the qualitative

research that accompanied this quantiative study

(Wyllie et al, 1997). The items, as listed below, were scored on a five-point agreedisagree
scale: agree a lot, agree a little, neither agree nor disagree, disagree a little, or disagree a
lot.

- Drinking alcohol makes life more fun and exciting
- People get on better together when they've had a few drinks
- Drinking alcohol is a good way to escape from the hassles of everyday life
Negative beliefs

There were three items measuring negative beliefs; concern with problems associated with
alcohol. They were also scored on a five point agreedisagree scale.
- Drinking and driving is a major problem in New 7*aland
- Alcohol is a dangerous drug
- Alcohol creates very serious problems in this country
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8.2.3.4 Alcohol-related problems
Drinkers were read a list of l0 possible negative consequences of drinking alcohol, which
will be referred to as alcohol-related problems. For each of these items, which are listed
below, respondents were asked how often it had occurred in the previous 12 months.

- Got drunk when there was an imporknt reason to stay sober
- Awakened the next day not able to remember some of the things that you had done while
drinking

- Felt the effects of alcohol while
=

at

work, snrdy, or engaged in household duties

Had your hands shake a lot in the morning after drinking

- Stayed intoxicated for several days at a time
- Been away from work because of your drinking
- Got into a physical fight because of your drinking
- Been ashamed of something you did while drinking
- Been drinking and driving and had a motor vehicle crash
- Been involved in a serious argument after you have been drinking

8.2.3.5 Other measures
This study did not include parental influences, as it was considered that these would in most
cases be minimal compared with peer influences for this age group. Questions relating to
peer influence measured pressure to drink and approval of drunkenness. The perceived
norm for frequency and quantity of alcohol conzumption by their age/gender group was
also measured.

More detail on the questions, including the demographics is included in sections 8.2.5 on
the regression analyses. A copy of the questionnaire is included as Appendix D. (Because
it was a computerised telephone survey, it rnay be a little difficult to follow.)
8.2.4 Analyses

The data was checked to see

if

there were any particularly extreme levels

of

alcohol

consumption reported. There were six respondents who reported a large typical quantity

that was greater than the quantity they reported was typically consumed when getting
drunk. These people had their typical quantity adjusted so that it was the same as the
quantity when

drunk. Two other very extreme quantities, for which errors in coding were
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suspected (after examining

still remained

all the respondents other

responses), were adjusted down, but

as extreme quantities.

As gender is the major discriminating demographic variable for alcohol consumption at this
age, (Wyllie et al, 1993) the correlation and regression analyses were carried out separately

for males and females. The structural equation model combined genders to provide a larger
sample. It was also appropriate to show the relationship of gender with other variables
within the model.

A selection of data relating to alcohol consumption and response to alcohol advertising for
'each age from 18 to 29 was examined to see if there was a particular age at which patterns
changed more markedly. Those variables where there was age variation usually had some

23 and 24 or 24 and 25, and a decision was made to divide the age into
two groups, 18 to 23 and 24 to 29 for these analyses.
change between

The univariate and bivariate analyses were based on daa that was weighted by the number

of persons aged 18 to 29 years in the household, to compensate for single interviews per
household. The weighting also took into account the number of different phones (with
separate numbers) that the respondent could be contacted

on in the household through

a

normal calling process (mobile phones were not included), as this increased their
opportunity to be selected.

8.2.5 Regression analyses
The regression analyses were undertaken with drinkers, as it was considered that at this age
any influence of alcohol advertising is not likely to be in the direction of encouraging nondrinkers to become drinkers. As noted above, separate analyses were undertaken for males
and females.

When the dependent variable was continuous and had

a

distribution approximating

normality the General Linear Model was used. If the distribution was heavily skewed then
the variable was recoded into an ordinal variable and the logistic model was used. This
model was also used for other categorical dependent variables.

If there were three or more

categories, a proportional odds test was undertaken to test whether each category had a
parallel linear trend.
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Table 8.L: Variables used in f8-29 year olds'regression analyses

Independent/Predictors

Recalled exposure to alcohol

Dependent

advertising i Frequency of drinking *

*

Liking of alcohol advertising

Quantity on typical occasion

Perceived pressure to match peer drinking

Annual volume of alcohol consumed

Perceived peer approval of drunkenness

Drinking more/less

Perceived frequency
age/gender group

Perceived quantity

of drinking by

of

same

*

*

Frequency of feeling drunk

*

Alcohol-related problems

drinking by

same

agelgender group

Positive beliefs
Age

*

Negative beliefs *

Area

Perceived peer pressure
drinking**

to

match peer

Population density
Perceived peer approval of drunkenness**

Occupation

Living situation

Perceived frequency
agelgender group t*

Number aged 18-29 in household

Perceived quantity
agelgender group

+
*
**

**

of drinking by

of

drinking

by

same

same

Used in analyses of predictors of alcohol consumption
Used in analyses of predictors of beliefs
Used in analyses of predictors of perceptions of peer influence and behaviour (note
transferred from independent variables list)
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8.2.5.1 Independent variables/ predictors
Table 8.1 provides a list of all the dependent and independent variables involved in the
different regression analyses. With the exception of area, population density, occupation,

living situation, and number in household aged 18 to 29 years, all the independent variables
were input into the general linear regressions and logistic regressions as continuous

variables. The categorical demographic variables were input into the logistic model
through the use of dummy variables.

'Recalled exposure and
section

liking:

These were both input

6.2.5. There were two women drinkers who

in the

same rnanner described in

had not seen any of the advertisements

and they were given a score of 3 for liking (neither like nor dislike).

Perceived peer influence.' Two items were included ttrat sought to obtain some measure

of

peer influence on drinking patterns of this age group. One of these asked how much they
agreed or disagreed (on a S-point scale) that :"The people you usually mix with would give

you a hard time if you were drinking less than them." The other item was: "The people
you usually mix with would approve if you got drunk." This was scored on the same 5-

point agreedisagree scale. As the correlations between these two variables were not
particularly large (r:0.28 for men and r:o.32 for women), they were input into the
regressions as separate variables.

Perceived frequency of drinking and typical quantity

for people of their age and gender:
Respondents were asked: "How often do you think the average l8 to 29 year old
man/woman of your age would drink alcohol,

if at all?" Following this they were asked:

"How much do you think the average 18 to 29 year old man/woman going to a hotel or pub
would drink on a typical occasion? kt's imagine they were drinking cans of beer (for

men)/ double hotel nips

of spirits (for

women), how many do you think rhe average

man/woman would drink?" Unlike the 10 to 17 year old study, the correlation benveen
these two variables for the 18 to 29 year olds was very low (r:0.08), so both were
included in the regression analyses. For purposes of convenience these trvo variables will
sometimes be referred to as pereeived peer frequency and perceived peer quantity.

Age:

Age was input as a continuous variable, based on the number of years.

Area: This was included to allow for the possibility of different exposure to advertising and
different responses to advertising in the three regions, North North lsland, South North
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Island, and South Island. The South North Island included the East Coast, Hawkes Bay,
Manawatu-Wanganui, Taranaki, and Wellington statistical areas.

Populntion Density: This variable identified whether respondents lived in cities, towns, or

rural areas. As this cannot be ascertained from the telephone numbers, respondents were
asked to state which of the three options they lived in.
Occupation' This was based on a coding of the respondent's occupation into one of the ten

major categories in the New Zealand Standard Classification of Occupations, 1990
(Departnent of Statistics, L992). Where respondents were not currently in paid
'employment, they were asked if ttrey had ever had a paid job, and if so, what their usual

was. Five groupings were used in the regression analyses: legislators /
adminisnators / managers / professionals; technicians and associate professionals; clerks /
occupation

service

/ sales /

assemblers

/

/ fishery / trades / plant and machine operators /
never been in paid employment (almost all these

armed forces; agriculture

elementary occupations;

people were students).

Living situation: This variable had the following three categories that were input into the
regression analyses: living with spouse/parhrer, Iiving with parents or other family
members, flatting /living alone.
Number in household aged 18 to 29 years: This variable was divided into nvo categories

for the analyses; households with one, and more than one, 18 to 29 year old.

8.2.5.2 Dependent variables
The measures of alcohol consumption that were the dependent variables were: frequency

of

drinking, quantity consumed on a typical occasion, annual volume of alcohol consumed,
and frequency of drinking enough to feel drunk. Other regression analyses had alcoholrelated problems, positive and negative beliefs, and drinking more and less as the dependent
variables.

Regression analyses were also undertaken to examine the relationship between responses to

alcohol advertising and perceptions of peer attitudes and behaviours. For these, some of
the variables that were independent variables in the other regression analyses were treated
as dependent variables. The variables were: perceived peer pressure, perceived frequency

of drinking and perceived typical quantity consumed by people of similar age and gender.
The regression analyses for perceived same age/gender frequency controlled for the
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own drinkiqg freeugrjqy. Likewise tbe perceived same age/gpnder
quandty oontrolledr for the relryoude.nt,s typical quantity.
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CIIAPTER

9

EIGIITEEN TO TWENTY-I\NIE YEAR OLDS:
RESULTS

This chapter presents the results from the 18 to 29 year olds' survey and follows
a similar
format to chapter 7, which presented the results of the l0 to 17 year olds'
survey. The first
section (7.1) is on the sample demographics, drinking behaviour, experience
of alcoholrelated problems, and perceived peer behaviour. This is followed by sections
on
responses

to advertising

.2), initle.l examination of the relationships betrreen responses to the alcohol
advertisements and drinking behaviour and other relevant variables (2.3),
the regression
(7

analyses (7.4), and the structural equarion modelling (7.5), followed by a
summary (7.6).

9'1

SAMPLE DEMOGRAPIilCS, DRINKING BEHAVIoUR, EXPERIENCE oF
ALCOHOLRELATED PROBLEMS AND PERCEIVED PEER BEHAVIOI]R
9.1.1 Demographic characteristics

9-l presents the age within gender, regional and ethnic composition of the sample.
The frst column of data is from the 1991 Census, the second is the sample as
collected and
Table

the third is the sample after weighting for the number of people in the
household aged
29 years and the number of available telephones in the household.
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Table 9.1: Sample Description

i
I

t8-23
Mates 24-zs

iii

1991

census

i
i

naw

i

trousetrold,tg-Zg

i
i

za
zq

i
i

zq
,o

i.
i

18-23 i
Females U-29
l!i
l!i
ii:
RetusediiZiz iii

ts
25

i
i

ts
Z9

i
i

North North Island

48

50

50

South Norttr Island

27

24

25

Ethnic Group:

Vo

7o

Maori

1l

13

Part Maori

I

I

Pacific Islander
NZ European/Pakeha

J

4

60

58

New Zealander

r8

17

Other

6

6

Not Specified

I

1

Mates

Females

Ir

il!
:::

:LJILJ.

zt

;;
.re

26

Resioninif"in

The sample size for rhe raw and weighted data is 1012

The sample over-represented females (557o), but this was not a rnajor problem in that all
the analysis was undertaken separately for males and females, or with gender as a

controlling variable. The greater proportion of women is likely to be due to them being
more frequently at home when calls are made and also being more prepared to make the

time available for the interview.

A

smatl amount

of

over-representation

of females is

cornmon in New Zealand alcohol surveys (for example,52Vo in Wyllie and Casswell, 1989,
52Vo in Wyllie, Zhang and Casswell, 1993, and 53.5Vo in Wyllie et al., 1996, these three
surveys all being with 14 to 65 year olds).

Within these gender groups, the mix of 18 to 23 and 24 to 29 after weighting was similar to
the Census- The regional distribution closely matched the New Z.ealandpopulationAs for
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the 10 to 17 year olds' study, it is difficult to know how the sample compared in terms of
ethnic groupings, as a number of the people in the sample described themselves as "New
Zealanders" (this was not an option that was read out to them). There were 13Zo (after
weighting procedures) of the sample who described themselves as Maori, and a fitrther lTo
as Part-Maori. At the 1991 Census there were l2Vo of 18 to 29 year olds in New Zealand
who were Maori and a further 3% who described themselves as part-Maori. This suggests
that Maori may be represented in approximately correct proportions in the weighted
sample.

9.1.2 Drinking behaviour

9.1.2.1 Prevalence of drinking

All but 7Vo of the 18 to 29 year old men and 13% of the women drank alcohol in a typical
year. Henceforth, the rest are referred to as drinkers. AII subsequent reporting of alcohol
consumption patterns is based on drinkers.

9.L.2.2 Drinking frequency
Among men drinkers,42To were drinking at least twice a week and a further 22% drinking
once a week. The corresponding figures for women drinkers were 22To at least twice a
week and a further 25Vo once a week. (Table 9.2).
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Table 9.2 Drinking frequency

Drinking frequency

All : All

L8-23
male

drinkers
%

kss

than once every
3 months

5

Once every two to
three months

At least once a month,
but less than once

29

7

ll

7

ll

39

33

a

week
Once a week

29

20

21

22

25

24

t3

t7

Twice a week

l9

12

27

l3

23

3-6 times a week

l4

5

19

8

l6

I

4

4

-J

2

0

I

0

0

0

I

87

55

67

At least once a day

i 3
q
P--o{lHer{r*psg..'.
ii
Mean (number of
i lg

times per

year) i

:

i
:

51

11

i

Standard deviation

8l

86

Median

52

52

213

470

Sample size (drinkers)

i

5

?9_

884

9.L.2.3 Quantity consumed on a typical occasion
Two thirds of the men drinkers (65%) were drinking 60 ml or more of absolute alcohol on
a typical drinking occasion; this being the equivalent of approximately four cans of beer,
four double nips of spirits, or four (140mt) glasses of wine. There were ZBVo who typically
drank 150 rnl or more (10 cans of beer). Thirty-eight percent of the 18 to 23 year old men
were drinking at this level of 150 ml or more, compared with 18% of 24 to 29 year olds.
There wete 43% of the women drinkers who consumed 60 ml or more, and l3To
consuming 150 ml or more, on a typical occasion. Figures 9.1 and 9.2 show plots of the

distributions based

on the raw

(unweighted) data and the data after logarithmic

transformation.
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Table 9.3 lypical quaffity

fernale i mate !female idrinkers
drinkem ! drinkers i drin*ers
16

0-1,4

ml

%

2

4

3

15-29 ml

12

l4

t4

3044 mt

t7

t5

t8

ml

10

5

9

60-89 mI

25

26

20

90-119 ml

v

I

7

120-149 ml

5

10

6

t8

t7

2A

3

I

3

45-5,9

l50ml and over
Don't knowl r€fused
lvlean (ml

absolute

alcohol)
Standard

deviation

i lA i

i

S+

i

i tU i

rc

Medianittsi0g
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9.1.2.4 Annual volume of alcohol cons'med by drinkers
There were 3'lVo of the women drinkers and 18% of the men drinkers who were consuming
the equivalent of less than one litre of absolute alcohol per year (equivalent to
approximately 67 cans of beer a year). At the other extreme, there were Z4Vo of the men

drinkers and 5Vo

of the women drinkers who

were drinking 15 litres

or

more

(approximately 1000 cans of beer a year).
Table 9.4 Annual volume of alcohol consumed

Annual volume of
alcohol consumed

l-ess than 1 litre

I

t8-23

;;:
24-29i24-29 iAil
iAu
male i female i male i female

18-23
male

female

drinkers

drinkers

drinkers

Vo

7o

7o

7o

15

30

37

27

2l

20

22

19

10

l3

J

4

5

t4

20

43i18

24 i

- 2.9 litres

2T

l9

t4

3 - 5.9 litres

t4

26

20

6 - 9.9 litres
10

-

14.9 litres

15 litres and over

Don't know/ refused

15

l3

t7

6

:

18

lsin

All
drinkers

:

7i16
2!5

25

3,

4

J

.....................:.

Mean (litres absolute
alcohol)

rz.6

Standard deviation

2t.8

4.0
-i

Median

5.8

Sample size (drinkers)

213

6.3

15.4

t 1.3

?,.9

5.3

L.4

239

20r

23r

i 19.1

:

9.4

i

i

,J.+i
i

9.1.2.5 Frequency of drinking enough to feel drunk
Over half (5670) of the 18 to 29 year old men drinkers said they were drinking enough to
feel drunk at least once a month, and for ZlVo it was at least once a week. Almost a third
(3ITo) of the women drinkers said they were getting drunk at least once a month and g%
at

At the other extreme, there werc 13% of the men drinkers who said tley
never got drunk and another 6% who did so only once a year. There were Z3To of the
least weekly.

women drinkers who never got drunk and another l3Vo who did so only once ayear.

t73

7.4

:

iati

4r4

3

15.1

Table 9.5 Frequency of drinking enough to feel drunk
Frequency of drinking
enough to feel drunk

18-23

t8-23

i

24-29

female i male
drinkers i drinkers

male

drinkers
7o

24-29
female

i
i

All

All

All

male

female

drinkers

drinkers i drinkers

drinkers

Vo

Vo

To

To

7o

7o

Never

9

t3

18

33

l3

23

18

Once a year

4

ll

8

t6

6

13

10

2-3 times ayear

it

l3

l5

15

t3

l4

l3

4-11 times a year

l2

20

11

16

n

t8

l5

Monthly

23

l5

t3

12

18

14

l6

Once every 2-3 weeks

t4

l5

L9

4

t7

9

l3

At least weekly

27

T2

l5

4

0

I

I

0

Don't know/ refused

year)

"' :

2l

i

i
Standard deviation i
SS i
:i:
tirnes per

i

lZ i

Yseien i rz i s i.
i 213 ?39

Sample size (drinkers)

l4

,i:

i

::

i

qt

7

g

I

ZOt

49

40

12i3i
4r4 i 470

*
i

884

9.L.2.6 Changes in drinking
Over half the drinkers said they were drinking less than the year before, while 15% had
increased their consumption.
Table 9.6 Changes in drinking

i
drinking: i

Compared with a year

IB-23

ago now

male

t8-23
female ! I
i rsrualg
i drinkers i dri

i-"""--"-'*-'i'-'*
Vo

More

i%i

Sample size (drinkers)

drinkers
7o

%

Vo

15

t6

15

28

29

29

56

55

56

ii

22

i 24

i

The same

Icss

AII
male

46

470 i

2t3

174
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Analyses were also undertaken to examine the drinking behaviour of those drinking more,
the same and less. Non-parametric tests (mean scores based on ranked data) showed that

there were differences for the annual volume of alcohol consumed (p:0.004), the
frequency of drinking (p:0.0006), and the frequency of drinking enough to feel drunk

(p:0.02), but not for quantity (p:0.48).

Those who said they were drinking less had

lower values on each of these variables, while those drinking more tended to be similar to
those drinking the same.
9.1.3 Experience of alcohol-related problems

Of the 10 problern items asked about, more than half the men drinkers
experienced at least two

(537o) had

in the previous 12 months and 23% had experienced 4 or more.

Over a third of the women drinkers (36%) had experienced at least rwo types of problems,
and l37o four or more. There were 26Vo of men drinkers and 42Vo of women drinkers who
reported experiencing no problems.

Table 9.7 Number of types of problems from own drinking

i

Number of types of
problems from own
drinking (maximum
10)

18-23

i male j

t8-23 i 24-29 i. 24-29
female j male j femate

i drinkers i drinkers i drinkers i drinkers i
'*'i*-"""-"""'-'i"""

All

Alr

All

mate

female

drinkers

drinkers

drinkers

i

----'.-.i.-.....-..-'-....--....i------.--.-.-..--.--.---i

ivoivoir"ir"ir"
18 i :r i zq i ss i

7o

Vo

za

42

34

zt

23

22

15

t5

7

10

:i

None

I
2

;:ii:

;li:

18 iii!! zoi

1r
i
an i
loi'2Ui,-irvr15

3

r6

4-5

24

6-10
Mean number of types

d:

6iL5

zqi
t,t

zoi

i

tn

:

5i15

l5

8

2.6

.-,-.t..-.......

.l

:1
ir

.7

of problems
Standard deviation

Median
Sample size (drinkers)

2.0

1.8

1.8

?

I

l

2r3

884

When the frequency with which problems were experienced was taken into account over a
quarter of the men drinkers (28%) reported experiencing problems more than l0 times,
with tlre younger males reporting this level more often(34Vo) than the older males (2lVo).
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Among women, 257o reported experiencing problems six or more times, with this level
being higher among younger women (37Vo, compared with 13% for the older women).
Table 9.8 Frequency
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9.1.4 Perceived peer behaviour
9.1.4.L Perceived peer influence
Just over a quarter of the men (27Vo) agreed that the people they usually mix with would
give them a hard time if they were drinking less than them. Among younger men the level
was 32Vo and among older men

it

was

2l%.

The equivalent figure for women was 16%

(19% younger women and l37o older women).

Half the men agreed that the people they usually mix with would approve if they got drunk.
Among younger men the level was 577o and among older men itwas 42Vo. Forry percenr

of the women thought their peers would approve of them getting drunk, the level for
younger women being 49% and older women 30%.

t76

Table 9.9 Perceived peer influence

t8-23
male

i
i

18-23
female

drinkers i drinkers

The people you
usually mix with
would give you a hard
time if you were

24-29

male

i

i

Aili

24-29
female

drinkers i drinkers

7o

%

7o

%

32

19

2L

l3

42

30

201

231
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drinkers

%l

:

All

AU

i

female

drinkers

i

drinkers
7o

7o

r6

2l

40

44

drinking less than
them

you

The people
usually mix with
would approve if you

i

Sl

Sample size (drinkers)

|

ZL3

239

50

4t4i4701884

9-L.4.2 Perceived frequency of drinking by their age/gender group
As shown in Table 9.10, the perceived frequency of drinking by others of their agelgender
was much higher than respondents' own frequency of drinking.

9-L.4.3 Perceived quantity conzumed on a typical occasion by their age/gender group
The question to obtain these data was situation specific and asked all persons about the
typical quantity consumed at a hotel or pub, in terms of numbers of cans of beer (men) or
double nips of spirits (women).

It

was therefore not possible to compare these perceptions

of typical

quantities consumed by others with the respondents' own quantities consumed.
The median reported by men was eight drinks and women five.
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Table'9-10: Respondent Dr'inking Fnequency Comparcd with Pereeived Drinking
f-requency by their Age Group antl Gender
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Table 9.11 Perceived quantity consumed by their age/
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RESPONSES TO ADVERTISING

9.2.1 Television viewing patterns
Over half (55Vo) the 18 to 29 year old men and 42Vo of the women were watching six or
more hours of television after 9pm per week (the time in which alcohol brand advertising is
allowed) (Table 9.I2). The typical man (as expressed by the median) watched 6 hours per
week, and the typical woman 5 hours per week. There were I 7o of the men and women
who watched no television at all and a further 4% of men and women who watched none
after 9pm on a fypical week.

t79

i

,vJ

tz
89

996

Eighty pereert of, the men and 56%, ,of the women watched some. $p,qrt$ progranures on
befsre 9p, in a tlPieal wee& (fable 9.13)- There wete 22% of tbe men watahing at least

four hours, while the equivalent figure, for ruornen was 6%. ''Ihe typical qql warched 2
hours per week and fire tyBical womim 0.8 hours. There werc no marked age differences in
these view,ing patterns.

Table 9.l.2llours watching TV aftcr 9pn
:
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Table 9.13 Hours watching sports programmes on TV before 9pm
Hours spent watching
sports programmes
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.............-..-..i............

Mean

2.6
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Standard deviation

2.4

1.4

2.5

1.7

Median

2.O

0.5

2.O

0.8

Sample size

232

264

9.2.2

Response to specific alcohol advertisements

to each of the seven alcohol advertisements asked about are detailed in Table
9-L4- There was high recalled exposure to most of the advertisements, both for men and
women. It should be noted that the figures for having seen the 'Lion Red - Blood Brothers'
Response

advertisement and for having seen

it

or more times are based only on a sub-sample from
the upper half of the North Island. However there were some people in other regions
who
had seen the advertisement, so they were included in the correct brand recall ano iiting

data- None of the other

10

advertisements showed marked regional variations

in terms of
proportions having seen them, although South Island men were more likely than other men
to recall seeing the first three advertisements more than ten times; 'DB Bitter - guru on
mountain', 'Jim Beam Bourbon - guy walks into a bar,, and 'steinlager Blue - Blues
Brothers'.
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Eighty-four percent of the 18-29 year old men had seen at least four of the six alcohol
advertisements (this includes the 'Lion Red sponsorship - league players training'
advertisement,

but excludes 'Lion Red

-

Blood Brothers'). For the women, the
corresponding figure was 727o. There was a general trend of men being more likely than
women to recall seeing the advertisements and seeing them l0 or more times. There was
quite a lot of variation in the level of correct brand recall. The younger age group (18 to

23) were usually more accurate at recalling the brand being advertised. AII the alcohol
advertisements were liked by over half the men who had seen them, and five of the seven
were liked by over half the women.

9.2.3 Other

responses to alcohol advertising

9.2-3-L Appeal of alcohol advertisements in relation to other advertisements

Almost half (46Vo) of the men agreed that some of their favourite advertisemenrs on
television were alcohol advertisements (Table 9.15). There was less agreement from the
women (30To), particularly the older women (ZSyo').

9.2.3.2 Attention paid to alcohol advertisements
Almost a third of the men (317o) agreed that they usually paid close attention to alcohol
advertisements on television (Table 9.15). Again it was the older women who were least
in agreement (16To).

9-2.3.3 Alcohol advertisements as sources of information on drinking

A quarter agreed that alcohol advertisements provide a useful guide as to how others

use

alcohol in their lives (Table f .i5).

9.2.3.4 Acceptance of portrayals in alcohol advertising

A

quarter (24Vo) agreed that the situations shown in alcohol advertisements are usually
pretfy much like it happens in real life (Table 9.15). In accord wittr this above finding, the
majority agreed that alcohol advertisements often show drinking as being more fun and
exciting than it really is (Table 9.15). There was a minority who disagreed: among men
the level was27%, and among women itwas25%.
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Table 9.15 Responses to alcohol advertising

Proportion agreeing
that ...

t8-23

r8-23

24-29

.ryI.e_t

females

males

24-29
females

Vo

%

%

Vo

Some of favourite ads
on TV are alcohol ads

AII i

All

AII

i

:3TP19
7o

To

30

37

I

47

35

45

25

46i

close

33

29

28

16

31

23

26

Alcohol ads provide
useful guide as to how
others use alcohol in
flreir lives

l8

28

26

25

22

27

25

18

23

26

28

22

25

24

68

66

62

74

65

70

68

549

996

Usually pay

attention to alcohol
ads on TV

Situations shown in

alcohol ads usually
pretty much like real
life

Alcohol ads
show life

often
as more fun

and exciting than it

232i28si216

size

264

447 i

9.2.3.5 Feel like a drink after watching advertisements
Almost one in

fle

(L9Vo) said that at least "occasionally" they felt they'd like to get up and

have some alcohol to drink after watching alcohol advertisements on television. There were
a small number (3%) who said they often felt this way. Among the 18 to 23 year old men
there were almost a third (3lVo) who occasionally felt rhis way and 7% who often felt this
wav.
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Table 9.16 Feel like a drink after watching advertising
How often when
watch alcohol ads feel
like to get up and have
some alcohol to drink

i ftaz

18-23
males

i

7o

Alr i

24-29

females

males

Vo

7o

females

i

An
sample

%

7o

Often

7

3

I

0

4

2

J

Sometimes

7

5

5

4

6

4

5

Occasionally

l7

t2

ll

6

L4

9

11

Seldom

30

22

25

20

28

2l

24

Never

38

58

55

67

46

62

55

Don't watch TV

0

0

2

2

I

1

1

Don't knowl refused

t:
l:

0

I

0

I

0

0

285

216

447

549

996

slze

9.2.4

)?)

Response to imagery

i

264 i

in specific advertisements

9.2.4.L Appeal of macho characters in advertisements
The appeal of macho imagery was asked for two advertisements. With the 'Jim Beam - guy
walks into a bar' advertisement, a third of women (34Vo) and slightly fewer men (30%) who
had seen the advertisement agreed that the central character was "the sort of man your

friends would admire". Similar proportions agreed that he was "a man's man" (Table
9.r7).
When asked a similar question about the characters in the 'Lion Red sponsorship - league
players training' advertisement, almost half the men (467o) and slightly fewer women
(39Vo) who had seen the advertisement agreed that they were "the sort of men their
friends

would admire". There were 387o of the men and 44Vo of the women who agreed that the
rugby league players were "men's men" (Table g.I7).
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Table 9.17 Admiration of macho characrers
Proportion agreeing
that...

t8-23

t8-23

24-29

24-29

males

females

males

females

Vo

27

33

856

Vo

43

42

199

i

49

39

38

44

4l

231

175

375

4M

782

9.2.4.2 Associations with heavy drinking in advertisements

A

question asked just of the 'steinlager Blue

-

Blues Brothers' advertisement soulht to

identiff the extent to which the characters were seen to be drinking heavily or likely to be
drinking heavily during the evening. Over half the men and women believed the people in
the advertisements were likely to be drinking heavily or getting drunk.
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Table 9.18 Association with heavy drinking in advertisement
Statement

best

i. tS-23 i LS-23
i males i females
!
ii
i!
'-'r"""".-.---.'...-i..-*...----..----""'-'t"'--"--'

applying to Steinlager
Blue ad

-/o
,%io/^

Neither of
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Ail

All
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females
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females

sample

To

Vo

i
i
i

e

22

13

i

Az

48

60

tg

2l

2l

.H

i:

70

'tA
24
La:( ii

(

i

i
i

i to i
i
getting i
i

Many of people in ad
would be drinking
heavily or
drunk during evening

24-29

males

i

t:

Many of people in ad
would be having only
two or three drinks
during
uurlrE, cveuurg
evening

24-29

i
i

i

i:: tS i

P.o{t.Hgy{::I-"::9i I i
Sample size (seen ad) i zgZ i

!?_

9

6

zAS

2r6

264

20i
ri

20
:

oi

-*'-'-""'i-

447

i

8

549

9.2.5 Perceived peer liking of alcohol advertising
Over half the people agreed that their friends would like most of the alcohol advertisements
on television. This was more so for the younger 18to24 year age group; 67To ofyounger
males agreed, and 60Vo of younger females, compared with 55Vo of older males and 42%

of

older females.

9.2.6 Positive and negative beliefs about drinking
9.2.6.1 Positive beliefs
As for the 10 to 17 year olds, only a minority agreed that drinking alcohol makes life more
fun and exciting. There were also only a minority who agreed that drinking is a good
escape from the pressures of life. There was much more agreement that drinking helps
people get on better with one another, particularly among the men (6ovo)-
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Table 9.19 Positive beliefs

Proportion agreeing
that ...

t8-23i24-29i24-29
i males i females

L8-23
males

All

All

Alt

males

females

sample

%

%

%

20

t4

T7

56

60

40

49

28

27

26

26

2t6

447

females

*%
Drinking alcohol

22

makes life more fun
and exciting
People get on better

together when they've
had a few drinks

Drinking alcohol is a
good way to escape
from the hassles of
everyday life

i

232

285

996

9.6.2.2 Negative beliefs
There was widespread agreement with the statements relating to the problems associated

with alcohol (the figures shown below are those agreeing "a lot").
Table 9.20 Negative beliefs

Proportion
"a lot"

agreeing

that...

i
i

lS-23
males

:i

i

i

!

i

females

females

I

sample

i

......i.....-..................:.

i......................

i;

Drinking and driving
is a major problem in
New Zealand

All i All

24-29

i%

7o

Vo

i

92

79

79

i%

iss

7o

%

7o

79

94

87

:

I
i

Alcohol is a

7I

dangerous drug

iro
i
i

Alcohol creates very
serious problems in

84

in'

i

9ti*p:_tt'y...

188

73

9.3 Initial

examination of relationships between responses to alcohol advertisements
and drinking behaviour and other relevant variables
This section examines the Spearman correlations between responses to alcohol advertising
(recalled exposure and liking) and drinking behaviour, problems, beliefs and perceptions
of
peer influence and behaviour. All analyses are based on drinkers (persons who had
consumed alcohol

in the previous 12 months) and men and women drinkers are reported

separately. The correlation coefficients that are not significantly different from zero are
shown in brackets. Some of the stronger relationships are also presented in the form of
cross-tabulations. These analyses are based on unweighted data.

93.f

Rehtionships between responses
behaviour

to

alcohol advertisements and drinking

The correlation coefficients in the following two tables (separate tables for men and women)

generally show slightly stronger relationships between drinking behaviour and liking of
advertisements than between drinking behaviour and recalled exposure. One exception is
drinking more/ less, where the relationships are not significant, but suggest slightly stronger
relationships for recalled exposure.
Table 9-23 shows the median quantities and frequencies for those who showed more and
Iess liking for the advertisements. The mean liking score was split at 3.5, with 425 in the
lower liking group and 375 in the higher group.
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Table 9.21 Corretrntions between r€$pgnses to alcohol adverdbemente and drinling
behaviour for 18 to 2g year old nen drinkers
F,req

of

Drinking
morel

Quand6'
on typical
occasion

Armual
volume

l(o.os)

(0.0e)

0"09

c0.0e)

(0.06)

io:os

0-18

o.1

(-0.0e)

0.11

t(0.06)

(0.0e)

0.r0

(-0,09)

(0.04)

(-0.02)

(-0.04

G0.02)

(-0.08)

(0.02)

(0.05'')

0.10

(0,.09)

(0.01)

0.14

(4.03)

0.I0

(0.03)

(0.04

(0.7)

DB Bitter - gunr

0.13

0.10

0.14

(4.05)

0.15

Jim Bean - rurn in bar

0.19

0.18

o.7"6

({.06)

o_21

Steinlager Bhle - Blues
Brothers

0.13

p.05J

0.13

(4.01)

(0,08)

(0.02)

(o.03)

(0.02)

(.0.03)

(0.04)

0.10

0.15

0. 15

(0.0o

0.12

i fO.Oel

a.n

0.11

(0.03)

0.15'

drirking

Freq feet
drunk

less

Recalled exposure of;,
Dts Bimer-ggnr
Jim Beano - guy in'bar

i

Steinlager BIue - Blues
Brothers
Southern Comfort -

Inuisiana
Lion

Rd

- League

sponsorship

Snirsoff Vodka - cnrise
sh-ip

Likw of:

-

Southern Co.mfort

louisiana
Lion,Red - League
sponsorship

SqirnoffV'odka-

ship

cnrise

i
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Table

9.tL Cotrclafions betvreerl respotrsos to alcohol

advertiseueuts and drinking

behaviour for 18 to,29 year old women drinkers

Freq of i Quadity i lnnuat ! Orintcing
drinking i on tlpical !volume ! more/
occasion

i

Fteq
drunk

i less

Recalle^d exposure zfi,

DB Bitter - gum

(0.09)

0.14

0.14

(-0.0s)

0.15

JimBeam- guy inbar

(0.0e)

0.2?

0.18

(-0.04)

0;18

Steinlager Blue - Blues
Brothers

(0.01)

1p-08)

(0._05)

(4.04)

0.10

Southern Comfort Louisiana

(-0.0sJ

(0.03)

(4.03)

0.03

(0.01)

Lion Red - kagge
spoiuorshh

(0.08)

0.12

0.r3

(-0.03)

0.r2

Smirnoff Vodka - enrise

(-o03)

(0.08)

(0.01)

(0.02)

(0'.01)

DB Bitter - guru

0" 14

0.11

0.18

(0,03)

(0.08)

Iirn Beam - man ia bar

u^.12

0.20

0.18

(0.02)

0.19

Steinlager Bluo - Blues
Enothets

(0.

0.09

0.09

({.04)

(0.0s)

Southern Cornfort -

(-0.02)

(0.06)

(0.00)

G0.0a

G0.00)

(0.u)

u19

o.lr

-0.Ir

(0.10)

0.0e1

(o.08)

0.09

(0.03)

(0.04)

sltip

Liking oJ:

5)

Lsuisiana

Lion Re<l.Ipagpe
sponsorsh,ip

SmirnoffVodka - cruise
stup
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feel

Table 9.23 Relationship Between Liking For Alcohol Advertisements And
euantity
And Frequency Of Drinking
Median Typical Quantiry
(ml absolute alcohol)
Men

kss liked

Women

Median Annual Frequency
(No. of drinks per year)

Men i

7l

45

52

More Liked

105

6l

104

Sample size

374

426

374

Women
26

426

9.3.2

Relationships between responses to alcohol advertisements and alcohol-related
problems

Two variables were created; one that was the number of the ten items that they reported at
least one occurrence for (referred to as "qrpes of problems"), and one that was the
frequency of problems reported, based on the sum of the number of problems reported for
each item (referred to as *frequency of problems"). As can be seen in Table 9.24, the
strength of the correlation coefficients varied between advertisements and between recalled
exposure and

liking.

The median frequency of problems is shown in Tables 9.25 for those
with lower and higher recalled exposure ratings. The lower group (n:436) had a rating of

or less and the highergroup (n:364) had ratings of 11 to 18. Table 9.26 shows similar
data for those who liked the advertisements less and more, using the same liking groupings
10

as

in Table 9.23.
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Table 9-.24 Correl,ations betweea responscs to alcoholradverti$ements and types anid
ftequency of ,probtrorns fsr 18 to 29 year old men and women drinlcers

Tlpesof ! Freqof
problems iproblems

-nrcn

i-men

Tlpes of
pro-blems,

Freq of
problemg -

- women

WOIIIEN

Reeolled mposure af.
Dts Bitter - guru

(0.08)

(0.07)

0.16

0.17

Jim Beam - guy in bar

0.16

0.15

o.2r

a.2L

Steinlager Blue - Blues Brothers

0.13

0.15

0.12

0.10

({.02)

(0.00)

({.01)

(-0.02)

0.16

a.L7

0.16

0.15

(0.08)

(0:09)

(4.00)

(0.001

(0.oCI

(0.0e)

(0.05)

(0.o8)

0.19

8.21

0.18

0.18

Steinlager Blue - Blues Brothors

(0.05)

(0"08)

o.L2

0.11

Southern Comfort - Louisiana

(0.04)

(0.05)

({;03)

(4.02)

Lion Red - League sponsorship

Q.l2

a.n

0.13

0.13

Smirnoff rfodka - cruise ship

0.06

0.10

(0.02)

(0.04)

Southern Cornfort

- [,ouisiana

Lion Red - Icague sponeorship

Smirnoff Vodtm .cruisc

$hiF

Uking of:
Dts Bitter - guru
Jim Beam - mad in bar
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Table 9.25 Retationship between recalled exlnsure to alcohol advertisements and
frequency of alcohol-related problems among 18 to 29 year old men and women
Median frequency of
problems from own drinking
in past 12 months - men

Median frequency of
problems from own
drinking in past 12
months- women

Low recall

2.0

0

High recall

4.5

2.0

Sample size

374

426

Table 9-26 Relationship between liking of alcohol advertisements and frequency of
alcohol-related problems among 18 to 29 year ord men and women
Median frequency of
problems from own drinking
in past 12 months - men

Median frequency of
problems from own
drinking in past 12
months- women

Less liked

2.0

1.0

More liked

5.0

1.5

Sample size

374

426

9.3.3

Relationships between responses to alcohol advertisements and positive and
negative beliefs
The correlations for both men (Table 9.27)

and,

low.
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women (Table 9.28) were generally quite

Table 9.27 Correlations between responses to alcohol advertisements and positive and
negative beliefs for 18 to 29 year old men drinkers

Fun

i

Get on

better

Escape
hassles

i Drink
i driving

Dangerous

i Creates
serious

problem

problems

Recalled exposure of,
:i

!i

DB Bitter - guru

:

(0.02)

! 0.11

(0.06)

i (0.03)

(-0.02)

(0.01)

Jim Beam - guy in bar

I

0.10

i (0.09)

(-0.01)

i (0.01)

(0.01)

(0.03)

0.,,

j lo ory

(-0.10)

i c0.02)

(0.08)

(0.02)

-0.10

i (0.08)

c0.02)

(0.03)

to.o+)

(-0.08)

!0.11

(-0.0e)

(0.02)

i (o.oz)

(0.02)

: (-0.02)

(-0.06)

c0.05)

;:
ii

:!

Steinlager Blue - Blues
Brothers

i

Southern Comfort Louisiana

i to.oz) i to.ozi

Lion Red - kague

;

sponsorship

Smirnoff Vodka - cruise

c0.0s)

i:

l!
!

(0.05)

i

ship

Liking of.
DB Bitter - guru

i-i---

i (0.0e) ; 0.11

(0.08)

G0.00)

-0.16

(-0.03)

Jim Beam - man in bar

0.14

0.16

(0.04)

c0.05)

({.08)

(-0.0e)

Steinlager Blue - Blues
Brothers

(0.0e)

0.13

(0.02)

(-0.0e)

-0.12.

(-0.08)

Southern Comfort Louisiana

(-0.01)

(0.0s)

(0.03)

0.10

(-0.01)

(-0.07)

Lion Red - League

(0.01)

(0.06)

(-0.01)

(0.04)

(-0.02)

-0.11

0.11

(0.08)

(0.01)

(-0.01)

(-0.03)

(-0.04)

sponsorship

Smirnoff Vodka - cruise
ship
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Table 9.28 Correlations between responses to alcohol advertisements and positive and
negative beliefs for 18 to 29 year old women drinkers

Fun

Get on
better

Escape
hassles

Drink
driving
problem

drug

Dangerous

Creates
serious

j problems

Recalled exposure of.

DB Bitter - guru

(0.03)

(-0.02)

(0.04)

(-0.0s)

(0.03)

Jim Beam - guy in bar

(0.07)

(0.01)

(0.04)

(-0.01)

(-0.07)

Steinlager Blue - Blues
Brothers

(-0.04)

c0.04)

(0.07)

(0.06)

(0.04)

Southern Comfort Louisiana

(0.01)

(-0.04)

(0.00)

(0.0s)

c0.00)

Lion Red - l.eague

(0.08)

0.10

(0.00)

(0.01)

(0.02)

(-0.01)

-0.r2

sponsorship

Smirnoff Vodka - cruise

i c0.02)

ship

i....

Liking of:
DB Bitter - guru

(0.08)

(0.0s)

(-0.05)

(-0.06)

(-0.05)

Jim Beam - man in bar

a.n

(0.08)

(-0.0s)

-0.10

(-0.06)

Steinlager Blue - Blues
Brothers

(0.05)

(0.05)

(0.03)

(0.03).

(-0.07)

Southern Comfort -

0.12

(0.0s)

(0.03)

(-0.03)

c0.02)

o.t2

0.15

(-0.08)

(-0.08)

-0.10

(0.02)

(-0.00)

(-0.06)

(0.02)

(-0.00)

Louisiana

Lion Red - l.eague
sponsorship

Smirnoff Vodka - cruise
ship

9.3.4

Relationships between responses to alcohol advertisements and perceptions of
peer influence and behaviour
Correlations were strongest between perceived peer approval of drunkenness (for both men
and women) and recalled exposure and between perceived quantity of peer drinking and
recalled exposure for women.
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Table

9.29 Correlations between

responses to alcohol advertisements and perceptions

of peer influence and behaviour for 18 to 29 year old men and women drinkers
Pressure

Peer

Freq

Quantity

Freq

to match

approval

peer

peer

peer

drinking
- men

drinking
- men

Peer

drinking
- women

drinking
- women

(0.05)

(0.01)

(0.03)

(0.01)

o.l2

0.19

(0.02)

0.15

(-0.02)

0.15

0.1I

(0.01)

(0.04)

(-0.02)

o.r2

(0.0e)

c0.04)

c0.04)

(-0.02)

(0.02)

(-0.04)

0.10

0.11

(0.05)

0.r2

0.r2

0. 13

(-0.01)

o.t4

0.23

(-0.0e)

(0.07)

(0.02)

(-0.01)

(0.04)

i (-0.02)

(-0.01)

(0.01)

of
i Peer
j crinring drunken
r

l-men

ness -

ij
Recatted
i
of. i
DB Biner i

; Quantity

i

lnen

i

exposure

suru

i

(-0.02)

- ii
bar iai:'

Jim Beam
guy in

i

i

(0.00)

i
ii

i C0.04)
i
|':
;:
: (O.Ot)
i
i
iir
i

Steinlager Blue

i!

Blues
Brothers
Southern
Comfort Louisiana
-

i
!

:

Lion Red (0.06)
League ii
sponsorship i
.:

Smirnoff

i

(0.09)

i

Vodka-cruise

ship
Likins of.

i
i

i
i
i

i

i

(0.01)

(0.03)

(0.0r)

(0.0e)

JimBeam- i

(-0.01)

(0.08)

(0.07)

0.14

(0.02)

0.11

(-0.06)

0.11

i

(0.01)

(0.02)

(-0.01)

(-0.05)

(0.00)

0.14

(-0.01)

(0.0e)

(-O.ogl

(0.0e)

(0.03)

(-0.01)

(-0.01)

(-0.02)

(0.04)

(0.02)

(0.08)

(0.08)

(0.04)

o.r2

(0.08)

(-0.0s)

0.14

(0.03)

o.t2

(-0.04)

(0.00)

(0.03)

(0.01)

0.10

0.02

DB Bitter guru
man in bar

Steinlager Blue

Blues
Brothers
-

i
i
;

Sourhern i
Comfort Louisiana
LionRed- i
i

i
i

kague

sponsorship

i
i

Smirnoff i
Vodka - cruise
ship
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9.4 REGRESSION ANALYSES

9.4.1 Overview

As noted previously, the regression analyses were undertaken separately for male and
female drinkers. The analyses had to be restricted to people who had values for all the
variables, which reduced the initial male sample

of

424 drinkers down

to 372, and

female

drinkers down from 475 to 399.

The significant predictors for the different alcohol consumption variables, problems from
own drinking, positive and negative beliefs and perceptions of peer attitudes and behaviour
are summarised in Table 9.30. Relationships that approached p values of 0.05 are shown in
brackets; those less than this have been left blank. Where there is a dash, this denotes that
the variable was not ineluded in the analysis.

this is denoted by

If

the direction of the regression was negative,

C). These key results are detailed in the following sections.

The logistic regression analyses with more than two categories required a chi-square score
test of the proportional odds assumption. These were all undertaken and all indicated that a
proportional odds model was appropriate for the data. The chi-square tests of the fitted
models for the logistic regressions all had p values of less than 0.0001, except the models

predicting men's positive beliefs, where p:0.006, men,s negative beliefs (p:0.005) and
women's negative beliefs (p :0.02).

9.4.1 Predictors of alcohol consumption

Most of the alcohol consumption measures were input as continuous variables, but were
subjected to log-transformations to approximate more normal distributions. The variables
that were grouped into categories were as follows:

- Those who said they were drinking more than the year before (n:60 males and n:62
females) were compared with those who were drinking the same or less (n:314 males and
n:364 fernales).

- Those

who said they were drinking less than a year ago (n:203 males

females) were compared with those who were drinking the same or more

n:187

and,

(n:171

n:239

males and

females).

- There were ITVo of the women drinkers who never got drunk, and another 6% who got
drunk less than once a year, so for women drinkers this variable was input as three
categories: those getting drunk once a year or less

(n:156); those getting drunk less than
once a month (n:135), and those getting drunk at least once a month (n:lOg).
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The R-square values for most of the rnodels were satisfactory. The
most marked exceptions
were the models for drinking less, indicating that these are poor models.

Liking of the alcohol advertisements was a predictor of drinking frequency, quantiry
and
annual volume for both men and women. It was also a predictor of how
often the lg to 29
year old men drank enough to feel drunk. The only ttring that recalled
exposure was a

predictor of was men drinking more.
Peer influences varied for the different consumpdon variables. Frequency
of drinking for
both men and women was predicted by the perceived frequency of peer drinking.
For men
quantity was predicted by both perceived peer quantity and peer frequency,
with perceived

peer approval of drunkenness being a weaker predictor. For women, perceived
peer
quantity was the only peer-related predictor of their own quantity. Men
and
women varied

in the main peer predictor of annual volume; for men it was peer quantity and for
women it
was peer frequency. Frequency of feeling drunk was predicted by perceived
peer approval
of drunkenness.

The main influence of age was for drinking more, where younger people were
more likely
to say they were drinking more, both men and women. Younger people were
also more
likely to report drinking enough to feel drunk, especially the women.

9.4.2 Predictors of alcohol-related problems
As noted in the previous section, two variables were created; one that was the
number of
the ten items for which they reported at least one occurrence (types
of problems), anll one
that was the frequency of problems reported, based on the sum of
the number of problems
reported for each item (frequency of problems). The types
of problems for

men were

grouped into: no problems

(n:91), one to three (n:195)

and

4 or more

(n:g6).

For

women the groupings were: none

(n:180), one to fwo (n= 145) and three or more (n:74).
For frequency of problems reported by rnen the categories were: no problems (n:91),
one
to ten problems (n:173), and more than ten problems (n:108). The
categories none, one
to five, six or more, were used for women, the number in each category being
lg0, 134,
and 85.

Similar patterns emerged for both types and frequency of problems. As would
be expected
from previous research, (Casswell, Zhang and Wyllie, 1993) the consumption variable
which was included in the model (quantity of alcohol consumed on a rypical
occasion), was
the most significant predictor of the number of alcohol-related problems
reported, for both
men and women. However, men's liking for alcohol advertisements
remained

significantly
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associated with problems after the effect of quantity consumed and the other variables
such

as age were controlled

for.

This means that the men who liked alcohol advertisements
more were more likely to report alcohol problems, compared with men who drank the same
quantities of alcohol, but liked the advertisements less.
Perceived peer approval

if they got drunk

was also a positive predictor of alcohol-related

problems. Perceived peer pressure to match peer drinking was also a predictor for women;
for men it was only so for types of problems.
9.4.4 Predictors of positive and negative beliefs about drinking
The mean score for the three positive belief items was input into the regression analyses as
two categories' For men, one category was based on a mean score of less than or equal to
three (n:269), and the other on a score greater than three (n:103), five being the highest
level of agreement. For women, the categories were less than three (n:291), and equal to
or greater than three (n:108). The mean scores for the three negative belief items were
grouped into two categories; those who agreed strongly on all three items and had
a mean
score of five (n:104 males and n:197 females), and those with lower scores (n:26g
males and

n:202

females).

The R-square values for all four models were low, indicating the need for caution when
interpreting the results. Liking for the alcohol advertisements was a predictor of positive

for both men and women. The more they liked the alcohol advertisements, the
more likely they were to agree with the grouping of positive beliefs, these being that:
drinking alcohol makes life more fun and exciting; people get on better together when
attitudes

they've had a few drinks; and drinking alcohol is a good way to escape from the hassles
of
everyday life. Perceived peer approval for getting drunk was a positive predictor

for men;

the more men thought their peers would approve of them
they were to hold positive beliefs about drinking.

if

they got drunk, the more likely

The more the men liked the alcohol advertisements, the less likely they were to agree
with
the grouping of sratements about problems associated with arcohol (p:0.0tg), these being
that: drinking and driving is a major problem in New Zealand; alcohol is a dangerous
drug;
and alcohol creates very serious problems in this country.
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9.4.5 Predictors of perceptions of peer influence and behaviour

The responses for perceived peer pressure to match peer drinking were divided into two
groups; those either agreeing or being neutral (n:116 for males and n:67 for
females) and
those disagreeing

(n:261 for

males and

n:332 for females). Similarly, perceived peer

approval of drunkenness was divided into those who agreed with or were neutral about the
statement (n:253 for males and n:209 for females) and those who disagreed (n:119
for
males and n:190 for females).
Recalled exposure was a predictor of perceived peer approval of drunkenness, for both
men
and women, but these were poor models. Among women, recalled exposure was also
a

predictor

of the perceived quantity consumed by

respondent's own rypical quantity consumed.
perceptions of peer approval of drunkenness.

peers, after controlling

for

the

Liking was also a predictor for women's

9.s STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELLING
The structural equation modelling was applied to all persons (18 to 29 years) who had
consumed alcohol in the previous 12 months and had valid data on all the measures

(N:791).
9.5.1 Variables
9.5.1.1 Composition of latent variables

Liking of advertis

enrc nts

In developing the latent variables for liking of the alcohol advertisemenb, an exploratory
factor analysis was undertaken (based on the total sample), using the principal components
method of analysis. Two factors were identified that had eigenvalues of greater
than

1.0

and these two factors together explained 46%

of the variance. The three beer

advertisements and the Jim Beam advertisement loaded on the

frst factor and the other two

spirits advertisements loaded highest on the second (see Table

9.31). To retain
comparability with the 10 to 17 year old study, it was decided to base the SEM on
the three
beer advertisements- A confirmatory factor analysis, based on the sample to be used
for the
SEM' confirmed that there was only one factor with an eigenvalue exceeding 1.0 and it
explained MVo

of

the variance. The loading of each of the three variabtes was as follows:
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Adl (liking of DB Bitter
Lion

ad) 0.65; Ad2 (liking of Steintager Blue ad) 0.71; Ad3 (tiking
Red sponsorship ad) 0.62. These variables were input into ttre
SEM with

ranging from

I

of

scores

(dislike a lot) to 5 (like a lot).

Table 9.31 Rotated factor pattern for liking of alcohol advertisements
Advertisement

Factor

1

Factor 2

i
i

0.50

o.2l

i

0.60

0.27

Steinlager Blue beer

0.64

0.03

Southern Comfort

0.l5

0.66

Lion Red beer (sponsorship)

0.68

-0.18

Smirnoff Vodka

-0.02

0.79

--.-'.--"-i---..

beer
Jim Beam bourbon
DB

Positive beliefs

An exploratory factor analysis identified that all three positive beliefs
loaded on the only
factor with an eigenvalue exceeding 1.0. This factor explained
SyVo ofthe variance.
The

loadings of each variable on the factor

were: Positivel (drinking alcohol makes life more

fun and exciting) 0.75; Positive2 (people get on better together when
they,ve had a few
drinks) 0.71; Positive3 (drinking alcohol is a good way ro escape
from the hassles of
everyday life) 0.66. These variables were input into the SEM
with scores ranging from I
(disagree a lor) to 5 (agree a lot).

9.5.I.2 Other variables
Peer influence was a latent variable based on a single indicator,
which was an average of
the scores on the two perceived peer influence variables (peer
pressure if drinking less than
them; peer approval if got drunk, which both used five point
scales). This and peer liking

of advertising, quantity of alcohol, alcohol-related problems and quantity
norm were input
as single indicator latent variables, with assumed error terms.
Age and gender
were

specified as fxed variables without measurement error.
Peer liking

of alcohol advertising was based on a five-point scale.
euantiry and quantity

norm (the quantity they thought 18 to 29 year olds of same gender
would drink at a hotel or
pub) were based on continuous variables that were
subjected to logarithmic transformations
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prior to the SEM. Alcohol-related problems was formed into four categories, based on the
number of the ten types of problems the person reported experiencing at least once in the
previous 12 months (0, 1-2,3-5, 6-10). Age was input as a continuous variable.
9.5.1.3 Independent and dependent variables

Liking of the beer advertisements, positive beliefs and quantity of alcohol were

rhe

dependent latent variables. Peer liking, peer influence, quantiry norm and age and gender
were independent latent variables. The relationship benveen the independent variables was

not of interest in the model; they were included in the model because of their relationship
with the dependent variables.

9.5.2 Relationship between response to advertising, beliefs, quantity of alcohol,

and

alcohol-related problems

9.5.2.1 Initial model
The initial model that was used to develop the final model is specified below in Figure 9.3
although, as noted previously, there had been some limited modelling undertaken prior to

this. Consistent with the

hypotheses outlined previously, there were reciprocal paths

specified from liking of the advertisements to the quantity of alcohol consumed on a typical
occasion. There was also an indirect relationship specified via positive beliefs and again
paths were specified as being in both directions.

The path from tiking to alcohol-related problems was specified via the quantity of alcohol.
Although the regression analyses for men identified liking as being a predictor of problems
after controlling for quantify of alcohol, this was not the case for the women. Therefore, in
keeping with the principle of parsimony, no direct path was specified in the initial model.
However, the modelling process allowed for the subsequent identification of a path if it was
present.

The path from peer influence to quantity was hypothesised to be both direct and via positive

beliefs. The quantity norm, the perceived quantity rypically consumed by their agelgender
group at a pub, was included in the model with a direct path to quantity of alcohol
consumed by the respondent. The specification of the paths for the other independent
variables of peer liking, age and gender were based on an examination of the correlation
matrix, although the paths were only included if they were consistent with the researcher,s
understanding of likely relationships based on orher research and knowledge.
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9.5.2.2 Omitted variables
Recalled exposure was not included in the initial model, because of the lack of significant
relationships between it and the consumption measures in the regression analyses. Negative

beliefs were also not included. Although men showed a significant relationship between
them and liking of the advertisements, the relationship for women was weaker. After
considering this information in association with ttre correlation between negative beliefs and

quantity

it

was decided that, in the interests of parsimony, negative beliefs should be
excluded from the model.

9.5.2.3 Correlation matrix to be analvsed
The correlations generated by PRELIS 2 are shown in Table 9.32.

9.5.2.4 Final model
The details of the final measurement model are specified in Table 9.33, showing the
contribution of each of the indicator variables to each of the latent variables.
Although the initial model specified reciprocal paths, it was initially run without them
because it was considered unlikely that the model would run with that many paths,
particularly reciprocal paths. The model was run with the path from liking to quanriry, both
directly and via positive beliefs, but with no paths in the reverse direction. As part of the
LISRELS process the computer checked for other paths that might be significant; none of

were. However, it was considered desirable to have a final model that
controlled fbr the reciprocal influences, even if they were not significant. This would
remove any possible confounding effect resulting from any reciprocal relationship.
Therefore the model that had resulted from the computations was run again with the
reciprocal paths included. This ran successfully and provided a good fit to the data. None
of the reciprocal paths were significant and they are shown on Figure 9.4, the final model,
as dotted lines to signiff that they have been included in the final model.
the reciprocal paths

The LISRELS process identified that the deletion of trvo paths from the initial model would
provide a model that had a better fit to the data. One of these was the path from gender
to

quantity; the

influence was only indirect via positive beliefs and liking of the
advertisements. The other path that was omitted was from peer influence to quantity;
the
remaining path was indirect via positive beliefs.
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The final model is detailed in Figure 9.4 and the estimated standardized and un-standardized
coefficients, the standard errors and t-values for the measurement and structural equation
models, as well as the squared rnultiple correlations (R-square) for the structural equation
model are specified in Tabte 9.34. The standardised total effects are shown in Table 9.35.
The initial model allowed for correlations benveen error terms of observed variables for all
independent latent variables. The model evaluation identified that two of these should be
fixed as having zero correlation, these being between the error terms for age and gender
and for quantity norm and age. The initial model also fixed the correlations between error

terms of observed variables for the independent and dependent latent variables at zero.

However, in the final model three of these are correlated: gender and liking for the first of
the beer advertisements, the fiist positive belief item and liking of the second beer
advertisemenr, age and liking of the third beer advertisement.

The daa provided support for the hypothesised influence of liking of the advertisemenrs on

quantity. This was both direct and indirect via positive beliefs; liking of advertisemenrs
leading to more positive beliefs about drinking, leading to the consumption of greater
quantities of alcohol. The standardised total effect of liking on quantity, calculated from
the

direct, indirect and looped effects was 0.33.

As expected, quantity was strongly related to level of problems reported from their own
drinking (0'90). The standardised effect of liking of the advertisements on problems was

0.29. The perceived norm for the quantity

consumed by people of similar age and gender

was a strong predictor of the quantity consumed by the respondents. Peer influence, while

not having a direct effect on quantity, did have an indirect effect via positive beliefs. The
data also showed support for a path from peer liking of alcohol advertisements to the

respondent's liking.

Males were more likely to like these beer advertisements and to have more positive beliefs
about drinking, however there were no direct gender influences on quantity. Age did have
a direct influence on quantity, but not on positive beliefs or
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liking of the advertisements.

9.5.2.5 Assessment of the final model

Liking of the advertisements, positive beliefs, the quantity norm and age explained 65% of
the variance for the quantity of alcohol. The goodness of fit measures all indicated that this
was a good model. The chi-square value was 47.8

(df:4g, p:0.4g) and the ratio of chisquare to degrees of freedom was 1.0. The goodness of fit index (GFI) and adjusted
goodness of fit index (AGFD both approximated the ideal of 1.0. The root mean
square
error of approximation (RMSEA) approximated the ideal of 0.0, with the upper confidence
level being 0.023. The p-value for test of close fit was 1.0. The expected cross-validation
index (ECVI) was 0.17 and the 90Vo upper confidence level was 0.20. Both the ECVI and
the upper confidence level were less than the ECVI for the saturated model (0.23). The
measures

root mean square residual RMR was 0.024. (For more detail on
see section 7.5.T.

9-5.3

Relationship between response

standardised

to

these

advertising, beliefs, and increased

consumption

The initial model, as shown in Figure 9.5 was based on the hypotheses specified in section
8.1, with a reciprocal relationship specified between recalled exposure and drinking more.
There was also a path between these two variables that went via positive beliefs. Negative
beliefs were not included in the model as the correlations between them and recalled
exposure were low (only nvo out

of

advertisements were included because

18 correlations were 0.05 or higher). All six
they all loaded on one factor. Because of the lack of

variance explained by the regression analyses to predict drinking more, consideration was
given to what other variables might be predictors. It was hypothesised that measures of

income, occupation and marital status could be predictors. Examination of the correlation
coefficients identified that whether the person was marriedi living with a permanent parmer
had a relationship with drinking more.

When the model was based on all 18 to 29 year old drinkers, neither of the reciprocal paths
between recalled exposure and drinking more was significant. When the SEM was based

just on males, remembering ttrat

it

was males that were significant for the regression

analyses, a satisfactory model could not be identified. SEMs were also undertaken based
just on the three beer advertisements, to be comparable with the SEMs reported in
the

previous section. These produced fhe same results as the SEMs based on the
six
advertisements- Because of the lack of significant results, no further details of the analyses
have been provided.
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Table 9.32: Correlation matrix created by pRELIS 2
Sex

i

Sex

Occasion

Liking

quantity
norm

Adl

1.000

--

i.oii
.22

--:i;

*l;
.16

.09

--".i;
.

Liking Ad 2
Liking Ad

Liking

Liking

Positive

Ad2

Ad3

Belief I

1.000

Positive

Occasion

Belief

Quantity

3

I

---..--.-..--.......i

3

i

.rg7

i

:

-.002

i

...............'............: -{..--.......,.......-..i

Positive Belief

Positive
Belief 2

l3i

I

.l13

1.000
"'-'-'......--."-i

.r2s

i

1.000

i

.r34

i

.4tl

1.000

i

.134

i

.336
*-;;i

295

:

--..-....-...............;

.071

i

*-.-----.--.-.....; ".--..-------**..:

.o7s i
.232
..'-"--'-"..-----i .-----------'-.i
.115;
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Table 9.33: Measurement Modets for Latent variables for lg - 2g year olds

Advertisement

2

!

O.St

bliefs,about
drinkiqg:
Pbsrtive.

Drinking aleohsl nrakes
Iife more ftrn and exciting

0.48

1.00

Peollle g€t on better
together when they'rre had

o.4

0,9r

0.33

0.89

a few drinks

Drinkhg aleohol is a
gcod way to escape from
hassles of everyday life

2t2

Table 9.34: Structural Equation Model for lg-29 year olds
Latent variables (R-square)

Unstandardised

SE

Coefficient

0.0s i

16.71

:

Liking of advertisements
Positive beliefs
Occasion quantity

Ase
-b-

norm

0.18
0.38

;

O.Sg

,

_0.10

i

-

I-ikine of adviliiii6iiieriiil (d:a1iPeer liking

*

0.35
o.49

i

0.16 i 2.23
O.r7 i 2.91
0.07 i 7.29
0.03 i -2.r7

i

!

.*...--.----.i--..

i--*--*--

:

0.@

Gender

0.30
-0.08

-0.10

0.04 i 7.96
o.o2 i. -2.07

Liking of advertisements
Peer influence
Gender
Occasion

of alcohol

Table 9.35: Standardised Total Effects

Age
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9.6 SUMMARY OF 18 TO 29 ANALYSES
This study provided support for the hypothesis that more positive responses to televised
beer advertisements (as measured by liking) resulted in larger quantities of alcoSol
being
consumed by 18 to 29 year old New Zealanders. It did not provide support
for the
hypothesis that drinking larger quantities of alcohol led to more positive responses
to beer

advertisements. The model, which provided a good fit to the data, was consistent
with
liking of beer advertisements having both a direct influence on quantity and an indirect
influence, via its influence on positive beliefs. These results were also consistent
with the
hypothesis that more positive responses to beer advertising were associated with
increased
alcohol-related problems.

Although negative beliefs did not show sufficient relationships with other variables to
include them in the structural equation model, where the emphasis must be on parsimony,
the regression analyses did identiff a significant relationship betrreen liking and
negative
beliefs for men and a similar relationship for women fhat was approaching significance

at

the 0.05 level.

As for the l0 to i7 year olds, recalled exposure was related to perceptions of peer influence
and behaviour. In the 18 to 29 year olds' regression analyses it was a significant predictor
for female perceptions of peer quantities consumed and both female and male perceptions

relating to peer acceptance of drunkenness. Recalled exposure was also a predictor
of
drinking more for men, whereas neither liking nor any of the peer influence variables were
significant predictors of drinking more. In the structural equarion modelling, neither bf the
reciprocal paths between recalled exposure and drinking more was significant.

2t5

CHAPTER 10
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
This research has examined the responses of 10 to 17 year old and 18 to 29 year old New
Zealanders to televised alcohol advertisements approximately 20 months after a four-fold
increase in expenditure on this type of advertising.

10.1 Yorng people's exposure to alcohol advertising and their reqlonses to it
The research showed that the

l0 to

13 year olds were being exposed to alcohol advertising,

despite the restriction on brand advertising until after

9pm. Most of this

age group were

watching television after 9pm at some stage in a typical week; the typical male was viewing

2 hours and the females 1.3 hours. This level of after 9pm viewing was consistent with the
recall of the advertisements; almost half of the 10 to 13 year olds could recall having seen
at least four of the six advertisements asked about.

However, the number of hours l0 to 13 years olds viewed after 9pm were considerably less
than the 6 and 4-8 hour medians for 14 to 17 year old males and females. This difference

was also reflected

in the 14 to 17 year olds having higher recalled exposure of

the

advertisements. This suggests that the 9pm restriction is reducing, but not stopping,
the
exposure of 10 to 13 year olds to the televised alcohol advertising.

The l0 to 13 year old boys were particularly likely to acknowledge that alcohol advertising
was an important source of information about drinking and almost half of them
accepted the
portrayals in alcohol advertising as realistic. Almost two ilrirds of them felt
that alcohol
advertising does encourage teenagers to drink.
I

There was less acknowledgement of the influence of alcohol advertising among the
older
age groups. This could either be due to more of them not believing it has
an influence, or
being less prepared to acknowledge the influence. However, as noted previously, people
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can still be critical of advertising and yet be influenced by its communications (Cbvell
et

al.,

1994).

Given the imporance of liking of the alcohol advertisements that has been identified in
this
research, it should be noted that alcohol advertisements appeared to be comparatively
popular, particularly with males. Almost half the 14 to 17 year old boys and
a similar
proportion of the 18 to 29 year old men agreed that some of their favourite advertisements
on television were alcohol advertisements. The lower level

for

10

to 13 year old boys may

reflect their more limited exposure to the advertising.

There were also nearly a third of the 18 to 29 year old men who said they usually paid
close aftention to alcohol advertisements on television, which was higher than for
the

younger groups.

Discussion with peers is likely to contribute to the influence of alcohol advertisements
that
are viewed. Thirty-nine percent of the 14 to 17 year old males reported discussing
them

with friends.

The response facilitation role of alcohol advertising (Atkin, 1990) was assessed by asking
the 18 to 29 year olds how often they felt they'd like to get up and have some alcohol to

drink after watching alcohol advertisements on television. Nineteen percent said at least
*occasionally"

and 3Vo said

"often'. This compared with Atkin

and Block

(lggt)

where in

their sample of predominantly 18 to ?2 year old Americ ans, 28% reported that at
leasl once
a month they went to the refrigerator to get a beer after seeing a beer advertisement.

10.2 Relationships between young people's positive

restrxlnses to alcohol

advertisements and drinking-related behaviours

The trro surveys both identified a relationship between positive responses to televised
alcohol advertising (as measured by liking of specific adverrisements) and alcohol
consumption or expected furure consumption. Among the younger

l0 to 17 year old age
group' the findings from the structural equation modelling were consistent
with the
hypothesis that positive responses to beer advertising were contributing
to an increase in
expected frequency of future drinking. Other research would suggest that
such expec6ncy
'measures are good indicators of likely
behaviour (Austin and
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Meili, Igg4). The l0 to

17

data were also consistent with the beer advertising contributing to an increased
frequency

of

current drinking, although the relationship was just under the 0.05 level of significance.
Among 18 to 29 year olds, structural equation modelling provided suppoft for the
hypothesis that positive responses to alcohol advertisements resulted in the consumption

larger quantities of alcohol on drinking occasions and this resulted

of

in the drinker

experiencing more problems as a consequence of their drinking.

These results should be interpreted as providing tentative support for these hypothesised
paths of influence. They can only be seen as tentative because of the
exploratory nature

of

the analyses and because of the limitations of establishing causality with a single crosssectional study. While ttre data are consistent with the model shown, it is possible ttrat
other models could also have been identified that were an equally good

contributes
theoretical

fit to the data. What

to the credibility of any particular model is the extent to which there is
or other research support for it (as discussed below). Further studies that

provided confirmation of the current models would strengthen the findings.
Both of the structural eguation models provided a good

coefficients involving the liking

fit to the data. The standardised

of the alcohol advertisements were

generally

of

a

magnitude that was comparable with other influences. The weakest of the relationships
was

from liking of the advertisements to current frequency of drinking for the l0 to 17 year
olds. This had a standardised coefficient of 0.13 and was just under the 0.05 level of
significance on the t-test. The standardised total effect of liking on expected drinking
at age
20 was 0'41, which was similar to that between peer behaviour and expected
drinking at

age

20. A slightly

higher coefficient was evident between peer behaviour and current

frequency of drinking (0.50).

Likewise in the 18 to 29 study, relationships involving liking of the advertisements
had
comparatively high standardised coefftcients compared with peer and normative
influences.
The net effect of liking on the quantity consumed by the drinker on a typical occasion
was
0'33' which compares with the perceived norm for the quantity that their agelgender group
consumed on a typical occasion which had a value of 0.53 with quantity.
The strength

of

the relationship between the quantity consumed and alcohol-related problems (0.90)
was
reflected in liking of the advertisements having a standardised total effect
on problems of
0.29.
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It is not possible to compare

standardised coefficients between studies and therefore

it

is

diffrcult to make comparisons with previous surveys. Although all of these have shown
significant relationships between exposure/response to alcohol advertising and drinkingrelated behaviours (Atkin et

al., l9g3; Atkin et al., l9g4; Atkin and Block, l9g4;

strickland 1982; Adlaf and Kohn, l9g9; Aitken et al., lggg; Grube and wallack, 1994;
Connolly et al., 1994), they have varied considerably in their conclusions as to the
implications of the results.

10.2.1 Reciprocal paths of influence

The use of non-recursive structural equation modelling allowed for some testing of
reciprocal paths of influence, however the models become too complex and will not come

to convergence if there are too many reciprocal paths. The hypothesis that current
consumption would also have an influence on response to the advertisements was not
supported by the modelling for either age

group. However, particularly with the l0 to lZ

year olds, the small sample size and the number of parameters in the model may have
limited the ability of the model to adequately identiff reciprocal effects.

An alternative hypothesis that was explored, via a structural eguation model with the l0 to
17 year olds' data, was that liking of alcohol advertisements or recall of them was a
result

of a generalised liking for alcohol. There was no

evidence

to

support this hypothesis,

however, once again, this result may have reflected the limitations resulting from the
sample size. This alternative hypothesis was not explored with the l8 to 29 year
olds as by
this age any generalised liking would in most cases be reflected in their drinking
behaviour,

which was already included in the model that was tested.

While arguing that there are good reasons to support a hypothesis that those 18 to 29 year
olds who like alcohol advertisements will be encouraged to drink more heavily and

will

experience more problems as a consequence,

it was surprising to find the data did not
support an influence in the opposite direction. It had been expected that drinking
larger
quantities would have led to a greater liking of alcohol advertisements.
One of the
arguments sometimes put forward is that drinkers are more likely to attend to
alcohol
advertising to seek reinforcement for their behaviour. However, the focus here
is on liking
rather than attention. It may be ttrat ttre existing heavier drinkers are already
using alcohol
to meet the needs emphasised in the advertising and therefore the advertising
doesn't have
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as much appeal as might have

initially been expected. However, for those not yet drinking

to their full potential, the advertising may be offering appeals that encourage them
to drink
larger quantities.

10.2.2 Increased drinking

It

l8 to 29 year old study liking of the advertisements was not
related to drinking more than the year before. It is feasible that the appeal of
alcohol
should be noted that in the

advertising was contributing to increasing quantities being consumed at the time

of

the

suryey' but other influences were working to stop there being any increase in overall
consumption. Following this line of reasoning, the people who are finding the alcohol
advertising appealing will be less affected than others by the influences that are
decreasing
consumption, as evidenced by their consuming larger quantities relative to the
others.

It

appears that

a similar dynamic is probably operating with peer influences. As with

liking, there was no relationship between drinking more and perceptions of peer drinking
and peer influences among the 18 to 29 year olds.

10.3 Relationship between recalled exposure and responses to alcohol advertising and
perceptions of normative peer behaviour

The measure of recall used in the current study, recalled exposure, took into
account how
often the young people recalled seeing each of the specific advertisements.
This measure
showed significant relationships, as identified through the regression analyses,
with
the

variables shown in Table 10.1.
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Table 10.1 Variables predicted by recalled exposure

10 to 17 year olds

Perceived frequency of peer dyinking
Perceived peer acceptance of drinking (and drunkenness)

i

18 to 29 year old
women
18 to 29 year old men

Perceived quantiry peers drink
Perceived peer accepance of drunkenness
Perceived peer acceptance of drunkenness

Drinking more than 12 months ago

There was some indication from the regression analyses that recalled exposure may be
associated with the drinking status of 10 to 13 year olds, but because of the small
numbers
of drinkers in this age group, this result needs to be interpreted with caution. However, the
result is consistent with the limited exposure that this age group has to alcohol advertising;
thus

it is likely that

the main influence

will be whether they are seeing the advertisemen$,

rather than the content.

The two sildies indicated that recalled exposure may have some influence on perceptions
of
normative behaviour by the same age/gender group. Among the l0 to 17 year
olds the
regression analyses indicated that being exposed to alcohol advertisements could
have been
increasing the young people's perceptions as to how often their age/gender group
drank
and

how accepting their friends were of drinking and occasional drunkenness. Among
the lg to
29 year old women, those who recalled more advertisements were more likely to think
that
women of their age drank larger quantities. Recall of more advertisements was also
associated with more of a perception that their friends would approve

was also the case for the

men.

if they got drunk; this

These are potentially important influences, given that the

structural equation models have provided support for the hypothesis that perceptions
of peer
influences and drinking play an important role in determining young people's

own drinking
behaviour. However, the regression analyses cannot identify directions of influence. For
example, it may be with the l8 to 29 year olds that the relationships existed
because mixing
with people who drank larger quantities and were more accepting of drunkenness resulted

in

them recalling more alcohol advertisements. Unfortunately, the sample size and
limitations of the modelling process did not allow for the possibility of including
these
influences

in the structural

equation model; this would have resulted
complex model with many reciprocal paths.
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in a much

more

Not a lot can be concluded about the final relationship listed in Table t0.l as the SEMs
failed to show zupport for a path from recalled exposure to increased drinking, when the
reciprocal path was included in the model.

10.4 Theoretical support for research findings
That both liking and recalled exposure have shown relationships with different variables
suggests that there is not likely to be a singular mechanism that explains how alcohol
advertising influences young people. This is not surprising, given the range of theoretical
perspectives discussed in the earlier chapters.
The results suggest that volume of advertising as well as content are likely to play a role.
The volume of advertising that young people are exposed to appears to have a particular
influence in terms of perceptions as to what is normative behaviour by people of similar
age

and gender. The prevalence

of the alcohol advertising may conrmunicate a message

suggesting that drinking

is more widespread than the viewer originally thought was the
case; the advertising may make alcohol a lot more present in their lives than it used
to be.
Also the drinking behaviours and acceptance of drinking behaviours that the viewers
perceive in the televised advertising may lead them to believe that people
drink larger
quantities than they originaily thought to be the case.

An important contribution of this research is the identification of the value of examining
positive responses to alcohol advertisements. This emphasis is consistent with
theoretical
perspectives that emphasise the importance of the active recipient, valued
outcomes, and the

need to consider affective/emotional responses.

(It

should be noted that the selection

of

advertisements for the studies was not based on their likely appeal to young people.)

This research was based on the theoretical position that different people interact differently
with each advertisement and advertisements are only going to have an influence if they
meet certain needs that the individual has;

if

they offer valued outcomes. In the current

study it has been assumed that the extent to which an advertisement is meeting a person's
needs, will be reflected in how positively they respond to it. Social learning theory
(Bandura, 1977) emphasises that people are most likely to imitate
behaviour that offers
valued outcomes- Uses and gratifications theory @ubin, 1986) and the psychodynamic
approaches

(lannon and Cooper, 1967) both emphasise the imporance of identiffing

consumer needs. The psychodynamic approaches also draw attention to the
fact that these
needs are not necessarily rational or particularly conscious.
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As outlined in the inftoduction, the advertising that was being shown in New Zealand
was
offering a number of appeals for this age group (Wyllie et al., lggT), lrt us consider
those
appeals in relation to the 18 to 29 year olds and quantities they conzumed.
The strong

link

in the alcohol advertising with fun and excitement may encourage some people to consume
Iarger quantities in the hope of having more fun and excitement in their own lives.
some of

the advertisements endorsed the value of drinking for retaining peer group support.
Therefore, some people may be encouraged to drink more heavily if they believe
it will
earn peer grouP support, particularly

if they believe

that the peers drink more heavity than

they currently do themselves. Some of the advertisements were seen to be encouraging
heavy drinking. Perhaps the most important dynamic is the emphasis in beer advertising
in
New Zealand on macho masculinity; this is reflected in part in the heavy brewery
promotion of physical contact sports such as rugby and rugby league. As
noted previously,
this association of drinking with macho masculinity links in with a cultural norm that
emphasises heavy

drinking. One of the common aims of advertising is to link in with

existing cultural nonns, so that the impact

of the advertising

extends far beyond the

advertising campaign (Iannon and Cooper, l9g3; Strate, 1991).

While flese comments have been addressed to the 18 to 29 year olds, the qualitative
research (Wyllie et al., 1997) also identified features in the alcohol advertisements
that
provided valued outcomes for the young viewers. Many of these were
similar to what
appealed to the older people: peer group acceptance, appealing role models,
and having
fun' The young people were responding more positively to the advertisements that
provided these valued outcomes than to those &at communicated messages
and images that
were less relevant to them.

The measurement of positive responses to advertisements, via liking, also
acknowledged the
importance of affective/emotional responses. As noted in chapter 2, there
is an increasing
acknowledgement of the importance of examining emotional responses.
Advertisements are

often seeking to corununicate on an emotional level, especially when they are
trying to
promote brands that offer no real advantages over one another, except
for the emotionbased appeals that can be built in via advertising. Rossiter and percy (19g7)
have noted the
importance of advertisements being liked, especially with low involvement
advertising,

which is most cornmon with fast moving consumer goods such as alcohol.
The use of
emotional appeals can assist in gaining attention and aiding recall (Ray
and Batra, l9S3).
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An

important aspect

of

emotion-based advertising

is that there is less likelihood of

counterarguing (Ray and Barra, 1983).

While liking has been identified as important, it is unlikely to be enough in and of itself.
No matter how much a person likes a particular advertisement, it is not going to have a lot
of effect if the person does not see it and other appealing advertisements sufficiently
frequently- The research was only able to ask about six alcohol advertisements and only
the three beer advertisements were used in the structural equation modelling. One might
assume that those who responded positively to these three beer advertisements would also
have responded positively to many of the other beer advertisements ttrey had seen and it
was the net effect from all the advertisements they had responded positively to that was

evident in the relationships identified in the research.

10.5 The role of positive and negative beliefs

The 18 to 29 year olds' study supported the hypothesis that alcohol advertising was
influencing drinking behaviour both directly and indirectly via its influence on positive
beliefs about drinking. The positive appeals in the advertising were translating into more
positive beliefs about drinking. These findings are consistent with the recent experimental
study by Slater and Domenech (1995), who reported that repeated exposures to televised
beer advertisements lead to increased confrdence in assessments of the benefits of drinking
beer.

The findings from the 18 to 29 study were in part consistent with the research findings of
Grube and Wallack's (1994) study with l0 to 14 year olds, in that they found positive
beliefs to be an important mediating variable. However, they found that all the influence
was via positive beliefs and there was no direct path between response to the advertising
(recall) and the future drinking expectations.
The current study with 10 to 17 year olds identified positive responses to advertising
having

an influence on positive beliefs, but there was no significant relationship between positive
beliefs and either current or expected drinking behaviour. The reason for the difference in
results between the

l0 to I7

year old and 18 to 29 year old studies may relate to the
wording of the items used to measure positive beliefs. The statements in both studies were
designed to relate to benefits communicated by television advertising. In the lg to 29 year
olds' study these were that: *drinking alcohol makes life more fun and exciting"; ..people
get on better together when they've had a few dsinks'; and *drinking
alcohol is a good way
to escape from the hassles of everyday
ln the 10 to 17 year olds' study

life'.
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the four

statements used were: "young people who drink have more fun and excitement than those

who don't drink"; "young people who drink have more friends than those who don't
drink"; "you.tg women who drink are seen as more attractive than those who don't drink.;
and "young men who drink are seen as stronger and tougher than those who don't drink',.
In hindsight, it would seem that the statements used in the l0 to 17 year old study were
more extreme and the young people may have felt less prepared to acknowledge such overt
statements about the influence of advertising, leading to less differentiation by drinker

status. Ho (1994) reported that the research on social influence 'suggests overwhelmingly',
(p-54) that there is a reluctance to agree to statements such as these.
Neither liking nor recalled exposure were predictors of negative beliefs for the l0 to 17
year olds. Among the 18 to 29 year olds, negative beliefs also showed insufficient
relationships with other variables to include them

in the structural equation model, where
the emphasis must be on parsimony. However, the regression analyses did identiff a
significant relationship between liking and negative beliefs for males. Therefore the
possibility that the alcohol advertising was having a normalising effect, in terms of reducing
concern about the negative consequences of alcohol, cannot be entirely dismissed. The
study by Grube and Wallack (1994) also reported no relationships with negative beliefs.

10.6 The New Zealand context
What cannot be ascertained from this study is whether the results were influenced by the
large increase in televised alcohol advertising in New Zealand. While the novelty of this
greatly increased level of advertising may have contributed to its influence, it must also
be
remembered that there was little oppornrnity for any long term cumulative effects of
televised alcohol advertising to be influencing these young New Zealanders.

ln the period since alcohol advertising was introduced in New Zealand in February

1992,

there has continued to be a decline in aggregate levels of alcohol available for consumption
(Statistics New Zealand, 1996). This decline, which began in 1928,
is related to the real
price of alcohol (Zhang and Casswell, submitted). If the alcohol advertising is operating
in

the hypothesised directions, then it would probably be assisting in slowing the downward
trend in consumption. However, it must also be noted that these studies were examining
only certain aspects of alcohol consumption among two age groups and this does not
automatically translate into increased annual consumption by the whole population.
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10.7 Limitations of the current research
As acknowledged by Montenon (1996), it is a difficult task to disentangle the influences
of
alcohol advertising from other cultural, social and economic influences. The challenge
to
the researcher was to design measuring instruments that included as many of the possible
confounders, while maintaining an interview length that was acceptable to the young
respondents, thereby increasing the likelihood ofgood response rates and accurate
data.

In hindsight, it would have been useful to have had more predictors of

increased

consumption, to include in the modelling processes. In particular more measures relating
to

availability of alcohol, including access and economic issues, would have been useful, as
these tend to be important reasons for increased consumption (Wyllie et al,
1996). Recent
reports from longitudinal cohort studies in New 7,ealand, (Casswell and Zhang, 1997)
and
the Netherlands (van Reek et al., 1993) have both identified availability of alcohol
ro young
people as predictors of drinking when

older. In the Netherlands study, availability related
to both availability from parents and the young persons' access to money. In the New
Zealand study, a latent variable based on purchasing of alcohol and ease of access
to
alcohol at age 15 influenced quantities consumed at ages 15 and 18. However, the latent
variable was itself influenced by parental/peer attitudes at age 15, suggesting that ttre parent
and peer influences in the current 10

to 17 model may have been accounting for some of
the influence of access to alcohol. The New Zealand study also identified the importance
of
drinking on licensed premises at ages 18 and 21 as predictors of quantities consumed
in
current and subsequent drinking.
Other studies have identified the importance of achievement at school (Jessor and Jessor,
1975; Van Reek et al., 1993), which may reflect a broader concept of unconventionality
(Donovan, Jessor and Costa, 1991). Another possible confounder
might be the extent to

which young people have been exposed to education about advertising. Response to
alcohol moderation or any anti-alcohol promotions might also be possible confounders,
although neither van Reek et al, (1993) nor Connolly et al, (lgg4) found this to
be the case.

A major limitation of the current studies was the inability to control for the influence of
alcohol-related content in media prograrnmes. Although there is no New Zealand
data,
studies in other countries have identified that alcohol is included in programme
content
much more often than in advertising (Atkin, 1989; Fisher, 1993), and little of this is
portraying any negative consequences ofdrinking. It could be argued that,
because people
do not see such portrayals as advertising, there is less likelihood that people will see
the
content as attempts to persuade them to drink and they may be more accepting
of the
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messages. However,

it must be remembered that alcohol advertisements are very skilfully
designed and made at great expense with the specific purpose of selling alcohol. It is
therefore feasible that, per exposure, they do have more impact with young people than
other media content relating to alcohol. The current research provides some support for
this contention, having identified the importance of the appeal of the message. However,
the study has also identified the importance of the volume of advertising they are exposed to

and that volume, as reflected in recalled exposure, influences perceptions of normative
behaviour. Alcohol content in non-advertising media may well have a similar influence on
perceived norrns.

Exposure to forms of alcohol advertising other than shown on television was not included in

the current studies. Television is the most powerful medium and is especially well
equipped to reach people on an emotional level; it is also the medium that was attracting
the
greatest share of the alcohol advertising dollar (65%) in the period immediately prior
to the
research. Television was particularly dominant in beer advertising (Casswell et al., lgg4).
There should be no real concern about any possible confounding effects from responses to
alcohol advertising that appears in other media; the key issue is whether advertising-related

influences are identified and

it

doesn't really matter

if

some

of the influence is being

contributed by non-televised alcohol advertising.

A limitation of the current
became apparent

research was the size

of the 10 to 17

year old sample. As

in the analyses, this was too wide an age range to ideally analyse as one

group.

It

must also be acknowledged that

it would

have been preferable to have had a higher

response rate than the 54% achieved with the 10

to 17 year old sample. The

need for

parental consent appears to have contributed to the reduction. This may have provided
a

sample biased towards those with less protective parents; young people who may be
allowed greater exposure to television after 9 pm when the alcohol brand advertising is
running.

Better monitoring of parents' behaviour and possible influence at the time of the interview
would also be preferable.
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10.8 Suggestions for future research
In accord with the limitations noted above, if this research were to be repeated, it would be
ideal to have a sufflrcienfly large sample (at least 500) of l0 to 13 year olds and a similar
sized sample of 14 to 17 year olds. It would probably be more interesting to look just ar lg
to M year olds, rather than extend to 29 year olds, as in the current study; 18 to 24 year
olds being the heaviest drinking group.

One of the limitations of most of the research to date, including the current studies, has
been the failure to examine to what extent alcohol advertising is moving nondrinkers
along
a path towards

drinking. The measure of expected frequency of future drinking, as used in
the current l0 to 17 study, would be best complemented with a measure of interest in
drinking. This would differentiate between non{rinkers who had no interest in alcohol and
those who had moderate and high levels of interest.

It would also be useful to identiff

the

interest in alcohol among 'drinkers'. Some people who have had an occasional drink might
be classified as drinkers, but still have a lower interest in drinking than someone who is

keen to drink, but has not been able to because of parental constraints and such like. It
would be expected that, among this younger age group, alcohol advertising would have a
more direct relationship with interest in drinking than current drinking behaviour, because
of the impact of availability of alcohol on current consumption.
Given the limitations of cross-sectional studies, it would be useful to have a greater focus
on respondents' perceptions of changes in their own drinking behaviour. The measure used

in the current 18 to 29 study only asked if they were drinking more or less than 12 months
ago, but this question could have used a scale to differentiate between those who feti they

were drinking a lot more and a little more. It would also be of value to ascertain
perceptions as to whether quantities being consumed on drinking occasions
and frequency

of drinking larger quantities were changing. No question on changes in drinking was
included in the l0 to 17 study as it was assumed that at this age most would
be increasing
their consumption. However, it would still be useful to have a scale that measured
ttle
degree to which they felt they were increasing,

if

at all.

As has been emphasised throughout this thesis, this research has provided tentative support
for cerain theory-based hypotheses. Ideally what is now needed is for this research to be
replicated so that confirmatory structural equation models can be fitted. However,
the
reality is that studies such as this are almost never replicated as each researcher has the

opportunity to learn from his/her predecessors and utilise current knowledge about
the
freld' As noted above, some changes would be recommended on ttre basis of what has been
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learned from the curent studies. Therefore, further survey research on alcohol advertising
that utilised stnrctural ecuation modelling would also have to be labelled model generation

rather than model cortfirmation, given the criteria adopted by Joreskog and Sorbom
(le93b).

10.9 Implications from a public health perspective

It is appropriate at ttris point in time to again acknowledge

that this research has been

tf this research were to have an impact at a
public health level it would most likely be in influencing alcohol advertising policy, or
undertaken from a public health perspective.

possibly other health promotion strategies.

At the time this research was undertaken, alcohol brand advertising was restricted to after
9pm. The research shows that this is not stopping young people, including 10 to 13 year
olds, being exposed to alcohol advertising. However, it does appear to be limiting the
extent of the exposure; hours of viewing after 9pm and recalled exposure were lower in the
l0 to 13 than the 14 to 1? age group. Unlike the Grube and Wallack (1994) study with l0

to 14 year olds in the US, the 10 to 13 year olds in the current study did not show a
significant relationship (as indicated by the regression analyses) between responses to
atcohol advertising and expected drinking when older. This difference between the two
in New Zealand. However, there
are a number of other possible explanations: it may be a product of the slightly older age
group in the US study, the larger US sample providing more opportuniry for significant
studies could reflect the influence of the 9pm restriction

rezults, or the young people in ttre US havrng had a lifetime of exposure to televised alcohol

advertising. ln the current study, whether a l0 to 13 year old was a drinker or not was
predicted by the recalled exposure measure. Although the small number of drinkers
necessitates caution when attempting to draw conclusions, this finding is consistent with the

level of exposure to televised alcohol advertising being important at this age.

of advertising that people are exposed to
(as reflected in recalled exposure) is associated wi0r perceptions of what is normative
behaviour. Therefore the research findings, while tentative, are consistent with public

Beyond the 10

to

13 year age range, the volume

health calls for restrictions on the broadcasting of alcohol advertisements. While the 9pm
restriction may be having some effect, particularly among the 10 to 13 year olds, obviously
a total ban would be likely to have a greater effect.

The research has pointed to the importance of the content of alcohol advertisements, given
the relationships benveen liking of the advertisements and drinking behaviour tentatively
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supported by the results. The self-imposed rules that the advertisers operated under in New
Zealand at the time of the research already had provisions to try and reduce the appeal to

younger people, by not allowing persons aged under 25 to appear in advertisements. The
type of content that appeals to young people - peer acceptance, having fun, being a man - is

unlikely to be able to be controlled by rules.

As previously noted, all the previous cross-sectional surveys (Atkin et al., 1982, 1984;
Strickland, 1982; Adlaf and Kohn, 1989; Aitken et al., 1988; Grube and Wallack, 1994)
and the longitudinal study by Connolly et al (1994), relationships have been identified
between measures relating to alcohol advertising and those relating to alcohol consumption.

Like the current studies, these studies have all provided data that are consistent with the
theory-based hypothesis that alcohol advertising does have an influence on alcohol
consumption.

This study has furthered the discourse by movlng beyond the cognitive focus that has
dominated much of the previous research. Along with the associated qualitative research
flMyllie et al., 1997), it has highlighted the way in which alcohol advertising appeals to
young people and the way these appeals link in with powerful culural myths, especially
those relating to masculinity. However, it has also emphasised the importance of the level

of advertising that young people are exposed to.

beer'. While it will never be possible to
conclusively prove that loving alcohol advertisement leads to loving beer and increased
consumption and problems, the research findings are consistent with these paths of

The title of this thesis is "Love the ads, love the

influence. The research has added to the growing body of evidence noted by Edwaids et

al., (1994) indicating that 'advertising has a small but contributory impact on drinking
behaviour" (p.172).
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APPENDIX A

SCHEDTJLE OF WORK REQTIIRED SPECIFIED

IN

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS

THE WORK REOUIRED

of research proJects whlch
The principaltask is the preparatlon of protocols and the mountlng
of prlnclpal lnteresi and
lssues
are ainred at addresslng afi or comPonents of the following
cotlcem.
Evaluation ol the lmpact of brand advertlslng
and
Thls should be direcied at both radio and television brand advertlsements televlsed
lndustrles' Thls eraluatlon
broadcast on behalf of tlrs alcohol and related (eg supermarket)
change
to
edvertising/bolravloural
respect
should take account of exlsting knowtedge wilh
studies and be dlrected at examlning such aspects as:

'

to v/hat exlent do the advertisements adhere to the promulgated code - trreacltes
must be both quantified end described; this mlght Include development of a
ternrs of the 'goodness
standarcllzed methoclology for the scorlng of advertisements In

ol ftr. ro rhe prlnctptes ourlined by ne BSA and expressed ln tho code (eg

the

Importance of not stiessing aspects such as quantlty consumptton);

'

young persons (7to what extent are the advertisements belng vlewed by children and
14 years) - this vrould be lrrespecttve of the time of advertlslng;

'

they are
vrhat are the perceptions of childron and young persons of the advertlsements
tndlvldual
vlewlng/heailng ln't.6s of such lssues as brand recognition, peer Pressure,

or group horo worshlp, mood arousal

(lncludlng over+ompetitive behavlour'

lrrespective
aggresston, lho uss of exaggerated sexual storeotypes etc) - thls would be
as to whether ttley are the lntended taroet audlsnce or not;

*

whal qls th€ perceptions of brand advertlslng of speclflc grou=p: In soclety where
(eg tS
alcohol problems are most often expressed and are relatively well docum.ented
pattems'
- 24 year old mates). euantify and descrhe the llstenlng and vlowlng
terms of such lssues
Indlcatlons of behavlour and provl<Je measures of perception In
arousal' overly
mood
peer
Pressure'
as brand recognltlon. price/quantity lssues,
etc.
competltlve bshavlous, aggresslveness, sexual stereotyping

'

with
what ls the amount spent on brand and sponsorshlp acJvertlslng.ln comparison
publlc health and moderatlon advertising? lt vlould be preforable tf some form of
retrospective analysls could also be undertaken.

3

uor advertlslng
Evaluatlon of sponsorshtp/corporste liq
wlll also apply to the evaluallon of

advertising
The gOneral conslcjerations applicable fo brand
ls e need to address the specific matters
sponsorshlp ancl corporate advertlrlnO -unJtfiere
to:
thetounctlwoulcl wlsh to fund researclt
ralsed above.

no*.u!i

tn--

"JAitio.,
panerns of sponsorship and corporate
quantify, describe and Interpret the evolvlng
analysls relatlng to sample
lmage adverrlslng tncluding tf posslble a retrospectlve
(sealonat) periodi of 1991 and earller tf posslble;

"

lmeasureanddescr|botheextenttowhlchsponsorsh|padvert|s|ng|slnc|uded|nthe
(eg.-drinking scenes
fo. nortul television and radlo programmes (for
content ot o,
example) DB
the
"r"aii,
the cast of"'stay at
In soap operas or'while fllmlng In Auckland
Wlndsor Park Hotel).

Evaluatlon of the lmpact of moderation adve:'tislng
The Councll would *i.tl to fund research whlch would:

*

by the lndustry and public
quantlfy the neture and panem of mocjeratlon advertislng
provldod with free advertlsing time by the
heatth groupl-|n.tudtng Al-Ac) *ho
medla:

"r"

advertising by the respective agencles
describe the baselh)e position for moderation
of this code;
and m6asure lhe changos t:rouglrt ebout by lha lmplementation
the respecilve publlc health agencies
conlpar€ the style end content cf advenslng by
or Industry grouPs.lnvolved ;

moderallon adverllslng by
quantity rhe posslble Inrpact end perceptlolls of the
pefsons' young edult males' key
lmportant target groups, eg children and young
lnformants stc.

r

/actlcn mbasures such as the deslgnatecl
as 'give your mates a feed" lt
driver/lifesave, ano host responsibllry concePts such
to some arsas of posiiive or
also be appropriaie to iock at short term changes
measure the effects of lcjentlllocJ moderation

may

Incldents or domestlc violence
negatlve UerrJtJur 1eg reduction In drlnktng and driving
involving alcohol etc)

advertlsing and cOnsumptlon
Generat SoCialand economlc researctr tn relation lo
and soclal models aimeC at
The ultlmate alm of the Councit is to develop berrer economlc
soclal and culturalvariables
clarifytng how tha retatlonships between these complgX economic'
making' To address thls questlon
op€rate as an ald to asslstlng knowledgeable pollcy declslon
ls beyond the scals of this briefdlrected at more effectlve
or monthly) In terms of

proposals
However, as a first step the Councll would also request
(weekly
analysis of consumptlon data and more regular analysis
available or new longitudinal or cross sectlonal data sets'

studies vrhlch for example
The CouncllWould also welcome proposals lor soclal and economlc
of brand and
acccptabitlty
lhe
to
measure chanqes In the climate of publlc oOlllon wlth respect

between advertlslng and lnter-brand and

sponsorshlp advertlslng or to clarlfy the relationship
lnter-bevsrage rnarket share and consunlptlon patterns'

APPENDII( B

DESCRIPTIONS OF ADVERTISEIVIENT$

RESPONDENTS

ASKED ABOUT

APPBNDIX B
Description of advertisenrents respondents were asked about
'Lion Red - Blood Brothers'
This advertisement is set in a pub where a talent quest is occurring. The main character sings
given by the bar
song about Lion Red, which involves the whole bar. The last words are
manager: 'Same song, wins every year'.

a

'steinlager - Blues Brothersl
This advertisement shows two performers being introduced and performlng_to a large crowd in
the
a bar. Steinlager Blue is being ierved and drunk most of the way through.. During
at
her
clothing,
changing
through
image
her
changes
the
bar
workeiat
wo*an
i
commercial,
a
bottle
of
tfr" ."gi"rtion of the man who introduced thJtwo performers. It ends with a shot of
Steinlager.

'Jim Beam - guy walks into a bar'
A man walks alone into
walks out of the bar.

a bar, orders a Jim Beam, sniffs

it, says 'This ain't Jim Beam', and

'Southern Comfort - Louisiana'
This advertisement shows a car driving into Louisiana, interspersed with shots of rural
Louisiana (swampland, prairie and so on). Then the car drives into a city, and the person in the
car enters a bar where-iUanO is playing, and people are dancing and drinking Southern
Comfort.

'smirnoff Vodka - cruise shiP'
This advertisement is set on a cruise ship, and involves a waiter carrying a tray with a
Smirnoff bottle on it, and as he passes dlfferent people and objects they change momentarily
through the glass in itre bottle into a clifferent version of what they originally were (for
e*arf,le, a b-iack cat changes briefly into a panther), betbre changing back again'

'DB Bitter - guru on the mountain'

A man is shown climbing to the top of a mountain on which a 'guru' is sitting, wtro produces
one can 'out of the air' of pg Bitter, which he drinks, and then another can of DB Bitter,
which he gives to the other man.

'Lion Red sponsorship - league players training'
This advertisement features shots of the New Zealand rugby league team training and playing,
interspersed with shots of Lion Red's brand name.

'ALAC - Rima host responsibilitY'
This advertisement features a well-known commedienne and actor, Rime Te Waiata, hosting a
party, during which she demonstrates in a humourous fashion aspects of host responsibility
behiviour. lhe invites the viewer to follow her example in being a responsible host, through
emulating her behaviour and the options she presents.

APPENDD( C

TEN TO SEVENTEEN YEAR OLDS' BRIEFING NOTES'
CONTACT PROCEDIIRE, CALL SIIBET' SUBJECT

INFORMATION SIIEET

AT\{D

INFORMBD CONSENT

FoRIvI, QIIESTIONNAIRE AND SIIow cARDs

Arconor 6r Punuc
Rurulatc.e,

Hrenu Rtsrnncn uxn

Wlnncn, HluonA

ME

t

rr Petxexe'

INcoRPoR,rrtNc Tue Atcouot Rssr'{rcn Ur'rtr'
WHO Colr,raon,rrllc Cerurte or'l Arcoaor 4 Orrer Dnucs

ALCOHOL ADVERTISING STTJDY
BRIEFING NOTES
INTRODUCTION
to alcohol
This is a survey of l0 to 17 y.eal olds to ascertain how they are responding
olds using
2?year
with
concurreirtly
lL:"
;;;iri"& n'tirifi-rtuaiii L.ing.undertaken
18-29
The
sy.stem'
gATI
the Alcohol & Public Health Research ntlil! lnfHFUl in-h6use
in
125
Auikland,
in
iO-17 involves 500 interviews, with 250
survev is national
"na-tn.
Welli'ngton and 125 in Christchurch.
part of a programme of
Both studies have been preceded by qualitative research and are
to the increase
research that has been cbnrmissioni:o'uy nlnc tq tfy and assess-responses
will be
yearresearch
The
in alcohol aOverrisin! tin"" tfl. rules clianged_ in Feb?uary last
If
any
public.
the
.
reoorred on earlv nexr year and reports *ilI then be available t6
*or'irO iir,JCopi-t yorishotrld collect their names or note it on the
qu6stionnaires (there is no charge to thern).

;!;;;A;;t

qu.ality of the.. ,
As APHRU is a University-based organisation funded through tales,,the
as it will be
scrutiny
,"-r*r.T i, uoy i*porunil iil""it uE "ui. to stand. up to intErnational will become
a
research
reDorted in internatlonal publications. We are hopin! that this
advertising.
;ifitfi*ilr'irOy i^ ttre liinited international literai.ure on alcohol
and call back
This is why we are undertaking a prolonged briefing and^using contacting
procedurei that may be different from shat you are used to.

should not be
We expect thar respondents should find the survey.interesting and the lengtlt
notice
usually
not
do
people
topil
a major problem (iS to 25 nrinures estimiie)- wittr ttris
the time.

INFORMED CONSENT
from parents of l0 to
The University ethics committee-requires that.we get signed consent
17 year olds must
aino ueiuar consent frorir the chitdren-themselves. sixteen to
iiu6 signeo consent, but parental approval is not required'

itt;;;ldi

CONTACTING PROCEDURE

of the
This is the part of the survey that you will find most different from usual, because
rate.
response
possible
wL place on call blacks aird obtaining the best

"rpnirir

you will be given a series of start points and you should follow you usual walk procedures'
We require eiactly five interviewsper cluster (starting point).
to two.
Uo to four calls will be made to try and obtain a contact at a household. Up
respondent'
qualifying
the
t" t.y uid obrain an interview with
ul
r]i,rt
iir total could be made to a household'
calls
six
to
up
that
This means

*."6 *|i

;;J.

,)l.r'llt.rMENTrlFCrluutrNltyllEAt..|.,t,Jclttrtrrot.i,Mlltrtr:t.vl:'
oI Ilrclil.ANl), l'ttlvtrr' B'rr;' Aut;rl'eltn' Nl:w Zt'tt'tNtt
'l't.t r.rttoNr'.64-9'371 7521 | J7.t 7999 f AcstMtr'r' 64-9-J7) 7503 I 373 748.,
I:' 14 tt t. - A f"lR CiA UCI(''il Nf)' i C' NZ
[iivtvt,rst.|.v

-2respondent is not identifigq yo.u move on to the next household. On average
wifi find a l_0-17 year otd in abo_ut a quarter of households where_people co*"
"ipiiiyoi
If a household refuses,'endeavour to find oirt if there were any 10 to lZ year olds
ooerafe.
iiiil;rh";;.- iii5.r" were none, the household can be coded as having no qualifiers and
this does not reduce the response rate. However a refusal does.

If a qualifying

A reason that market research surveys often have poor respo!-sg rales is that the quota of
interviews for each interviewer is fified before a lot of the call backs are done. We are
keen to avoid this as much as possible. Therefore, we have imposed the following rules
for each cluster.

i. At no stage should you have more

than fifteen households that need callbacks-

ii.'Once you have three households that you have contacted (either got interview, or
calling bick to try and arrange or do inte-rview), you-.must stop- contacting new households
until iou have nd nrore thai ten houselrolds thai still need call backs completed.
Once you have four household contacts you must stop until you have no more than
five hous6holds that still need call backs completing.

iii.

To improve response rates we encourage ypu t9 collect phone numbers of qualifying.
i"ipon^a"nts, so'that you can if neces-saiy ling them to make an appointment to interview
theh at a time when you will be back in the area.
Each time you call at a household there are two forms to fill out. The call record is a
simplified version of wlrat you are used to w_here you list in order eYgty call you *+9.
The contact record is wheie all the detail of the outcomes of the calls are made and there
is one line for all the calls to a particular household. In this way it-is 93sy to keep track of
households thar require call backs, particularly when the number o! ca!!9 is getting higher.
It also enables you to quickly see the days and times you have tried calling before so that
you can try and call at ditferent times.

It is important that the outcome

codes are understood and correctly

filled out as this is what

the response rate is based uPon.

Do not include institutions such as boarding schools, or any other place that is not a
residential house and has more than ten residents (eg hostels). If there are less than ten
residents (eg boarding house) the selection should follow the order of their room numbers.
Likewise,'liith blocks of flats each flat should be treated as a separate household.
By next week you should be provided with a sheet written in several.languages that can be
It explains the survey and asks
hinded to peofle who appear-to not speak English t
"ntly.
if there is anyirne in the-[ousehold who does speak English.

Timing of visits to clusters:
Fieldwork is to begin next Saturday (September I l). You will.be assigned a certain
number of clusters-to complete fiv6 interviews in. We would like to have these completed
by the end of September ii'possible, but it would be OK if a few of the last call-backs and
iriterviews ran irito October'a little. Try and get your first calls made to all your c.lustg_r: as
soon as possible (ie the work load will iliminish over the three to toug week perio9). .W. .
would like people to work Saturdays and Sundays if possible on the frrst two weekends and
at least one or lwo afternoons/eveni4gs. With this age group many will be home from
school by 3.30 or thereabouts so afteinoon/evening interviewing should be quite
productive.

-3you can call back on a household during the same visit to the area provided there has been
you can see that someone has arrived
has been at least 3 il;il;it;" you, last"visit or
home.

time period (note' this is six
You should make up to six visits to each cluster over the
four visits)'
ri-';;ld;hi.h iou *igttt,gtt-tl overihree or
visits to rhe area,
that you
households
replacement
"5r:""J
may get !9 a pornt *here you have
Towards the end you
but
the
case,
be
probably
will
won,t be able to get enough calls made'to.-- w.'r"alise this
decisions
some
where
end
th-e
point towards
we want to minimise it ir." rr.,"re wiil .rro u" .
interviews without being left with too
nu.i
g"iyoui
you
ensure
to
will have to be made
What t am saying is that on
manv households *1r* insuffi6ientlatis-trave been made.
the rures stared above [o ensure
.iri, to a clusrer you may have ro breakhave
least detrimental effect on
will
fi";'i;"*i"*r, uut ctrobie irr"'*.i that about
strategy'
best
the
the response rate. ifin Oou6t talk to your supervisor

ffi;ii,ffi;iri-,ii

i;';; ;;;

QUALITY CONTROL:
record sheets will also be
Twenty percent of respondents will be recontacted and contact
scrutinised closelY.

work to the supervisgr SflY
We would like every interviewer to return their first weekends
tii;;rO- aGo Uting along y9!I contact record sheets for checking
the foltowing *."r.
(vou will tat<e tnesei*ay-*iif't youl. Once tt-re supirvisors have checke4 VoSt
that
Lffi,i"iii.*i;r ,1'.y will send tlrem to *.ioihat I'can be sure (early in the fieldwork)
no Problems occurring.
thete

'"n;'il

"te
PRIVACY:

present' we know this
we would like the interviews to be undertaken without oll'ler pegPle Parents may be
this'
achieve
is not always pottiUi", UufOo *nut you .un to try and
their child in
particularly prouremaii"-.- e*pt"in t,i it"* tr,ut r,'ie would like to interview
want
parentsmight
their
think
orivate so that they don't feel they f]uue to say what they
*1'en you. leavei the parent a copv:f
can see what we are astong'
dr-ltiit"""1re that thJy can iSok thtough so th-at they
because of the presence of
If you do feel that the respondent.has altered the-ir.responses
onceyou have left the
questionnaire
others in the room, please note this atiiie i'ra of the
about'
know
should
we
house. Also note ititfii.; infornration that you feel

ililri''lo"J.v.'C;i'f;;; i";d G"i it'ut"t

ll:

QUESTIONNAIRE
questions'
The questionnaire is pretty straight forward, with no open-ended
grapP of .English'
'^
of the respondents will be pretty young and may.not have a.great
when it
questionnaire
a
in
earlv
especiallv
especially wnen reading it. Ther'e wilt 6e tifres,
;.f;ffi;'ppr"pilj" ro just repear uacii-wtiai ttrey trave answered'to cheik this is what they

Some

meant to answer.
the
It is irnporranr to watclr your tone of voice and body lan.guage,
teet
to
people
want
":tfT.tfli]raround
Juogeo'
alcoltol'consumption qudstions where we don't

to tell us if they
Introduction: Given the age of the children, we are actually asking them
don't understand anY questions.

-4watch, there is prgvl-:ltgn to code more
Ql. Although this asks for the channel they nrostly
who never watch TV go- through to .
Th6se
equally.
watch
them
frin on" if fi1ey ruy rhey
questi6ns. people who only occasionally see television can also be treated

it

"onturnptidn
and skip.
as"never

are allowed on (except for
e2. Note this is after 9 in the evening - the time that alcohol ads
Make sure a number
time).
any
at
on
can
be
which
ads
riottt sponsorship and moderation

ii

placei in front of any decimal points.

write in
e2b. If they give minutes and you can't convert it to decimals.on the spot,
it
is
minutes.
just
that
it
clear
make
;inutes and fre will convert it iater

e4. Make sure they don't

see the photos

the

of the ads before they have done this question-

These are a sirnilar series of questions asked about 8 different ads. Each
questionnaire has a X beside the ad you start at. You them work through to Ql3 and then
i"turn to Q6 until you get back to tl'le ad you started on. You then go on to Ql4.

e6-13:

Extra inforrnation is added about most of the ads for the interviewers' benefit in case
respondents ask you about them. This extra information is not to be read to respondentsPlease note that it is only TV advertising that we are interested in-this_surveY, al some
the ads on TV have had-radio versions a1 well. This is particularly relevant to the
questions on how often they have seen the ads.

If respondents say 'no they haven't

seen the

ad'before you have finished reading

of

the.

description you sirould stiil finish reading the descriptioh as they sometimes change.their
rninOtwhen'you give more deuils. People will oftdn qay 'ye{. pefoL9 you.have finished
the descriptidn aril in this case there is no need to continue. ttris will particularly be the
case for the ad they previously said they most liked.

With the brand questions, if they say they "thi1k" it js a certain brand you. code this. If
theysaymorerh;nonebrand, you_isktliemif ![eyknowwhichone- If theydon'toptfor
ond, thi:n write both down und6r 'Other', even if 6ne or both of the brands are listed
Urarias. It is important that respondents don't see the questionnaire as this will prompt
them on the brands.

When they are telling you the brand don't indicate which is the right answer, so they don't
feel it is like a test - just code what they say and move on.
The first tirne you use Card A you should read through the options with them.^ If they
seem to have a reasonable grasi of it, you do not need to read it for the rest of the
questions on the specifrc ad-s. Encourage them to give you the letters/ numbers of their
answers off cards.

Q14. With these agree/disagree scales we have put all the items on the show card so that
respondents can tbllow thern as the interviewer reads them out.
you
Q15. As a general rule anything on cards should be read out to the respondent unless
are clear that they can and have read it adequately.

Ql6. If you are asked, they should have drunk at least a glass

(same applies to the

questions on other beverages).

The brand lists are alphabetical.
be one brand.
Q 17.

If in doubt, write it in 'Other specify' .

Must only

-5

elg. If they say a type of wine (eg white), ask if there

is any particular brand- Likewise

for spirits (Q19).

Ql9/20. Check that respondents know wlrat spirits and liqueurs are.
e21. Explain the range on

rhe card so they know which end to start looking at.

only l"fting-"bo-uj one.typical
Q22. With this question it is irnportant that they are
occasion. There isi tendency fot people to want to slyeither X or Y. This is not
acceptable - they must clloos6 one iypical occasion, although this may sjill involve more
oi alcohol. If they giu'e large. amounts or several types of alcohol check (in a
n*-luOg.itiental way) that it is just one typical occasion they are reporting'

rd;';;tp.

Make sure you know how to conrplet-e the grid correctly.before interviewing. Numbers can
fiactio n eg 2.25 boules. If beerls.-being.dr.unk out of a glass,-yog need to get.an
iol" is a wlrether
it"tended to be big or snrall (big is large enough to hold about one can).
idea as to
iith"tdrinkoutof aconrainernotl'isted, theyneed.toconvertittooneof thelisted
optiofis. If they can't, write in the details and we will convert it later.
Feeling drunk is up to the respondent to interpret - it is whatever they think it means
for them.

e23.

i^f tley
e23b. This is similar to Q22, except we also want brand for certain beverages,
feel drunk.
to
enough
drinks
person
when
the
occasion
iypicai
tiis
iere being consurned on

10-14 year .
e27-32: These questions are repeated in two sections - section A is asked fortwo
sections is
the
between
difference
The
only
olds.
l5-17'year
for
the
B
olds and section
that for the younger kids the worcls "boy/girl" are uied.and for the older kids we use
ttyoung *"n?*o,lfen".
Q2? has tburdiif'e-rent card options -2for each section and within
eich sEction there is one for males and one for femalbs. When you are reading out the
items you have to make sure you chose the correct sex.

want these
Q33. Don't push kids if they don't want to answer this and if any parents
questions omitted you need to accept that.

Demographics: There is a jrrnrp in the question numbering here.

With the occupations make sure you get enough detail eg 'engineer' is not enough.
you
Q59. This is an inrportant question as our weighting is based on this - please check
tiauen't missed it. it is the number of l0 to l7 year-olds not counting the respondent.

Q61. It is also essential that this inforrnation is cornpleted.
Q62. Omit this question - no longer relevant.
Best wishes

for the survev

Issues that have colne up in diftbrent briefings are:

then the 16

-

If a parent wants/insists on giving signed consent for a 16 or 17 year old
or 17 year old need only give verbal approval'

-

that
a parenr insists on seeing their child's'answers at the end. try.and explain
sometimes
children
that
they can see a copy of a blank questionnaire but we tind
give difterent rnrri".. if they think parents are listening or will see what they have

If

iaid,

and

it is important to avoid thii. If they insist on seeing the completed

questionnaire, teil them that unfortunately you.are,not allowed to undertake the
interview under these circumstances and code it 06'

-

With the contact procedure you can use your own wordingto match the situation
you are in. so long as you cbver each step and achieve the intended outcome for
each step.

-

lf

-

A guardian has to be the legal guardian, not just.a grandparent or such like: ie if the
person lives with a parent you must get a parent's consent'

-

lf shared custodv. it is household where child

a person tells you that there will be no 10-17 year olds in certain neighbouring
houses. you can iake their word fbr it unless you have doubts about what they are
saying .o yuu see eviclence ar the households to suggest otherwise. These
househotds would all be coded 07. unless they are unoccupied (02).

spends most of his/her time.

There is apparently a Levis ad running that is quite similar to the Southern Comfort
"No"'
ad askecl aUgut in QtO. If they ask yo1, "Do you mean the Levis ad?" say

ALCOHOL ADVERTISING STUDY:
CHILDRBN AND YOI]NG PERSONS
CONTACT PROCEDTJRE

Introductton: Good moming/ afiernoon/ evening, my nalne is ...-. and I amfrom
Consumer Ltnk market research company. We are undertaking a survey on alcohol
advertising on behntf of the Alcohol & Public Health Research Unit from the
University of Auckland.

1.

IF DOOR OPENER NOT OBVIOUSLY AGED 16 YEARS OR OVER, ASK:
I need to speak with someone aged 16 years or older. (IF OBVIOUSLY A
CHILD, ASK FOR A PARENT)
REINTRODUCE SURVEY IF NECESSARY

2.

WHEN PERSON AGED 16 PLUS AVAILABLE CONTINUE:
As you may be aware there has been an increase in alcohol advertising on
television over the last couple of years and we want to find out how people are
responding to this change. For this study we want to interview children and
young persons aged l0 to 17 years. Could you tell me how many people there
are aged 10 to 17 years who live in this household? NOTE THE NUMBER

3.

IF NONE. THANK RESPONDENT AND END INTERVIEW

4.

IF ONLY ONE PERSON AGED 10 TO 17 YEARS GO TO Q5 , OTHERS
CONTINUE
I would like to work out who it is in the household that should be interviewed
and then seek permission for an interview. Of the people aged 10 to 17 years
which person had the last birthday.

NOTE FIRST NAME; NOw GO TO Q6

5.

What is the first name of this person? NOTE FIRST NAME.

6.

How old are they?
rF AGED 1G15 CONTINUE WITH Q7

IF AGED t 6 OR 17 ASK TO SPEAK TO THEM; GO TO Ql I

7.

Are you the parent or guardian of this person?
IF NO, ASK FOR PARENT OR GUARDIAN AND REINTRODUCE
SURVEY (MARKED IN ITALICS

g.

HAND PARENT/GUARDIAN THE SUBJECT INFORMATION SHEET AND
EXPLAIN IT TO THEM (READ IT WITH THEM IF NECESSARY).
your son/ daughter .
.. (name) has been randomly selected to take part in
this survey. Would you be agreeable to them taking part?
IF NO, CHECK OUT CONCERNS AND IF THEY STILL DO NOT WISH TO
CONSENT, END INTERVIEW
IF YES:
Thank you. As part of the University's ethical requirements I need to get you to
sign this form to say that you have agreed for your son/daughter to take part.
GET FORM SIGNED; ASK THEM TO TICK BOX ABOUT CALLING BACK
ASK TO SPEAK WITH SELECTED RESPONDENT

10. IF RESPONDENT

IS NOT DOOR OPENER, REINTRODUCE SURVEY

(PART IN ITALICS) AND ASK IF WANT FURTHER INFORMATION - IF
SO, SHOW 10 - 17 SUBJECT INFORMATION SHEET.
You have been randomly selected to take part in this survey and your
mother/fatheriguardian is happy for you to take part. Would you be willing to
take part?

(IF NOT WILLING CHECK OUT ANY CONCERNS AND IF THEY STILL
DO NOT WISH TO CONSENT, END INTERVIEW). THEY DO NOT NEED
TO SIGN ANY FORM

11. RESPONDENTS AGED

16 OR 17 YEARS:

IF RESPONDENT HAS NOT HAD SURVEY EXPLAINED, REINTRODUCE
SURVEY (PART IN ITALICE.
HAND THEM THE 10 TO 17 YEAR OLD SUBJECT INFORMATION
SHEET AND EXPLAIN IT TO THEM (READ IT WITH THEM IF
NECESSARY).

Would you be willing to take part in this survey?

IF NO CHECK OUT ANY CONCERNS
IF YES:
As part of the University's ethical requirements I need to get you to sign this
form to say that you have agreed to take part. GET FORM SIGNED

Arconor 6r Pueuc
Runnncn,

Wlrttc4

Htntn

Rrsrnacn Uxn

HeuoeA ME rc Peexnxn

INcoRPoRATJNG THE At-coHot Ruse'rncs

c WHO Cott,caonett^lc Crttrnr oN

ALcoHoL A

Ultr,
OrHER Dnucs

MAORI
Kei te whakahaere tirtr whdnui mitau mo te Panuitanga Waipiro. Ko te raruraru anake. kei
roto ke i te reo PZkehZ. He tangata k0rero Plkehi ano kei roto i ttt whare hei kbrero atu
moku? Kia ora m0 tcl lwhina.

SAMOAN
Olo'o matou taia se su'esu'ega ile Fa'asalalauina u 'Ava Maloltlsi. Peita'i ane. tl lenei
su'esu'ega 9lo'o taia ile Cagana Peretania. E iai se isi olou aiga e malamalama ile Gagana
Peretania e matai ona ou talantta iai? Fa'af'etai mtl lau t'esoasoani.

TONGAN
'Oku mau lolotonga tai ha savea 'o t'ekau'aki mo hono tu'uaki koia 'ae kava malohi. Ka koe
me'apango. koe savea ni 'oku tai pe ia 'i he tea faka-Pilitania. 'Oku 'iai nai ha taha 'i 'api
na'oku poto 'i he lea taka-Pilitdnia 'e lava keu lea atu kiai? Mf,l0'aupito 'a ho'o tokoni'.

NIUEAN
Taute ainei a maurolu he taha kumikumiaga lata ia mo e fakapuloaaga he kava. Ka e auhia e
kumikumiaga ha ko e takapalagi ni. Fai taha nakai he kaina ne vagahau Peletania ke tutala
au ki ai? Fakaaue ke he tau lagtt matai haau.

COOK ISLAND I\IAORI
Te rave nei matou i tetai angaanga no runga i te akarakara atu eaa te au tu ta te Kava Ka
akatupu. Tera uanei ra oki. tei roto ua teia i te reo Papaa. Me e Tangata tetai i roto i te
ngutuare ka kite i te ruarua Papaa. kia aravei mai iaaku? Meitaki maata no te tauturu.
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CALL RECORD
ALCOHOL ADVERTISING STUDY P/N 3518
INTERVIEWER NAME/No.

DATE BEGIN THIS SHEET:
AREA No.

ADDRESS

THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND
PRIVATE BAG 920'IS

AUCKLAND

NEW ZEALAND

TELEPHONE 373.7999

STI.]DY OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS RESPONSES TO ALCOHOL
ADVERTISING ON TELEVISION
SUBJECT INFORMATION SHEET
the topic
We would like to inrerview one person in the l0 to l7 age group from your household on
if
have
seen.
might
they
advertising
of alcohol advertising. It doesni matter how much alcohol
included.
any. It is importantihar all rypes of l0 to l7 year olds are

We are interested in all sorts ol'alcohol advertising. including that in which alcohol companies are
sponsoring sport. and the adverrising that seeks to encourage good drinking habits. We will be
aiking thJn atrout ads rhey might hive seen, whether they like them. hours they watch television,
etc. There will be rorn* qr.rti-ons on drinking behaviour and pretbrred brands. As many of the when
children in this age range will not drink. they will be asked about intended drinking behaviour
parents'
on
another
drink
and
friends
older. There will als<l6e a question on how otten parents and
and friends' approval of drinking at their age. Thii is to see if these sorts of things affect their
interest in alcohol advertising. It there o.e any questions they don't want to answer or feel they
can,t answer, that is fine anct-if they decide thiy want to withdraw from the research when they are
part way through then we will accept that as well.

The interview will pr6fuahly take hetween tjfteen and twenty nlinutes.

If you have any tlueries on the study or ethical

nratters y()u can c()ntact one of the petlple listed

below.

University of Auckland

Dr. Rod Jackson
Department of CommunitY Health
School of Medicine
University of Auckland

Private Bag 92019
Auckland
Ph3737 574 ext6575

Private Bag 92019
Auckland
Ph 3137 524 ext 6338

Allan Wyllie
Alcohol & Public Health Research Unit
School

of Medicine

(On ethical issues)

Dr. Noel Dawson
Chair

University of Auckland Human Sub.iects Ethics Committee

c/- Department of Physi<llogy
University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland
Ph 3737 599 ext 6204

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMIT'TEE
on 2lst of July 1993 ibr a peri<xt of two years, liom 2I/1 193
Reference: 19931194

to2ll7

195-

THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND
AUCKLAND

PBIVATE BAG 92019

NEW ZEALAND

TELEPHONE 373.7999

STI]DY OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS RESPONSES TO ALCOHOL
ADVERTISING ON TELEVISION
SUBJECT INFORMATION SHEET
(10 To 17 YEAR OLDS)
We want to interview l0 tt-r t7 year olds on the topic of alcohol advertising and you have been
if any' It
randomly selected. lt doesn't marrer how much alcohol advertising you might have seen,
is imporiant that all types of l0 to l7 year olds are included'
are
We are interested in all sorts of alcohol advertising, including that in which alcohol companies
will
We
be
habits'
good
drinking
sponsoring sport. and the aclvertising that seeks to encourage
etc.
asking abdut'ads you rnight have seJn. whether you like. them, h<lurs you watch television.
people
of
number
a
As
preferred
brands.
There will be ,orn. qu.riions on drinking behaviour and
when
older.
behaviour
drinking
intended
in this age range wilf not drink. you wilibe asked about
There will also be a question oniu* oiten parents and friends drink and another on parents' and
i'ri*or' approval of drinking at your age. 'i-his is to see if these sorts of things aft'ect interest in
answer'
alcohol advertising. If therJ arJany questions you don't want to answer or t-eel you can't
part
way
you
are
when
that is 6ne and if you deci{e you want to withdraw fiom the research
through then we will accept that as well.

The interview

If you

will probably

take between tifteen and twenty minutes.

have any queries on the study or ethical matters you can contact one of the people listed

below.

Dr. Rod Jackson
Department of CommunitY Health
School of Medicine
University of Auckland

Allan Wyllie
Alcohol & Public Hcalth Research Unit
School of Me<licine
University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland
Ph3737 524 ext6575

Private Bag 92019
Auckland
Ph3737 524 ext 6338

(On ethical issues)
Dr. Noel Dawson
Chair

University of Auckland Human
c/- Department of Physiotogy
University of Auckland

Sub.iects Ethics Cornmittee

Private Bag 92019
Auckland
Ph3'137 599 ext 6204

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE
on 2lst of July 1993 tbr a period of two years, from
Refbrence: 19931194

2ll7l93 to2l17l95'

THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND
PRIVATE BAG. g2O'19

NEW ZEAL.ANq

AUOKLANTD

TELEFl-,1

ONE 873r7999

UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAh{D
PARENTcoNsENTToPARTICIPA,TIoNINRESEARCH
Title of project: ALCOHOL ADVERTISING STUDY
ResgaTeheT:

ALCOHOI & P.UBLIC HEALTH RESEARCH

T.JNIT

projegtt,l hXI1]r1O an tlp-portunity
have been given and undefstood an explanation sf this re$earch
m3y w,ithdrraw
qu*tfi* ano naue rhem ansrve.e,f r understand that tr or pY sonldauqler
is
collEctiOn
(betirredata
ini'ormation helshe hut provided.tiorn this.project
irf*neirifio,
wjthsut having ttr give reasttni and withOut penalty of any sort'

I

6;-k

.

*y

.ompiet.Al,

I agree that ....

rvho

'is

under my guardianship, may take part in this

reS,earCh.

If the interviewef has t0 relurft al a later tlale,to
WtiICH APTLIES

undefialee th,e int€rvierv..- P-LEASE

TICK BOX

I must he pru;ent in the house
Berson agecl over 15 years rnust be
house

prsent in the

TIie interview can be undenaken no maner who
else is present

Signed:.....,

Name:
(please print cleady)

Date: ...-......;..... i..i-...r
APPROVED BY TIIE UNTVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HI.JMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS
COMMfffeg on 2t July 1993 tbr a period of two years, tuom2rt7t93 to2ll7l95Refere-nce: 1993.1194.

THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND
AUCKLAND

PRIVATE BAG 92019

NEW ZEALANO

TELEPHONE 373-7999

TINIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND
RESPONDENT CONSENT TO PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH

Title of project:

ALCOHOL ADVERTISING STIJDY

Researcher:

ALCOHOL & PUBLIC HEALTH RESEARCH UNIT

I have been given and undersrood an explanation of this research prole9t I have h.rj tn opponunity
to ask questi-ons and have them answered. I understand that I may withdraw _mys.elf or any
information I have provided from this proiect (before data collection is completed), without having
to give reasons and without penalty of any sort.
PLEASE TICK THE BOX WHICH APPLIES TO YOU:

A parent needs to be told about this survey.

It is not necessary tbr a parent to be told about
this survey.

I agree to take part in this research.

Signed:

Name:
(please print clearly)

Date:

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF AUCKLAND HUMAN SUBJECTS ETHICS
COMMITIEE on 2l July 1993 for a period of two years, from 2ll7l93 to 2ll7195.
Reference: 19931194.

P/N:
REF:

Oot

ALCOHOL ADVERTISING STUDY

3518
R1/OST

02-04
DAY & DATE:

START TIME:

INTRODUCTION:
Before we start the questions, I would just like to say that there may be some
questions where you don't understand what is being asked. lf that happens, just
let me know.

1.

W
Firstly we have some questions about watching television
-!!icn
channel do you watch most often? coDE UP TO 4 lF NECESSARY.
W1/Channel 1
TV2lChannel2
W3/Channel 3
skv
Never watch

1

2
3
4

TV

-

Refused
Don't know

-7 l--> 016

I

05-08

On how many of the seven days in the week would you usually watch TV
after 9 in the eveninq? WRITE lN ANY FRACTIONS AS DECIMALS E.G. 0.25
FOR ONE DAY A MONTH
WRITE IN NUMBER:
None
Refused
Don't know

2b.

09-12

On a tvpical one of these days how much time would you spend watching

efreil!?wR[EINTHENUMBEROFHOURS,w|THFRACTIONSAS
DECIMALS EG. O.25, 1.5,

0.3d1

HOURS:

Refused
Don'tknow

...98

...'.99

l3-16

IF OVEB 3 CHECK IT IS ONE WPICAL NIGHT THEY ARE REFERRING TO.
DO-NTINCLUDE PROGRAMMES ON AFTEH 9 THAT ARE VIDEOED AND
VIEWED AT A LATER DATE.

t.

El

sHow PHoro A

6a.

Have you seen this TV ad that has this guru sitting on a mountain top and a
drink app€ars in his hand?

DO NOT READ: Other guy has been climbing mountain and gets to top
and meets Guru, a drink appears in Guru's hand and he drinks it and then
another appears for the climber. DB Bitter.

.....1
-..'2

Yes,definitelyseen
Yes,thinkso
Not seen
Retused
Don'tknow
6b.

. .7

...u6 '--->o7
.....9J
1

I

And do you know what brand was being advertised? DO NOT REAI)

.-.'.-.1
.. -2
-......3
...4
.....5
...6

DBBitter
Dominion Bitter
DB(uspecified)
CIherDBmentions..
Beer(unspecified)
Otherbrand (specify)

...8
--.-..9

Refused
Don'tknowbrand

27

oARD A (LEAVE ON VIEW FOR AtL THE QUESTIONS ON ADS)

6c.

Approximately how many times have you seen this ad? Would it be ...RFAD
OPTIONS...

...A. Lessthan'Stimes ..-.-.

...8. StolOtimes
or

C.

more than 10

times

Retused
Don'tknow
6d.

1

.-..2
....3

...8
.....9

28

How much do you like or dislike this ad? READ--.

Likeitalot.
Likeitalittle
Neither like nordislike it
Dislikeitalittle
Ordislike italot
Refused
Don'tknow

.....1
-.-..2
......3
.-.4
.... -..5
...8
.....9

29

E
7a"

PHOTO B
Have you seen a W ad where this guy walks into a western-style bar and
orders a drink and is not given the right drink?

DO NOT READ: Guy appears to be a stranger in town and an attractive
woman who is with another man shows interest in him. When he is not
given the right drink he says'This is not Jim Beam" and leaves.
Yes, definitelyseen

Yes,thinkso
Not seen
Refused
Don'tknow
7b.

... . .
....2

1

. .7

1

...8l---tQ8

.....9

J

30

And do you know what brand was being advertised? DO NOT READ

.......1
JimBeam
. .2
(Jim
mentioned)
not
Beam
Bourbon
...3
Otherbrand (specify)
Refused
Don'tknowbrand

...8
......9

3l

CARD A (LEAVE ON VIEW FOR ALL THE QUESTIONS ON ADS)

7c.

Approximately how many times have you seen this ad? Would it be ...READ
OPTIONS

...A. LessthanStimes ......
....2
...8. 5tol0times
1

or

C.

more than 10

Refused
Don'tknow
7d.

times

....3

...8
.....9

32

How much do you like or dislike this ad? READ.-.

.....1
Likeitalot.
.....2
Likeitalittle
Neilher like nor dislike it . . . . . . 3
...4
Dislikeitalittle
Ordislikeitalot .......5
Refused
'..8
.....9
Don'tknow

/t

7e.

CARD B
How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement about the
person who asks for the drink? .... He is the sort of man your friends would
admire. FRIENDS OF SAME SE( AS RESPONDENT.

.....1
Agreealot.
.....2
Agreealittle
Neither agree nor disagree . . . . 3
Disagreealittle .......4
OrDisagreealot ......5
...8
Refused
.....9
Don'tknow

E
8a.

34

PHOTO C
Have you seen this W ad that shows these two men in suits, dark glasses
and hats singing songs and dancing about the stage and there is also a
young woman called Rocky behind the bar.

DO NOT READ: There is a large crowd dancing and applauding the
singers. The singers are called the Blues Brothers and one of the songs is
'The Blue's for you". Steinlager Blue.
Yes, definitelyseen . . .

Yes,thinkso
Not seen
Retused
Don'tknow

8b.

..

1

....2
.

.7

1

..,8l--tQg
.....9 J

35

And do you know what brand was being advertised? DO NOT READ

.. .. . . . 1
SteinlagerBlue .
(unspecified)
......2
Steinlager
Blue (unspecified) . ... .. 3
Other Steinlager mentions . . . . 4
CIherbrand (specify) ...5

...8
Don'tknowbrand ...... I

Refused

CARD A (LEAVE ON VIEW FOR
8c.

36

Alr rHE QUESTIONS

ON ADS)

Approximately how many times have you seen this ad? RFAD...

...A. LessthanStimes ......
..-.2
...8. 5tol0times
1

Or G. more than 10

Refused
Don'tknow

times

....3

...8
.....9

3l

8d.

How much do you like or dislike this ad? READ.--

.....1
.....2
......3
...4
.......5
...8
.....9

Ukeitalot.
Likeitalittle
Neitherlike nordislike it
Disfikeitalittle
Ordislikeitalot
Refused
Don'tknow

38

CARD C
From what you can remember about this ad, which one of these statements
do you think best applies to this ad? RFAD...
Many of the people in this ad would be having only
.....1
two or three drinks during the
Many of the people in this ad would be drinking heavily or
- . . .2
getting drunk during the

Neitherof

these

evening
evening

-......3

8

Refused .
Don't know

T

9a.

I

39

PHOTO D
Have you seen this W ad that features Rima Te Wiata and is showing things
you can do to look after your guests. She brings out a cake with a taxi sign
on it and one of the guests sleeps the night in the bath tub.

DO NOT READ: ls on host responsibility and shows Rima preparing food.
She almost drinks a gold fish when going to get some punch.
Yes, definitelyseen

Yes,thinkso

Notseen
Retused
Don'tknow
GARD A

gb.

.. . ..

1

....2

.......7
...8
.....9 ]"'o

'o

(lfAvE oN vlEw FoR ALL THE QUESTIONS

40

ON ADS)

Approximately how many times have you seen this ad? RFAD...

...A. LessthanStimes ......
....2
...B. Stolotimes
1

Or C. more than 10 times

Retused
Don'tknow

....3

'..8
.....9

4'l

9c.

How much do you like or dislike this ad? READ...

.....1
.....2
......3
...4
.......5

Likeitalot.
Likeitalittle
Neither like nordislike it
Dislikeitalittle
Ordislikeitalot
Refused
Don'tknow

fl

10a.

.. .8

.....9

42

PHoro

E
Have you seen this W ad set in New Orleans with blues musicians and
singers, people dancing and someone driving around in a car. There are
also scenes of everglade swamps.

Yes, definitelyseen
Yes, think

so
Not seen
Refused
Don'tknow

.. ...
. .. .2
1

..7 1
. . .8
Qtt
.....9 Jl-->

43

1Ob. And do you know what brand was being advertised? DO NOT READ

SouthernComfort
Other brand (specify)

......1

Refused
Don'tknowbrand

...8
......9

. . .2

44

CARD A (LEAVE ON VIEW FOR ALL THE QUESTIONS ON ADS)

10c.

Approximately how many times have you seen this ad? READ...

...A. LessthanStimes ......

...8. Stol0times

Or C. more than 10 times

Refused
Don'tknow
10d.

1

....2
....3

...8
.....9

45

How much do you like or dislike this ad? READ---

Likeitalot.
Likeitalittle
Neither like nordislike it
Dislikeitalittle
Ordislikeitalot
Retused
Don'tknow

.....1
.....2
......3
...4
.......5
. . .8

.....9

46

tr

11a

PHOTO F
Have you seen this TV ad where there is a talent quest at a pub and this
guy is shown moving around the pub singing a song called "red-blooded
OtooO brothers". There are lots of shots of ditferent people singing and
drinking.

DO NOT READ: The performance is being videoed and at the end an old
guy is looking at the video and says how this guy singing wins every year.
There is an attraclive woman guitarist featured.
Yes, definitelyseen

Yes,thinkso
Not seen
Refused
Don'tknow

11b. And do you know what

... ..
....2
1

. .7 1
. . .8 l--> OtZ

.....9

47

brand was being advertised? DO NOT READ

Lion Red
Lion Brown
Lion (unspecified)
Beer (unspecified)
Other brand (sPecifY)

Refused
Don'tknow

J

1

2
3

4
5

...8
.....9

48

GARD A (LEAVE ON VIEW FOR ALL THE QUESTTONS ON ADS)

11c.

Approximately how many times have you seen this ad? READ--.

...A. LessthanStimes .--...
....2
...8. StolOtimes
1

Or C. more than 10 times

Refused
Don'tknow
11d.

....3

...8
.....9

49

How much do you like or dislike this ad? READ"'

....-1
Likeitalot.
. . .. .2
Like it a little
Neither like nor dislike it - . . . . . 3
.-.4
Dislikeitalittle
Ordislikeitalot .......5
...8
Retused
.....9
Don'tknow

50

CARD D

11e Which of these choices best describes how much you think this person
singing in this ad had had to drink?

...1
Nothing
Afewdrinks .....2
Somedrinks .....3
. . .4
A lot of drinks
Hewasdrunk ...5.|
Refused

I

...8 l->Q12

Don'tknow .....9

11f

5l

J

CARD E
And how much do you think he would drink during the whole time he would
be at this place?

...1
Nothing
Afewdrinks .....2
Somedrinks .....3
...4
A lot of drinks
Hewouldgetdrunk....5

...8
Refused
.....9
Don'tknow

T
12a.

52

PHOTO G
Have you seen this W ad where a brand of alcohol is sponsoring the Kiwi
rugby teaoue team and it shows them playing and training, lifting weights
etc. lt includes the words "Are you ready for a good time".

DO NOT READ: lt also includes "Are you ready for the big time". Lion Red
sponsorship.
Yes,

definitelyseen . ...

Yes,thinkso
Not seen
Retused
Don'tknow

.1

....2
..7
...8 1l--->Q13
.....9 J

53

alcohol brand was included in this
advertisement?DO NOT REAI)

12b. And do you know what

....... 1
Uon Red
(unspecified)
......2
Lion
...3
OtherUonmentions .

.......4
Steinlager
Beer(unspecified) .....5
Otherbrand (sPecifY) ...6

Retused

...8

Don'tknowbrand ......

9

54

GARD A (L-EAVE ON VIEW FOR ALL THE QUESTIONS ON ADS)

12c.

Approximately how many times have you seen this ad? READ...

...A. LessthanStimes ......

....2

...8. Stol0times
Or C.

more than 10

times

Retused
Don'tknow
12d.

....3

...8
.....9

55

How much do you like or dislike this ad? READ...

Likeitalot.
Likeitalittle
Neitherlike nordislike it
Dislikeitalittle
Ordislikeitalot
Retused
Don'tknow
12e.

1

.....1
.....2
......3
...4
.......5
........8
.....9

56

CARD B
How much do you agree or disagree with the following statement about the
people shown in this ad?

They are the sort of men my friends would admire

.....1
Agreealot.
.....2
Agreealittle
Neither agree nor disagree . . . . 3
Disagreealittle .......4
Ordisagreealot ......5
...8
Refused
.....9
Don'tknow

57

tt'.

n

13a.

PHOrO H
Have you seen this W ad set on a ship and as the waiter walks past with a
bottle of alcohol things change. Beads around a woman's neck change into
a snake, a man smoking breathes out fire and a black cat turns into a
panther.
Yes,

definitelyseen . ...

1

....2
..7 1
...8 l---tO0
.....9 J

Yes,thinkso
Not seen
Refused
Don'tknow

13b. And do you know what

.

58

brand was being advertised? DO NOT REAI)

Smirnotf

...1

Vodka(unspecified) ....2
Otherbrand(specify) ...3
Refused
Don't know brand

I
I

59

CARD A (LEAVE ON VIEW FOR ALL THE QUESTIONS ON ADS)

13c.

Approximately how many times have you seen this ad? READ---

A. LessthanStimes ......1
....2
B. Stol0times
....3
Or C. more than 10 times
...8
Refused
.....9
Don'tknow
13d.

60

How much do you like or dislike this ad? READ---

Ukeitalot.
Ukeitalittle
Neither like nordislike it
Dislikeitaliftle
Ordislikeitalot
Retused
Don'tknow

.....1
.....2
......3
...4
.......5
...8
.'...9

RETURN TO QUESTION 6 A}.ID COT.ITINUE UT.fllL ALL ADS ASKED ABOUT

6l

IF NONE OF ADS SEEN GO TO Q15

14.

GARD F
lam now going to read you some statements about alcohol advertising
generally. They are listed on this card and lwould like you to tell me how
much you agree or disagree with each. POINT TO AGREEDISAGREE
OPTIONS.

.....1
Agreealot.
.....2
Agreealittle
disagree
....3
nor
agree
Neither
Disagreealittle .......4
Ordisagreealot ......5
...8
Refused
.....9
Don'tknow
WRTTE IN CODE FOR EACH ITEM

How much do you agree or disagree

that:

CODE

Some of your favourite ads on television are alcohol

ads

62

Alcohol ads show you what the popular drinks are for young

people

TV.
Alcohol ads on W encourage teenagers to drink alcohol

You usually pay close attention to alcohol ads on

64
65

The situations shown in alcohol ads are usually pretty much like it
happens in real

life.

You get to know more about drinking from watching alcohol

63

ads.

66

6t

Alcohol ads often show drinking as being more fun and exciting
than it really is

15.

CARD U
Which one of these 3 options do you most prefer? READ...

......

-1
Alcohol adsshould beallowedonTVatanytime
.2
.
.
night
after
I
at
but
only
TV
on
be
allowed
Alcohol ads should
.'.3
Alcohol ads should not be allowed on TV at all

.

Noneofthese
Refused
Don'tknow

16.

-..4
.-.8
.-...9

We would now like to ask you a few questions about drinking of alcohol. In
the last 12 months did you drink any beer?

Yes
No..
Refused
Don'tknow

......1
.-...21
...8
.....9 Jl-->QtzO

69

17a.

ls there a brand of beer you prefer to drink?
lF YES, CODE BRAND BELOW: lF NO CODE 30

you would prefer to drink?
lF YES, CODE BRAND BELOW: lF NO CODE 30

17b. lf you did drink beer, is there a brand

CanterburyDraught
Castlemainexxrc</4x
DBorDominion Breweries
DBDraught
DBBitter
DBDoubleBrown
DBSpecial Draught (bluecan)
DBExportLager
DBExportDry
Fosters
Guinness
Homebrew
LionRed
LionBrown
Mako/DBMako
Red Band
Rheineck
RheineckDry.
Speights
SpeightsExtraGold.
SteinlagerBlue.
SteinlagerGreen
Steinlager Dry
Steinlager (unspecified)
Swan Light
Toohey's (Blue)
Waikato Bitter
WaikatoAA/aikato Draught
CIher (specify)
NOBRAND
Don't know
Refused
18a.

....01

....O2

....03

.....04
..05
.....06
.....O7
......08
...09
...10

.......11
......12
..13
.....14
. . ..

..15

..

16

. .17

...18
. . 19

...2O

.......21
......22
...23
......24
......25

. .26

....27

.....28

.. .29

.....30
98

...99

71-72

In the last 12 months did you drink any wine?

Yes
No..
Refused
Don'tknow

......1
.....2
...8
.....9 ]-'e18c

73

r3

18b.

ls there a brand of wine that you prefer to drinK?
lF YES, CODE BRAND BELOW; lF NO CODE 6

18c.

lf you did drink wine, is there a brand you would pre-fer to drink?
lF YES, CODE BRAND BELOW; lF NO CODE 6

......1
....2
MontanaSauvignon Blanc
Montana (unspecffied) ..... .. 3
...4
Wohnsiedler..
...5
Other(spectfy)
Bernadino

BRAND
Refused
Don'tknow
NO

19a.

.. ...6

...8
.....9

74

ln the last 12 months did you drink any spit'its?

,.....1
.....21
...8
.....91 l->Ol9c
Don't know what spirits are . . . . 0 ]-> Q20

Yes
No..
Refused
Don'tknow

75

flt

19b.

ls there a brand of spirits that you prefer to drink?
IF YES CODE BRAND

19c.

BELOW IF NO CODE 18

lf you did drink spirits, is there a brand you would prefer to drink?
tF YES, CODE BRAND

BELOW lF NO CODE 18

....00
Baileys
.......01
Beefeater
...O2
Bacardi
..03
CaptainMorgan
. . .04
Coruba
.. .05
Glenfiddich . ..
...06
Gordon'sGin.
...O7
Jack Daniels..
..08
JimBeam
...09
JohnnyWalker
... 10
Smirnoff
11
......
Southern Comfort
...12
Wilson's
Brandy-nobrand ..... 13
...14
Gin-nobrand
..15
Rum-nobrand
....
16
Whiskey-nobrand
...17
Other(specify)
NO BRAND
Don't know

18
98

...99

Refused

2Oa. ln the last

76-77

12 months did you drink any liqueur?

Yes
No ..
Refused
Don'tknow
Don't know what liqueur

is

......1
.....2
Q20c
...8
.....9 J-'
....0

l-t

Q21

78

r(

ls there a brand of liqueur that you prefer to drink?
lF YES, CODE BRAND BELOW; lF NO CODE 3
20c.

lf you did drink liqueur, is there a brand you would prefer to drink?
lF YES, CODE BRAND BELOW; lF NO CODE 3

Baileys (lrish Cream)
CIher

(specify)

NOBRAND
Refused
Don'tknow
21.

...2
.....3
...8
.....9

79

@ot

CARD G
How often do you drink alcohol, if at all?

A. Atleastonceaday

.......01

....02
8.5-6timesaweek
C. 3-4 times a week/once every two days . . 03
......04
D. Twiceaweek
......05
E. Onceaweek
.. . . ..06
days
F. Once every 10
......07
G. Onceevery2weeks
......08
H. Onceevery3weeks
......09
J. Onceamonth

K. Once every 6 weeks/9-11 times ayea(. . . 10
M. Once every 2 months/6-8 times a year . . 11
P. Once every 3 months/4-S times a year . . .12

R.2-3timesayear
S. Once ayear
T. Lessthanonceayear
U. Never
Refused
Dont know

....13

. .14

.....15
..16

...98

.

....99

05-06

/(-.

I would now like you to think of one drinking occasion that would be most
qpical of your overall drinking. What would you be drinking on this typical
occasion? PROBE FOR TYPE OF AICOHOI. C\f,NTAINER AI{D
QUANTTTY.

CONTAINER TYPE

ALCOHOL TYPE

Beerllager

NUMBER

Small glasses

(07

-

10)

Can/stubbieflarge glass

(11

-

14)

Small handle

l-arge handle

(ls - 18)
(le - 22)

Standard 745 ml bottle

(23 - 26)

Jug

(27 - 30)

Glasses

(31 - 34)

Glasses

(3s - 38)

Glasses

(3e

-

42)

Glasses

(43

-

46)

Standard bottles

(47 - s0)

Glasses

(s1 - s4)

Bottles

(5s - s8)

Fortified wine (sherry,
port, vermouth) f|

Glasses

(se - 62)

Standard bottles

(63 - 66)

beer n

Glasses

(67 - 70)

Can/stubb ie Aar ge glasses

(71 - 74)

Glasses

(7s - 78)

Spirits

E

tr

Cocktails n
Liqueurs
t]
Wine (including n
Mixed

Champagne

Wine

&

Rose)

Cooler

Low alcohol

Other

n

(specify) n

CARD H

now about all types of alcohol, how often do you drink enough to
feel drunk?

23a. Thinking

A. Twice aweek or more . . . . . 01
......O2
B. Onceaweek
C. Onceevery 10daYs ... . . . 03
D. Once every2weeks . . . . . . 04
E. Once every 3 weeks . . . . . . 05
F. Onceamonth ......06
G. Once every Gweeks . . .. . . 07
H. Once every 2 months . . . . . 08

J.

Once every 3 months . . . . . 09

K. 2-3timesayear ....10
..11
M. Onceayear
.
.
.
. .12 --->Q24
ayear
once
than
P. Less
..13
O. Never

Refused
F)on't

know

...14
15

79-80

@ot
t7.

23F'. What would you be drinking on a typical one of

these occasions when you

drink enough to feel drunk? PROBE FOR TYPE OF AI-COHOL
CIfNTAINER QUANTITY AND BRAND.
C1CNTAINER TYPE

ArcOHOL TYPE

Beerlager

E

Small glasses

(0s - 08)

Can/stubbie/arge glass

(0e

Small handle

(13 - 16)

l-arge handle

(17

Standard 745 ml bottle

(2r - 24)

Jug

(2s - 28)

n

Glasses

Cocktails E

Liqueurs

n

(including E

Champagne

&

(31 - 34)

Glasses

(31

- 40)

Glasses

(41

- 44)

(4s - 46)

BRAND:
Wine

-20)

(3s - 36)

BRAND:
Mixed

- 12)

(2e - 30)

BRAND:

Spirits

NUMBER

Glasses

(47 - so)

Standard bottles

(sl - s4)

Rose)

(ss - s6)

Cooler

Wine
(wine and fruit juice)

tr

Fortified Wine (Sherry,

port,vermouth) fl
Low alcohol

OTHER

beer tr

(speci$)

n

Glasses

(57 - 60)

Bottles

(61 - 64)

Glasses

(6s - 68)

Standard bottles

(6e - 72)

Glasses

(73 - 76)

Can /stubbieflarge glass

(77 - 80)

Glasses

@or
(05 - 08)

EDIT:
24a.

What age are you? WRffE

tF 10 TO 14 YEARS

24b.

Refused

. . .98

ll-12

Do you ever drive a car?

......1
.....21
...8 l--->Q26
.....91

l3

CARD I
In the last year how often have you driven when you've probably had too
much to drink? READ...

Often
Sometimes ...
Occasionally...
orNever
Refused
Don'tknow
25.

AGE:

-> 926

Yes
No ..
Refused
Don'tknow
24c.

N

09-10

.....1
...2
.......3 --> Q26
-......4
...8
.....9

l4

What age are you? WRITE lN AGE:

Retused

. . .98

CARD J

26a. I'd now like you to think

about when you're A) years
imagine you will probably drink alcohol then.
Probably at least once every few
Probably at leastonce
Probably lessthan once

old. How often do you

days . . . . . 1

aweek
aweek
Probablynotatall
Definitelynotatall
Refused
Don'tknow

l5-16

. . . . . .2
.....3

.....4.]
.....5l-->QZZ
I

...8
.....9

I
|

J

17

26b.

26c.

CARD K
What type of alcohol do you imagine you will be mostlv drinking? CODE lN
COLUMN A BELOW

What other types do you imagine you will also be drinking? CODE lN
COLUMN B BELOW
COL

MOSTLY

......1
.....2
Beer
.....3
Wine
.....4
Winecooler
....5
Spirits
...6
Liqueurs
...7
Other(specify)
Lowalcohol

beer

A

Noothers
Retused
Don'tknow

COL B
OTHER

...1

...2
...3
...4
...5
...6
...7

.......0
...8
...8
...9
.....9

CHECK BACK TO Q24l25. IF AGED 10 TO 14 YEARS DO SECTION
AGED 15 TO 17 YEARS DO SECTION B.

sEcTroN

27.

A

18-19

A.

IF

(AGED 10 TO 14 Y

CARD TAFfl.AM (DEPENDING ON GENDER)
I now have some more general statements about drinking alcohol and again
I would like you to tell me how much you agree or disagree with each
statement.

.....1
Agreealot.
.....2
Agreealittle
Neither agree nor disagree . . . . 3
Disagreealittle .......4
Ordisagreealot ......5
...8
Refused
.....9
Don'tknow
WRTTE

N

CODE FOR EACH ]TEM

How much do you agree or disagree that:

CODE

Young people who drink have more fun and excitement than
those who don't drink.

20

It's OK for boys/ girls (SAME SD( AS RESPONDENTI
of your age to drink alcohol d least once a week.

21

Drinking and driving is a major problem in New Zealand

22

Young people who drink have more friends than those who
don't drink.
Alcohol is a dangerous drug.

23
24

Young women who drink are seen as more attractive than
those who don't drink.
Young men who drink are seen as stronger and tougher than
those who don't drink.
Alcohol creates very serious problems in this country.

28a.

28

Drinking alcohol may cause health problems

29

GARD M (LEAVE ON VIEW FOR Q28 & 29)
Now I have a few questions about what your friends think of drinking. How
many of your friends would think it's OK for boys/girls (SAME SE( AS
RESPONDEND of your age'to drink alcohol at least once a week?

Afew
None
Refused
Don'tknow
D.
E.

...1

...2
.......3
.......4
.

.5 I-->Q30

...8
.....9

30

How many of your friends actually do drink alcohol at least once a weeld
FRIENDS OF BOTH SD(ES

A. All of them
B. Most
C. Some

Afew
E. None
Refused
Don'tknow
D.

29.

27

It's OK for boys/girls (SAME SD( AS RESPONDEMD of your age to
oet drunk at least once every bw weeks.

A. All of them
B. Most
C. Some

28b.

26

...1

...2
.......3
.......4
. ......5
...8
.....9

3l

How many of your friends would think it's OK for boys/girls (SAME SD( AS
RESPONDEND of your age to qet drunk at least once every ferr weeks?

A. All ofthem
B. Most
C. Some
D.

E.

Afew
None

Retused
Don'tknow

...1

...2
.......3
.......4
.......5
...8

.....9

32

2i

30a.

30b.

CARD N
Now we have a few questions about what your parents think of drinking.
Which of these categories best describes how happy or unhappy you think
your mdrer would be with boys/ girls (sAtrtE sD( As RESPONDENT) of
your age drinkino alcohol at least once a weel€ CODE lN COLUMN A
BELOW

And your

W?

CODE lN COLUMN B.
COL

A

COL B

MOTHER

31.

FATHER

Very happy
Happy
Neither happy nor unhappy
Unhappy
Very unhappy .
No mother / father

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2
3
4
5
6

Refused
Don't know

8.......
9.......

I
I

1

1

33-34

CARD O
How often do you think most boys/girls (SAME SE( AS RESPONDEMI') of
your age would drink alcohol, if at all?

.......01
A. Atleastonceaday
B. 3-6 times a week/once every two days . . 02
......03
C. Twiceaweek
......04
D. Onceaweek
......05
E. Onceevery2weeks
F. Onceevery3-4weeks .....06
G. Once every 2-3 months/ 4-6 times ayear 07
....08
H. 1-3timesayear
J.

Less than once a

K. Never

year

.. 10

|
I
I

...98 |
ool
-- r

Refused
Don't know
32.

09 l---> O33
gS-go

MALES
How much do you think they would usually drink? Let's imagine they're
drinking cans of beer, how many cans do you think they would drink on a
tvoical occasion?
37-38
WRTTE IN NUMBER

32.

FEMALES
How mucft do you think they would usually drink? Let's imagine they're
drinking wine, how many glasses of wine do you think they would drink on a
tYpical occasion?
WR]TE

N

NUMBER

END OF SECTION

A

39-40

NOW GO TO Q3Ii}

'2?

sEcroN B

27.

(AGED 15 TO 17 YEARS)

CARD LBF/LBM (DEPENDING ON GENDER)
I now have some more general statements about drinking alcohol and again
lwould like you to tell me how much you agree or disagree with each
statement.

.....1
Agreealot.
.....2
Agreealittle
disagree
....3
agree
nor
Neither
Disagreealittle .......4
Ordisagreealot ......5
...8
Refused
.....9
Don'tknow
WR]TE IN CODE FOR EAGH ]TEM

How much do you agree or disagree

that:

CODE

Young people who drink have more fun and excitement than
those who don't

drink.

It's OK for young men/ young women (SAME SD( AS RESPONDENI)
of your age to drink alcohol at least once a

week
Drinking and driving is a major problem in New Zealand

Young people who drink have more friends than those who
don't

drink.

Alcohol is a dangerous

drug

Young women who drink are seen as more attractive
those who don't

drink.

20

21

Zz

23

24

than

Young men who drink are seen as stronger and tougher
those who don't drink.

.r_s

t

than
'"-6

Alcohol creates very serious problems in this country.
It's OK for young men/ young women (SAME SD( AS
RESPONDEMD of your age to qet drunk at least once every
few weeks.
Drinking alcohol may cause health problems

28

28a.

CARD M
Now I have a few questions about what your friends think of drinking. How
many of your friends would think it's OK for young men/ young women
(SAME SE( AS RESPONDEND of your age to drink alcohol at least once a

weeld

A. All ofthem
B. Most
C. Some

Afew
E. None
Refused
Don'tknow
D.

28b.

...1

...2
.......3
.......4

..51->Q30

...8
.....9

30

How many of your friends actually do drink alcohol at least once a weel€
FRIENDS OF BOTH SD(ES

A. All of them
B. Most
C. Some

Afew
None
Refused
Don'tknow
D.
E.

29.

...1

...2
.......3
.......4
.......5
...8
.....9

3l

How many of your friends would think it's OK for young men/young women
(SAME SD( AS RESPONDEhID of your age to oet drunk at least once every
few weeks?
A.
B.

c.
D.
E.

Refused
Don'tknow

...8
.....9

32

30a.

Now we have a few questions about what your parents think of drinking.
Which of these categories best describes how happy or unhappy you think
your mother would be with young men/ young women (SAME SD( AS
RESPONDEND of your age drinkino alcohol at least onoe a weeld CODE
IN COLUMN A BELOW

30b.

And your falher? CODE lN COLUMN BCOL

A

COL B

MOTHER

happy
Happy
Neither happy nor unhappy
Unhappy
Very unhappy.
No mother ltather

2
3
4
5
6

Refused
Don't know

I
I

Very

31.

FATHER

1

33-34

CARD O
How often do you think most young men/young women (SAME SD( AS
RESPONDEND of your age would drink alcohol, if at all?

.......01
A. Atleastonceaday
B. 3-6 times a week/once every two days . . 02
......03
C. Twiceaweek
......O4
D. Onceaweek
......05
E. Onceevery2weeks
F. Onceevery3-4weeks .....06
G. Once every 2-3 months/4-6 times ayear . O7
....08
H. 1-3timesayear
J. Lessthanonceayear
K. Never

Refused
Don'tknow
92.

.....09

.. 10

"*

...98

.....99

35-36

]-'

MALES
How mucfr do you think they would usually drink? Let's imagine they're
drinking cans of beer, how many cans do you think they would drink on a
tvpical occasion?
37-38

WRTTE IN NUMBER

92.

FEiTALES
How mucfr do you think they would usually drink? Let's imagine they're
drinking wine, how many gtasses of wine do you think they would drink on a
typical occasion?
WRITE IN NUMBER

END OF SECTION

B. NOW

39-40
GO TO

QSI{}

33a.

CARD P
Approximately how often does your mother drink alcohol? CODE IN
COLUMN A BELOW.

33b

And your

falhef

CODE lN COLUMN B BELOW
COL A
MOTHER

A. At least once a day
B. 3-6 times a weel</once every two days
C. Twice a week
D. Once a week
E. Once every 2 weeks
F. Once every 3-4 weeks
G. Once every 2-3 months/ 4-6 times ayear
H. 1-3 times a year

J. Less than once a year
K. Never

COL B
FATHER

01

01

02
03
o4
05
06
07
08
09
10

02
03
o4
05
06
07
08
09
10

M.

34.

11
11
Don't have mother/father
98
98
Refused
99
Don't know
99
CARD Q
How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements.

41-4r'.

Agreealot.
.....1
.....2
Agreealittle
Neither agree nor disagree . . . . 3
Disagreealittle .......4
Ordisagreealot ......5
Nomother/father ......7
...8
Refused
.....9
Don'tknow
WR]TE IN CODE FOR EACH trEM

How much do you agree or disagree

35.

that:

CODE

You imagine your mother would like most of the alcohol ads on W.

45

You imagine your father would like most of the alcohol ads on W.

46

You imagine your friends would like most of the alcohol ads on TV.

47

Your friends talk about alcohol ads they've seen on TV.

48

Now I have a slightly different question. Have you heard of the term host
responsibitity as it relates to drinking?

Yes-definitely
Yes-thinkso..
No..
Refused
Don'tknow

...1

.......2
.-...3
...8
.....9

49

DEMOGRAPHICS
Finally, we have a few questions about yourself and your household.

50a.

Are you currently working in a paid job, either full-time or part-time?
INCLUDES SELF-EMPLOYMENT

......
Yes
2f-> Q50c
No..
Retused . . .3]-t Oss
1

50b.

so

Are you working at least 30 hours a week in paid jobs? INCLUDES SELFEMPLOYMENT

Yes
.1J->Q52
27-> Q50d
No..
Refused ...31->ASZ
Dont know . . ...4

50c.

sl

J

CARD R
Which of these best describes you?

Parenting or doing unpaid work at home or
inthecommunity ... ... 1 ]-> OSI

..2 ]->Q53
Astudent
...3l->O51
Unemployed..
Sickoraninvalid ......4
I
5J
Other (specify)...8'l-->QSS
Refused
.....91
Don'tknow
|

50d.

52

CARD S
Which of these best describes you when you are not at a paid iob?

Parenting or doing unpaid work at home or

inthecommunity ......

1

.......2
Astudent
...3 -> Q51
Unemployed..
Sickoraninvalid ......4
Doing other unpaid activities . . . 5

Other (specify)

Refused
Don'tknow

...81->aSZ

.....9

J

53

27

51.

Have you ever had a paid job?

Yes
......1
.....21
No ..
Refused .. .3 l--> AsS
Don'tknow .....41
52.

54

Can you describe your usual paid occupation? WRITE lN DETAILS. lF NO
LONGER IN PAID WORK, ASK USUAL OCCUPATION WHEN IN PAID
WORK.
55-56

53.

What other people, if any, are you living with? CODE FIRST (1.E. LOWEST
coDE NUMBER) CATEGORY THAT RESPONDENT SAYS YES TO. READ...
1.

2.

Parentsorguardian...
Husband, wife or partner

....1

. . .2

l-->OS+
J

Otherfamilymembers .....3.|
boarding . . .4 l--> QSS
....5 J
orNootheradult
q J-> O55
Refused
......e J
Don'tknow ::::::::::.:..

3.
4. Others such as flatmates or
5.

54.

sl

Can you describe the occupation of the highest income earner in your
household? WRITE lN DETAILS. OTHEHWISE, ENTER'NONE', 'REFUSED'
OR 'DON'T KNOW'.
58-59

55.

CARD T
What is your highest level of education or job qualification?

Noschool

qualification

.......01

School certificate in one or more subjects . . - 02
. . 03
UE/ 6th form certificate
Higher school certificate/ bursary/ scholarship 04

..05
Tradecertificate
Technicians certificate/ Technical Institute
.....06
qualification
....07
Nurses certificate/diploma
Teacherscertificate/diploma ...08
Some university papers but not full degree . - 09
. . . . . . 10
University degree
... 11
(specify)
Other

Refused
Don'tknow
56.

CODE SEX:

.....1
Male
Female ....2

...98

60-61

.'...99

62

57a.

Which ethnic group do you belong to : Maori, Pacific lsland, New Zealand
European or something else I can write in? DONT READ

57b.

ls there any other ethnic group? CODE ALL MENTIONS

.....1
Maori
....2
Pacificlsland
Australian
....3
NZ European/ Pakeha/
.......4
NewZealander.
. . .. . . 5
Pakeha
Part Maon/part
...0
CIher(specify)
...8
.....9

Refused
Don'tknow
58

63-65

CODE REGION:

Auckland-North ......
Auckland-Central .....2
Auckland-South ...... 3
Auckland-West .......4
Wellington-city ..... .. 5
Wellington - Lower Hutt . . . . . . 6
Wellington - Upper Hutt ......7
Wellington-Porirua ....8
...9
Christchurch..
1

59.

66

How many, if any, other people are there living
in this household who are aged between 1O and 17 years?
WRITE IN

NUMBER

(67)

(IF MORE THAN 3 CHECK IT IS JUST THOSE AGED 1O-17I

60.

People present at some of interview:
CODE AS MANY AS

61.

PRESENT:

Parent(s)
Other Adult(s)
Teenagers
Children

1

2
3

4

68-71

CODE:

Cluster number

72-74

Interviewer number

75-76

THANK RESPONDENT FOR THE INTERVIEW
My supervisor rings some of the people I interview to make sure that they are
happy with the way the interview was done and to check whether I asked the
questions I was meant to ask. I would therefore like to record your name and
phone number in case she wants to ring you. Would that be okay?
NAME:

PHONE NUMBER:
ADDRESS (COMPLETE THIS ON LEAVING):

'l certify that this is a true and accurate record of the interview conducted by me in
accordance with my instructions'
SIGNATURE:

INTERVIEWER'S NAME:
FINISH TIME:

INTERVIEW DURATION:

78-79

CARID A
H;ovit man!/

times have you seen this ad?

A. Less than 5 timcs

l

I

I

E. 5 to 10 times

C. More than 10 times

Holar much

I

do you like, or d,istike this ad?

1. Likei alot
2.

Like it a little

3.

Nelther like nor disllke

4. Dislike it a little
5.

D,isllke it a lot

it

CARD B

L.

Agree a lot

2.

Agree a little

3.

Neither agree nor disagree

4.

Disagree a little

5.

Disagree a lot

clRD c

L, Maql of' the people in- this ad wquld be ha,v,ing only two
or tfiree drinks during the evening

2,

this ad would be dri'nHng
or getting drunk during the avening

3.

Neither of these

Manyr

of'the pGopfu

in.

heavilxr

CARD D

1.

Nothing

2.

A few drinks

3.

Ssrne drinks

4. A lot of drinks
5.

He was drunk

CARD E

!,.

Nothing

2,

A few drinks

3,.

Some drinks

4.

A lot of drinks

5.

He would get drunk

CARD

F

Agree a lot
Agree a little
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree a little
Disagree a lot

How much do you agree or disagree that:
Some of your favourite ads on television are alcohol ads.

Alcohol ads show you what the popular drinks are for young
people.

You usually pay close attention to alcohol ads on TV'

Alcohol ads on TV encourage teenagers to drink alcohol.
The situations shown in alcohol ads are usually pretty much
like it happens in real life.
You get to know more about drinking from watching alcohol
ads.

Alcohol ads often show drinking as being more fun and
exciting than it really is.

CARD U

1.-

Alcohsl adlc sho,uld be allowed on TV at any tirne

2.

Alcohol ads sftould ,be allowed on TV but onlj
night,

3.

Ateohol ads sho-uld not be allowed on TV at all

4.

None of these

af,ter.

g at

CARD

G

A. At least once a day
B.

5-6 times a week

C.

3-4 times a week/once every two days

D.

Twice a week

E.

Once a week

F.

Once every 10 days

G.

Once every 2 weeks

H.

Once every 3 weeks

J.

Once a month

K.

Once every 6 weeks

M.

Once every 2 months/6-8 times a year

P.

Once every 3 months/l-S times a year

R.

2-3 times a year

S.

Once a year

T.

Less than once a Year

U.

Never

lg-lt

times a year

CARD H

A"

Twlee a uneek or

B.

Once ,a week

C.

ORce evcrlr 10 d,ays

D.

Once ev€irlr 2 weeks

E-

O;nce evre,ry '3 waeks

F;

Once a rnonth

G;

Once, every 6 wee:ks

H.

Onee euery 2 months

J.

Once every 3 months

K.

2,-3 timps a y€ar

M,.

Onee a ycar

P.

Less than once a ycar

Cl., Never

rno-re

CARD I

1,

Often

2.

Sometimes

3,

Occasionally

4.

Never

CARD J

1,

Probably at least onee euery fcw

2,

Prohably at least once a week

3.

Fro,bablyr less thani once a week

4.

Probably not at all

5,,

Dcfinitely not at all

daXrs

CARD K

1.

Low alcohol beer

2.

Beer

3.

Wine

4.

Wine cooler

5.

Spirits

6.

Liqueurs

CARD

LAM

MALES AGED 10 TO

.

Agree a lot

.

Agree a little

.

Neither agree nor disagree

.

Disagree a little

.

Disagree a lot

l/t

YEARS ONLY

How much do you agree or disagree that:
Young people who drink have more fun and excitement than
those who don't drink.
It's OK for boys of your age to drink alcohol at least once

a

week.

Drinking and driving is a major problem in New Zealand.
Young people who drink have more friends than those who

don't drink.
Alcohol is a dangerous drug.
Young women who drink are seen as more attractive than
those who don't drink.
Young men who drink are seen as stronger and tougher than
those who don't drink.

Alcohol creates very serious problems in this country.
It's OK for boys of your age to get drunk at least once cvery
few weeks.
Drinking alcohol may cause health problems-

CARD

LAF

FEMALES AGED 10 TO

1.

Agree a lot

2.

Agree a little

3.

Neither agree nor disagree

4.

Disagree a little

5.

Disagree a lot

l/t YEARS ONLY

How much do you agree or disagree that:
Young people who drink have more fun and excitement than
those who don't drink.
It's OK for girls of your age to drink alcohol at least once

a

week.

Drinking and driving is a major problem in New Zealand.
Young people who drink have more friends than those who

don't drink.
Alcohol is a dangerous drug,
Young women who drink are seen as more attractive than
those who don't drink.
Young men who drink are seen as stronger and tougher than
those who don't drink.
Alcohol creates very serious problems in this country.
It's OK for girls of your age to get drunk at least once every
few weeks.
Drinking alcohol may cause health problems.

MALES AGED 15 TO 17 YEARS ONLY

CARD LBM

Agree

a

lot

Agree

a

little

Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree

a little

Disagree

a lot

How much do you

agree

or disagree that:

Young people who drink have more fun and excitement than
those who don't drink.

It's OK for young men of your age to drink alcohol at least
once a week.
Drinking and driving is a major problem in New Zealand

Young people who drink have more friends than those who
don't drink.
Alcohol is a dangerous drug.
Young women who drink are seen as more attractive than
those who don't drink.
Young men who drink are seen as stronger and tougher than
those who don't drink.

Alcohol creates very serious problems in this country.
It's OK for young men of your age to get drunk at least once
every few weeks.
Drinking alcohol may cause health problems.

CARD

LBF

1.

Agree a lot

2.

Agree a little

FEMALES AGED 15 TO 17 YEARS ONLY

Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree a little
Disagree a lot

How much do you agree or disagree that:
Young people who drink have more fun and excitement than
those who don't drink.
It's OK for young women of your age to drink alcohol at least
once a week.
Drinking and driving is a major problem in New Zealand.
Young people who drink have more friends than those who

don't drink.
Alcohol is a dangerous drug.
Young women who drink are seen as more attractive than
those who don't drink.

Young men who drink are seen as stronger and tougher than
those who don't drink.
Alcohot creates very serious problems in this country.

It's OK for young women of your age to get drunk at least
once every few weeks.
Drinking alcohol may cause health problems.

CARD M

A.

All of them

B.

Most

c.

Some

D.

A few

E.

None

CARD N

1;

Very happy

2.

Happy

3.

Neither happy nor unhappy

4.

Unhappy

5.

Very unhappy

6.

Don't have mother/father

CARD O

A. At least once a day
B.

3-6 times a week/once every two days

C.

Twice a week

D.

Once a week

E.

Once every 2 weeks

F.

Once every 3-4 weeks

G.

Once every 2-3 months/ 4-6 times a year

H.

1-3 times a year

J.

Less than once a year

K.

Never

CARD P

A.

At leas-t once a

B.

3-6 times a week/once every two days

C.

Twice a week

day:

D. Oncs d wGGilG

E.

Once evetyr 2

F.

Once ev€ry 3-4 wee-ks,

G,

Once eupry 2-3 months

H.

tr-3 times a ycal

J.

Lese than onee a year

K-

Never

M.

Don't h,ave mother/ fathcr

wee,ks

I 4S times a ycar

CARD Q

L;

Agree a lot

2.

Agree a little

,4.

Neither agree nor diisagrce

4.

Disagree a little

5,

Disagree a lot

7. Don't have a mothetl tath;cr

CARD R

1.-

Parenting or doing unpaid work at home or in the
community

2.

A student

3.

Unemployed

4.

Sick or an invalid

5.

Other (please specify)

CARD S

1.

Parenting or doing unpaid work at home or in the
community

2.

A student

3.

Unemployed

4.

Sick or an invalid

5.

Doing other unpaid activities

6.

Other (please specifY)

CARD T

01

No school qualification

02

School certificate in one or more subjects

03

UE / 6th form certificate

04

Higher school certificatef bursary/ scholarship

05

Trade certificate

06

Technicians certificate/ Technical Institute qualification

07

Nurses certificate/ diploma

08

Teachers certificate/ diploma

09

Some university papers but not full degree

10

University degree

11

Other (please specify)

APPENDIX D

EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY-MNE YEAR OLDS'
QTTESTIOI\NAIRB

ll

----w6rk SfAcc-.---rr
!.i. ADg.o,MoDu,l-E dl
# rrr | r rltrrrirrr.rit.
MODULE
il TV CONsUIVIFTION

Ol

<

tlo=c 1.4/1 |

sex

<

lloc 14/51 lallsw 1l
televisiOn.

grthich TV channsl dto tp{, wetch rms$t o,frenT
lal.lo,w 4L { DO Nor REAO I
''' gnter the Channels can code up to 4 il ne.cessary
EG

r r'i.r. I rr..

lallow 5l lsloro s$d in,Oll lgaro D.BCKI

cl < Firsrly we have ggtne qu.ir-srisns 6bout wStlhing

" I

i,!r. j.r r.r.

r...

arllrtattar.rarllr

taal

rr!rr

'II

i Chbnnel I ,:ehafrnel 2 and Shy entorsd as (124n I "

<l>

TV"l.l Channel

< l-432t

1

>

.."gnv'aornbination

<2> TVZI ehsnn€I 2
<3> TV3/ ehannel: 3
<4> skv
<7> Nevci / A,llnos.t Never w€leh TV

[.golo gtl I

<,8> RefuSed

<€>

Donrt kngw,

===}
>o2< tlow

6a.ry dey5

i,n

rhp week w,puld vss watoh TV

af,ter g in th€ evanirig

lrl

' ' ' Eirlel

lnl? lallow 'l I

nlrrrlber of days

<O>

''r

None l,goto, c6l

< 1.7 > Thenumb€r o{ d,av6

<I> Relused lgoto cGl
Dontl lcnsw lgoro c6l

<9,>

===>
>c3<

On € lujtwio.dt onelrrl ol these d.avs how rnueh. time urostd ygu spend watching
thes€ p'rsgr,arrmes ttrst are on lu,lafter glnt I l,allow. Sl

+

i'
l

Ir

"'
rr

ovct 3, check it is on.o tvpicral night the$ are refcrring to.
Don't includo progiar,nmcs on €ftet g th€t 6rg videoed and viewed
at. a later date
.r
I 98 if refused/ 99 don'r know l
'
lf,

I ,ontot the

NUMtsER of hours" traotions ps deoimals

c.g, ,ZE. 1,S,

===>
>o6<

Do vorr sv€r w€tch lulsports progtammeslnl on TV , lu,lnotlnl
counting. those on after g at night-

'"
r

sports prcglariime.s includps spons gvents r ! r

! ! 'ih€ludanq

<l >

yes

thosg on dr.rrir.rg the.

ttay

r

!|

.g.g

r

<2> No
<g

>

lgoto adal

Re'ig,sed

l;9oro adsl

<9,> Dp.nt'll6qra
=== )

l,9.olo

adsl

< Euring a typical |.ulweektnl how mueh tirne wosld you ususlly sp.€nd
rvatching lulthe,Ee EBoita'progtamrnBslnti that a're on 'ltirlbctor6 I ?tnJ

> o7

lellow
r

{

41

(98 lf refusedl 99 if don't know

'

r, r enr6r

}

''I

the N.uMBEff of hoqre, fraelions rs E€eimds e-9, .25, 1.5, .33

=-=')
ads

<

lallow l.lt

arm

.se€n en TV and

irow going ro desaribe ro vou so rie 6ds that you' rray have

l'd lilte you lo tell me il you

ea,n rsmem.ber having seen

therli'
En ar <O,> to
lgoto adsEl

D,rOOe€d..,.

Have Vou seefl a TV 6d that has: a g\lru dit ing on a mountain top
and e drink appeals in his hand?

>sl <

( DQ NOT READ )

'n other gu,y has:beanelifirbing Etounlain crld gots !o top and tt|eqtg gu'n.. a
drink appoars in guru's hand and hE drinksrlr and ih€n ansthe, aprpear.s
for the climber. DB Bitler. '' '
<1>
<2>

Yes, defi'nitoly seen
Yec, thint Eo

soen lgoro alel
knaw lgorc,alCl
<r9> Re{'usad lgeto alCI
<'7>
<.8>

Not

Don't

=.=:=:>

>a1,6.(
<1

And do you kncw whal btand was be]1d9.€d.\,erJi$ed?
(,DO UOT R€AD l

>

<2>
;

<3
<4

>

>
(5)
<6 >
<8>
<9 >
>gilb<

DB Bi(ter
Dorninion Bittat
DB tuspreoifiodl

Other EB r_nentions
Besr (unspecifiedl
Orhor braM (speoifyl.-......lsBecifVl
Donr! k4ow brand
Bofused

Aproximately how many tirnos have yorr secn rhis ad?

Would it be..,(BEAD

(1)
<2>
<3>

OFTITONS-'I

,;r les,s than 5 rimos
.",. 5 tb 10 tlmes
... or mor€ than 10 tin-es

<E>

Don't know

<9

>

:Relused

===)
>all c < H,ow mueh dio ysu like or disljke this ad'J' Do you .,.
.fBEAD OPTI]OA}s'I

> '.,. likc it a lol
<2> ..,like ar ii litlle
<3> .., neiiher l'i&e nor dislihe it
<4> -.. dislike it a lirirl€
<5> ,.. or dislike it a lot

<1

<'8>
<9 >

Dpn'r knoW
Rnfu.sed

>dlG< tfladd <1> toCl
lgolo chkl
lS ....i,. guy,an bar

<

> a2

s5l'.';-"--"""--"'-

Hev.e you seGn a TV ad whete a gury walks mlo a west€rn
Ond ls no! grv€rn the mght drink?

stvle bat gfd otdeis a dr.lnk

{ OO NCIT READ

}

t g$'V appFart lo bq a stfarr]get in to'wn and gn atlraolrv€ wdrnaft who i6
.
. . rfiith anorher .nan shows inreres.t in him, When h€ rs nOl giv€n the
rt

i,. q right dnink he stvs."This ie

{ oo Nor
1>
{2>

<

n,or Jirn BeArno,and leaves.
READ }

Yes, def'rrutelv sgen

Yes, think $o

(7>. Not s€6:n l'goto a2Cl
<8> Don't know tlgoto, aZCl
<9> Reiuqedr lig'oto.a2Gl
.===D
>a4.5<

And db yolr know what biand $vas being 6ct!'.eitised?

( rro

<l >
<2)
<3 >
,<8 )r
<9>
===>

nor

BEAD )

Jirn Eeam
Bourbon (Jirn Eearrl rlot m'ontion€df,

other brand ispeoffvl,"...".,lspocifryj
Oon't know b-rand
Refused

!azb<

apr.oximal,etv ho* many times haue vou seen thi6 ad?
Would it be...IREAD OPTIONSt

<I

>

.,. Iess ihan 5 tlmes

- <A> ... 5 to lO tircles
<3>

<8>
<9>

.-. or more than lO dnres,

Don'l know
Rptused

*= =)r
>

a2e< How rnuch dlo yo.q' iilie, qr.. dislk
{READ OPTIONSI

rhit, ad? Do you

.,.,

<'l >

.-. like it a lst

<2> ... like it a lirtle
<3> .- neithet like nor dislike
<4.> ...

<5>
<,8

<9

di8-llRe

ir

it a litlle

... ordigllke !t a tol

>
>

Donlt kttto.w
Re

r$ed

= =,=.)

a----;:-----:--::.
li#---.*.-*->iab< H.ow much do you agree or ditagreg wlth lhs sretement'-lrl He is the sort ot rnan your friends would admire l'dl

'''

friends oJ sarne'eex as lespghden{

i'

Do vou'.. {REAEI

<1> Agr€€€lot

<2)
<8>
<4>
<5>

Agree a linle
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree a littte
or Disagtee; a lot

<8>
<9>

Befused
Don"t know

>izp< ( l'low
lrl

mqch do you agree or disagree wrrh lhe starcifient--' I

He's a men's

man

Inl

Do you... (READI

<l>

A,greealot

<2> Ag,roe 6,linle.
<3> Neither agiee riori disa.gr,ee
<4> Eisagreealittlo
<5> oi Pisagree a lor
(t8

)

<9

> Don't know

H,efused

l===>
>a2C< t*ladd <11

to Cl

lgoro ohkl
ad 3: \bluss lrss 6d..--;:--.
Have you seeh any TV ad or ads that show twro man ih suits, dark glasses
€rd h€ts singil.ng songs and danoing abgut the stage and rh€r6 Is also a

[f*+
)

a3

<

young womon called Rocky bahind tfio bar.

{ DO NOT READ }
a!' There.is a largg orowd dancing and aBplauding'the gangc[s.
" c Thc singers are, eallod ths Btues Brothere'and one ol the songs
' ' I iThis Bue's for you'. Sreinlager Bluo. ' ' '
( 1)
<2,>

Yes, definitely sean
Y6s. think. Eo

is

<7.> Not s€gn lgoto a3Gl
<8> Dorr'l know lq,oto ri3€l
<9> Refr,rsed I.g.oto a3el
== =>

>a3a(

And do you know what brarid was being advsrtised?
t Do NoT REAE I

<1>
<2>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<6>
<7>

S,teinlegerElue
Stelrnlager, luspecifiledt
Bluc lunsPeeifiedl
Othgr Steinlagor mentigns
Other brand tspecilyl-..-.'r,lspeeif vl
Don't know brand
Refuscd

I

l'-=="
l>a,3b< Aproxtmalaly' how

I

msny'litf,r€s: have vqu seen rhrs ar!?

wauld ir be...(REA'D oPflONsl

I

|
|
|

<1>... lessthanSlrmes
.2, ... 5 ta lO times
<3 > ,,. or more lhan lO timeg

I

I

<8>
<9>

|
|

Don:t know
Refused

l===]|

l>a3o<

How rnuch do you like or dislik'e this

adl

Do you ...

l(READ OPTTONS)

|
|
|
|
|

<1> ... likd ir € lol
<2 > ... like it s little
<3 > ... neilher like nol dislike if

I

<8>

Eon'r know

I

<9l

Refused

<4>...,dislike.ira[rilo

<5>

|
|

... or

dishk.B

tt a Io!

l===)
I

lt#-----------I

>i3b< Which

one of these statements.do you think best applies to lhis ad?

|
I

(READI

>

<

1

<

2>

<3>

(8>
(9)

Many of rhe poople in rhis ad would be having only fwo or thtee
dri:nks during the evening
or Many of thc people in this ad wsuld be drinking heaviiy or
goning drunk durlng thp evening
oi Neither of theso
ge1o""6
rDBrtlt know

>aBG< t#ledd <l> roCl
lgoto chl(l

f---.------..-..----..-:--'----'
.Havc y,ou Fesn a TV a.d s€r in New OrlsaR-s wilh blues ntu6'lcig{|'s
and sinoefs. pao$lo danprng aRd,sonloroRc drwtng around ld a caL.
There are dtso scgnes ol everglade s$ramps.

*.a4<

( 1>

Yesi dofinit€ly seen
Yes. think so

€2)

<7> Not esen [golo a4Cl
<8> Don't know lgoro a4Cl
<9 > Refused lgoto a4Cl
===>
>,a4a < And do you kngw what brar,rdl wias bEin$ atlvertiscd?
( DO NOT READ l
< 1> Southern Comfon
2>
<8>
<9)

<

Othgr brand (speeifvl.......lrsBecilyl
Dron't know brand
R,efused

i==>
>:a4b.< Aproximately ho'w nnitnv liinet havo ydr,, seen thrs ad?
Would ir be...(READ OFTlrOt{S)

> ..,. less lhari 5 tinrgs
<2> ..,,5 ro. l0 ttnree
<3> .,, or mor,e rhan IO tinr€s

<I

<8>
<9 >

Don'l know
Refueed

=:=>

muoh dq Vos I'ike or diitiks this ad?' Do you ...
(READ O.PTIONSI

>a4c< How

> -". like it a:lot
<2> ,.. like it a llnle
<8 > ..- nsittrer likp nor {ielike ii
<4> ... dislike it a linle
<l

<5 > ... or di€like lt a lot

<8>
<9 >

Don't know
Rcfused

>a4C<

[#[add <t > to Cl
lgolo ehkl

l#--:ad

5 Rima Te

Wiara---.---

.'r'E-''i:;:"

<

Have you soen a TV ad that leatures Rima Te Wiata and is showing
thingg you ean dq to lodk aJtar your guests. Sho bdngs out a cake
with € taxa sign o.n it and one qf tho guests slee.ps the night in the

> aS

bath tub.

"'

( Do NOT READ l
le on host res-ponsibility and shows Rima preparing food. Sho aknoet
drinks a gqtd fish when goinE to g$t s,qrng punih 'I r

('l >
(2)

Yeg, dafinitety sien
Yss. think so

<7> Not Oe?F [goro a56l
<8> Don't know lgoro asCl
<9> Refused lgort, a5Cl,

===)
ABroiimatel,Y how manv lirnes ho\t€'Yqti saen this ad?
Would it be...(READ OPTIONSI

>&5a<

> ... less than 5 times
2> ..- 5 ro 1 O tirn65
<3> ,., or more than lO tirnes
<'l
<

<8>
<9>

Dbn't know
Refuced

===>
>a5b<

H,ow mtich do you like or dis-like lhis ad? Do you ..(READ OP.TIONSI
<1> ... like [t a lot
<2> -..i'rke ir a little
<3> ... nelther like nor dislike it

<4> -,, dislike it s llt{le
< 5 > ,.. or dislike it a loL
<8
<9

>
>

QoR"t know
Ralu,sed

===,)
>

aEC< l#ladd
lgoto

<'1

> te Cl

cht(1,

t#-------.'------

>a6<

ol afcohol is a,dvertis€d as
rtrgby
teanr
and it shows. thcrn playino
rhe
spgnsqring
Kiwi
lrfleaguelnl
and training, lifting woighrs ete.
Flave you seen a TV sd whete a hrand

!t includes ilr6 word6,., "Are vou leadY for a good rime ? '.

{ DO NOT

"'
'a'

READ

}

song also includes - are you ready for the big time 7
lion red sponsorship

<1>

Ycr definitaly

<2>

Yres, think so,

" "'.

seon

> Not spgn [goto aBCl
<8> Don't know lgoto a6Cl
<€) Relusod lgoto aGCl
<7

==E>

>a$a< Anddo

>
<2>
<3 >
<4>
<5>
<.1

vou know wha,t alehol bra,rxl wa€ included in thie advertisementl
{ DO Nor READ I

Lion Riad

Lion luspccifiodl
Other Lign rnentions
Steinlager
Beer (r.rnspeeifiedl

!
>
<9>
===2
<6

<8

> a6b

(

Other brend (gpecity).-....,-...,.,-l specilyl
Donlt know braod
-Refused

Aptoxiniately how rnany times hsvo you seen this 6d?

Woutd it be...{READ OPTIONSI

> -.. less. than 5 tiines
<2> .-.5 to il0 tirrnes
<3> .,,. or morc thah lO rimes
<1

<8>
<9 >

Eon't know
RcIU,S€d

===>
>agc< How muoh d'o votr lil(,e or dislike rhrs ad? Do you '-.
(R€AD OPJION'SJ
< I > ... like it a, lot

<2> ,,,like ir a little
<3 > .-. neithet.like nor dislike il
<4> .-. dislik€,it 6lir!:l.e
<5> .... or disliko it a lot

'

<8.>
<9 >

Donil know
Reftlsed

===>
[#---. irnage-.>i6c

<

How rnu.ch do you agr'ee o't disagtae with th6.ststenieRt-.--..-lrl"Thev al.e. [he eort oi me.n vou]r hiendg would adrnirelnl
Do yan... |READI

<l>

Agrd€elol

<2>
<3>

Agreo a litlle
Neither agtec not disagree

<4)

Disagree a litrle
or Disagree a lol

<5>

<8 > Rtrfsssd
<9 ! Oon't know
.=

=,= >

>i6d<

How much do you agree or

disagree with tho slatement.-...:.

lrl They!rc rnen's rnenlnl
Ds ysu,.. (READI

<1>

Agrce a lot

<.2> Agree

a liUle

(3 > Neithgr a9r9a not disggrre€
<4> Disagree a litrlo

(5)

or Disagree a lbt

<8>

Refused

(9)

Do,n't kno,w

=e*)

'>aGC< lfll,add <1> ro

Cl

lgoto chkl
>a7

Wu secn a TV ad set on a 'i;hiF and as tho waiter walks' paF!
with 6 borlle, o,f ,aleohol 'rhing;s ohange' thoir forrn,.
Bcads rirburnd :i {Yoinan's Reek ehange rnlo a $nalce and a blapk cat:

<

F,lave

ints a pi 6(her.
( Do NoT READ l
s6oking b,rc,alhes out

qhang€rs

't . Me,n
<1>
<2>

fire

/ Smirnoff Vsdka

'"

Yes, defin{mlV seeln'
Yes. think so

> Not reen lgoro aTCl
<g> Donfr know lqoto sTCl
<9 > ReJused lgoto aTCl

<7

===)

>a7a< And do you know whFl brand was berilg
{

DO NOT BEAD

advertispd?

,

> Smirnolf
<2> Vodka (trnspociliod)
< 3> Oth€r brafd (speeilYl.-.....lspeeitv,l
<8> Donl1 kno,w brandi
<9 > Refuaed
===>
<I

< ,qproxlmatoj? how nrany trrnes: ha.ve you seen this ad?
Woutd ir be...{FEA,D OPTI,O-NSl

> a7b

> ... less than 5 times
122 u,5 to 1,0 irrtres

<I

<,3>

<8>
<9>

.... or mor€

than 1O rimes

Don't kno\,v
Refused

=,=-)
>a7a

<

HoW rntlch d.o you l{ke or dislike

this.ad? Do y'ou -.-

GEAD OPTIONSI
<I

> ... l,ke ir a lor

<2>.-.,like,

itali

le

> ... n€Sther lik'e nor 'dishke it
< 4 > ,.. disllike rt a lrttl'e
<5> ... o.r dlslike rr a lor
<3

<8>
<9 >

Don't know
R.efuss-d

===)
>a7Q< l#ladd <l> toCl
lgoto ohkl

<

Have y,ou seiin' a'TV ad whoro there is a tdlcnt quesr at e Frr-b and a guy
rnalving arorlnd.the pub singing a so,ng callett
'rod'blooded blood brothers,". There arc.lo s of Bhots of different
peopto singing and drinking.

> a8

k ehown

'tt

t

DO NoT READ

l

ThG perfsrmaoqo is b-oing vldeoed and

at tho ond sn old guy is

looking €t the video and says how rhis guy srngrng wahs bverry y€at'
Therc is an allr€ctlve vtlolnaR g|rJir€rist featu,red'. ' ''
1>
<2>

Yes, dofi.nitelY seen
Ycs. thin&.go

<

<7! Nbtseen lgo o aaCl
<8> Don't know lgoto aSCl
<9> R;efused lgoto a8cl
=a=)

>a8a(
<1

And do Vou kno,w wha-r bland was'be]ng advettised'l

>

<2)r
<3>

I

DO NOT REAO

]

Lisn Red
Liorr Brcwn
Uon lunspecified.l

( z1> Beer (unsp,eeifledl

>
<8>

Orher braod (Epeelfvl.-....'.lBpeci'fvl

<9">

Rsfilsed

<5

Don'l know braod

==)
a8b<

Aproxirnatoly ho'w rnany tiines hlave you s86n this ad?

wsuld it be..",|READ oPTloNsl
< I > ..- lese than 5 liones
<2> .." 5 to li0 times
<3> -.. or moae than 1O tinres

<8>
<9>
===>
>a8o{

Don'! know
Ref.ueed

,t{ow rnuch do Voulitre or dislike this ad? Do yotr -'.

(REA,D OPJIOITTSI

> ... like ir e lot
<2> -.. lilte ir a littlo
<3> ... neith€r lik€ not dirslilt€ it
<4> .... d$s-lik€'il a little
<5 > .., .or disjike'ft a lot

<I

<8
<9

>
>

Don'i know
Fe,fused

===>
>a8G< l*tadd' <1 > ro el
lgolo chkl

>adsE< [allow

ll

U...-.-.,'*-sftl

ol ads.q moduls l --.=-.':---:..--

3rs+**;r'*:Fi:F*{riR*-..|i*:F:F;|?;|..:*:i.;!.*a:lE'F*:a]*rF,**:F*.li:.;E'*:lir.*ra.*,{:|{l+.***

< lfioc t 5/'l I How rrtten wlten yrru watch alcohul ads on TV tlo ytru t'eel you'd
like to get up and have snme ah.rth,qll to drink?

tl I

READ

l>
<2>
< 3>
<4>
<'X >
<

Often

So,metims
Oceasional,ly
Selclom

Never

8> Refused
<9> Don't know
==)
stfft< [alklw 2f I Am ncrw guirlg lu rcad you S$me $tate.nrenttr
<

ah0uf

alu0hol adverrirsing generally, and I wuuld like ycrrr tu tell
mE how much y(fu agrce or disagree with cash.
x';**;ts

tl4(

fn1.gr

(0)

tct co,ntinuid s+*'F

Sttrne rlti vttur favtrtrrite acls on televisirrn are al.c<lhol ads

Du ytru... (READ)

(l)

Agreealot

<2> Agree a lirrle
< 3 > Neither agree r,ror disagtee
< rt > Disagree a litrle

(5) u,r Disag:fee a lut
(8) R,e,hrsed
(9) Don't kntrw
==>
>d5

<

You usually pay clo.se allention

t<.r

alcuhr-rl acls on

TV

Do you... (READ)

<l>

Agrecalur

2> Agree a litt!,e
3> NeithEr agr:ee nor rlisagree
<4> Disagree a l,inle
<
<

(5}

nr Disagree a kx

< 8 > Retus*l
<9> Don't knsw

==

-,)

>d6<

The gituartio:ns shown

like it happens in real lif.b
Do you... (READ)

<ll

Agreealot

irn

aleshol ads are usually preny much

<2).Agreealittle
<

3

> Neither agre€ nor d isagrec

(4>

Disag,rec a little

<5>

(8)

'<9>

elrDisag-reealtrt
Refu,sed

Don'I krurw

<

Alcohsl ads provide a useful guide rs. ttr how other people
use alqohsl ln their lives

>d7

Do you... (READ)

(l>

Agreeal<lt
Agree a little
Neithef agree nor tlisagree
Disagteeia litile
or Disagr,ee a lot

<2>
<3>
<4>

{5}

<8>

(9)
===)
>d8<
than

Refusecl

Don't knclw

Alcohgl aels qften shgw tlrinking as heing more firn and exciting
it really i.t

Do you... (READ)

<l>
(2)

Asreealot'
Agreealittle

< 3 > Neithcr agre€ ftfr disagree
<4> Disagreealitrl,c
(5) or Disagree a lcrt

<

8>

(9>
-.--;'.
$

Retbsed

Don't know

/ new record
**o**:F.***** f *..*,*+*{t**1slF-:f]*rF,{r,il.!t*{h:lR++rB****+:l
[p***
[# general statements
another rmedul'e to stan here

*

!F{crB:t

** *:F**,* ********t*'*{B**'{c

> gon < [allow 2l I rrow have srlme ,more gensral stiitemeflts ah0ut .drinking alr,uhOl
and again [:would like yuu tu tell me hclw rnuch you agr€e or disagree
with each slatemeot.
x** enter <0> tu Proceal ***

-'--\
>gI<

The sscret to a good pany is to have plenty of'alcohol.

Do you... {READ)

<l>
(2>

Agreealot
Agree a lirtle

<4>

Disagree a linle
or Disagreea lot

< 3 > Neithcr agree nur disagree,

(5)

| <e>
| "u'

Relirsed

D.ttn'l knttrv

=.== >
> 93

<

Drinking alcohtol malee* life mxue fun

ancl exeiting

Do you... (READ)

('l).Agreealot

(?> Ag,reealinle
<3 > Neither agree nnr disagree
(4) Disagreea litrle
<5) rlrD.isagreealrrr
<8>
<9>

Retuseel

Don't krnrw,

=:=>
> 94 <

Drinking and driving

i.s a nra,irlr pnr,blem

in Ncw Zeafund

Do yor'r... (READ)

dl).Agreeahrt
< 2 >- Agre-e a little
< 3 > Neither agree nor clisagrce

(t[]

Dlsagree a

linle

( 5 )r or Disagree
<

8

>

a lor

Ref,ured

('9) D,ont know
===)
> 95 < ettple get rm he$cf tt,rgerher rvhrer,l ft.e.y've had a trew <l.rinrks.
)o yuu".. (READ)

(l>
(2>
(5)

Agreeal.ul
A,greealitrle
Ncithcr agrcc nur
Disagree a linle
orDisagreealrx

<8>
<9>

Dort't know

<

3

>

<tt>

disa_sree

Refused

===>
>95<

Aftnhol is a dangenrus

clrug,

)o you... (READ)

t> Agree.a lrrt
(,2} Agree a little
(3> Netther agree nor disagree
(4> Disagree a little
(5) or Disagree a lot
<

<8>

(9)

Rehrsed

Don't knlrw

=--= >
> g8< Dri'nlcing alsohtil

is a gr'ttu.l way

to escape fiunr rhe hassles of

everyday life.
Do yo.u,.. (READ)

( l)

Agree a lctt

<4)
(5>

Disagree a liftle

<8>

Refused

<2> Agree a little
< 3 > Neither agree nor disagree
orDisagr,esalot

(9) Don't know
>g9'< Alcohal
Der

create$ vdty,ssri()us trroblems'in this country .

you... (READ)

<(l)
(2),
<3>
<4>

Agreealut
Agree a linle
Neilher agree nor rlisagr:ee
Disagree a little

(5) or Disagr"ee a h.tt
(8> Refused
<9>

>

D:on't knuw

910< It'g OK to get drunk at leasr every fbw weeks

Do you... (R-EAD)

,<l>

Agreealttt

<2> Agree a littte
< 3 > N:either agree nor di,sagree
<4> Dls-agree a liule

(5)

or Dis'agrwa krt

<8>
<9>

Refused

DOn't know

[#*-*---.
t# rc*+sr** start consum Q's on a new record
>CON<

W;e rculd now like to ask you $ume questions about drinking .
f,[ow,often do you drink alcohol?
{ DO NOT READ. PROMPT rF NECESSARY }
At least gnce a
< l0> once every 6 weeks
5ormo,rerimes a
oneeevery 2 months
34 times a week/ snce Gvery two days < 12> once every 3 months
hrrice a
< 13> 2-3 times a ye?ir

I>
day
<2>
week
<3>
(4)
week
(5) onceaweek

<

<ll>

<|4>onc€ayear

<6>
<7 >
<8>
<9>

()nce

evcry l0

< 15> less than ()nce a year lgoto m2 l
< 16> Nevcr
lgoto x:tl
< l7> Have stopped drinking lgnto yy;

clays

()ncc cvery 2 rvecks

()nceevcry3rveeks
(lnccattrtrnlh

< 98 > retirsecl
<99> tlon't know

lgtrto rrr2 |
lgoto nr2l

l#--------f1rst TRK hlock-----------[217u( I wtluld now like yor,t t() think of trne drinking occasion that would he
most lultypicalInJ ot your overall drinking.
I What would you he clrinking on rhis lultypicallnl occasion?
DO NOT REPEAT QUESTION FOR FURTHER BEVERAGES. DO NOT READ OPTIONS.
<6> Spirits
F | > Beer (including Lager)
Lowalcohol
<7>
heer
Mixedcocktail
K2>

<8> Liqueurs
F3> Homehrew
Wine
(including
chanrpagne
rose)
<9> Sherry or pon ur vermoulh
ancl
F4>
Wine c(roler (wine antl ti'uit.juice) < t0> No nrore rypes
F5t
K0> Other alcoholic clrinks (CHECK WHETHER CAN BE CODED ABOVE)
(Spe.ity)
lspecify|
k g8 t Refused lgortr rg |
< 99 > Dtln't kntrrv lrroto tg I
<e> No alcohtrl / Nevcr drinks
F==) lgoto2l7rvl
|

I

2l7v<

rrltlrink be on a typical occasion
2llstore
<
>
in
2l7r,l
lallorv
l# lequir,2l7ul
NOT REPEAT QUESTION FOR FURTHER BEVERACES.
NOT READ OPTIONS.
Ibtink INo EITH ER/ORs[norrnal I
< I > Beer (inuluding Lager)
< 2 > Lorv alcohol hccr
<3> Homc brerv
<4> Wine (inclucling charnpagne ancl rose)
<5 > Wine couler (wine and tiuit iuice)

<6>
<7 >
<8>
<9 >
<0>

What tvottlcl your usual other typc

?

Spirirs

Mixed cockrail
Liqueurs
Sherry or porr or vennouth
Other alcoholic drinks (CHECK WHETHER CAN BE CODED ABOVE)
(Specify)
I speuity I

<98> Retrsed

>
< l0>
==)
< 99

Don'r

lgoto tgll
lgoto tg I I

know

No mure types

<

e>

2l7rv( [if?l7u cc1 (e)
> in nl?bllstore
[store <
|

<
<
<
<
<
lst<rre

lstore
[srore
[store
lstore

)
)
)
)

>

in n lTlllstore
in nlThllsrore
in nlTwl[srore
in nl7r;llsture
in n lTs llstore

No alutrhol/Ncver drinks

l# if none drink blank out
in clThl l# tor heer blank out
in clTll l# low alcohol
in clThl l# home brew
in clTwl l# wine
in clTcl l# wine cooler
in c lTsl [# spirits

[store <
[store <
lstore <
[store <
lgoto tg | |
[endifl

> in nlTrttllstore < > in clTntl
> in nlTqllstore < > in cl7qi
) itt ttlTl'llstore < > in clTtl
> in nlTol[store ( ) in cl7ol

lif Zl7ueq ( l ) llstorc
[if 2l7ueq (2)llstore
[if 2l7ueq <3)llstore
[if 2l7u eq <4)ilsttrre
[if 2l7u eq (5) llstrrre
lif 2l7u eq <6) llstore
lif 2l7tt ec; (7)llstore
[if2l7u eq < 8) l[sttrre
lif 2lTueq (9)llstore
lif 2l7u cq <0)llstore

< Y> |ll

<Y>
<Y>
<Y>
<Y>

c I 7h ll end

itl

in c | 7l llenditl
in c l7h llendifl

in
in

c lTwJ[enclitl
c | 7c llend ifl

< Y> in clTsllenditl
<Y> in clTnrllenditl
< Y > in clTqllendifl
<Y> in c l7f llendifl
<Y> in clTollendifl

lif 2l7v eq < l> -st()rc <Y> inclTbllendifl
[if 2l7v ec1 < 2 > st(trc <Y> in clTlllenditl
Iif 2l7v eq ( 3 ) st(,re < Y> in clThllenditl
[if 2l7v eq < 4 > sl(lre <Y> in clTrvlIendifl
[if 2l7v eq < 5 > st()rc < Y> in clTcjlendifl
lif2lTv eq <6> st(tre <Y> in clTsl[enditl
lif 2l7v e(t < 7 > store <Y> in clTrnJIendifl
[it 2l7v eq < 8 > st(,rc <Y> in clTql[endifl
lif 2l7v eq <9> st(lre <Y> in clTflIenclifl
lif 2l7v eq <0> ||sture <Y> in clTollendifl
[store ( > in 2l7xl
Would you he drinking anylhing else ahrng rvith the .....
un this occasion?
l# -ltxtp< I > Yes lgotu 2l7vl
l# nrixing tlrinks
<2> No [goto 2l7vl
l# sarne drink all night . out of l(x)p

2l1x<

==>

in clTlrllstore < n) in nlThllendifl
( n> in nlTlllendifl
(n)
<
>
in
clTlllsttrre
cl?l
eq
llstore
[it
( n) in nlThl[endifl
(n)
in
>
<
clThllstore
clTh
eq
llsttrre
lit
( n) in nlTwllenditl
<
>
n>
in
e
lTrvl[sttrre
eq
<
clTrv
Iif
llstore
(
n) in nlTcllendif I
<
in
eq
<
>
n>
clTcllstore
cl?c
llstore
Iif
(n)
<
in nlTsJ[enditl
n>
in
<
>
clTsl[store
clTs
cq
[if
l[store
(
(n)
in nlTml[enditl
n)
in
<
>
clTmllsttlre
[if clTm eq
l[store
(n]
<
in
nlTql[enditl
n)
<
>
in
clTqJlstore
cl7q
eq
[if
l[store
(
(n)
in
nl7fl[endit']
n)
<
>l[store
in
clTtllstore
clTf
eq
[if
[if clTo eq < >][store <n> in clTol[store ( n) in nlTo][endifl

2l7y< tif clTh cq < > llstore <n)

[if clTl eq <Y> goto nlTll
[if clTb eq <Y> goto nlTbl
Iif clTh eq <Y> goto nlThl
lif clTw eq <Y> goto nlTwl
[if clTc eq <Y> goto nlTcl
lif clTs eq <Y) goto nlTsl
>
goto
n lTnrl
Iif clTm eq < Y
lif cl7q eq < Y > goto nlTql
guto
<Y>
nlTfl lif cl?o eq (Y> goto nlTollgoto 2l7el
IifclTfeq

>nl7b<
***

And on this typical occasion. how nruch BEER would you he drinking

Iallol 4l

record horv nrany tjrsr (0

*** valid

containers

if refused/can't remembcr) ***

are: Glass

Snrall hanclle (half pint)

?

:f

Can
Large hantlle (pinr)
Stuhlrie lrorrle Jug (rrnc lirre)
Stantlard lrottle

l::i:

**rl:
**

x:

*a'* enter the numher of ctrntainers. tl'actions as decinrals e.g- .25. | .5.
.33

=:: >
>cl7b( x** DoNrr READ - PRol\4PT lF NECESSARy : now enrer conrainer
| <l> lstore < > in clTbl
Glasslgotogl7trJ
<7> Small handle (half pint)
|
<4> Can
< 8 > Large hantlle (pinr)
<5> Stuhhie bonle
<9> Jug (one litre)
<6> Standard borrle
< 0> Retirsed/Don'r know lgoto 2 | 7yl
llTb]
=:) [goto
glTb<

code

Woulcl that glass hrrld as nruch as a can or stuhhie-

rlr rvould it hold rnore or tess ?
tluiv clThllsture < > in -glThllno gr;1sgl
ON'T READ

<|> Snrallelanlounl (l50rnl) (d>
<2> Sanre as can/stul'rbic (.i50nrl) <r>
< 3 > Larger anlount (47-5rnl)
==)
e lh < l;rllorv l2 | goto C lhzl

Dun'tknow
Refirsecl

f

I l7h

<

let;uiv c lhllallorv l2

|

lif clTblt <4)llstore <glass> inclbllelsel
lif clTb er; (4) llstore (can) in cthllelsel
lif clTlr et1 (5) l[store (srulrhie) in clhllelsel
lif clTh et1 <6) llsrore (srd. hortle> in clhllelseJ

Iif c l7h eq ( 7 ) ll.srure ( snrall hanclte > in clhllelsel
[it'cl7h cq < 8] llsrtrre < large handle) in clhl[etseJ
[if clTh eq <9> llsrore <.ius> in cthl
I

end i tl I encl i fl I end

i

t-l I

entl i fl I end i fl I end i t'l I entt

i

r

||

goro 2 I 7y t

nlTl<

And on this typical ()ccasi()n. horv nruuh Low ALCOHoL BEER
rvould you he drinking ?
Iallorv 4l
l: tf,
'* rcc(trd how nrany first (0 if retirsed/can't rcnrenrhcr) *r:r:

Glass
Cun

valid cr,rntainers are:

Srlalt hanclle (half pint)

Large hantlle (pint)
Stuhhie hrrttle Jug (une lirre)
Standard lrrrltle

l** enler the
:!: =>
I

>

|

NUMBER of conrainers. tiacrions as ilecimals e.g. .25. 1.5. .33

clTl< **x DON'T R,EAD - PROMPT f F NECESSARY
[store < > in ctTll
< I > Class [goto glZll

<4>
<5>
<6>
===)

>gl7l<

<

Can

Stubbie hottle
Standard hottle

[goto

llTll

: now enrer container code

< 7 > Srnall handle (half pint)
8 > Large handle (pint)
<9> Jug (one litre)
<0> Retirsed/Don't know [goto 2l7y]

Would that glass hold as nruch as a can or stuhhie.
or would it holcl nrore or less ?

iv clTlllstore <
.T READ

>

in

glTlllno

<I>
<2>
<3>

Sanrc as can/srublrie

cll<

[allow l2l

Smaller
Larger

erasel

arnounl (250rul) (d>

arnount

(350nrl) (r)

Don't knurv
Refirsed

(-175rnl)

llTl<

[equiv cll][allow l2l
[if clTl lt <4> l[store (glass) in ctlllelsel
f clTl eq (4) l[srore (can) in ctllletsel
f clTl eq <5> l[srore <srulrbie> in cilllelseJ
f clTl eq (6) l[srore (srd. hottle) in clll[else]
f clTl eq <7> l[store <snrall hancile> in cll][else]
f clTl eq <8>lfstore <large hanctte) in clll[else]
f clTl eq (9) llsrore <-iug> in cttl
end ifl [end itl I end i tl I end itl I enrl i f | | end i r | | enct i fl

I

goto

2 I 7y I

nlTh<

And on rhis rypical occasion. how much HOME BREW
would you he clrinking ?

*

Iallow

-11

record how many rlrst (0

* valid

*

containers

if refirse{/can't renrenrher) ,r**

are: Class

Snrall handle (half pint)
Large hantlle (pint)
Stulrhie horrle Jug (one lirre)
Cnn

Standarcl l'rottle

the

f::,jr

NUMBER.f c.nrainers. riacti.ns

as decinrats

e.g. "25. t.5. .33

f clTh < *** DON'T READ - PROMPT lF NECESSARY : n()w enter cgntainer cqcle
| . [stclre < > in clThl
<?> Snra[ hantlle (hatf pinr)
I !t Glass [goro glThl
<
Can
<
> Large hanclle (pint)
8
| 1t

I <5> Stubhie lrotrle
<6> Srandard hottle
]
===> [goto llThl

<9> Jug (rne lirre)
< 0> Retirsed/Don't

knorv [goto 2l7y;

Would that glass holcl as much as a can or stubbie.
?gl7h< would

or
it hold rlore or less ?
I
[pquiv clTh][store ( ) in gtThf lno erasel
DON'T READ

<l> Smalleramount (250m1) <d>
<2> Same as can/stubhie (350m1) <r>
< 3 > Larger amounr (475nrl)

I

clh

<

llTh<

Don,tknow
Retirsed

[allow l2 |
[equiv

clhllatlow l2l

!!t ctZh lr <4> llstore (gtass) in cthltetsel
lif clTh eq <4> llsrore (can) in cthllelsel'
<5) llstore (stubbie) in cthlletsel
!:{.!it eq
eq
llstore (srtt. bortte> in citrlleisel
lil.l1l, eq <6)
<7>
llstore (snrail handte> in ci'h;1etse1
li{.11!
[if clTh eq
llstore (targe handte) in cthlietsei

(8)

(Specity)

Ispecity

> Retirsed lroto C2al
<99> Don't know [guto C2al
< l0> No nrore rypes lgoro C2al (e)
< 98

<

> tgx2

I

No alcohul/Never clrinks

Is there another type trf alcohol thar yuu drink

( I > yes tirr third type lgoto tg3l
( 2 ) no
[goro C2al

???

> tg3 < What is it ??
{ DO NOT READ }
2][store
< > in tg3]
[allow
DO NOT REPEAT QUESTION FOR FURTHER BEVERAGES.
DO NOT READ OPTIONS.
< I > Beer (including Lager)
<2> L<lw alcohol heer
<3> Homebrew
<4> Wine (including charnpagne and rose)
<5 > Wine cooler (rvine and fiuit.iuice)

<6> Spirits
<7 > Mixetl cockrail
< 8 > Liqueurs
< 9 > Sherry (lr porl of vermouth
<0> Other alcohrrlic tlrinks (CHECK
(Specity)
< 98 > Refirsecl
l-ertto C2al
<99> Don't know lgrxtr CZaJ
< l0> No nrore types lgortt CZal

> tgx3

<

#

WHETHER CAN BE CODED ABOVE)
lspecity I

[gtno C2al
this c<lding is redundant ---fbr time being
Now I have sonre questions about clittbrenr rypes of alcohot.

------>clbb<

firstly starting with heer..

___\
>Clb<
>
<3>
<I

<2>

..

l

lallorv I
renter<0>toprOceed*r.'k

How often do you tlrink BEER

At least once a clay

? { DO NOT READ }

< 12 >

week

once every 3 months

5 or more rimes a
< 13> ?-3 timls a vear
34 times a week/ ()ncc every rrvo clays < 13 > 2-3 times a year

<4> twice a week
<5> once a week
<6> once every l0 clays

< 14> once a year
< 15> less than once a year lgoto Clhl

weeks

once every 2
once every 3 weeks
<9> once a month
< l0> once every 6 weeks
<
> once every 2 nronths

:1,
<8>

< 16>

Never

'C Id 5 When you are drinking BEER, horv much
[allow 4]

record how many tirst (0

Clhl

<98> retirsed lgoto Clhl
<99> don't kn<lw

ll
:==)

***

lg<lto

if

clo

y'u

usualty drink

rehrse<l/can'r remember)

***

?

Sherry/Pon/Verrnoulh : ltill n l7f'llfill cl f'l
Othcr alcohol heverage :lfill n lTolltill c lol
Have I got that tlorvn correctly ?
DO NOT READ
< I > Yes lgoto tgll
<2> No

>prl7<

[allow 501[store < > in prtTl
[store < ] in clhllsttrrc ( ) in cllllstore ( ) in clhJ[store ( ) in clrvl
[store() inclcllstore ( ) in clsllstore ( ) in clmllstore < > in clll
[store <] inclfllstore ( ) in clollgoto 2l7vl

l____
---/
l# ----

END OF TYPICAL OCCASIONS : NOW ANY OTHER TYPES oF BEER & SPIRITS

(

,) t9l

Are therc any uthcr' (ypcs (lt'alerrh.l tlrat you s.n'letimcs crrink ??
{ DO NOT READ }
*:k:r* Can crxle rrp l() lhree ::::i::::r:
lallow 2l[srore < > in tgll
DO NOT REPEAT QUESTION FOR FURTHER BEVERACES.
( DO NOT READ OPTIONS. pRO[4pT tF REQUIRED. )
< I > Beer (including Lager)
< 2 > Lorv alcohol heer
<3> Honre hrerv
<4> Wine (including clr;rnrpagnc and rose)
< 5 > Wine cooler (rvinc antl fi'uit .iuice)
< 6 > Spirits
<7 > lv,lixed cockrail
< 8 > Liqucurs
< 9 > Sherry or p(rrt ()r venlouth
<0> other alcoholic tlrinks (CHECK wHETHER cAN BE coDED ABovE)
lspeciry|
<98 > Retuse
<99> Don't know lgoto C2al
< l0> No mtrre rypes lgoto c2al <e> Nrl alc,hor/Ne'er drinks

(Sq..!ty)

>tgxl

< Is there another tyPe ot

alcohol rhat
( | ) yes tirr seconrl tvpe lgoro
rg?l
(2) no
C2al
[goro

> tgz

<

yuu drink

???

Whar is it ??

{ DO NOr READ }
[allow 2llstore < > in tg?l

DO NOT REPEAT QUESTION FOR FURTHER BEVERAGES.
DO NOT READ OPTIONS.
< I > Beer (including Lager)
<2> Low alcohrll lreer

<3> Home hrew
<1t Wine (including charnpagne ancl nrse)
< 5 > Wine cooler (wine ancl tiuit
.luice)
<6> Spirits
<7> Mixed cocktail
< 8 > Liqueurs
< 9 > Sherry or p()rt ()r venl.t()uth
<0> other alcohotic ctrinks (cHECK wHETHER cAN BE coDED ABovE)

"'".,

c( )n'Ia

i

ncrs

ar

T''-3'il*

i"1il"'

li i
***

enter
___\

r p i nt )

l;*'lh

the nunrher of crtntainet's. fi'actirrns as clecinrals e.g. .25. 1.5. -33

>Cle< *** DON'T READ - PRON4PT lF NECESSARY : now enter container ctdc
[store<> inClel
< l > Class lgoto C I El

<7 > Small handle (half pint)
< 8 > Large hanclle (pint)
<4> Can
<5> Stuhbiebottle <9> Jug(trnelitre)
<0> Retirsed/Dttn't knorv lgoto Clhl
<6> Standard lrottle
E--) lgotoCleel

>ClE<

Woultl that glass hold as trruch as a can or stubhie.
it hold nrore or less ?
[equiv Cle][store ( > in ClEllntt erascl
)ON'T READ

or r.vould

<l> Smalleranrount (250m1) <d> Don'tknow
<2> Same as can/sruhlrie (-1-50rnl) (r) Retirsed
< 3 > Larger anr()unl (475m1)

)Clec< lallrtl l2l
[if Clelt <4)llstole (glass)

inCleellelsel

inCleellelsel
lif Cleetl (4>l[store (can)
[if Cle et1 <5) llstore (stutrhie) in Cleellelsel
lif Cleeq <6) llstore (stcl. hottle) in Cleel[elsel
Iit Cle eq (7> llstore (snrall hantlle> in Cleellelsel
Iif Cle eq ( 8) lIstore ( large hanrlle> in Cleellelsel
inCleel
[if Cleeq (9)llsrore <,iug>
I

>

end it ll end it

Clf<

( I)

||

end il'l I enrl it ll end it

||

enrl it

|

[

end it'l

What brand of beer clo you usually clrink

I

Canterhury

DO NOr READ l

Draught

I

goto C

I

fl

?

< 18> Rheineck Dry

<2> Castlenrairre xxxx\4x
< 19> Speights
< 3 > DB or Dominion Brerveries < 20 > Speight's Extra Gold
<4> DB Draught
< 21 > Steinlager Blue
(5 > DB Bitter
<2?> Steinlager Green
< 6 > DB Doutrle Brorvn
< 23 > Steinlager Dry
<7> DB Special Draught (lrlue can) <?4> Steinlager (unspecified)
< 8 > DB Export Lager
< 25 > Toohey's (Blue)
<9> DB Export Dry
<26> Waikato Bitter
< l0> Fosters
<27 > Waikato/Waikato Draught

<ll>

<12>

Guinness
HonreBrerv

< 13 > Lion Red
< 14> Lion Brorvn
< l5> Mako/DB Maku
< 16> Red Bancl
< 17 > Rheineck

< 28 > other(specity)
< ?9 > NO Usual Brand

<98> Don'l knorv
< 99

> Retirsed

>Citb< [allow
[if

lif

ll

rsex eq < him > llstore
r.sex eq ( her) ll,store

( nr )

<f)

in Cith:llgrrtrr C I gtr,t f[endif]
in eithllgoru ClgFlfendifl

How often woulcl y(ru dri,nk r equivaleni oftrulsix or rnorelnl cana or
srubbie,t of heer on [uJone[nf oecasion?
{ D-O NOT R"EAD }
< I> twice a n'ree.k or mrtre
<2> once a week
<3> onoe e\'€ry l0 days.
<4> once every 2 weeks
<5> once every 3 weeks

clgM<

<6> onee a month
<7> once ev€ry 6 weehs
<8> once everlr2 n:ronths<9> once enery 3 lntrnths
< l0> 2-l timcs a yei{}'
<ll> onceayear
< 12> less than olied a ydar
( 13) never

<98>
<99>
T ='=

>

refused

dtrn't know
lgoro C lh]

>C;lgF< How often would yru drink the equivalent ofluJfour or rnore[nl
stuhbies of heer on [ulnnelal occasion?
I D0 NoT READ ]
<I
twiee a week 0r more
onse a weck
once every l0 days
once every 2 weeks
once every 3 wQeks
once a montlr
once every 6 weeks
once every 2 nxrr,rths
once every 3 months
< l0> 2-3 timesa ycar

>
<2>
<3>
<4>
(5)
<6>
<7>
<8>
<9>
<ll>

< l?>
< 13 >

oncsaycar
less than {rflde fl }dar

never

<98> rehrsed
<99> don't know

==>
[if*-*--Spirit5 Seution----*--+F.+-rlo you drink SplRtTS OR LIeUEURS?
tClh< [Iow ofte.nDo
NOr READ }
{
< ! > At least once a day
' <2> 5 or more times week
a
<3> 3-4 times a week/ once every twcr days
<4> tWice a week
<5> once a week
<6> once every l0 days
<7 > once eve.! 2 weels
<8> once every 3 weeks
<9> once a month
< l0>

once every 6 weeks

cans

or

<||>
<12>
< !3 >
< l4>

< 15>
< l'6>
< 98

once evefy ? mrmth.s
(mcd every .1 pluntlt'ri
2-3 tinres a y'e-ar
trRce a y€ar
less than once a year lgoto C?al
lguto C3al
lgoto C2al
dtrn'l know

Never

> ref'used

<99>

>Clp<
***

When ynu are elrinking SPIRITS OR LIQUEURS,
how much would you u.suallSr clrink?
[atlow 4]
recorrl how many firtt (0 if refu"tiedlcan't renrember)

**+ valid containers are:

G,la.cs

(single nip)

G;lasr (cltruhle niP)
_
Hipllask htrtrle (375m11

:il
+4"8
*{:+

Srd Bortlc 1750m1|
Lge Bonle (l l25nrl)

s* enter tbe NUMBER, tlf corttflindr$. fractfurm

ir-s

decimals e.g. .25. 1.5, .33

>ClF< **'t DON'T READ - PROI\,'IPT IF NECESSARY

: now enrcr container

lstore(>inClPl
I>
<7>
<3>
<4>
<5>
<I >
<9>

<

Glas$

(sing,lre nifr)

Glas:s (dr.ruhle nipl
Hipt'la,ck hotrle (375nrl)

Brmle (7'50rnl)
Lgetsonle (ll?Snrlt

Srcl

Ref'used

Don't knrirv

>elpp< [allorv l0l
[t'ClP eq < I > llstore (single nip) in Clpplletsel
lif CIP eq (2> ll"rrore duuhle nip) in Clppllelsel
lif CIP eq < 3 ) llstrrre < hip flask > in C lppl lclsel
lit: CIP eq <4> llstore <.std htrrtle> in Clppllel$ei
Iif CIP eq <5> llstore (lge honle> in Clppllelsel
I

endifl

I

end if

|

|

enclifl I end itl I end ir

I

>Clq<

What hrancls trf spririts rrr liqueurs do you usuatly drink?
You can rnention morc rhan one if there is more than one thst you
usually drinh.

e*+ Up to three can he ctrdcr.l 4*s
{ DO NOT READ }

<01>
<02>
<03>
<O4>

<05>
<06>
<07>
<08>
<09>

Baileys

BeetEa,ter

Bacardi
Captain Mongan
Coruha

< 14> Brancly - no trrand
< 15> Gin - no brand
( 16) Rurn - no brand

Glenfrd<lich

< 17>

G<rdun's Gin
Jack Daniels
Jim Beam

<0>

Whi.skey -,no brand

Other ( specif, ) lspect$l

code

< l0>

<ll>

< l2>
< l3 >

(

>Clql

<y>
<

< l8> NO USUAL BRAND lgoro Citr'l

Johnny Walkcr
SmirntttT
Southern Conrfirrl

<98> Don'r know lgrxo Cittl
Relirsetl lgoto Citrl

< 99 >

Wil.strn's

Is there antlther hrand of'spirits or litlueurs ???
yes for second preterence lgoto Clq2l

> n0

n

lgoro Cifi'l

lq24 *x* code other hrand

of spirits or liqueurs
{ DO NOT READ }

r' <

***

I > Baileys
( 2 ) BeefEater

(3) Bacarrli
< 14> Brandy - no hrand
<4) Captain f\4organ < 15> Cin - no hrand
(5) Coruha
< t6> Runr - no hrancl
(6> Clenflddich
< 17> Whiskev - no hrancl
<7> Gordun's Gin
<8> JackDaniels
<0) Orher(specify) [specityl
(9> Jim Bearn
< l0> Johnny walker
< t8> No orHER usuAl BRAND lgoto Cirrl
<ll> SmirnotT
< 12> S<,rurhern Conrfirr-r <98> Don'r knorv lgoto Citil
< 13> Wilson's
<99> Retlsed lgoto Cifrl

I

>Clq3(

<y>

[s there i{nothcr hrand ut s;lirits or lirlueurs ???
yes tirr third pret'erence lgoro Cttl4l

( n ) no
>CI

lgortr Qi1i.;

< x** code other hrand uf spirits or lirluetrrs

q4

DO NOT READ

( I > Baileys {
( 2 ) BeefEater
(3) Bacardi
<4) Captain Morgan
(5) Coruba
<6> Clenficldich
<7> Gordon's Gin
<8> JackDaniels
<9>

.lgt

<ll>

Jim Beam
J^oh1nv

watker

Smirnoff

*r,*

}

< 14> Brandy - n<l brancl
< 15> Cin - no brand
< 16> Runr - no brancl
< 17> Whiskev - no brand

<0> Other(specity) [specityl
< r8> No orHER

usuAl

BRAND lgot. ciril

< 12> Southern Conrtirrt < 98 > Dun'r know [grxo Citil
< 13> Wilson's
<99> Rehrsecl lgotdtitil

'Citt<
lif
lif

lallow tl

rsex eq
rsex eq

'ClrM(

<him) llstore (m) in Cifil lgoro ClrMIendifl
<her> ltsrore < f> in Cifil lgtiro CtrFlle;difl

Horvoften rvuulcl you tlrink the equivalent ()f six or moredouhle
of spirits or liqueurs .rn r'ine occasion?
{ DO NOT READ }
<I
twice a week or nrore

>

nip.s

<2> once a weel(
< 3> oncd every I0 tlavs
<4> p:nceeverl I weelts
<5> onceevety 3 weeks
<6> onee a month
<7> once cv€ry 6 weeks
< 8> onee every ? rnt,rnths
<9> onceevcry 3 months
< l0> '2-3 times a year
<ll> onseayeaf
<12> lelx than (lnde a yoar
( 13) never
<91> refilsed
<98> don't kntlw

=:= )lErrttr ClrEl
>ClrF<

How uften rvtruld you drink tltc cquivalcn{ tlf frtur or mur€ duuhle nips
trf spirirs or liqueurs nn (lne ()ccasion?
{ DO NO-f READ I
< I > trvir;e u rveek or titorc

<2> oRce a we€k
< 3 > enue e-verlt l0 clays
<4> once e\rgty 2 u'cel$
< 5 > onee crery 3, wueks
<6> once a m<mth
<7> onee every 6 n'eeks
<8> onceevdry2 nnmths
<9> once eve"ry 3 mor[hs
< l0> 2-3 tirnes a year
<ll> onceaVdi{r
<12>

less than (rnce a vcar

< l-1>

never

<97 >
<98>

donlt knr s,

>€lr.E<

refused

[alkrrv

ll

f ----*--:--(ALL

>C2a( Ttinking

DRI N K ERSF:-----------------#

norv about

|

lul all Inl lypes trf al,:ohol. huw olten do you

drink enough to f.bel drnrnk?
{ DO NOT READ PRQI\4PT !F NECESSARY }
I > twic€ a rvegk tr more
<2> once a weck
<3> onc€ cvdrlr l0 days
<4> once evcry 2 rveck-s
<5> once every 3 weeks
<6> once a month
<7> once overy 6 weeks
< 8> once everi 2 months
<9> once euer! 3 mnnths
< l0> 2-3 tirnes I y'ear [goto m | |

<

< 1tr > onee a J,ear
< 12> tss rhan oft"'s

( t3 > nwer

<97> refused
<98> don't kntlw

lgoto

mI

I

fnll
lgoto mll

a ysarr lgrrtrr

lgrrttt mll
lg$to nr I I

Tfi

l#

* * S* *

;1.

*:i

13t:*,ft{: Ser:

d:

{3:!::li

lgttto mlI

:F :!!

TRK

hltrCk

>201v<

What would you he clrinking on a [rltypical[n.l one of these occasions
in 20lvl
when you clrink enough to t'eel drunk ???lallow 2Jlstore
DO NOT REPEAT QUESTION FOR FURTHER BEVERAGES.
DO NOT READ OPTIONS.
Ihl inkJ No EITH ER/ORsIntrrmal]
<I
Beer (including Lagcr)
Low alcohol beer

()

>
<2>
<3> Homebrew
<4> Wine (including chanrpagne and rttse)
< 5 > Wine cottler (wine ancl tiuit .iuice)
<6> Spirits
<7 > Mixed cttcktail
< 8 > Liclueurs
< 9 > Sherry ()r p()rt or vernlrruth
<0> Other alcoholic drinks (CHECK WHETHER

CAN BE CODED ABOVE)

(Specity)

<97>

lspecity

Sanre types and lulanrountlnI as

> Retused lgoto m I
Don't knurv lgoto nrll
( c)
< l0> No nrore tvpcs

< 98

I

<99>

Nu alcohol/Never drinks at this locrt

>201w< [if 20lv eq <e> I
store < ) in nOlbllstore < > in c0lbl
store < > in n0llllstore < > in cOlll
store < > in nOlhllstole < > in cOlhl
store < > in n0lwllstore < > in cOlwl
store < ) in n0lcllstore < > in c0lcl
store
store
store
store
store

<
<
<
<
<

gotomll

> in nOlsJlstore < > in c0lsJ
) in nOlnrllstore < > in cOlml
> in nOlql[store < > in c0lql
> in n0lf llstore < > in c0lfl

)

in n0lollstore

<)

in cOltrl

enditl

lir 20lv eq ( I > llstore <Y> in c0lhllendifl
lif 20lv eq <2) llstore <Y> in c0llllendit'l
tif 20lv eq ( 3> llstore < Y > in c0lhllenditl

lif 20lv eq (4>
lif 20lv eq (5)
lif 20lv eq (6)
tif 20lv eq (7)
lif 20lv eq (8>
lif 20lv eq (9)
lif 20lv eq <0>

llstore <Y>
llstore <Y>
llsrore <Y>
llsttrre <Y>
llstole < Y>
llstore < Y >
l[store < Y >

20lx<

in c0lwllendifl
in c0lcllendifl
in c0lsllendifl
in c0lmllendifl
in c0lqllendifl
in c0ltl[endifl
in c0lollendifl

[allow lllsrore < > in 20lxl
Would you be drinking anything else along with the .....
on this occasion?

< I > Yes [goto 20lv

<2>

==>

I

lirr typical clrink Igoto m||

No

I

>201n< lif c0lh et; < ) llsrore (n) in c0lhllsrore
[if c0ll cq < > llsrore (n) irr c0llllsrore (

( n> in n0lhllenclill
n) in n0llllendif
Iif cOlh eq ( ) llsrore (n) in c0lhllsrore ( n) in n0lhl[enclifl
[if c0lw eq < ) llsrore (n) in c0lrvlf.srore ( n) in n0lwllenditl
lif c0lc c(t < > llstore <n) in c0lctlstore < n) in n0lcllenclitl
lif c0ls cq < > llsrorc <n) in c0tsl[store ( n) in n0lsllenclifl
[if c0lnr cq < ) llst.re (n) in c0lmllstore ( n) in nOrnrllendit'l
[if cOlq eq < ) ltsrore (n) in c0tclllstorc ( n) in n0lqlfenclifl
[if c0lt ec1 ( > llstore (n) in c0tt'lfsrore < n) in n0ltllendifl
[if c0lo cq < > llstole (n) in c0lollsrore ( n) in n0lollenclif'l

>201y< [ifc0lb eq < Y >

goro nOlhl

[if c0lh eq <Y) goro n0lh]
[if c0lc eq < Y) goro nOlcl
lif cOlnt eq <Y> g()ro n0lnrl
lif cOlf eq <Y) s(lr() nOlt'l

I

lif c0ll eq < Y> goto nOlll
lilc0lw eq <Y> goto n0lwl
lif c0l.s eq < Y > goto nOl sJ

[if c0lq eq ( Y > goto nOl q I
lif c0lo ec; < Y> got() n0lol[goto 20le]

And on this tyliical rtccasion. horv nructr BEER rvoulcl you bedrinking
lallow 4l
** record how nran1, flrst (0 if refirse{/ean't rcmcplhcr) -":r:4
'f

Pn0lb<

1'xx'r,alicl
*{'*

:::
***

conrainers

Class
Can

are:

Sntall handle (half pint)
Lurgc handle (pint1
Jug ('lrne ritre)

:illTl:,iilll5.

enler the ntrnrbertrl'crrnt:riners. tiactions

)c0l[r< :i::r':F DoN'T READ - PRoN'rPT
lstore(>inc0lbl

ls

decinrals

c.g. .25. 1.5.

-33

rF NECESSARy : now enrer container code

t Glass lgoro g0lhl
<7 > Srlalt hanclle (half pint)
I
<4>
Can
<8> Lar-gchantlle(pinr)
<5> Stubhiehoule <g> Jug(onelirre)
<6> Stanclarcl hrttle <0> Retirsed/D.nt'r know [got<l 20ryl
==:> [gotoclhxl
a

>g0lb<

Would rhat glass hold as much as a can or stubhie,
would
or
it hold nxrre or less ?
'
[equiv c0lb][store ( ) in g0ilrllno erasel
DON'T READ
< I > Smaller amount (?50nrl) <d > Don,r know
<2> Same as can/sruhhie (-3_50rnl) ( r) Refirsed
< 3 > Larger amounr (475n11)

>pp<

What lulhrandInlof becr rvoultl ytru lre drinking

{ DO NOT READ }

,
|

Canterhury Draughr
:ll
<2> Castlemaine.rxxx\4x

<3>
_.1t
(5>
<6>

:1t

_.1]
<9>

?

DB or D.nrini.n

PP Draught
DB Bitter

?

< tg> Rheineck Dry
< 19> Speights

Brerveries <r0> Sfeighr's Extra Gorcl
<2t> SteintjgeiBtue

<2? > Sreinlage-r Creen
DB D<luhle Brorvn
?9 Special Drau-rltrr (btue can) <24> Sreini-ager (unspecitied)
-'
pp Export
<?5> Ttxrhey'siet,i.)'
DB Export Dry
< 26 > Waikattr Bitter

Lager

< l0> Fosters
< ll > Gttinness
< 17> HomeBrew
< 13> Lion Red
< 14> Lion Brown
< 15 > Mako/DB Maktt
< 16> Red Band
< 17 > Rheineck

>clbx(

<21 > Waikato/Waikato Draught
< 0 > Other'(specityl Ispecifyl

< 98 > Retusctl

<99> Don't know

[allow l2l

[if c0lhlt <4)llstore (glass> inclhxllelsel

[if c0lb ec1 <4)
[if c0lh eq <5]
[if c0lb cq <6)
lif c0lb eq <7)
lif c0ltr cq <8>
lif c0lb eq <9>
I

end

ifl Iend if|

|

l[store
llstore
l[store
llsture
llsttrre
llstore

(can)

in cllrxllelsel

(stuhhie) in clhxllelsel
(std. hottle) in clhxjlelsel
<small hantlle> in clhxllelsel
<large handle> in clbxllelsel
<.iug> in clbxl

end if| | erttl it'l I end if| | end if

||

cnd ifl I goto 20 l y I

>n0ll(

And on this typical occasion. how much LOW ALCOHOL BEER
woulcl you he rlrinking ?

Iallttw 4l
*** record
how nrany trrst (0 if retirsetl/clon't knorv) *'r*

""'

;,1:""'-1li:;ill"?Jl'11;'1"'
Stanclrrtl;hottlc

iil
***

r p in'r)

con'[ainers

enter the NUIt4BER of containers.

>c0ll<

{<** DON'T READ - PRON,IPT lF NECESSARY : n()w cntcr ctrntainer ctxle

lstore<>incOlll

> Glass lgutrr g0lll
<7 > Snrall handle (half pint)
<4> Can
<8> Largehandlc(pint)
<5> Sruhbiehottle <9> Jug(trnelitre)
<6> Standarcl lrottle
<0> Retusetl/Don't know lgoto 20lyl
: =: ) [g<lto cllxl
<

I

>g0ll<

Would that glass holcl as much as a can or stuhbie.
or would it h<lld more or le-ss ?
[equiv c0llJ[store ( ) in g0llllno erasel
DON'T READ
<l> Smalleram()unr (250m1) <d> Don'rknow
<2> Same as can/stubhie (350nrl) < r > Retirsed
< 3 > Larger amounr (475nrl)

:::

)
)cllx(

[allow l2l
l#i.e.31117-80 & 32/t-81
[if cOll lt <4> l[store <glass) in ctlxllelsel
lif cOll eq <4> Jlstore <can> in ctlxllelsel
[if c0ll eq <5> lIstore (sruhhie> in cllxllelsel
[if cOll eq <6> llstore <std. hortte) in ctlxl[elsel
[if c0ll eq <7) ll.srore (small handle) in cllxllelsel
[if c0ll eq < 8 > l]store < large hanclle> in cllxltelsel
lif cOll eq (9) llsrore <.iug) in ctlxl

lendilllentlif.llcndit'llcntlit'llcntlit'llentlil'llcndil'llsoto 20lYl

)n0lh<

Ancl on this tyyrical occasion. how trtuch HOME BREW

would you he drinking ?
[allow 4J
**{3 rec()rd how many tirst (0 if retirsed/can't rememher) 1"r+

***
***

Glass
Can

Snrall handle (half pint)
Large hanclle (pint)
Stuhbie lronle Jug (one litre)
Standartl lrottle

valicl containers are:

**:1.

***

x'** enter the NUMBER ol'containers. tractions as decimals e.{. .25. 1.5. .33

>c0lh< xr* DON'T READ - PRON4PT lF NECESSARY : now entcr

(> inc0lltl
< I > Glass lgoto g0lhl
[store

<1>

container c<de

Small handle (hall'pint)

< 8 > Largc hanrlle (pint,1
<4 > Can
<5> Stubbielrottle <9> Jug(trnelitre)
<0> Retirsed/Don't knorv lgoto 20lyl
<6> Standard hottle
=::)
lg6t11clhxl
>g0lh< Would that glass ltoltl as tltrch as r dan (lr stuhhie.

or rvould it hrlld rttore rtr less ?
equiv c0lhJlstore ( ) in g0lhllntr crascl
DON'T READ
< | > Snraller amount (250nrl) (cl) Don't knorv
<2> Sameascan/stulrhie (350m1) <r> Retirsecl
< 3 > Larger an'lount (475m1)

)clhx(

[allow l?l

lif c0lh lt <4) lfstore (slass) in clhxllelsel
[if c0lh ec1 (4) llstore (can) in clhxllelsel
Iif c0lh eq <5> llsture (stuhhie) in clhxllclscl
[if cOlh eq <6) llsttrre (sttl. hrnle) in clhxllelsel
[if c0lh eq <7) llstore <snrall handle> in clh.tllelsel
Iif c0lh eq <8) llstorc (largc hantlle) in clhxllelsel
lif c0lh eq <9> llstore <.iug> in cllrxl
lendifl lend ifl I endifl I end ifl I end it | | entl i t | | end i f | | goto 20 l y I

) n0lw(.

And on this t-ypical odcasi()n. hou, nruch WlNE
would you lre tlrinking ?
lallow 4l
***' record horv nrany flrst (0 if letirsed/can't rcmcmbdr) **:r

*** valid
***
*rts*

***
rf

**

***
***

containers are: Class (5-6 glasses = standarel hottle)
(14 glasses = 2 litre cask )
(21 glasses = 3 litre ca.sk )
(?8 glasses = 4 litre cask )
Small hottle (375m1)
Stanclarcl hottle (750m1)

enter the NUMBER of containers. tiacrions as decimals e.g. .25, 1.5, .33

)c0lw<

*c.i! DON'T READ

-

PRON4PT

lF NECESSARY : now enter container code

lst<rre <
Glaus

<t>

> inc0lwl

<2> Small hoftlc (3?5ml)
<3> Standard hottle (750nrl)
< 8 > Retused
<9> Don't knrtw

)clwx(

[allow 6l
e{, < | ) [[store ( glass ] in cl wx llelsel
c0llw
[if:
eq <2> llstorc <smallB> in clwxllelsel
e0lw
[if
<3> llstore (std. B> in clwxlleodltl[endifltendit'l[goto 20lyl
eq
[it'c0lw

)nOlr:(
*#

And on ttris typ,icnl occasi(,m. hrtw much WINE COOLER
would ynu he drinklng?
lallow 4l
rerxttd futw nrany tirs (0 if retir.,iedfcan't rcmemher) ***

*** valid eontainer$ are:
**+

***

)

enter the NUIv|.BER of container.\, fracl,ions as decirnals e.g.. .25, 1,5. .33

cOlc.< t+'F DONrT READ - PROMPT lF NECESSARY : norv enldr container code
lstttre <> inr,Olcl
< | > Glass

<Z>
<8>
<9 >
>

Glass

Bonle (stuhhie)

e

Bottle (stuhhie)
Refused

Don't le nrrtv

lcx(

lalltrw Z;

Iif cOle eq < | > tl.tttrre <-gla,rs> in cl.cxllelsel
(stuhb:ie> in ulcxllenclif'llenitlfllgoto 201yf
f if c0lc eq <2) llstrrre
> n0ls

***

<

Ancl on thi:s typi'cal trccasion. htrrv mueh SPIRITS
rvould yr'ru he clrint<ing

:

[allow 4l
record how marty first (0 if refused/ean't rememher) x*x

*** vxlid containers are:

***
**r'
***

Glass (single nip)

frlili';ltHLiiJ'Efr,,,
Bottle (750m1)

enter the NUIv1BER trf containers. tiar-tions as decinrals e.g. .25, 1.5, -33

>cOls< *'F* DON'T READ - PROMPT lF NECESSARY : now enter container
lstore<>incOlsl
<I>

<2>
<3>
<4>
<8>
<9>

Glass (single nip)
Glass (doqhle nip;

Hipflask hottle (375m1)
Bonle (750rnt)
Refrued
Don't lcnrw

code

)ctsrv(
***

Wh4t hrand of spitits rvuuld you he tlrinking ?
it: mofe than one . ask tirr ma,in (lne $'r*

<Otr

> Baileys

I DO NOr READ

I

<42> BeefEater
< 14> B-tandy - no hran<l
<03> Barardi
< 15> Gin - no hrand
<04> eaptain Morgan
( 16) Rum - no hrand
<05> Coruha
< 17> Whiskey - ntr tirand
<06> Glenlittclich
<07> 6or'don:s Gin
(0> Olher ( specity ) lspecityl
<08> Jaclc Daniels
<09> Jim
<

l0>

<ll>

tseanr

Johnny Walkcr

Snrirnuff

<98> Rctused
< 12> Scruthern Cttnrlirn
<99> Dun'l knrrw
< 13> Wilson's

)clsx(

[allow l0l
Iit'cOls uq { I } llsturc (single nip> ln cl:sxllelsel
lif cOls'eq <2) ll.qtor:e (dcuhle nip> in clsxl[elsel
[if c0t"s eq <3) l[sttrre <hip flask) in e lsxl[elsel
[it:cOls. eq <4> ll.sttr.re <tro'ttle> in clsxl
I end if] [ encli fl I end i fll end i f'l I grltrt 20 I yl

< And rin this rypical rrca$'ftrn. hlrv firanv COCKTAILS
would ytru he drinking?
lallow 4l
F*8 reetrrcl how many ,first (0 if retirsed/.-an't renrenrhef
) *o*
> nOl rn

F** valid cuntainers are: Olass (doulrle nipl
F** enter tt're NUIT4BER rrt cuntaincr* fi:lction.s as decimal.s e.g. .?5. 1.5. .3-i

===)

) c0lrn<

4rs* DON'T READ

- PROil4PT lF NECESSARY : now gnter container

gtrde

lrst(rr€a>incOlml
< l > Glass (tltrurr'le nip)
8>
<9>

<

Ref,r.serl

Don't kntrw

)clmx(
>

lallrrrv 5[[sturu

(glas-r> in cimxllgoro 20lyl

n0lg<

***

And on this typical rrcca-sion. how much LTQUEURS
would you he drinking ?
[allow 4]
reoord how many tirst (0 if retbsed/ean't rememb€r) ***

t**

valid containers are: Class

***

enter the. NUMBER af ctrntaiR.ers. tractirrns

fl-li decinral$

e-g. .2s. r.s. .33

>"Olqq :k** DOIN'T READ - PROMPT IF NECESS-ARY : ntrw qntgr container
lstorc<>inu0tql
<|>

Glass

code

lif clTh eq <9]Jl.sttrre <iug> ln clhl

.

[end itl [end it'il end ltl I endit'l,l enel i t]

[ed

i

fl I end if | | gttto 2 I 7y ]

)nl7w.{

Andonthis typ,ical ocrsasion. ht.rw rnuch WINE
woulel you he drirtk,ing ?

***

[allow 4l

pEgord how many

{:t* ualid

uontainerls

firlrt (0 it'rct'bserl/can'l rerndmher)

are: Class (56

glas:ses

=

**r

srandard trottle)

= 2 filre cask
(21 glit"ssui
= 3 litre cask
(28 gla,rses = 4 lhre cask
S,mall htrttle (375ntl)
Stanclarrl hottle (7-i0ml)

*,lF:f

( 14 gla.s.ses

:F**

x**
!l<:F*

s.+{i

*** enter the NTJMBER t,rl'qrntainers. tiactions

==-)

>cl7w{

*+:k

as decimals

e-g. .25-" 1.5. .33

DON'T READ - PROM,PT lF NECESSARY : now snter container code

lstore<> incl?wl

> Glass
< 2 > Snrall tronle (-375,nr1)
<3 > Sundard bottle (750nrl)
< 8 > Rsfussl
<9> Don't knrrw
<

t

) clw(

[allerrv

6l

) I l7w<

lequiv clwllalluw 6l
lit'c'l7w ec1 ( l)llstorc (glass> in u:lrvllelsel
(smallB> iri r:lwllelsel
f if clTw et1 42) llslrlre
l itl c lTw eq < 3 > ll srrr'e < srtl. B ) in s- l wll end it'l fe.nci it]l.enelit'l l goto

2 l 7y l

) nlTc (

Antl on this tllrieal (rdca.\i(ln- lrorv ntuch WINE COOLER
would you he drinking?
[allol 4l
F** recorrl htrw many t'irst (0 if reftrsedlcan'r fernsrnher) ***

r** valid
8.*t'

r*t

containens anE: Gla,ss
Brntrle (stubhie)

enter the NUMBER of ctrntaincrs. fractjons as decimals e.g- .25, 1.5, .33

**'t DONTTREAD'PROI{PT lF NECESSARY : now erter qonuiner
[srore < > in elTcf

)cl7c(
<I>

Glass

<2> Botrle (stuo-trief
< 8> Reftrsett

<9

>

===)
)clc{

Dqn't kmrw
I,alltw 7[

> I l,7c( lequiv cle llulkrrv 7l

{if clTr: eC1 ( I } llsrtrre <glass> in o-tcltclsel
lif clTc eq <?) llsrrrc <sruhhie) in ctcllenditl[enrlit'llgcto ?t?yl

code

<

Ancl on this typieal oscit"'iion. horv .much S,PIRITS
would you he drinking ?
[allow 4l
*** rccord how many tirst (0 if reJused/can't remembef) ***

> nlTs

*F* valid containers arq Glass (single nip)
*JF!F
G:lass (douhle nip)
**rf,

Hiptlask tronle (375m1 )
Bsnle (750ru1)

**a

***

9691 the NUMBER of containers. tractirms as decimal.s e.g. .25. 1.5, .33

)cl7s( *** DONrT READ - PROMPT
;inclTsl
[stone ( ]
< I > Glass (single nip)
<2> Gtass (doublle nip)
< 3> F{ipflask hottlc (375m1}
<4> Boule (750ntl)
< 8> Re'hrsed
<9> D<rn't know

lF NECESSARY : now enter container

> C l7K

<

What hrancl of spirits rvuuld yuu be drinking ???

!r!F*'

lf

rnore than one

<01>
<02>
<03>
<04>
<

05

>

. ask tirn nrain one *r*
{ DO NOr READ }

Bai'leys
BeetEater
Bacardi

Captain Morrgan
Coruha
Glenfiddictr
Go,rdon's Gin
Jack Danicls

<06>
< 07 >
<08>
<09> Jirn Beam
< t0> Johnny Walker.

<ll>

Smirnoff

< 12 > Southern Comtirn
< 13> Wilson's

)cls(
>

< 14> tsrandy - no hrancl
< 15 > Cin - na hr.and
( 16) Rurn - no hran<l
< 17 > Whiskey - no hrand

<0>

Other ( specify ) lspecityl

<98> Retused
<99> Don't knciw

[allow l0l

llTs<

[equiv cls,ltallnw l0l
[if cl?s eq < I > ll.store < s,ingle nip > i,n clfllelsej
[it'ol7s eq <2> llstore (double nip] in clsl[elsel
lif clTs eq <3> llstore <hip tlask> in clsllelsel
[if clTseq <4>llstore (botrle> inclsl
[endifl [endif][endit][,enclifl [gtrro 217 yJ

)nl?m(

And on this typieal occasion, how many COCKTAILS
would you be drinking?
[allow 4]
+** reqord, how many tirst (0 if retused/can't rememb€r) *+*

*** valid

containers

arc: Class (drnrhle nip)

etrde

$#* enter rtrc'NUl\{E.ER rrf crrnraincrs. ftacti(rn:\ asdechl.lals e-g.

=:: )

.25. l.s"

.3.3

)cl7rn{ *** DO-N'T READ - PROMT lF NECESSARY : now cRter crmrainer code
I
lstore < > in r;f ?nrl

'

<I>

<8>
<9>

Glas.s (clouhle nip)

Refused
Don't lcnow

lm< [allow 5l

Ie

) llTm< loquiv clml[alkrw 5flstore
I

<gfass)

in ctm[[goto

Zl7yl

5nl7q<

And on this typical occirsiun. how nruch LIQUEURS
woukl yrru tie drinking ?
latlow 4l
rs* regord how rnany first (0 il'rctirsed/can't renrcrnher) ***

,

h** v.alid
-containers are: Glass
o** enteF the NUIvIBER
uf *trnt:rincrs. fur.-ri(rns as dccinrals e.g. .25- 1.5_ .33

>cl7q< '*r** DON'T READ - PROMPT lF I*'IECESSARY : n()w enrer ctmuiner qxle
[store<> incl7ql
I > Clalis
<8> Refusecl
<9> Don't kner"v

<

>clqZ<

What hrancl ot'LIQUEUR rvrrrltJyou hc drinking

< I > BaileJ's

{ DO NOT READ

?

lalkrw Zl

}

> other (specity) lspecityl
8> refuserl
<9> don't know
-__\
<
<

7

>clq<
' llTq<
>nl7f<
**

lallow 5l
lequiv clqllalltnv 5llst+rre <gla*s> in clqllgrro 2lt7-yl

And on rhis rypical ocuasion. how nruch SHERRY. poRT or VERMOUTH
would you he drinking ?
lallow 4l
record how many first (0 if cehrs*l/,can''t rememher) B**

:
**
valid centainers

I

are

:

Small glass (40m1)

largr; gtasJfismt)
Bottle (750m1)

** enter the NUMBER
rrf coritiiihers, fractions

!=:>

as d.esimats

'cl?f< *** DON'T READ - pRot\4pr lF NECESSARy

e.g. .25, | .5, .33

: now enrer conrainer code

<

lstore<> inclTt]

l>

<2,>

3>
8>
<9>
<
<

>clf<
>I

Small glass (40nrl)
Large glass O5ml)
Bonle (750m1)
Refused

Don"t kmtw

lallow

lll

l7f< [4uiv r:lfllallorv I ll

Iif cl Tt: eq < | ) llstore < srnall gtas.s > in clf'llet-set
lif clTf eq <2 > llstrrre < large glass > in cltllelset
[if cl?f eq <3>l[,srore (honle) in ctfl
lend'ifl lendifJIendifllgoro ? | 7y

I

lnlT<l<

And on this typtcal occasiun. how mueh "oTHER BEVERAGE TylpE"
would you he <lrinking ?
[allow 4l
'** reco'rd how many tirst (0 if refusetllcan't remenrber) *+{.

* valid eontainers are,:

Glass

tr* IF

Bottle (.stuhhje)

l|." f

Brt{tte, (750m1)

l

*s* enter the NuMEER,of ctrntainers.
ffactitms

)cl7o( *** pr}N'f READ - PROMPT
lstore (> inclTol
< I > Glass
<2> Bonle (stuhhie)
<3> Bonle (750m1)
< I > Refhsed
<9> Don't kRew
=:: >
>clo<
>

[allow

as decimal:s

e.g. .?5.

|

.j.

.J3

lF NECESSARY : now enter ccnrainer cude

7'l

ll7o<

[equiv e loJ[alleirr 7l
li{"1]u eq < l > llstore <gtass > in ctolletsel
[{.11u eq <?>I[store <ituhbie> in cioJ[etieJ
!it: glJo eq < 3 ) l,[store < bottte> in ctoJ
Iendif]fendiff [end ir] tgp ta Z r7yl

>217e< This querion is somerimes

a blr confusing, so we need to check
have-gor the details down correctry. so. what I haie reo*rrded
is that on
ltt:tt
l ln,rl lglgp|! qpiqt 9.uas-iq, n. yrru wou|d be dri nii ng. . _

EAD,"l*{t-.
SKtppING BEVERAGES TI-tAT \4/ERii NOT MENTTONED

[srore<>inZt7el

Beer :
lflil nt7hl[fifl uthf
tow Alcehot Beer: tfilt nlZtlltitt-clt1
Home Brew :
ttilt ntThliilfl r;lh['
Wine:
ffiil nt7wlttiftcnvl
WineCooter: lfllt ntTcftfiil ctcl
1fiil nt7sllrit't ctsl
lpirits :
Cockrail,s :
triil ntTmltti[ ciml
Liqueurs :
ltill nl? t- il ctql

:

if we

<2> Brrttle (sluhhie)
<3> Brrttle (750n1)
<8> Reftrsed
<9> Drtn'l knrtlv
===>
)clox( lallow 7l
[if cOlo eq < l) llsttrre <gla.ss> in cloxl[el.sel

[it'c0lo eq <2 > llstore (stuhbie] in clorllelsel
[if cOlo eq <3]l{store (htrttl'E} in cloxl
[enditJ,[endl itl'[endit'l

I

gottt 20 I y I

>201e< l.ll.iust

check that I have got thc details down correutly.
So, what I have recol'ded is on luru.lerlinelonef nornrall oucasion,

I
I

you weuld lre clrinking...
IR.EAO. SKIPPINC EEVERACES THAT WERE NOT MENTIONED :
tst<rre < > in 20lel
I

Beer:
ltill nOlhl[fill clhxl
: ltlll n0lll,ltill cllxl
Brcw:
ltrJl n0lhlltill clhxl
Wine:
ltill n0lt,llfil'l clrvxl
Wips Qlxr,ler :
lfill n0lcllfil,l clcxl
Spirits:
ltill n0lslltill clsxl
Cocktails: lfill n0lmlltill clrnxl
Ligue$rs:
ltill n0lqllrill clqxl
Sherry/Fon/V€rr1(rrrh : ltill n0lr'lltill clfxl

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Uerw Algfiol Beer
Hcrrne

Other ah:t-rhtrl heverugc' :lliJl

n0lo|llill cloxl

I

Have I grx th:a{ drnrn crrfcclly ?
I
IDO NCIT READ
|t---\ <I> )"* [gotomll <3'>
I

l> pr0l

I
|
;

Nu

<

Iatlow 50llstore < > in pr01 |
lsrrrre<> incltrxllistirre <> incllxllstrrre <> inclhxJ[st<lre <> in clwxl
lstore <> irne lcxll$teri'e < > in cls,xllsttrre <> in clmx][store < > in cl:qxl
[strrre < > in cltxllritrrre < > in e toxllgoto 20lvl

I

*,n::$,irrc;!.*{.rF*rt**|.F.s**:gsxr+*+*4j*]

[#,**x*rc**x,:!E*;r:sr!'**rF4:*
I

LI

P ml

i

<

In tho last year hlrrv trlten have yrru driven lvhen yuu've prohahly had t0(t
much to, drink?
READ

<l> Often
<2> Sornetirne"s
<3> Oucitsionally
< 4 > S,elrdonr
<1> r,rf Never
< 8 > Retu.scd
<9> Don'l knorv
) m2(

COm.pared rvhh a year ago. worrld you $ay'you are now

READ

drinking...

<l>
<2>
<3>
<8>
<9>
===

more

Ihe

ame

eir les:s

alctlhtrl

retirsed

doti't knorv
>[goto evyl

> xx,< Did you cr<er dri'nk a[,;(ftol in the past ??

<l> Yes
<2> Yes. frut ernly trcc:ls.sitrn:{lly lgrrtrr e3l
(3) no lgoto e3l
d8) refirscd lgtrto c3l
(9) Don't knuw lgtrur e3l
yy

< Diel ytiu strrp drinking hecautc it wzr"s her:onring a problem
(l}y.el

(2)

??

no

< 8-> refirse<l

{9>

==)

Don't kmrrv

[gotoe3-l

ASK

L#

evy(lallow ?lHow

EVERYONE

----#l

much dr: you egre€ rtr rli.sagree with the

tu[['owing sta&emenu?

**o* dnrer <0> rtl.dtlnlinlrd s*t'r*

:-)
el

(

The people vou usually mix ruith wtrultl gi:ve you a hard time

if ynu were drinking ter.s ftan

thenr ??

Do yrxr.,. (READ)

<[>

<2>
<3>
<4>

(5)

Agreealot
Agreealhrlc
Neith.er agree nur disagree
Disagroe a l'inle
or Disagree a lot

< 8.> Retirsed
<9> Don't know
>

e2<

The peopte

ytu usually rnix with

Do you... (READ)

. <l>

Agrec-alor

(2) Agreea little
<3> Neithcr agrcc ntrr disagree
(4) Bisa'qrsc a|rhtle

w,ould appnrve

if yru got drtrnk

(5) tr Dis:rgruc
<I

>

a

lt,rl

Retitsed

(9)

Dtrn't knrrru

)>

===

> e3 < How much do yru agreu or di.saglce rvith the ttrllowing smtement...
[uJYou imagine the panple you mix with rvould like most <f the alcohol
ads on TVlnl
Dct you..- (READ)

(l}
<2)

Agreealrrt
Agree a little

3>
<4>

<

Neither agred nor dlsagree
Di:sagree a littl:e
ttr Disagree I lot

(5)

< 8 > Refirsetl
(9} Don'l knutv

ejfrn< [allow

Il

lif rsex et1 (hinr) llrttrre
[,if rsex eq (her) ll.sture

<nr>

<t]

in eithrl lgott'r e4llendifl
in eitnrl lgrno e6lferutifl

e4<

Hcw often do yuu think thc avtrlgd 18 to ?9 year old man in New Zealand
would drink lrlctthrrl?
{ DO NOT READ . PROI}ilPT IF NECESSARY I
< I > At lea.,{ uncd a da.-v
<2> 3-6 times a u'eek/ rrnLr every trvo davs
(3) hvice e weck
<4> unce a u,eek
<5> ()nce cvcry ? u'eeks
< 6 > ()nce evdry .1-4 rveek.s
<7 > oncd dvcly 1-3 rnrrnth;s
<8> l-3 timcs a {err
<9> less rhant,nr-'e a vear

( l0)

never

<98>
<97>

retttsed lgrnrr conEl
eltln't knorv lgoto crrnEl

==)

)e5{How

rnuch clo you think the avcragc l8 to 29 y,ear old rnan going to a hotel
or pub would clrink on a typical tueasitrn?
Let's irnagine thej're drinking can$ ef: heer. how many eans do you think
the average man wtruld dr:ink?[allorv 2]
WRITE IN NUMBER

<

l-50> cnter the numl'rer of cans

<98>
<9?>
=->

Rethsetl lgotrr conEl

don't kntrwlgtto conEl

[gotot'lmEl

l# (MATCH TO CENDER OF RESPOND'ENT here tbnrale)
>e6< How ofiel do trtou think the a\rerage 18 to 29 year old wttman irt
New Zealantl rvtruld tlrink alcoh*tl?
{ DO NOT READ. PROtvtPrf lF NECESSARY I
< I > At lea$t unce a day

<2> 3{ tinres a wuek/ (}nce d\rg'y tlrr days
, <3> twi'ce a week
< 4> .once a rveek
<5> onc€cverJ 2 wceks
<6> onceevery 3-4 rvoeks
< 7> once e"very 2-3 months
<8> I-3 times a year
<9> less than once a year
( 10) never
<98> refused [gotrr ctmEl
<97 > dttn't kn tw[grxtt c+n,El

>e7< How

rnuch do vtru thitik th:e aver?gd 18 ttr ?9 year old wr)rnan gtring tu a
puh
woukl tlrink on a ll,piual occttsitm?
h'tttet or
Let's imagine th,ey're dr'inking douh,le hotel nig-,rs rlf spirrits, how maRy
do you think thc avdrag€ \v(rnun rvrruld drink?[atlur.v 2l
WR.ITE IN N.UMBER

< l-50>

enter the nunther of cans

<98>
<9-7 >

Refu.scrl l-eclo

qrnEl

don't kntlrvl-errltr

u-rrnEl

)eonE< ldkw ll

t#---"--=.----E

ND QF eO

NS U A,l PTT

ON

Q U ESTT

ONS--!--.---_-- -------#l

<

tq6a

Now lve havs

srf

nre queslions a.lxlut y(rln'$elf

rntl

yor,rr frouseh<lld.

Are lrou c{rrrentl'y rvotking- in a peid jrth. eirher firll-tinre rtr Pan-timc?
*'r* ([meLUDE SELF-E[\,| PLOYN{ENT; o.r*

DO NOT READ:

<l>
<2>

> q6b

<

**i*

I

Reiu*cd lgtrtlr q9l

Are you wtrr,kin--q al lcast }0 ltrmrs a rveelt ilr p*itt jrrhs?
(INCLU DE SELF-Ef\4 PLOYN,I ENT) ***

| <2> No
l> q6c

8>

No lgrittt q6cl

DO NOT READ:
| < I > Yes

L=-: ("

<

Yes

lgtru
lErto

q8l
q6dl

8> Relilserl lgttto q8l
<9> Drtn't knttrv [goto q8l

<

Are y,rtrur-..Ino erascl

lRErnr

D0 ltor RE,{D:
< I > Farenting rrr drring unpaitl n'trt'k <8> R'efir.qied [gtno c19l
or home or in c{rnrntrlrlity <9> Dnn't kntnv lgot<r q9l

|
I
< 2 > A student lgoro q9l
| <3>
| <4> Unemplttyul
| <5> Sick trr an invalid
Retiretl
|
>lgoto q7l
l=:=

<

0>

Orher (Specify)lspecifyl

I
I

Itq6ola

lequivq6cf\i{'hen

\,(r,u

are not

et( i'r

paid joh. dre

y1111...1no erasel

I

F,,EAD:

DO NOT READ:

< t > Pareming rrr doing unpilir,l sr,rrk <8> Refilsed lgotrr t!91
,t httme ur in culunrunit-v <9> Dun't knrttv lgoHr q9l
<2> A stutlenr
<0> Other'(Spdcify)lripccify[

|
|
| <3>
Unempluyctl
|
<4>
Sick
| < > Doingtrr an invalirl
rrther unpaicl acti:vities
| 5
<6>
Reti'rerl
|
===) lgotgq$l
> q7 < Have you ever harl a pa'itl ioh?
I

DO NOT READ:

<l> Yes
<2> Ncl

<I
fgtrtu q9l

>

Re,t-usetl lgottr q9l
<9> Drrn't know lg$to q9;

>q8<

[allov 30lCan ytru descrilu 5ruur usual paid ocuupation?
WRITE IN DETAILS
(TF NO LONCER IN PAID WO'RK. ASIK US]UAL OCCUPATION WHEN IN PAID WORK)

===)
> q9 < What uther adults. it'any. ilrd you living rvhh ?
++* eode tirst (i.e, hrwdst crx.le
nunrherJ tifltegrrry says Yc.s t(r

*!FtF

READ:
< I > Hu-shancl. rvitc or plnncr [goto t1l0ll <8> Refirsed lgoto ql2l
<2> Parcnts or guartlian lguto q l0hl
<3> Other tanrily ntcttthers lgoto ql0hl
< 4 > Others such as llulnrates or hoarding lgttto t1l2 |
<5> or No other aclult lsoto <ll0hl

>c1l0a( [allow 30llno

eraselCan you descrihe your partner's

usual paid ()ccupati(ln.

it

anv?

WRITE IN DETAILS
(OTHERWISE. ENTER none OR retirsed OR don't know)

===) [gotoql?l
>ql0b< lequiv ql0allallorv.i0lf

no eraselCan -v(lu (lescrihe the ntain incrtme

carndr's trsual pairl (lLcultati(rn'.)

WRITE IN DETAILS
(lF DON'T KNOW wHO lS ['lAlN INCOi\4E EARNER. ASK FOR HIGHEST PAID)
(IF NO LONGER IN PAID WORK. ASK USUAL OCCUPATION WHEN IN PAID WORK)
(OTHERWISE. ENTER none OR retirsed OR don't knorv)

>ql2< What is your highest level ol'educutiort ur.itth qualitiuation?
DO NOT READ: lallorv 2l
< I > No school rlualitication
< 2 > Sch0ol certillcate in (rrrc ()r n]orc sulr-iects
< 3 > UE/6th tirrnr celtillcrte/rnatriuulllion in one or n'r()re sulriects
< 4 > Higher scho,rl ccrtit'icate/bursar\'/scholarship
<5> Trade cenitlcatc
<6> Technicians ccrritreateiTeuhnical institute uualitlcation
<7 > Nurses ceniticute/rlil)l(ln'lil
< 8 > Teachers ccrtil'idllc/(liploll;1
<9> Sonre universitl,pupers hul nrrt tirll tlegree
< l0> University tlegree
<0> Other (Speciti,) lspee iUl
< 98 > Retirsetl
<99> Dttn't knou'

>ql3a<

Can t'ou tcll nre -\,orlr pcrs()nal annual inconre hetilre tax ? Please
include pr()tjt tron'l invcsturelrrs- interest. shares elc.

(START WHERE IT SAYS "START HERE" AND N4OVE UP OR DOWN AS NEEDED)
XJ'* IF DO NOT KNOW. ASK:
Do you knorv what ytrur u,eekly take-honre pay is after tax?

*{::F

Gro.ss Inconre

p.a.

(Weekly take-honre pay)

<0> Nil
< I > Less than $10.000 Less than $150
<2> Less than $30.000 Less than $290
START HERE: < 3 > Less rhan $30.000
Less than $440
<4> Less rhan $10.000 Less than $570
< 5 > Less than $50.000
Less rhan $700
<6> l\4ore than $-i0.000 N4trre rhan $700 lgoro ql4al
< 8 > Retirsetl lgottr tl l4al

=:='.)

<9> Dun't ltnow l-ertnr c1l4a;l

l# >qt-1h<[if qgDe (,1> grirriql4al\.trhlrisyrrurFr{,t'tncr'sannual incumehetoretax?

** IF DO NOT KNOW. ASK:
l#
!# Oo you know whal nheir wcekly titlie-hrrnlc pay is atier tax?
[#

*r**

Gr()$s l'ncr,mle

p.a.

(Weekly take-httme pay)

<0> Nil
< l> Less than $1CI.000 Le,ss than $150
l#
<2> Less than S?O.000 Lcss than $290
i*
Less than $440
[#START HERE: < 3 > Less th,an $30.000
than
$57O
Less
<4> Less than S40.000
t#
l-ess
than
$700
<5 > Less than $50,00o
W
lr4ore
<6> Morethan.550.000
than $f00
l#
(8,)
Refused
l,#
<9> Don't knttw
t#

w

lJ,

It

---\

>ql4a<

la,llow SlCtruld vou plea-se tell us y.rur agc?

DO NOT R.EAD:
< l8-?9> Exact agc (shturh"l hd
< 98 > Rcl-u,red

>ql4g<

Crrutcl y<ru

hg111,g411

l8:uttl 29 veals)lgtrt(, tJicxl

tell me rvhi€fr ot rhg tirllrrving ag€ groups

Srttu utrrne into?

lno erasel

<l> l8-?31'ears
<2> 24-29 y.ears
< 8> R.etu$rd
< ''".* DO NOT READ THIS. THIS
*** [till
rsul

>tr;ex

*:r'.+

:
>

C'ODE SEX
<I

< l>

[S A CHECK

THAT YOU ARE STILL TALKING TO A

Male

Female

rE** JF
UNSURE. SAY:

Sometirnes we canmrl rell fi,om perrple's rt""{mei\ tlr voices whether they are
male ur f,eulale. !ilr I harle trr ask ytlu.

>

ql4h<

Sfhich ethnic gr(fu1f do y,ttu hclon-{, tu : Matrri. Pacit'is. lsland,
New Zeala'nrl Eurupean. ur srtmcthi:ng else | ,;an ketrl in ? lallow 2l

DO NOT READ:
< I > Maori
<2> pauttis

<0> Other (SPccify)lspeciryl
Islanrl
<3> NZ Etrropean/Pakeha/Australian <8> Rehrsed lgsto ql4dl
<4> New Zealander
<9> Don't know lgoto ql4dl
< 5 > Pan h,lirrrilpan Pakeha
<6> Asian
===)
> ql4c ( [no erasells there any orher erhnic gn]up you beJclng ro?

DO NOT R,EADT

<0> Orher (Sp*crty)lnpecityf
Mzurri
<2> Faci,tiu lslllnrj
< 3 > NZ Etrrupcani Plkehn/Atrstraliln < 97 > Ntt rrthers
< 98 > R'etirsetl
<4> New Zealianclet
<5> Part lr4urtri/lilart Pnkelia <90> Drrn'l knorv
<6> Asian
<I>

< Do yrtu live in a..-?
<l> city
<3> f,own
< 3 > or in the ctruntrv ??
<8> Refirisdd
<9> DCIn't kntrrv
> ql5 < Are thefe any udrer phnmcs hr this hou.se hrrtd that yrru have the arse
> ql4d

R.EAD

nf that taave a lsldit'tbrentlnl phone nuttrhet to tlti's ttne ?
( Dttn't ir,lclude ccl,l ;altorlct )

<|)

yes

lgtrtrr t1l(rl

( 3 ) mr, lgtrlu q3t
( 9 > refused lgrr,til |
( I > drrfl:'t knult' I.g.r'11r q-1| [
I

rc13

J

)qt6<

[ntr er;lx'eJ Hrxrr p11n1 ne thcre. iltl L'{jtullliD*{ thi.s one ?
ENTER NU,'N4,EjER { I DIGIT).lr;rl,limv I

)demE<
l#

[all<rrv

ll

*.F,+**'+*r;F,i.n.'j{i:r'1F:g:s.:s:r::!$!;:::r:

El.,lD OF DEI{OGRAFHIC QUESTIONS *E*'*s:s*****:F***n'1++*$**'*'

>.o31 < Now w€ have a t' w,qtircsttons aborlt @*tlerrenc€g
as a resr.rlt of drrnkrlrg. lirtlow I I
i ! ' ente:r <O> tr, g.a-rll(tnue ''' "

Vot

nrav haver had

===>
>rl3la<

Lallow SllFirsrty:, how fi:ranv rirnei in.th€ lasr 12 monrhs hav€ vou
gdt dr,u.nk rrhen thgte v.vas 8n inrportenl rea,son to stay sobel?

EON.T READ:
<O> Nqne

<'9.98

>

Retused

<9gg>

< I-gQO'> GNTER NUMBEB

Donit tnow

===>
|,

l>ci31c< lallow

3'l{,ht@w.nariy t'rnl€s

in ltrc l6sr il 2 nlonttrs hav€ WUI

I

- aw'ake'ned *iq aexr d6y not allle to renrenrlaer sonro of
the things you had dsne whrle drtRktngl

I
I
I

lun*'t *uo,n,
< 9gS > Refu.qed
| <O > None
<t.
oo>
E]NTER.NtfMts€R <999> Dorn'rkno.w
|
I

le==)
I
I

laltow 3.1(How nrahv umels in lhe lasl 1?msnt'trs have youl

l>q3tU<
I

I

- f€lt lhe eflec.ts of'.alcclhol whde. at wotk, stritd,V! or engagedl
in ho.trcehotd duties? (lnclude afrer-eflectsl

I
I
I
I

looN'T

READ:

<O> None

|
I < l.gqO>
l===>
| > q3.1{

<

€NT€R

I'aiLlow,

<988> Rel.used
<.9995 Don't.hnstt
NUMBER

3ll(How nrany

trrn;res' ir.t lhie

rlast l 2 nronllhti fta,v,6 vsuil

I
I

.

l;

had(

Wrrr haods sh<rhe a lor

{l ihe njloat:|rlng: all€r dlrinhiriig?

I

looN'r

|
I
ll

READ:

<O,r> Noh€,
<1-9@O> ENTIR

=:=

<988>

AIUIVIEER,

8e{qseo

<.9,9,9> Doo',tknow

=>

>qglg<

lafilow 3l(Horw r.flany tinlcs i;n !h.t lssl 12 months li€ve VouI

- stayed intoxicared for eeveral days ar a tinr€?
EON:'T READ:

<O> None
<988> ;Rcfusd
<1-9OO'> ENT€FNUMBER <ggg> Dsn'r't(fiow
> q31l

<

lallow 3|fl-i.ow manv ,liiles in

r,he. lasrt. 1

2 nlonths heve,

'.beon awav lrofit w6rft because.arf vour drinlirngl

DONT READ:

yor,r,l

<O>
<i

< 898

N.orie

t-9OO> ENT€R NllrME€R
<977

>.

> Reltrs.ed
<999> Oon'lrhrlvw

Dlrrr'r go rcr {.eslk

=.==>

<

>.C3li

lafinw 3,ltt]ow niAfly unrc$ in ihe lasr

. gat lnro a phvsie€l
DON'f

nrr'rnttrs hav€, V€ul

fiiohr b,cLalrse of vour d.rinlting?

READT

<998> n€^fv$redlr
<999> Donrl

<Ol Nono
< l-9OO'> ENifEn

/

l2

NUMtsER

kno,w

l===)
I
I

>o3lt<< lallow 3'J(Hsw

|

rfl€nv tritleir In thc l€sl

l2

ititunllh€ f-rat/€ Vsul

I

I

- bben €t$hdmed Of 3{fmethtog wq

chcl w,tule drr'nl$:ng?

I

IDONIT READ;

<98.E> Fl,cfusad
| <-'O> Nsna
<t-soo>
ENTEB NulMerER <999> D-srr'r kr{ow
|l---i-

t---'
I

|>q3rt< lallqw 3ltHow nt{it\,

dn'r€s

ir

the lasl 13, nronlhs haite voul

l
I

- becti dfrnkhg afld drlvrrrg

|

art! lrad

a 0rr{rlor vehtcle orarsl'r}

I
I

I,ooru:r nGn:D:

<o

||

<l.9OO>

|

l

ENTER

< 999

>

ReluEed

IWIMBER <999>

'

Drcrn'l. ltno'w

=='= >

11

I

> n,one

>q31

|
I

n<

lellow 311!tow rfr'{triv firil€.t In lho lsst

l2

qitranlns htsrv€ V,oul

. bcFn idvqtveii in A s€lous srgtlni-afir
After yor,l hdVe b€en d,rrnkr';ng?

llD0N!T REgD:

<O> None
€ii'g00.>

]E|\ITER

<93g > Rclusecl

NrtlwlBEfi

<.919€> 9eirr'thner,w

=;==>
i>q3tE< rlettow it,
>ENO< lsrore <oi > inCODE| lgoro MODTI
ll

lfrf--1;-r.n-:-i-:

